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Abstract 

In Creating the Language of Peace:  Peace, War, and Art in the Works of Maxine Hong 

Kingston, I explore how this Chinese American writer pursues the creation of peace in her 

writings and life.  These chapters explore Kingston’s discussion of war and her determination to 

create a language of peace through creative non-fiction, fiction, and poetry.  Her works draw our 

attention to the ubiquity of war in our lives and furthers her endeavor to highlight this as well as 

her struggle for peace against the backdrop of an American pro-war political landscape.  

Creating the Language of Peace will be the first book length treatment of these topics across 

Kingston’s career.  It also considers Kingston’s oft-expressed intention to create peace through 

artistic means, in her case, through writing.  This dissertation will fill the gap in research and 

analysis, refocusing the discussion on the themes and issues Kingston has repeatedly indicated 

are vital to understanding her work:  peace, war, art, and the creation of a language of peace.   

Throughout, I consider Kingston’s development of a language of peace, her explorations of war 

and its consequences, the influence of her Buddhist philosophies, the close compatibility of her 

works with contemporary peace theory, and the possibility for peace poetics within her poetry.   

The Woman Warrior (1976) and China Men (1980) are the focus of chapter one, an 

investigation into Kingston’s first analyses of war and its consequences for all who are touched 

by its violence.  Chapter two takes the novel Tripmaster Monkey (1989) and compares 

Kingston’s pacifist choices with Johan Galtung’s peace theory.  Thich Nhat Hanh’s version of 

engaged Buddhism and its influence on both Kingston’s The Fifth Book of Peace (2003) and her 

peace activism is explored in chapter three.  The final chapter turns to her two books of poetry, 

To Be the Poet (2002) and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life (2011), exploring how the role of 

the American poet as a political voice develops in her poetry.    
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Introduction: 

The Peace Project of Maxine Hong Kingston 

Writing is an act of nonviolence, but it’s very active, very aggressive, but you’re not 

setting off bombs or guns. Just using the pen. It’s like shouting and getting your voice 

heard and the range is worldwide. You might not be able to stop a war right now, but the 

words can go out and influence the atmosphere and the world, way into the future. 

-- Maxine Hong Kingston 

 

Kingston expresses this sentiment in her one of her most recent interviews with Alexis 

Cheung (December 2016), describing writing and its relation to peace within the world in a 

statement that could easily serve as a thesis for her career.  Throughout her works, Maxine Hong 

Kingston explores multiple aspects of the lives of Chinese American immigrants and their 

American descendants, as well as the cultural narratives of the American nation.  Her characters 

confront issues of identity, gender, culture, and power, but just as significantly, they explore a 

dominant struggle of the 20th century: how do ordinary citizens deal with war, as a concept and 

as a reality.  Kingston focuses extensively on how to create peace, within ourselves, within our 

communities, and through our art.  This dissertation explores how Kingston confronts the 

cultural narratives of war, shares the often-hidden stories of war survivors, and endeavors 

through her writings (non-fiction, fiction, and poetry) to create an artistic exploration and 

alternative to the seemingly ceaseless battles of the 20th and 21st centuries.            

Born Maxine Ting Ting Hong in 1940, this most celebrated of Chinese-American and 

Asian American writers, was the child of Chinese American immigrants, who were themselves 

survivors of war.  Maxine Hong grew up in the Chinatown of Stockton, California, the first of six 

children born to Yin Lang/Brave Orchid and Tom Hong.  She graduated from the University of 

California at Berkeley with a degree in English in 1962 and married Earll Kingston, an actor, the 

same year.  Their only child, a son named Joseph, was born in 1964.  At that time, Kingston was 
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teaching high school English and writing the work that would become her first two books.  In a 

career spanning forty years, Kingston has won numerous accolades and influenced American 

literature in profound ways.  This includes the National Book Award for China Men; and, she 

was named a Living Treasure of Hawaii by the Buddhist Church Honpa Hongwanji Mission of 

Hawaii in 1980.  She taught creative writing at the University of California at Berkeley in the 

1990s and into the 2000s.  Additionally, Kingston was awarded the National Medal of Arts by 

President Barack Obama in 2014.  Since her first memoir, Kingston has published seven 

additional books, won countless awards, and founded the Veterans Writing Workshop.  Her 

publications include three creative non-fiction mixed genre works, one novel, two books of 

poetry, a collection of essays, an illustrated book of stories, and an anthology of veterans’ 

writings. Kingston now lives in California with her husband. 

Kingston’s first book, The Woman Warrior: Memoirs of a Childhood Among Ghost 

(1976) catapulted her into literary success and, some argue, started the interest in Asian 

American women’s literature.  Helena Grice believes that Kingston’s “contribution to Asian-

American feminism through her life writing is particularly important, notably because of its 

cultural politics, derived from her gendered politics, derived from her gendered cross-cultural 

identity and its aesthetic proactive, in particular the generic boundary crossings of her memories, 

which are a mixture of autobiography and biography, history and myth, memory and fabrication” 

(Grice, Negotiating Identities 19).  Her rise to prominence coincides with the overall flourishing 

of minority women’s writing in the United States, including such authors as Alice Walker, Toni 

Morrison, and Leslie Marmon Silko.  Now in her 70s, Kingston writes work she claims will not 

be published until one hundred years after her death:  “I’m liberating myself to write anything I 

want” (qtd. in Cheung).  Yet, Kingston has always been an author pushing the boundaries of 
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genre, identities, and the role of the writer as cultural critic.  This impulse to write what she 

wants, what is necessary to write, flows through her entire career. 

 Kingston’s writing begins as primarily autobiographical creative non-fiction, labeled as 

memoir for her first work.  Through the course of her career, she evolves as a novelist, poet, and 

memoirist, exploring issues of identity, race, gender, power, and peace.  These themes run 

throughout the entirety of her work, challenging established genre norms and contemporary 

thought on ethnicity, gender, and the cultural perpetuation of war.  The Woman Warrior:  

Memoirs of a Childhood Among Ghosts (1976) focuses on the life of the unnamed female 

protagonist as she tries to make sense of her life as a Chinese American girl, then woman.  In it, 

Kingston refigures the legend of Fa Mu Lan to suit the ends of her young narrator, insisting that 

writing can change the world as much as war, and can even create peace.  In China Men (1980), 

Kingston focuses on the stories of the men of her family, Chinese immigrants to the United 

States, from the mid-nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century.  While The Woman 

Warrior gives us the women’s stories, China Men provides space of the men’s tales, including 

the history of anti-Chinese immigration laws and actions.  Tripmaster Monkey:  His Fake Book 

(1989) is Kingston’s only official novel and it follows the story of a young Chinese American 

man as he tries to find his pacifist way in a war-focused American culture of the 1960s.  In 1991, 

Kingston’s California home was destroyed by wildfire.  Along with her family heirlooms, 

Kingston lost the draft of The Fourth Book of Peace, her sequel to Tripmaster Monkey.  This 

moment is a catalyst for Kingston as she decides she must write in a community, with people 

also interested in the creation of peace.   

In 1992, Kingston won the Lila Wallace Award, which allowed her to create a 

community service project of her own.  This led to the creation of the Veterans’ Writing 
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Workshops and her fifth book, The Fifth Book of Peace (2003).  To Be the Poet (2002), a book 

on writing and poetry, was written and published just as Kingston finalized The Fifth Book of 

Peace, her ‘longbook’ on peace and war. Her most recent publication is I Love a Broad Margin 

to My Life (2011), a collection of eleven interrelated poems concerning her reoccurring 

characters of Wittman Ah Sing and Fa Mu Lan, as well as the topics of war, aging, happiness, 

and creating peace.  Her works are most often a mixture of creative non-fiction, fiction, and 

autobiography.  This unique narrative strategy has been a main focus of analysis on Kingston’s 

works. Peace and the consideration of war, its ramifications for civilians, soldiers, culture, 

community, and the world have been central themes and lines of artistic inquiry in Maxine Hong 

Kingston’s work throughout her entire career.  However, these concerns are not central, or 

sometimes even peripheral, to the academic discussion of Kingston’s works, despite Kingston’s 

repeated insistence that peace (particularly the creation of a language of peace through artistic 

language and expression) is at the heart of her work, her life activities (such as protest), and her 

concerns for the world.  Her overarching literary goal involves shining a light on the realities of 

war and developing, through art and language, the grounds for the making of peace.  She is 

concerned with how pacifist writing and a language of peace can prepare minds for the 

possibilities of peace:  “Peace has to be supposed, imagined, divined, dreamed.  Peace's 

language, its sounds and rhythms, when read aloud, when read silently, should pacify breath and 

tongue, make ears and brain be tranquil” (The Fifth Book of Peace 61). 

Why focus on war and peace in Maxine Hong Kingston’s oeuvre?  Considerably fewer 

critics and academics explore the issues of these topics in Kingston’s works.  While some 

academics acknowledge that Kingston has been concerned with the specter of war throughout 

her career, few articles focus on how war manifests itself in her earliest works, The Woman 
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Warrior and China Men, and people disagree on when Kingston’s pursuit of peace took up a 

vital role in her work.   Helena Grice, in Maxine Hong Kingston, argues that peace becomes a 

central theme with the publication of To Be the Poet (2002) and The Fifth Book of Peace (2003):  

"the major redirection of her work has taken since 2002 towards an engagement with a politics of 

pacifism and ecofeminism" (128).  Deborah L. Madsen in the Literary Masters: Maxine Hong 

Kingston, however, contends that “war and martial conflict feature prominently in Kingston’s 

first two books, though she writes in order to discover a way to overcome difference and hostility 

without violence (14).”   

Importantly, Kingston herself believes that not only is war central to her work and 

particularly to The Woman Warrior, but that the success and critical reception of her first book 

led to what she perceives as a dire misunderstanding her purpose in writing.  This is particularly 

the case with her revision of the Chinese classical warrior woman, Fa Mu Lan.  Many understood 

the character as a celebration of the war feats of a female character, a representation that could 

then serve as a role model for women.  However, Kingston’s intent was not to encourage women 

to take up the sword, but rather to tell the stories of life, including war.  This misinterpretation 

influences all her subsequent writings, leading her to re-imagine the Fa Mu Lan character 

through three additional books, with each new interpretation reflecting her ever evolving 

understanding of the realities of war for the warriors who fight it.  Creating the Language of 

Peace will be the first book length treatment of these topics across Kingston’s writing career.  It 

also considers Kingston’s oft-expressed intention to create peace through artistic means, in her 

case, through writing.  This dissertation will fill this gap in research and analysis, refocusing the 

discussion on the themes and issues Kingston has repeatedly indicated (through interviews and 
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articles) are vital to understanding her work:  peace, war, art, and the creation of a language of 

peace.    

 Why, when so few academics do, should Maxine Hong Kingston be taken seriously in 

her concerns over war and peace and her intentions for her artistic works?  In an early interview, 

Maxine Hong Kingston simply stated that “The whole question of war and peace begins in 

Woman Warrior” (qtd. in Madsen 105).  This consideration of peace, including its creation via 

art and language, and war, as a social-construct and as a practice with myriad consequence for 

warriors and survivors alike, is visible within all of Kingston’s published works.  Each work 

stands as part of Kingston’s evolution as a pacifist writer.  We see and hear war throughout each 

of her works:  her mother’s admonition to be careful of planes flying in formation and the 

reimagination of the Fa Mu Lan story (The Woman Warrior); men drinking ink to avoid the 

World War II draft (China Men); draft dodging poets re-working literary glorifications of war 

into pacifist art performances (Tripmaster Monkey); ruminations on poetry writing and mass 

graves in Rwanda (To Be the Poet); an author teaching veterans how to write themselves to 

peace (The Fifth Book of Peace); and ongoing tallies of death counts for the Second Iraq War 

and a Fa Mu Lan story about P.T.S.D. (I Love a Broad Margin to My Life).   

Throughout her works, Kingston presents war as an activity and attitude structured within 

our cultures and societies.  War involves a belief system based on the idea that peace must be 

created through violence and that conflicts must be resolved through bloodshed rather than 

through conversation, collaboration, and community.  War is structural and gendered as well as 

class and race related.  The conflicts within a community over the roles and rights of women, 

including the violence many women face in their everyday lives, belong on the same spectrum as 

the more obvious acts of war, such as territorial aggression and the bombing of an enemy.  Such 
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violence structures society, indicating who holds power, who does not, and who may act out their 

desires through the multiple forms of officially sanctioned violence.  Kingston’s belief that all 

violence is interrelated serves as a bedrock understanding on which she builds her analysis of 

war and war cultures as well as her investigation into the means of creating peace.  Chapters two 

and three of this dissertation discuss Kingston’s structural investigation of war in its myriad 

forms alongside the analyses set forth by international peace theory and engaged Buddhist 

philosophy, respectively. 

 While the prevalence of war in her work is abundant and the author has made multiple 

statements concerning her peace intentions since the 1970s, the issues are not considered 

frequently in scholarship.  Importantly, however, her interviewers always take her seriously on 

this, perhaps because these individuals tend to be fellow writers, Asian American women writers, 

fellow academics, and fellow Buddhists, often people who seem to know her and have met her 

before.  These individuals, more aware of Kingston’s work and her own perception of it than the 

average researcher, take her intentions for art and peace seriously.     

Kingston has always been involved in the crafting of her own image, arguing directly via 

interviews and essays, about her vision for her work, defending her choices, and her right to 

make those choices as an artist.  If we cut off the roots of an artistic work, it is easier to 

manipulate it and insist on viewing it from singular perspective.  Kingston’s intentions here do 

not overrun any other type of analysis, but rather allow us to better see her work within her own 

time-period and life situations.  Her intentions are part of the roots of her works and as such, help 

us flesh out what her works mean and do, as she published them and as time has passed.  We can 

see the artist’s ambitions and desires thwarted, misunderstood, and blatantly ignored, as she 

articulates through her interviews and responses to criticism (particularly to The Woman 
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Warrior).  This body of interviews and responses allows us to see how cultural biases in 

academic investigations can warp an artist’s meaning and insist on considering their work in a 

manner inconsistent with the artist’s intentions and the work’s actual content.   Kingston 

repeatedly articulates a central theme within her work, the pursuit and creation of peace; 

however, that theme is steadily ignored in analysis, even after publications that take the creation 

of peace as a central concern and directly stated pursuit within the text, such as The Fifth Book of 

Peace.  This dissertation considers more fully Kingston’s development of a language of peace, 

her explorations of war and its consequences, the influence of her Buddhist philosophies, the 

close compatibility of some of her works with contemporary peace theory, and the possibility for 

peace poetics within her works.   

Literature Review 

The Woman Warrior and China Men 

The bulk of analysis of Kingston’s work focuses on her first three works, which fit well 

within the concerns arising in academia at the time of their creation, namely women’s lives and 

the evolution of genres to include more of the minority and female experiences. Helena Grice’s 

work is important to this query.  The author of Negotiating Identities: An Introduction to Asian 

American Women’s Writing, Maxine Hong Kingston, and several other volumes on the first half 

of Kingston’s career, Grice is a well-established scholar in both the field of Asian American 

literary studies and in Kingston’s work in particular.  Yet, as with many academics, her 

concentration has been on Kingston’s first three works, The Woman Warrior, China Men, and 

Tripmaster Monkey.  Many critics focus on Kingston’s narrative techniques, her incorporation of 

‘talk-story,’ her use of historical information and evidence, as well as reinventions of Chinese 

literary characters and classics, such as “The Ballad of Fa Mu Lan” and The Journey West.  Such 
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use of Chinese sources and stories has not always been received positively as Kingston’s fellow 

Chinese writer, Frank Chin, attacked Kingston’s use of Fa Mu Lan and other stories.  The 

question of Chinese American identity and feminist identity loom large in the analysis of these 

works.  Rita Felski, in Literature After Feminism, offers an overview of the most frequently 

discussed themes in The Woman Warrior:   

Fact intermingles with fiction, experience is interspersed with epic, the present bleeds 

persistently into the past . . . The narrative scheme of TWW is elaborately composed, 

braiding together the words of mothers and daughters, reclaiming, moving away from, 

and the finally returning to maternal inheritance. . . The overall movement of TWW takes 

the reader in a forward direction, from the mother to the daughter, from the past to the 

present; yet this movement is constantly interrupted by repetitions, echoes, alter egos, 

uncanny parallels across stretches of historical time. (abbreviations in original 119) 

The focus here, as in most scholarship on Kingston’s work, is primarily on narrative as well as 

mother-daughter relationships. 

 Critical responses to China Men (1980) also tend to revolve around narrative, identity, 

and Kingston’s genre manipulations as she brings together history, memoir, and creative non-

fiction.  China Men was written during the same period that Kingston wrote The Woman 

Warrior.  As an author, she determined that the women’s and men’s stories highlighted different 

and equally important aspects of the immigrant journey to the Gold Mountain, and therefore 

decided to share those stories separately.  America was called the ‘Gold Mountain’ by Chinese 

immigrants and the families they left behind, a wonderful place where these migrants, who often 

moved back and forth between their Chinese homeland and the United States, could gain riches 

by their labors.  China Men shares Kingston’s re-imaginings of her father’s journey to becoming 
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an American citizen as well as offering historical data on the anti-Chinese immigration laws 

enacted throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  This book uses history more directly 

than its predecessor and offers men’s stories as engaging and robust as the women’s stories 

offered in The Woman Warrior.  Maureen Sabine, in her work Maxine Hong Kingston’s Broken 

Book of Life:  An Intertextual Study of The Woman Warrior and China Men, explores these two 

works together as part of a whole story.  She argues that Kingston gives us a wider view of the 

Chinese American immigrant experience by showcasing the women’s and men’s stories 

separately, while stressing that they are all parts of one whole.  Some other scholars have focused 

on Kingston’s relationship to the canon of American literature and how this bears out in her 

second book, such as David Leiwei Li in “China Men:  Maxine Hong Kingston and the 

American Canon.”  Readings of China Men often value the importance of history to Kingston’s 

narrative, but do not tend to deeply venture into the history of war outlined in the book.  Peace 

and the overall ramifications of war in this work do not make their way into much scholarship. 

Tripmaster Monkey:  His Fake Book 

 Tripmaster Monkey:  His Fake Book (1989) is Kingston’s third work and her first novel.  

In terms of analysis it can be grouped with either The Woman Warrior and China Men or with 

the second half of Kingston’s career, which features her most directly pacifist work.  This novel 

belongs in both categories as it includes the concerns of Kingston’s first two works (identity, 

ethnicity, culture, sexism) and the primary concerns of her works thereafter (peace, war, the 

creation of peace through language and artistic expression).  Critics do become more interested 

in the issue of peace with this novel as the main character’s journey ends with his declaration of 

pacifism.  However, critics still consider the concerns of peace and war less often in analyzing 

this novel than they do the ‘traditional’ concerns of identity and narrative.  Wittman Ah Sing, the 
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lively protagonist, is a college educated, Berkeley poet who wants both to find his place in the 

world and create change within the world via artistic means, namely poetry and drama.  

Additionally important is Kingston’s refiguring of the Chinese literary hero, the Monkey King, 

into an American Monkey King who takes on the pro-war fervor of 1960s in an ecstatic, uneven, 

and complex emotional journey, which ends with a dramatic reinterpretation of “The Romance 

of the Three Kingdoms.”  Yan Gao discusses this issue for Kingston’s works through Tripmaster 

Monkey, in his book The Art of Parody.  Gender and identity, important issues often discussed 

for The Woman Warrior, are still interesting to critics of Tripmaster Monkey, such as Hsaio-hung 

Chang in his article “Gender Crossing in Maxine Hong Kingston’s Tripmaster Monkey.”  A few 

articles directly confront the issues of peace in this novel, namely Yun-Hua Hsaio, in her article 

“From War to Peace:  Maxine Hong Kingston’s Tripmaster Monkey, The Fifth Book of Peace, 

and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life.”  But the topic is rarer in the scholarship than these 

already established issues of identity, Asian American subjectivity, and narrative strategy. 

To Be the Poet, The Fifth Book of Peace, and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life 

 There are fewer articles in general for Kingston’s most peace oriented of works, The Fifth 

Book of Peace (2003), which happens to fall chronologically between her two works of poetry.  

To Be the Poet (2002) and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life (2011) have not been extensively 

explored academically and frequently newspaper/magazine book reviews consider these works to 

be inferior to the books that put Kingston on the map.  I argue that the scholarship deals with 

these works less frequently because Kingston directly addresses notions of peace and the cultural 

underpinnings of war in these works, particularly in The Fifth Book of Peace.  Hsaio’s article, 

referenced above, is one of the few to take more than one of these books into consideration on 

the subject of Kingston’s exploration of peace.  Hsu Shounan claims that researchers have been 
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more interested in comparing this work with Kingston’s first two books than seriously exploring 

her attempts to create peace within art and within the particular community of Vietnam veterans.  

E. San Juan, Jr., in his article “Dialectics of Aesthetics and Politics in Maxine Hong Kingston’s 

The Fifth Book of Peace,” indicates that the reason for few analyses of this work in particular is 

a failure of academic norms as well as a lack of curiosity and creativity.  Another reason we do 

not understand this complex work is an issue Kingston takes up in “The Brother in Vietnam” 

(China Men), Tripmaster Monkey, and The Fifth Book of Peace:  we are inured into the 

American war culture that tells it citizens, as a basic, unchanging principle, that war is inevitable 

and is the only way to bring about its antithesis, peace.  Kingston explores this deep cultural 

belief in war as natural and as the only means to bring about peace extensively in both 

Tripmaster Monkey and The Fifth Book of Peace.  Eufalia Piñero Gil, in her article ““I’ll be a 

Skylark:” Maxine Hong Kingston’s Confessional Poetics in To Be the Poet,” offers one of the 

few academic analyses of the poetry, the most academically neglected of Kingston’s oeuvre.  I 

Love A Broad Margin is usually analyzed alongside The Fifth Book of Peace, as it is in the above 

referenced work by Hsaio.  Neither collection of poetry has received significant academic 

attention.   

Chapter Synopses  

 As the overall focus of this dissertation is on the themes of peace, war, politics, and art in 

the works of Maxine Hong Kingston, each chapter deals with one or two works at a time, 

tackling one or more aspects of Kingston’s career long exploration of these topics.  Chapter one, 

entitled “Writing is My Best Weapon: Feminism, Pacifism, and the Legacy of War in Maxine 

Hong Kingston’s The Woman Warrior and China Men,” investigates the representations and 

analyses of war in Kingston’s first two works.  Kingston focuses on the violence, structure, and 
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ideology of war, for the purpose of showing its ever-present nature, woven into the fabric of our 

day to day lives.  She shows this ubiquity through the experiences of characters, such as Brave 

Orchid, Tom Kingston, and her first re-invention of Fa Mu Lan.  The results of this exploration 

are a feminist and anti-war text, as we experience the struggles of this immigrant family and their 

community during their multiple and myriad experiences of war.  As Kingston herself notes, The 

Woman Warrior is not a pacifist text.  China Men, on the other hand, explores the multiple 

reactions of the men expected by the government to go out and fight that war.  Some of those 

reactions are pro-war and some are pacifist; the immigrants’ responses are not monolithic.  Most 

scholarship that does consider war in these works focuses on Kingston’s retelling of the myth of 

Fa Mu Lan, the woman warrior.  These two works build the foundation upon which the 

Kingston’s career long explication of war and peace rests.   

Chapter two explores how the peace theories of the Norwegian social scientist Johan 

Galtung apply to Kingston’s novel, Tripmaster Monkey:  His Fake Book.  Entitled “Where 

Philosophy Meets the Streets:  The Creation of Peace in Maxine Hong Kingston’s Tripmaster 

Monkey,” this chapter gives a brief history of philosophical and social science considerations of 

peace concepts before exploring how Kingston considers peace in this work.   Galtung and 

Kingston agree that the concept of peace must be created and recreated.  Using Galtung’s 

terminology concerning deeply held cultural beliefs, namely ‘cosmology,’ this chapter examines 

how Kingston challenges and seeks to change these beliefs.  Wittman Ah Sing, the novel’s 

protagonist, believes that the American cosmology of war may be creatively challenged through 

writing, art, and performance.  Kingston and Wittman are not concerned with the philosophical 

aspects of peace so much as how people and communities may bring about peace for themselves, 

eventually for the world.  
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Chapter three takes as its subject Kingston’s mixed genre work, The Fifth Book of Peace 

and explores how Kingston’s work (in writing and real life activism) are influenced by Thich 

Nhat Hanh’s teachings of engaged Buddhism.  Kingston and Hanh met in the 1980s and served 

as inspirations for each other.  Hanh’s retreats for Vietnam veterans began to feature writing 

workshops (Shan 59) and Kingston created her own Veterans Writing Workshops.  “Engaging 

the World with a Buddha Heart:  Engaged Buddhism in Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Fifth Book 

of Peace and the Veterans Writing Workshops,” applies concepts of engaged Buddhism, 

specifically Hanh’s revisions of the Five Precepts/Mindfulness Trainings, to Kingston’s writing 

as well as her peace activism through writing workshops for veterans of American wars.  

Applying concepts of engaged Buddhism, which encourages social awareness and activity in 

order to create peace in the world, to Kingston’s work allows us to seriously explore the author’s 

oft stated goal of creating a language of peace through her writings.  The desired outcomes of 

engaged Buddhist practice and Kingston’s own hopes for her language of peace are the reduction 

of violence, war, inequality, and suffering.   

To Be the Poet and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life, Kingston’s two collections of 

poetry and her most academically neglected works, are the pieces under investigation in chapter 

four.  “Poets Light but Lamps:  Politics and Poetics in Maxine Hong Kingston’s To Be the Poet 

and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life” focuses on Kingston’s peace poetics and how her poetry 

continues the development of her concepts of peace. Martín Espada’s poetics of advocacy and 

Adrienne Rich’s feminist poetics provide the framework within which to explore Kingston’s 

political poetics, which are pacifist as well as interventionist (intervening in the common images 

of war and drawing attention to the too often ignored human toil of its violence).  While 

Kingston begins To Be the Poet by declaring that she will take a break from her usual concerns 
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and be a lighthearted poet, she is unable to drop the central concerns of her career and of her last 

two decades of writing in particular:  the ramifications of near constant war and the creation of 

peace via art and language.   

 These chapters bring to scholarship on Kingston a new central theme:  peace.  Maxine 

Hong Kingston makes clear in interviews going back as far as the late the 1970s that she believes 

artistic endeavor can help create the situation for peace in the world.  Each of these chapters 

explores the different ways in which Kingston has approached this subject and personal career 

goal through her writings, her engagement with protest, and her work with veterans of American 

wars.  Her engagement with peace, as a concept and as a practice, have evolved over the course 

of her career.  Her commitment to peace remains strong despite her feeling that she should have 

been able to affect more change in the American cultural cosmology of war.  Maxine Hong 

Kingston believes we must lay the foundations for peace now so that we may create peace in the 

future.  Through her memoirs, novels, creative non-fiction, poetry, and mixed-genre works, 

Maxine Hong Kingston explores how we experience war and how we imagine or do not imagine 

peace.  Her work suggests that while the situation may seem hopeless, it is up to each of us 

individually to determine how we might achieve peace within our lives and within our world.  At 

the end of The Fifth Book of Peace, as she so often does, Maxine Hong Kingston comes back 

around to art and the individual commitment to peace as the avenues through which we may one 

day save ourselves from perpetual war: “Children, everybody, here’s what to do during war:  In a 

time of destruction, create something.  A poem.  A parade.  A community.  A school.  A vow.  A 

moral principle.  One peaceful moment” (The Fifth Book of Peace 402).  Through her creative 

endeavors, Maxine Hong Kingston has created an artistic, proactive approach to peace.  May we 

follow in her footsteps.   
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Chapter 1: 

Writing is My Best Weapon: Feminism, Pacifism, and the Legacy of War 

in Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Woman Warrior and China Men 

While other soon to be acclaimed women of color writers, such as Toni Morrison and 

Alice Walker, began publishing at the dawn of the 1970s, it is Maxine Hong Kingston’s 1976 

genre bending memoir The Woman Warrior that heralded the boom and subsequent ascendency 

of women of color writers within American literature. Almost immediately labeled as a feminist 

work, The Woman Warrior:  Memoirs of a Girlhood Amongst Ghosts follows the unnamed 

protagonist’s journey through her mother’s talk story of legends and forgotten female ancestors 

and her own experiences as a 2nd generation Chinese American toward an understanding of 

herself and her family as Americans.  The Woman Warrior was followed, in 1980, by what 

Kingston herself labeled as the men’s side of the story, a second work entitled China Men.  

Kingston prefers to consider these two pieces as fictive biography for creative people (Bonetti 

37; Rabinowitz 75).  Labeled memoirs and non-fiction by her publishers, Kingston herself first 

considered these works novels. Written concurrently as The Woman Warrior, China Men 

explores the hidden and often unspoken histories of Kingston’s male relatives, men whose 

experiences reflect the turbulent lives of male Chinese immigrants to America through the mid-

19th to the mid-20th centuries.    

Due to her belief that the men’s stories kept interfering with the women’s, Kingston 

chose to separate the two halves of the story by gender (Bonetti 35-36).  This desire to showcase 

the women’s side of the story is a reflection of her feminist engagement in her first memoir.  In a 

1986 interview with Kay Bonetti, Kingston elaborates that  “the power in The Woman Warrior 

has so much to do with a feminist vision and feminist anger, and so it became a coherent work 
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without the men’s stories” (35-36).   Yet, Kingston also argues, for a female author to explore the 

male perspective in writing is feminist as she endeavors to show them as human, just as her 

writing strives to present women and their lives (Perry 180).  Kingston explores violence as 

represented in the everyday realities of women and men.   She further concentrates on the 

violence in women’s lives and against their bodies, be that violence from wars, communities, 

cultural strictures, or intimate partners.  In The Woman Warrior and China Men, Maxine Hong 

Kingston focuses on the violence, structure, and ideology of war, revealing its ubiquity and how 

it is embedded in our everyday lives through the experiences of her characters.   

Two of the most important social and cultural influences for Maxine Hong Kingston are 

the almost continual wars of the 20th century and the second wave of feminist activity, protest, 

and thought in the United States.  Because of these socio-political forces, as well as the influence 

of her childhood during World War II and the immediate post-war years, Kingston’s perception 

of violence is concentrated on the vagaries of war:  its ideology, its pervasiveness, and its 

consequences for the lives of women and men, soldiers and those on the ‘home-front.’ This 

exploration is both feminist and political.  Kingston has long identified herself very strongly as a 

feminist (Kubota 3) and as a political writer (Perry 173).  Yet, in scholarship on her work, on The 

Woman Warrior in particular, Kingston’s engagement with both feminism and the devastation of 

war, her life-long political concern and cause, are not directly connected.  While scholars may 

mention her insistence on the influence of World War II and the Vietnam War as structuring 

phases of her life and writings or notice her declarations that she is “playing for political stakes” 

(Perry 173), few look to her representations of war and war experiences for more complex 

analysis than proof of her belief in pacifism.   However, given her self-identified feminist 

position and the evidence of her writings themselves, Kingston’s first two works of life writing 
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are, in fact, feminist and critical anti-war explorations of war and violence.  This exploration fits 

well within her career long desire to encourage and cultivate peace through her writing. 

Background:  On War and Feminism 

 There are two fundamental socio-political forces at play during the period in which 

Kingston came of age and subsequently composed The Woman Warrior and China Men.  The 

rise of Second Wave American Feminism coincided with more than one massive international 

conflict, from World War II to the Vietnam War.  Kingston is a child of World War II; she 

claims her earliest memories are of that conflict (Skenazy 139), memories reflected in stories of 

hunting ‘Hitler’ moths in China Men and the hanging of blackout curtains in her family home in 

The Woman Warrior.  War is a continual presence in both halves of this family saga, though 

perhaps it seems to appear more directly in China Men through such stories as “The Brother in 

Vietnam.”  While this chapter concludes China Men, it is the first piece Kingston composed 

during the period of writing that created both The Woman Warrior and its companion piece 

(Horton 16).  Kingston’s considerations of war from female and male perspectives developed 

simultaneous and complementarily, not as discrete or unrelated views.  The influence of war is 

more subtle, more legendary, and more omnipresent in The Woman Warrior, featuring 

Kingston’s refiguring of the ancient Chinese woman warrior figure Fa Mu Lan,i among other 

fragments of war’s influence, such as her relatives’ second hand reporting, through letters, of the 

Chinese Communist Revolution’s toll on the families her parents left behind.  Therefore, 

Kingston finds it important to remind her readers that The Woman Warrior  

is not just a story about the ancient, mythic past, nor is it just a story about the present 

time of childhood.  I remind people where I am at the moment I’m writing the book, 

which is the early 1970s.  The Vietnam War is just over, and there’s still a lot of fallout 
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from it.  Many of the events actually take place during the Vietnam War in the Sixties.  I 

place each of the events in war.  I think it’s pretty terrible, but in everybody’s living 

experience, there’s been war, whether you’ve actually fought in it in another country, or 

whether you were here suffering or participating in another way.  So the childhood 

sections of the book begin with my earliest memories, which were World War II. 

(Skenazy 139) 

Kingston presents not just war between nation states, but also between individuals and 

cultures as well as gender wars and violence against women.  Because of this omnipresent 

violence, both internal-cultural and external-international, Kingston desires to create a language 

of peace through her work:  “An artist changes the world by changing consciousness and 

changing the atmosphere by means of language.  So I have to use and invent a beautiful, human, 

artistic language of peace.  This has rarely been done” (Perry 168-169). It is in two ‘warrior’ 

sections of The Woman Warrior and China Men that we find Kingston’s concerns with 

feminism, the proliferation of war, and the possibility of peace most obviously weaving together 

in her narratives. “White Tigers,” from The Woman Warrior, and “The Brother in Vietnam,” 

from China Men, are stories overtly concerned with war, the both prized and yet questionable 

value of the warrior persona, and the fledging possibilities of life beyond the battlefield.  During 

the early period of her writing career, Kingston’s two main influences of feminism and pacifism 

developed and intertwined.  She brings an anti-racist feminist perspective and pacifism to her 

depiction of the Vietnam conflict and all of the conflicts of the 20th century.  She covers events 

throughout the century, beginning with those happening during her parent’s early lifetimes 

through those happening on Chinese shores and American war fronts simultaneously.  This 

includes the Japanese invasions of the Chinese mainland which both proceeded and accompanied 
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World War II through the Communist Cultural Revolution within China to the Korean and 

Vietnam wars.  Throughout both works, Kingston elaborates through the experiences of her 

characters the omnipresence and relentless nature of war as well as its embeddedness in world 

affairs.   

Any portion of scholarship focused on Kingston’s representations or considerations of 

war as a theme or subject zeroes in on her retelling of the myth of Fa Mu Lan, the woman 

warrior.  This story is central to understanding Kingston’s framing and interrogating of war and 

to exploring her representation of her mother Brave Orchid as a warrior.  However, the Fa Mulan 

story does not relate to all, or even most, of the depictions of war which Kingston enumerates in 

her first two books.  A few scholars consider the issue of her pacifism in “The Brother in 

Vietnam,” but in Kingston’s work war experiences are not separated from the other experiences 

of life.  War seeps out of all types of stories beyond the obvious representations in “White 

Tigers” and “The Brother in Vietnam.”  For example, in a beautifully detailed passage on the 

spirit of the Hawaiian islands in China Men (1980), the narrator suddenly interjects the then 

contemporary specter of war and war preparation:  “It was, I know it, the island, the voice of the 

island singing, the sirens Odysseus heard.  The Navy continues to bomb Kaho’olawe and the 

Army blasts the green skin off the red mountains of O’ahu.  But the land sings” (90).  In a work 

full of historical remembrances and recreations, the author brings our attention around to the 

reality of continual and unceasing presence of war:  how it disrupts the natural ecosystem, yet the 

spirit of the land remains.   

 Kingston’s life and life’s work are intimately bound up with the 20th century legacy of 

global and internal war, from the internal wars within China, such as the Cultural Revolution, to 

the Japanese invasion that preceded World War II, and the three major world conflicts that 
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followed:  World War II, Korea, and Vietnam.  This inundation of the consequences of war on 

the lives of her family members and fellow immigrants lead Kingston to her ever present 

engagement with the fight to survive the repeated and almost continual bloodshed and hardship 

of war. As Maureen Sabine articulates in Maxine Hong Kingston’s Broken Book of Life:  An 

Intertextual Study of The Woman Warrior and China Men, it is not just the Vietnam War and 

conflict contemporary to Kingston’s own life that appears in her first two books.  Sabine outlines 

how the conflicts within China during the 1920s and 1930s appear and influence stories within 

both works.  In “No Name Woman” and “Shaman,” from The Woman Warrior, and “The Father 

from China,” from China Men, Kingston paints the history of China and her family                

After the collapse of the Chinese empire, when the country was torn apart by the rival 

fighting of warlords, civil war between Communists and the Kuomintang, and the brutal 

Japanese invasion of the mainland that preceded full-scale global war.  The first major 

chapter of China Men, “The Father from China,” also covers the same history and 

dramatically depicts Brave Orchid, the Japanese army at her back, bribing her way onto 

the last ship out of Canton in 1939. (Sabine 73) 

War subtly and not so subtly influences all of Kingston’s characters in their everyday 

interactions with each other and the world.  In The Woman Warrior, Kingston describes how she 

watches her parents “play refugees, sleeping sitting up, huddled together with their heads on each 

other’s shoulder, their arms about each other, holding up the blanket like a little tent” (93).  This 

image of her parents, as immigrants still suffering from the wounds of war, follows the 

characters of MaMa (Brave Orchid) and BaBa into China Men:  “When BaBa came home, he 

and MaMa got into the cot and pretended there were refugees under a blanket tent” (246).  

Sabine and Kingston, in her interviews, explain that later she realized that her characters were 
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experiencing forms of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and Refugee Syndrome (Sabine 

79; Islas 30).  This applies not only to BaBa, who suffered racism and betrayal as a Chinese man 

trying to make his way in America before, during, and after World War II, and Brave Orchid, 

who had to actually flee China as the Japanese army invaded, but also to characters like Moon 

Orchid.  Moon Orchid, Brave Orchid’s younger sister and the ‘living widow’ of a successful 

Gold Mountain Sojourner, was left behind in Hong Kong while her husband immigrated to the 

United States and became a successful doctor.  She spent most of her life alone, but pampered, 

receiving monetary support from her far away husband, but never an invitation to join him in 

America, the Gold Mountain. Once in the U.S., to which she journeyed at the behest of her older 

sister, she could not assimilate, not even to the culture of Chinatown, where, at least, she could 

have survived without learning English.  Faced with her husband’s rejection of her and the loss 

her fantasy of her life, as a rich, well-supported, albeit abandoned, wife in Hong Kong, Moon 

Orchid’s mental health devolves and she spends the remainder of her life in an institution.  

Kingston’s work, by her own declaration and by the determinations of countless critical 

studies, is feminist fiction.   Yet, as Kingston is quick to point out, this is not an outgrowth of 

academic feminism on her part:  “The "feminism" in my books come from direct observation and 

experience.  (Not from texts and politics.)” (Email 2015, parentheses Kingston’s). Maria Lauret, 

in Liberating Literature:  Feminist Fiction in America, describes how “feminist fiction emerged 

in the mid to late 1970s, on the crest of the Second Wave Women’s Movement. . . [It] 

transformed the literary arena and willfully made it a gendered, political space in which women’s 

issues could be discussed and a feminist readership constituted” (1). Written by women from a 

wide variety of ethnic, racial, and cultural backgrounds, “American feminist fiction of the 1970s 

and 1980s was a liberating literature, a female body of texts which sought to liberate both 
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women and writing from the constraints of masculinist double standards in literature and in life” 

(1).   Kingston’s first two works fit well within the description, in terms of her feminism, her 

exploration of war and it consequences as well as her search for peace.   

The main reason Kingston’s work is most often labeled feminist is because of its 

engagement with identity issues for Chinese American women as well as its investment in the 

intricacies and eccentricities of the mother-daughter relationship.   Helena Grice, a scholar of 

Asian American literature, points out that “The Woman Warrior emerged co-terminously with 

the emergence of feminist fiction, and at the height of feminist theorising, in America” 

(“Negotiating Identities” 5).  Not only that but her writing “caused nothing less than a revolution 

in Asian American literary and feminist studies. . . generating a veritable industry of critical 

analysis, and has subsequently spawned a whole new sub-genre of Asian American fiction:  the 

fiction of matrilineage” (5).  The Woman Warrior’s publication coincided “with a growth of 

interest in the mother-daughter dyad by mainstream feminist writers,” by such well-known 

feminist writers as Adrienne Rich (5).  Grice argues that Kingston’s work is of particular 

importance due its debut during the 1970s and 1980s “when many mainstream feminist thinkers 

were becoming aware (or at least were being made aware) of the insularity of some of their 

traditional frames of reference, acknowledging that issues of gender cannot be separated from 

those ethnicity, class and culture.  In many ways, Kingston’s work is symptomatic of a feminist 

understanding of all identities as mobile and continually open to re-negotiation” (6).  Grice 

interprets Kingston’s declaration that she “want[s] to change the world through artistic pacifist 

means” (qtd. in Grice 6) as a feminist declaration of her intentions. It is important, however, to 

realize that this is not only a feminist declaration, but a feminist anti-war declaration.  It is not 

that literary theorists have overemphasized Kingston’s feminism, but that such exploration has 
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been focused narrowly on the relationships between women and their mothers or women and 

men, almost exclusively in the private, insular sphere of home, rather than focusing on the larger 

implications and meanings of Kingston’s feminist analysis of war.  Kingston’s engagement with 

feminist principles of equality and cooperation extend far beyond intensive explorations of the 

“mother-daughter dyad.”   

  What can be gained by continually representing the indignity of all types of wars on the 

people who suffer through them?  Kingston repeatedly states her long held desire to create a 

language of peace and her sense of failure that she has not succeed in stopping wars through her 

activism and literary work (Perry 168).  Before Maxine Hong Kingston began writing the stories 

that would become The Woman Warrior and China Men, she was engaged heavily in the anti-

war movement and protests against the war in Vietnam while living in Berkley, California.  

Eventually, she and her husband, Earll Kingston, became disillusioned and decided to move to 

Hawaii: 

We planned to stop here on our way to live in the Far East.  This was about ten years ago 

during the Vietnam War when my husband and I were active in demonstrations at 

Berkley.  Things were getting rough there, and we felt discouraged because, despite the 

protests, the war continued. . . The tension was hard to deal with, and we thought it might 

be good to see what living in a different area was like. . . Many students felt that the 

revolution was imminent.  But when we finally left, we found that the situation was not 

the same in the rest of the world.  Of course, Hawaii had its own problems, and with the 

presence of the military here, the Vietnam War was even more real on these islands. 

(Kubota 4). 
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The move did not, however, take her far from the specter of war, nor did it end her engagement 

with protest or her engagement with the realities and fantasies of war: “We thought that to do 

some other place [other than Berkley] would be like getting away from war.  Only, Hawaii was 

more like the war because it was closer to Vietnam and because of all the military activities” 

(Horton 9). These personal life anecdotes are relevant, in that they reflect her long term 

engagement with war, from fighting against its proliferation to attempting to help those who 

fought it in their never ending aftermath as veterans. In fact, while living in Hawaii during the 

Vietnam conflict, she and her husband ended up “taking part in a sanctuary project for soldiers 

who were AWOL” (Simmons 13).  Despite their desire to disengage from the war protest, once 

in Hawaii, the Kingstons ended up becoming more fully embedded in an even more direct and 

possibly dangerous manner in the struggle to end the Vietnam war.   

Gender, War, and the Men’s Stories 

How exactly does Maxine Hong Kingston develop pacifism and an anti-war feminism in 

The Woman Warrior and China Men?  In order to explore this, we must turn toward a feminist 

analysis of women’s peace activism in the 20th century.  In her in-depth discussion of feminist 

anti-war activists from various peace movements around the world, From Where We Stand:  

War, Women’s Activism, and Feminist Analysis, Cynthia Cockburn attempts to establish a 

“feminist ‘take’ on war” (1).  In this book, Cockburn focuses on how war is interrogated and 

confronted by women around the world.  What most discussions of pacifism and anti-militarist 

movements are lacking is an in-depth discussion of gender and its role in war-making, on the 

battlefield and in policy:   

I suggest that still today these three systems of power relations [class, race, and gender] 

intersect and are implicated in war-making.  We’re accustomed to considering war an 
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effect of the first two, but the import of this book is that it cannot be fully explained 

without reference to the third.  A gender analysis is an indispensable addition to the 

miserably inadequate tool-kit with which we currently strive to dismantle militarism and 

interrupt the cycle of war. (12)  

Kingston, like Cockburn, brings axes of gender and race to bear on her interpretations of war, it 

complications and consequences.  In The Woman Warrior and China Men, Maxine Hong 

Kingston explores the issues not so often revealed, though often faced by the female half of the 

human population:  war and its daily consequences.  As Cynthia Cockburn notes, “The sex and 

gender specific experience of women in war is often neglected, misrepresented, or exploited in 

the media, by politicians and even by the anti-war movement" (208).  Kingston works 

throughout her first two novels to reveal how war and violence shape the lives of women and 

men.  As previously mentioned, Kingston considers it “profoundly feminist to write about men, 

to be able to create men characters, and to understand what I previously could not understand” 

(Perry 180).  In The Writing of War, William Cloonan observes that women writers have tended 

to avoid extended narratives of conflict, and choose instead to write of war's consequences” 

(Cloonan summarized in Grice 126).  In his discussion of French and German novels on World 

War II, Cloonan describes how these writers composed their stories to “demonstrate that the 

moral and psychological shocks of World War II continue to have an impact upon the 

contemporary world” (The Writing of War 162).  Such a description fits Kingston’s works of 

autobiographical fiction nicely, as they describe the consequences of war for entire families, 

from wives who poison their husbands to keep them from the draft to daughters who wish upon 

stars for world peace.    
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War is the most constant and ubiquitous element of Kingston’s first two works.   The 

consequences of war in The Woman Warrior and China Men are not merely the consequences of 

armed conflict, but also the results of multiple types of warfare, from full scale invasion and 

bombing runs to intergenerational strife; from racist, anti-Chinese laws to the cultural conflicts 

within her own community, family, and self over the roles, responsibilities, and rights of women.  

It is not only in the two most prominent war sections of these works (“White Tigers” and “The 

Brother in Vietnam”) but war is also present in the small, more personal conflicts of daily life.  

“Feeding girls is like feeding cowbirds” says her community (Woman Warrior 46).  You will be 

a slave, but do not be a slave, says her mother.  The internal conflicts of the young unnamed 

protagonist over her place in the world as a Chinese American girl are on the same battle 

continuum that includes the physical violence against her No-Name Aunt, the feminizing and 

feminized mutilation of Tang Ao who becomes lost in the Land of Women, the torture of 

relatives kneeing in glass and being murdered for owning property during the Chinese Cultural 

Revolution, to her brother’s decision to become a “gook fight[ing] in the gook war” (China Men 

283) on a Navy ship in Vietnam waters.  War and a feminist analysis of violence, race, and 

gender intertwine and meld throughout Kingston’s work.    

One such type of warfare that Kingston felt compelled to share with the wider public is 

the nearly century long stranglehold on Chinese immigration to the U.S., particularly in the 

prohibition against the immigration of Chinese women, even of those who were the spouses of 

immigrants already arrived.  In China Men, Kingston devotes an entire chapter, entitled “The 

Laws,” to describing the laws, acts of Congress, and small town political maneuverings enacted 

in the 19th and 20th centuries to deprive Chinese individuals of both livelihoods and the ability to 

remain in the United States:  “New state laws empowered cities and counties to confine them 
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within specified areas or to throw them out completely” (153).  As will be discussed later on, 

these laws helped form the structure of violence that fosters the development, deployment, and 

results of the actions of war. 

Angela Knight, in her introduction to Gender and Warfare in the Twentieth Century, 

argues that war is a gendered space and women’s place within war is questionable, conditional, 

and always uncertain:  “For women it is different.  To participate in war, on many levels, they 

need to break traditional codes of femininity.  Even as victims and casualties they trespass into a 

male arena” (Knight qtd. in Grice, Maxine Hong Kingston 126).  Maxine Hong Kingston 

purposely trespasses on this arena in her fiction, creating her own version of the woman warrior, 

exploring the realities of war for women inside and outside of the conflicts, and sharing these 

women’s responses and insights.  It is in China Men that Kingston most extensively explores 

men’s responses to war, this arena that has been assigned their lot via their gender and societal 

gender norms.  Throughout this autobiographical novel, Kingston develops multiple male 

perspectives and experiences of war.  These range from those attempting to escape the draft to 

those who join the military, and includes the experiences of refugees, such as her father.   

In these works, Kingston challenges the contention that men are inherently violent and 

prone to war.  While male representation of war and, the Vietnam war in particular, have tended 

toward the “stereotypes of suffering veterans and of ‘graphically violent representation’” (Knight 

summarized in Grice 126), Kingston broadens her exploration of men’s responses to war beyond 

those of the suffering veteran.  In fact, “The Brother in Vietnam” depicts a soldier who manages 

to fairly peacefully survive his tour of service:  “He had survived the Vietnam War.  He had not 

gotten killed, and he had not killed anyone” (304).  Kingston reminds us, with this character and 

others, that not all men wish to fight and some come to the decision to wage war only after 
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intense discussion and contemplation.  Others conclude the opposite:  that any manner of evasion 

is preferably to war, even immediate death:  “Wouldn’t you rather die drinking ink than be 

blown up by a land mine?” (270).  During World War II, the men of their Chinese American 

community consider, discuss, and argue through their various and sometimes conflicting 

responses to waging war and to the summons from the Draft Board that most of them are called 

to face.  Some felt that “the superior man minds his own business; fools concern themselves with 

public matters” (268).  Others offer historical figures and legends as reasoning for joining the 

war effort:  “Fan Kuei was a butcher before becoming a general” (268).  Some lament that the 

service of the poor is usually for the benefit of those in power:  “Warlords confiscate land, and 

kidnap the farmer to guard some obscure border” (268).  Others wax philosophical about the 

futility of war:  “To go to war is to mingle with the desert sands” (268).  Some men enlisted and 

sent back photographs from Europe:  “Big Brother Sao, an officer, wore a creased hat in some 

pictures and a brimmed hat in others; he is looking sideways into the camera to show off the bars 

on his collar” (272).  BaBa (Tom) chooses to allow his wife to help him avoid the draft:  “using 

her old doctoring skills poisoning him, and his weight dropped permanently” (272).  This was, 

however, not without consequences because though he avoided the draft, “he stays skinny.  His 

metabolism is ruined” (272).  He, like those desperate enough to drink ink to ruin their physical 

exam by turning the x-ray films black, ruins his health in order to save his life.    

Despite his narrow escape from the draft in World War, a “miracle” he calls it (272), 

BaBa clearly experienced time as a refugee and suffered the consequences of war 

psychologically throughout the rest of his life.  BaBa experiences bouts of debilitating 

depressions that leave him unable to function and nightmares from which he awakens screaming.  

But while awake he maintains a scary silence:  “Worse than the swearing and the nightly screams 
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were your silences when you punished us by not talking.  You rendered us invisible, gone.  

MaMa told us to say Good Morning to you whether or not you answered.  You kept up a silence 

for weeks and months” (14).  He is silent on his experiences to the point that his daughter has to 

reimagine them herself:   

You fix yourself in the present, but I want to hear the stories about the rest of your life, 

the Chinese stories.  I want to know what makes you scream and curse, and what you’re 

thinking when you say nothing, and why when you do talk, you talk differently from 

Mother. . . I’ll tell you what I suppose from your silences and few words, and you can tell 

me that I’m mistaken.  You’ll just have to speak up with the real stories if I’ve got you 

wrong.  (15). 

But BaBa is incapable of sharing those stories with his daughter directly. However, this does not 

mean that his war and refugee experiences do not influence his desire to protect his children from 

the realities of war.  How the father helps his children cope with war is different from Brave 

Orchid’s approach of passing on the stories and lessons of war.  For Brave Orchid, her war 

experiences fundamentally shape how she understands the world and therefore, how she raises 

her children to understand it.  She presents these remembrances in talk-story form, teaching her 

children when to feel safe and when to run for cover.  For her husband, however, telling these 

stories is impossible and he retreats into silence and depression.  Just as the narrator and 

presumably Kingston herself, we as the audience never learn what Tom’s war or refugee 

experiences were.  We, like the narrator, know that MaMa and BaBa both suffered profound 

experiences as refugees, an experience they replay together in The Woman Warrior and China 

Men:  “I used to watch my mother and father play refugees, sleeping sitting up, huddled together 
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with their heads on each other’s shoulder, their arms about each other, holding up the blanket 

like a little tent.  “Aiaa,” they’d sigh.  “Aiaa.”” (Woman Warrior 93).   

Unlike Brave Orchid, BaBa tries to obscure the reality of war by either remaining silent 

when his daughter asks, “Father, what’s a refugee?” (93) or by presenting events with fantastical 

reinterpretations.  He manages to hide the significance of the blackout curtains, hung during 

World War II, from his daughter by creating an alternate interpretation:   

There has always been war, whether or not I knew about it.  My tall parents even taller 

standing on ladders and covering the windows with black curtains, playing theater in the 

bright interstices, had been thinking of war.  The curtains fell long and black, but the 

inside of the room shone.  My father cut a picture out of a magazine and pinned it on the 

wall.  The yellow light came from it.  “You look like this,” he said, or “This girl looks 

like you.”  She was shining because of her golden hair, a golden girl.  It couldn’t have 

been the blonde curls that made her look like me, so it must have been the round face 

with the fat cheeks.  “Shirley Temple also looks like this girl.”  I had been diverted again, 

and for some years the importance of that day seemed the blonde girl when those were 

blackout curtains for World War II. (264).  

BaBa obscures the reality of war from his daughter, preferring to distract her with play and 

imagination.  BaBa (Tom) is one of many characters Kingston uses to reveal men’s complex 

experiences of and attitudes about war.  Though he is silent on them, through his actions his 

feelings are shown to be quite different than those of his sons, two of whom join various 

branches of the military.  Kingston, in her representations of men’s responses to war, trespasses 

not only on the men’s domain of war writing, but also reveals that those responses are complex, 

multi-faceted, and not monolithic. 
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 We once again see those complications of gender and race that Cockurn references in the 

life of “the brother” in “The Brother in Vietnam.”  He knows he has no exemption from the draft 

as a healthy, young male, and must come to terms with fighting a war against people who look 

just like him, terms that will allow him to emotionally survive the experience:  “So he enlisted in 

the Navy for four years.  The Air Force was more apt to drop bombs.  On the ocean, he would 

not have his heart broken at the sight of Vietnamese grandmothers and babies” (China Men 283-

284).  His race and ethnic background, and his understanding of these, conflict with his country’s 

edict that he become a soldier.  Because of the very fact of his maleness, by virtue of his sex, he 

is called upon to go to war.  The brother is conflicted and comes to what might seem to be the 

paradoxical conclusion that no matter what he believes or does, the war will require his 

participation.  It is up to him to determine how this participation plays out: 

He arrived at his decision by reasoning like this:  In a country that operates on a war 

economy, there isn’t much difference between being in the Navy and being a civilian.  When 

we ate a candy bar, drank grape juice . . . drove a car, rode an airplane, sprayed with 

insecticide, we were supporting the corporations that made tanks and bombers, napalm, 

defoliants, and bombs. . . He resolved that in the Navy he would follow orders up to a point 

short of a direct kill. . . He would be a Pacifist in the Navy rather than in jail, no more or less 

guilty than the stay-at-home citizen of the war economy.  (China Men 284-285)  

Gender determines whether or not he will be called upon to involuntarily participate in war.  So 

the brother determines how to participate voluntarily and only up to the point that does not 

require him to violate his pacifist belief in non-violence or force him to kill people of similar 

racial background, people who look more like him and are possibly more like him in reality than 

the countrymen and women he is sent to “protect” through violence.  In his story, Kingston 
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articulates how the axes of gender and race complicate and influence one’s response to war, even 

the decision to participate in it despite pacifist beliefs.  In From Where We Stand, Cynthia 

Cockburn explains how war itself and the discourses surrounding it condition us to create such 

responses to war:  “We have come to understand how militarism pervades society, persuading 

women as well as men of its inevitability, its common sense nature, so that we respond willingly 

to its many demands of us" (222).  This is ultimately the response of the brother.  Through his 

“logic” about the war economy, he falls prey not to the patriotic rhetoric of war as protection, but 

to the belief in both its omnipresence and its inevitability.  He cannot imagine a pacifism that 

will break through this societal superstructure of war, or as we call it today, “the military-

industrial complex.”       

This chapter also creates a critique of blind patriotism, the type of unswayable support 

the brother’s students have for the war and their ability to ignore the evidence of atrocities 

presented to them.  Before determining that he must enlist in one of the various military branches 

voluntarily before he is drafted into the army to become frontline infantry, the brother attempts to 

educate his high school students on the realities of war: 

During Current Events, he told his class some atrocities to convince them about the 

wrongness of war.  The students looked at the pictures of napalmed children and said, 

“Sure, war is hell.”  Where had they learned that acceptance?  He told them the worst 

torture he knew:  the Vikings used to cleave a prisoner-of-war’s back on either side of the 

spine, and pull the lungs out, which fluttered like wings when the man breathed.  This 

torture was the Burning Eagle. The brother felt that it was self-evident that we ought to 

do anything to stop war.  But he was learning that upon hearing terrible things, there are 

people who are, instead, filled with a crazy patriotism. (278) 
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His evidence of the consequences of war activities and of possible wrongdoing by the United 

States military does not shake the foundations of his students’ patriotism or their belief in the 

rightness of its actions:  “Any criticism he had of America they dismissed as his being gookish” 

(279).  Cockburn offers an answer to the brother’s question about where his students learned the 

acceptance of war and its violent results:  “One measure of militarization [of a society or culture] 

is precisely the extent to which ordinary people are enlisted in popularization of military values 

and in societal preparedness to undertake war” (Cockburn 238).  The brother recognizes his 

student’s acceptance and unaffected responses to war as one result of the war economy he cannot 

escape.  In the end, he knowingly participates in this structure of war, opting for making his own 

choice over being pressed into service by the government’s machinery of war, the draft board.  

Through “The Brother in Vietnam,” Kingston reveals a complex understanding of how gender 

and race influence responses to war and how the rhetoric and “logic” of war undermine pacifist 

intentions, disrupting the possibility of pacifist solutions to war.  

The Women’s Stories 

  Kingston’s work, particularly The Woman Warrior, reflects her concern with domestic 

violence and the subjugation of women due to cultural injunction.  As Maureen Sabine describes, 

women in Kingston’s first book are “given complicated representation as the victims, the 

combatants, the collaborators, and the survivors of domestic violence. . . [Her stories] recount 

rape, subjugation, and impregnation of gifted women.  Their final indignity is that they are not 

allowed to raise their offspring in peace” (76).  The most well-known example is the first chapter 

of The Woman Warrior, entitled “No Name Woman,” in which Kingston retells the forbidden 

story of her aunt:  “‘You must not tell anyone,” my mother said, “what I am about to tell you. In 

China your father had a sister who killed herself.  She jumped in into the family well.  We say 
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that your father has all brothers because it is as if she had never been born’” (3).  The unnamed 

narrator reimagines the scene of her aunt’s illicit pregnancy, the destruction of her family home 

by angry villagers, and her spite suicide in the family well through various possible versions of 

events.  These re-imaginings of the causes of her adultery, subsequent pregnancy, punishment, 

and death range from rape to forbidden love matches.  Kingston considers the time period in 

which these events occur and the specific restrictions of Chinese women’s behaviors, from 

clothing and toiletry to familial obligations.  She even imagines how the situation might have 

been different had it not occurred during years of strife and war: 

If my aunt had betrayed the family at a time of large grain yields and peace, when many 

boys were born, and wings were being built on many houses, perhaps she might have 

escaped such severe punishment.  But the men – hungry, greedy, tired of planting in dry 

soil, cuckolded –had to leave the village in order to send food-money home.  There were 

ghost plagues, bandit plagues, wars with the Japanese, floods.  My Chinese brother and 

sister died of an unknown sickness.  Adultery, perhaps only a mistake during good times, 

became a crime when the village needed food. (13) 

War here is listed as just another plague upon the Chinese people.  Besides telling a story about 

how a patriarchal culture punishes women for stepping outside of the behavioral strictures upon 

their sex, Kingston offers one explanation that puts the situation into a national and even 

international context.  It is not simply a matter of adultery and a bastard child; the family barely 

survives as one calamitous event after another befalls their nation and their village.  The men 

have gone out to seek their fortunes and, hopefully, to send money home.  War lurks as a specter 

in the shadows and its history structures the behaviors and responses of the village people to the 

aunt and her child.   
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In both The Woman Warrior and China Men, Kingston’s narrator describes how her 

grandfather was bayoneted in the head by the Japanese.  As a result, he was known to behave 

erratically, such as plopping his penis out on the dinner table when Tom (the father) was a child.  

In her retelling of the aunt’s saga to her daughter, Brave Orchid indicates that the situation began 

with the 1924 departure of her own husband, the aunt’s husband, and other village men for the 

Gold Mountain, America (Woman Warrior 3).  Brave Orchid identifies this as the going “out on 

the road” that took her husband away from her and their two children to the United States (3).  

Due to the date Brave Orchid assigns to the aunt’s story, this bayoneting of the grandfather by 

the Japanese would have to have occurred during the First Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895) 

(“First Sino-Japanese War”).  During the 1930s, the Japanese renewed aggressions against the 

Chinese mainland, culminating in the Second Sino Japanese War (1937-1945), which coincided 

with the Pacific theatre activities of the Second World War (“History of World War II”).  The 

situation with the No Name Aunt would have occurred during the lull between wars, a lull 

characterized not by abundance but by deprivation and struggle.  In this reimagining of her 

aunt’s life and death, Kingston connects what is related to her as a familial saga to the 

surrounding actions of the world in which the village and her family existed.  The aunt’s death 

occurs within not only a framework of patriarchy and female subordination that was the 

prevailing Confucian familial structure of her village society, but also within a larger, global 

framework of territorial aggression and world war.  Without the ceaseless raging of war, the 

aunt’s life might have turned out differently.  Whether or not that would be the case is not 

Kingston’s point here.  Through this historical contextualization of her aunt’s death, Kingston 

reveals for us the widespread, macro and micro influences of war, down to the level of family 

interactions and socio-cultural responses to violations of gender norms. 
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Kingston reveals the results of the interactions between the violence of war and the 

violence of patriarchal controls on women’s lives in the “No Name Woman.” Throughout both 

of her works, Kingston further reveals how women experience war, not only through physical 

trauma, but through effects on their families and their own apprehension of the world around 

them.  The ever-looming shadow of war influences the behaviors of those who have experienced 

its violence first-hand, even when they are beyond its literal reach.  The influence of that 

remembered violence is strong enough to touch the lives of the next generation, which is the 

manifestation of intergenerational trauma.  Brave Orchid may have slipped the grasp of the 

Japanese outside of Canton, but the memories of their war planes above her village’s mountain 

hideout shape her children’s experiences of the world around them:  “I was born in the middle of 

World War II.  From my earliest awareness, my mother’s stories always timely, I watched for 

three airplanes parting” (Woman Warrior 96).  For her mother had told them:  “‘If you see a 

single plane, you needn’t be afraid,’ my mother taught us.  ‘But watch for planes in threes.  

When they spread apart, you know they’re going to drop bombs.’ . . . She warned us because it 

was the same war still going on years after she crossed the ocean and had us” (93).  It is Brave 

Orchid’s stories that teach her daughter the necessity of vigilance, not Kingston’s first-hand 

experiences. Traditionally, women’s stories carry forth the knowledge of war to the next 

generation:  “what postwar generations in Germany have learned about the impact of World War 

II has come primarily through the narratives of their mothers and grandmothers” (Annemarie 

Troger qtd. in Cloonan 71).  Brave Orchid carries on this tradition with her children, sharing the 

family letters of the violent mayhem of the Communist Revolution in China and the anguish 

brought about by the letters’ contents:  “The letters made my parents, who are rocks, cry.  My 

mother wept and crumpled up the letters.  She set fire to them page by page in the ashtray” (50).  
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But, she shares with her children the stories of uncles kneeling in glass, uncles killed for feeding 

their families, and aunts tortured for confessions.   

Through her talk-story of these atrocities, from those she witnessed like the dropping of 

bombs on her village to those she received through the mail, Brave Orchid passes on the 

knowledge she believes will help her children survive.  While the stories share the violence of 

war (global and intra-national) with the next generation, it is the actions of women immigrants 

that help keep people on both continents alive and fed through the years of war, strife, and loss:  

‘“Every woman in the tomato row is sending money home,’ my mother says, ‘to Chinese 

villages and Mexican villages and Filipino villages and, now, Vietnamese villages, where they 

speak Chinese too.  The women come to work whether sick or well.  ‘I can’t die,’ they say, ‘I’m 

supporting fifty,’ or ‘I’m supporting a hundred’” (Woman Warrior 206).   Despite war being the 

“arena of men,” women hold life together during and after it:  through their stories, through their 

labors, and through their desire to survive.  In offering these stories of women’s experiences of 

war and their responses to it, Kingston allows us to see their lives and hear their voices.  

Kingston deals with the supposed uncertainty over women’s roles in war by showing us what 

those roles have been, what women did to survive, and how they held their families and 

communities together.  She additionally offers the examples of the women who cannot survive, 

such as the No Name Aunt, those murdered by the Communists, and the unfortunate beggar 

woman who was stoned to death on the village’s suspicion that she was a Japanese spy.  She 

gives the breadth and depth of their experiences, illustrating how the consequences of war 

reverberate for generations and decades beyond the physical events.   

The Woman Warriors:  Fa Mu Lan and Brave Orchid 
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Kingston’s most famous and celebrated representation of a warrior and war survivor is that of Fa 

Mu Lan, in the “White Tigers” section of The Woman Warrior.  Some critics of The Woman 

Warrior call Kingston’s representation of Fa Mu Lan “feminist” because it is the woman who 

takes up the sword, who adventures and learns, who defends the community.  Diane Simmons, in 

her chapter “Kingston’s Swordswoman:  A Ballad of Belonging,” points out the ways in which 

Kingston’s version of Fa Mu Lan occupies a paradoxical and ambiguous position in which Fa 

Mu Lan both escapes the patriarchal intent of the original myth and yet, also comes very close to 

fulfilling it by returning to her family and her lowly position within it: “by examining the woman 

warrior, a figure that appears in a number of guises in Chinese literature, we may consider how 

even this story apparently an account of female empowerment –reinforces the male-dominant 

system.  And we can see how Kingston’s revision subverts that order” (52).  Simmons carefully 

outlines why Western readers and even theorists may immediately and perhaps unquestioningly 

view Fa Mu Lan as feminist because she goes off to war:  “[non-Western] woman warrior figures 

have generally been misunderstood by Western readers, who assume that fighting women are 

using the guise of “patriotism or wifely devotion” as a cover for the true nature of their warfare, 

which is rebellion against ‘restraints imposed upon their sex’ by patriarchal society” (Edwards 

qtd. in Simmons 58).  Chinese warrior heroines, however, were most often depicted as defending 

the power of patriarchy; yet, “while Chinese fighting women defend authority, they do not 

support the patriarchy unambiguously; their existence implies a potent critique of male-

dominated society” (58).  One of their purposes is to shame the menfolk by upholding 

“principles of patriarchy and at the same time indict[ing] individual men for their failure to 

properly uphold it themselves” (58).  In her discussion, Simmons articulates that “properly” 

upholding the ideals of Confucian patriarchy involved keeping the peace and developing 
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prosperity for their families and community (58).  So the very existence of a “Fa Mu Lan” figure 

was an indication of the failure of the patriarchal order of male providers and an indictment of 

those failures rather than a celebration of the capacities of a woman to do a man’s job (58). 

However, Kingston herself has long identified her Woman Warrior representation of Fa Mu 

Lan as feminist, “as a women's liberation story” (The Fifth Book of Peace 390).  As Simmons 

has noted, this representation is complicated by the history of Chinese women folk heroes who 

ultimately support the patriarchy with their stories.  Her feminist use of Fa Mu Lan is more 

complex than a representation of a woman as the savior. Like the Fa Mu Lan of the original 

chant, Kingston’s creation returns home and returns to her family.  Simmons indicates that her 

version of Fa Mu Lan, “Kingston seeks to show not only a woman who could fight to defend 

herself and her family but also one who “could come back and was not brutalized” who “could 

still be a woman, a family person, a communal person, not dehumanized” (Kingston qtd. in 

Simmons, “How” 2).  One way in which Kingston changed the original myth was by dropping 

Fa Mu Lan’s public transformation from warrior to woman: 

At the end of the Chinese traditional chants, the Woman Warrior comes home and turns from 

a man, a general in armor, back into a beautiful woman, and then she presents herself to her 

army as a beautiful woman and sends the soldier on their way.  Now I had left that scene out 

of my version of The Woman Warrior because I was writing in 1975.  I wanted a feminist 

book and I didn’t understand the importance or why, in the ancient myth, you would have 

this strong figure turn into such a feminine person with make-up.  The chant tells about her 

beautiful, long, black hair and how she wears it up and she puts flowers in it.  She wears a 

silk dress and she’s a classically beautiful woman.  I left that out because I didn’t see the 

need for a modern feminist to wear make-up.  (Kingston qtd. in Madsen 103-105). 
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Originally Kingston did not re-clothe Fa Mu Lan in traditional Chinese women’s wedding 

clothes because it conflicted with her feminist sensibility that a woman did not need the re-

feminization of make-up and gendered clothing.  However, she has later come to conclude that 

the story is about homecoming, not just the warrior’s deeds, so that it would have still been 

appropriately feminist to re-clothe Fa Mu Lan in her bride’s jacket, in order to show how one 

may come home and rejoin her family after the war is over (Madsen 105).               

 Beyond Kingston’s significant changes to the end of the story, there are several other 

importance differences between the original and Kingston’s warrior.  Kingston develops an inner 

life for Fa Mu Lan, as the original chant does not; she shows us the warrior’s training, her 

difficulties and her successes; and, she invests power into symbols of women’s lives, such as 

menstrual blood and pregnancy (Simmons 67-69).  One way in which Kingston transforms this 

patriarchal tale into a feminist one is by combining Fa Mu Lan’s story with that of General Yui 

Fei, a warrior on whose back a catalogue of complaints and accusations was written.  Unlike the 

original Fa Mu Lan, who could trade in her battle gear for silken robes and forget her past 

battles, this Fa Mu Lan cannot remove the lists of grievances carved on her back and tattooed 

there by her parents.  For Simmons, this means that her deeds cannot be forgotten:       

Kingston’s swordswoman cannot ever shed her battle garb, returning to her prescribed 

female life as if nothing had happened, as if she had not been called on to save the world. . . 

To make sure her heroine never falls back into her insignificant state, that neither she nor 

anyone else forgets the important role she has to play, Kingston causes the record of sacrifice 

to be carved on the swordswoman’s body in a ceremony of filiality. . . the carving also 

reinforces the inherent power of women:  the blood that is shed is caught in a basin, the 
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sacred blood of sacrifice, which also suggests the blood of menstruation and childbirth, the 

blood of women’s suffering, their devotion, and their life-giving power (69). 

If her deeds cannot be forgotten, then this Fa Mu Lan cannot completely be reabsorbed into the 

patriarchal family structure and will always appear as an example of a woman’s strength and 

capabilities.  Her story then may be read as feminist despite the fact that Fa Mu Lan does return 

to her family as the dutiful daughter-in-law.     

 Simmons argues that it is in that inner life of Kingston’s Fa Mu Lan that takes her the 

furthest away from the original heroine and the closest to contemporary feminist ideals, 

particularly on the matter of choice:  “Through this imaginative creation of the swordswoman’s 

inner life, Kingston revises the filial daughter of legend, creating a woman who is no longer a 

simple placeholder in the pageant of patriarchy.  If the new woman warrior devotes herself to her 

family, she does so as an individual who is strong enough to contain the paradox that stance 

entails” (Simmons 66). Kingston, however, does not see this as a paradox, but simply as the 

ying, feminine principle of the universe being exerted (The Fifth Book of Peace 390).  Yet, 

Kingston did not intend her audiences to read Fa Mu Lan as the ultimate female warrior and is 

shamed to find that this is exactly how her version is being used in the present time:  “My own 

Woman Warrior is being used as a text at the United States Air Force Academy in Colorado 

Springs.  ‘It gives a mythos to the women military students,’ says their instructor James Aubrey.  

I have to make up for that.  The roots of ‘warrior’ are in quarrel,’ ‘error,’ ‘worse.’  I’ve been 

pretending all this time that it means ‘one who wars against confusion’ (The Fifth Book of Peace 

49).  However, even though her Fa Mu Lan may have been read as simply a battle warrior, 

Kingston goes out of her way in the chapter of “White Tigers” to suggest an alternate 
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understanding of the warrior figure, one with which she herself, or at least the narrator version of 

herself, can identify: 

The swordswoman and I are not so dissimilar.  May my people understand the resemblance 

soon so I can return to them.  What we have in common are the words at our backs.  The 

ideographs for revenge are “report a crime” and “report to five families.”  The reporting is 

the vengeance –not the beheading, not the gutting, but the words.  And I have so many 

words—“chink” words and “gook” words too –that they do not fit on my skin.  (Woman 

Warrior 53, italics and parentheses in original). 

The fault of this misinterpretation of the woman warrior as only a warrior of violence far more 

likely lies with her readers and not with her unique presentation of the Fa Mu Lan myth.  Even as 

she ends the chapter on Fa Mu Lan, she shows her readers how they should interpret Fa Mu Lan 

not as a figure of war who takes up the sword, but as an agent of change through the written 

word.  If we were to rely on the language of revenge in Chinese as Kingston presents it at the end 

of “White Tigers,” we would find the reporting of crimes through language represented as the 

proper avenue for vengeance, not violence and war.  This view of Fa Mu Lan, as a reporter of 

crimes, connects with Kingston’s very public desire to create a language of peace.  If our 

warriors are warriors of words instead of arms, then a language of peace might be able to bring 

about an end to war.   

Kingston’s post-publication interviews express her regret and shame over the use of her 

woman warrior as a template for contemporary women warriors.  They reveal Kingston’s on-

going engagement with those forces that influenced and shaped her first two works, the 

seemingly ceaseless war-mongering of the 20th century and her own feminist commitment to the 

betterment of women’s lives and ultimately to the safety and sanctity of all human life.  The 
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Woman Warrior and China Men work as a starting point for her articulation of these concerns 

and the foundation for her ever-evolving language of peace.  Reading The Woman Warrior, in 

particular the section “White Tigers,” without knowledge of Kingston’s subsequent musings on 

and further re-workings of the Fa Mu Lan story leads to the militaristic interpretations and 

implementations Kingston did not intend and for which she feels remorse:  “I have to make up 

for that.” Kingston’s original use of Fa Mu Lan and her subsequent desire to return Fa Mu Lan to 

the home is part of her ever present and ever evolving engagement with feminism and pacifism 

and the ongoing process of melding the two ideologies together.  In The Fifth Book of Peace, 

Kingston articulates in a succinct paragraph both her historical usage of the figure of Fa Mu Lan 

and how she wishes to deploy her story now for means of healing and reconciliation, not as 

justification for women’s war participation and the development of their warrior personas: 

I chanted my Woman Warrior chant.  I learned it from my mother, and now tried to 

translate it as closely as possible.  It is about Fa Mook Lan, who disguised herself as a 

man and fought a war against the Tatars.  I have told her story as a women's liberation 

story, and as a war story.  But I now understand, it is a homecoming story.  Fa Mook Lan 

leads her army home from war.  She shows the troops herself changing back from a man 

to a woman, and gives them a vision of the Feminine.  It is possible for a soldier to 

become feminine.  Veterans can return to civil society; they do not have to be homeless.  

The chant begins with the sound of weaving.  Fa Mook Lan was a weaver.  "Jik jik jik" is 

the sound of the shuttle back and forth across the loom.  "Jik" means "to weave," "to 

knit," "to heal." (The Fifth Book of Peace 390)  

Perhaps, however, Kingston holds herself and her own work up to an unfair standard, not 

crediting the ways in which her representations of multiple female characters in The Woman 
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Warrior respond, critique, and build on her feminist take on Fa Mu Lan and her choice to return 

to her family instead of continuing a life of battle and violence.  The central manifestation of this 

refiguring of the Fa Mu Lan story is the life of Brave Orchid (MaMa).  Kingston challenges the 

reading of the return to family as a failure of feminist ideals and an erasure of the woman’s 

experience through her development of Brave Orchid’s life journey.  Brave Orchid is a revision 

and extension of the Fa Mu Lan legacy, of both the original and as Kingston herself wrote it.     

In Maxine Hong Kingston’s Broken Book of Life, Maureen Sabine argues that Brave Orchid’s 

life “reverses the thrust of the woman warrior myth and leaves the reader with the subversive 

image of a feminine person who has become the strong man of the family” (99).  Sabine here 

refers to the fact that Fa Mu Lan returns home “wearing my black embroidered wedding coat, I 

knelt at my parents-in-law’s feet, as I would have done as a bride.  “Now my public duties are 

finished,” I said.  “I will stay with you, doing farmwork and housework, and giving you more 

sons” (Woman Warrior 45).  Unlike Diane Simmons, Sabine does not find the fact that 

grievances are carved on Fa Mu Lan’s back enough proof that her work as a warrior will be 

remembered.  She sees Fa Mu Lan as slipping back into the women’s submissive roles, much the 

way the traditional Chinese myth depicts her.  Yet, she sees Brave Orchid, the unnamed 

narrator’s mother, as representing how women actually survive and thrive:   

Whereas America wears her husband thin and breaks Moon Orchid into tiny pieces, Brave 

Orchid not only survives but also seems to grow in size and presence.  Indeed, her life 

journey moves in the opposite direction to the Mulan legend where, as Hong Kingston 

observes, “this strong figure turn[s] into such a feminine person” (Seshachari, 192, qtd. 99).  

“Social femininity is an economic luxury that Brave Orchid must leave behind her in China 

and cannot afford to cultivate or hanker after as an immigrant.  Her law of social adaptation 
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is ‘whatever does not kill you, makes you strong and gives you its power.”  Again Hong 

Kingston has tellingly remarked that ‘the women who don’t die are the powerful peasant 

types like Brave Orchid” (Skenazy, 132, 99).  In her metamorphosis from a small, pretty 

woman in feminine attire into a powerful, no-nonsense peasant type, Brave Orchid reverses 

the thrust of the woman warrior myth and leaves the reader with the subversive image of a 

feminine person who has become the strong man of the family. (99)   

While she identifies how Brave Orchid’s life story is related to that of Kingston’s Fa Mu 

Lan, Sabine misinterprets Brave Orchid as her opposite when her life story ends at the same 

place Kingston chooses for the heroine, at home with her family.  Brave Orchid is more than an 

opposite for the powerful woman warrior figure; she is a woman warrior in her own right.  

Through the character of Brave Orchid, Kingston explores the various complexities of the lives 

of strong women, women who hold up their families and ensure the survival of entire 

communities.  Brave Orchid does not function as an opposite of Fa Mu Lan, but presents a 

reinterpretation of the possibilities of the woman warrior.  Brave Orchid challenges the idea that 

only outside of the home may a woman make significant and powerful changes for herself and 

her community.  Brave Orchid actually accomplishes much both inside and outside of the home 

environment, from earning a medical degree in China to reestablishing a life for herself and her 

husband in America. 

Fa Mu Lan and Brave Orchid both adventure to new lands, albeit in different situations, 

and it is ultimately the home where Brave Orchid finds her most powerful position, not on a 

battlefield.  For Kingston’s version of Fa Mu Lan, this might create a paradoxical situation for a 

feminist interpretation.  Yet, Brave Orchid herself is also a paradoxical character.  While it may 

appear that the young narrator of The Woman Warrior battles the sexist ideology of 
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Confucianism alone, she repeatedly tells her audience that it was her mother who gave her the 

tools to do so:  “She said I would grow up a wife and a slave, but she taught me the song of the 

warrior woman, Fa Mu Lan. I would have to grow up a warrior woman” (Woman Warrior 20) 

She teaches her daughter the patriarchal values of the family, but tells her of Fa Mu Lan, and 

demonstrates capacity, power, and brains through her own life examples.  She is the strong 

woman of her family, a different type of warrior who stays home and protects those who belong 

with her.  Sabine incorrectly, and surprisingly stereotypically, assigns the characteristic of 

strength as a male attribute.  Both the stories of Fa Mu Lan and Brave Orchid counter that 

stereotype of strength (of character, of body, and of mind) as an intrinsically male attribute.  

Brave Orchid is a modern interpretation of Fa Mu Lan, a representation of the woman as the 

warrior of the home, though her story shows distinct and important differences from the Fa Mu 

Lan myth.  

Brave Orchid is an ultimate war survivor. She saves herself from the approaching 

Japanese invasion, catching and bribing her way onto the last boat out of Canton.  Like her 

husband, she appears to suffer from some emotional disturbances due to her war experiences, 

sufferings that manifest in playing refugee under a blanket in the living room.  However, Brave 

Orchid weathers and adapts to changes in her life, from educated Chinese doctor to day laborer 

and laundress in Stockton, California, in ways her frail sister, Moon Orchid, and her husband, 

Tom, cannot.  She is the one who takes up the family grievances; though they are not carved on 

her back, she carries them on her broad shoulders and this is how her daughter always sees her:  

“Mother, at her most powerful, middle-aged, large and solid” (The Fifth Book of Peace 60). 

 When in 2003, Kingston finally reimagines Fa Mu Lan (now rendered as “Fa Mook 

Lan”) in her original occupation as a weaver, we can begin to see how her ideal representation of 
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the Fa Mu Lan figure is actually a representation of her own mother, Brave Orchid.  As 

previously noted, Kingston wanted to present a woman warrior who showed how one “could 

come back and was not brutalized,” who “could still be a woman, a family person, a communal 

person, not dehumanized”(Kingston qtd. in Simmons, “How” 2).  In her work, it is Brave Orchid 

who comes the closest to fitting this description.  Though not a warrior in the traditional sense, 

Brave Orchid escapes violence and war, using her own wits to evade the encroaching Japanese 

enemy and later tricks the World War II draft evaluation board into rejecting her husband by 

causing him to lose too much weight (which, unfortunately for him, turns out to be a permanent 

result).  She is the one who weaves their family home life together and she is the weaver of the 

“talk-story” that so influences and confuses her daughter. While, in the Fa Mook section of The 

Fifth Book of Peace, Kingston indicates she failed to represent Fa Mu Lan as a weaver, she has 

presented Brave Orchid as one, as a weaver of stories and as the weaver who kept the strands of 

her life and family together and whole.  Kingston herself weaves the cycles and threads of Brave 

Orchid’s life into a representation of a warrior figure that enacts no violence, but protects her 

family and community through her work, her skills, and her determination.    

Brave Orchid, throughout both works, China Men and most obviously in The Woman 

Warrior, develops into a completely new representation of Fa Mu Lan.  While Kingston 

nostalgically longed to bring Fa Mu Lan home to feminine attire and affectations, it is for her 

mother that she really wished to do this.  As noted in her interviews, Kingston indicates that it is 

the strong peasant woman who survives, not the frail and obviously feminine individuals such as 

Moon Orchid.  So by bringing Fa Mu Lan home and placing her with family, but not having her 

re-dress in the feminine mask, Kingston is actually presenting a more radical representation of 

the woman warrior, for whom the ultra-feminine accoutrements are no longer necessary to 
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express the sense of the “ying,” the feminine principle.  For it has actually been those peasant 

women like Brave Orchid who have been bringing forth that feminine principle of caring. 

Perhaps Kingston’s desire to re-feminize Fa Mu Lan was actually the desire to give back to her 

mother what she felt her mother seems to have lost in all her years of caregiving.  While The 

Woman Warrior version of Fa Mu Lan battled and went to war, she returned home to care for the 

people, a recognized warrior, with the tales of grievances on her back, her sacrifice undeniable—

so she may not go invisible back into the Confusion family structure, behind the ‘feminine’ 

mask.  While this may work for readers from a feminist perspective, Kingston’s dissatisfaction 

still lingers, and in the end, that dissatisfaction centers on not showing that “a woman is capable 

of everything.  If the soldiers never knew she was a woman, then it would be just another 

example of a great masculine hero.  So of course the right thing to do was to take her out of her 

disguise so that we women can get credit for everything that she did” (Skenazy 132).  While 

many of us may feel that Kingston delivers on this count, Kingston believes something was lost 

by not dressing Fa Mu Lan back in her beautiful clothing.  Brave Orchid is Kingston’s 

contemporary Fa Mu Lan, who wears the scars of her labors on her body, for all of her family 

and the world to see.  This representation of the woman warrior is an expression of pacifism as 

well, not only revealing the feminist endeavors and feminist thrust of Kingston’s retelling of her 

mother’s life, but in showing that a woman warrior could be the one was battles to save her 

family at home and without becoming a soldier.  Brave Orchid never takes up arms, but protects 

the family through her labor and perseverance.  This warrior flees violence and, in doing so, 

saves her family.  Brave Orchid, like Fa Mu Lan, never returns to the silken clothes she left 

behind as she fled war and strife.   
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The silken clothes of Fa Mu Lan and Brave Orchid serve as a metaphor for both 

characters; however, the meanings are both complicated and not identical for each character.  

While Kingston wishes that she had changed Fa Mu Lan back into feminine, silk clothing in 

order to express that a warrior may return home again and be whole, it is her mother’s silken 

clothes that represent the power, privilege, and success of a life and career outside of the home.  

There is a larger plurality of meanings with Brave Orchid than with Fa Mu Lan and the meanings 

of the clothes are also not the same for Brave Orchid and her daughter.  For Brave Orchid, the 

silken clothes would definitely stand as the opposite of Fa Mu Lan’s clothes, which have two 

possible meanings, either a reabsorption into the Confusion family structure or a return home to 

family and redefinition as a bride, wife, and whole communal person. Brave Orchid’s silken 

robes and chunky Western heels, which she wears while being carried upon a silken chair, stand 

for her education, the status that affords her, and her power as a medically licensed doctor and 

trusted healer.  When she returns from medical school, she is welcomed back by the village.  She 

wears “a silk robe and western shoes with big heels and she rode home carried in a sedan chair.  

She had gone away ordinary and come back miraculous” (Woman Warrior 76).  Brave Orchid 

understood that power well and how she might lose it easily.  So she resorted to manipulation to 

maintain the power, privilege, and stature her silken clothes and Western accoutrements stood 

for:  she refused to treat those she knew were terminally ill so that she shored up her reputation 

by bringing “only health from house to house” (82).  Therefore, the people would trust her, 

admire her, and see her as gifted.  It is important that she pairs Western shoes with the silken 

Chinese clothes – she is Westernized and educated and she came down in the world when she 

immigrated. She lost status, which is the image of power.  She never truly loses her abilities, 

only the status and the power that accompanies such status, one might almost call it “political 
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power,” and she certainly has none of that when she immigrates.  She tells her daughter, “You 

have no idea how much I have fallen coming to America” (77). 

Fa Mu Lan’s and Brave Orchid’s reasons for putting away silken clothes are similar as 

they both do so for family.  Yet, the original reasons for wearing the feminine clothes are not.  Fa 

Mu Lan discarded silken robes for a warrior’s suit of armor so that she could defend the family.  

In that context, at the beginning of the story, the silken clothes stand for her place within the 

patriarchal family structure.  Kingston regretted not returning her to those clothes to indicate a 

warrior returning home, returning home from battle, whole and healed.  For Brave Orchid, the 

beautiful clothes were the one form of armor available to her, that she had earned herself.  This 

earning herself is at the heart of her personality and life philosophy; one has to do the work to get 

anything.  She even feels that she must do the work for everyone and be the engine that drives 

their lives for they are incapable of doing it for themselves:  “She had to baby everyone” 

(Woman Warrior 146).  Her silken armor denotes stature and education, which she earned by 

herself by becoming a doctor.  In her silken clothes, she occupies a completely different position 

that Fa Mu Lan does in her silk bride’s jacket.  She is a woman with education, power, and the 

ability to live her life individually.  She donned those clothes to symbolize her difference, not her 

sameness or ability to be reabsorbed into the culture.  In these respects, her beautiful doctor’s 

clothing is much more similar to Fa Mu Lan’s warrior armor than to her silken robes.  They 

stand for power and privilege, while Fa Mu Lan’s feminine clothes either stand for submission to 

a patriarchal feminine ideal or the return of the warrior home to their family.  Yet, in order for 

Brave Orchid to take the next step in her journey, to reunite with her husband and create a family 

of her own, she must lose these silken clothes as they are no longer appropriate for the position 
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she will occupy in her new home.  Brave Orchid’s fashionable and powerful wardrobe must be 

stripped off when she begins her development into a warrior for her family and home.   

When Brave Orchid leaves for the U.S., she must become a peasant again.  She must 

learn a new language and do the grunt work for others –and she does resent it to a certain degree.  

As she leaves China to rejoin her husband and create a new life, Brave Orchid must put away her 

silken clothes, her armor as a Western educated doctor, to take up the clothes and role of an 

immigrant woman.  She has come down in the world and the beautiful, feminine clothes are no 

longer suitable for her status in the U.S.  The United States necessitates not only a change of 

clothes, from those of status to those of no status, but also a change in size and physical power.  

She must become larger and more powerful in a physical sense, rather than in the symbolic sense 

her doctor’s clothes created.  Brave Orchid does this for her family, the one she creates in 

America with her husband:  “Your father couldn’t have supported you without me.  I’m the one 

with the big muscles. . . I didn’t need muscles in China.  I was small in China” (104).  In China, 

she had her silken clothes to speak her power for her; in America, she needed muscles to do the 

heavy lifting of family life.  In America, Brave Orchid becomes a warrior of the family and 

home; the evidence and history are written directly on her body and she laments that she is not 

small anymore, but she could not be in America, the Gold Mountain.   

 In the end, Brave Orchid's story goes further in depicting the life of woman who has 

survived war than does the story of Fa Mu Lan.  Her life moves far past the experiences available 

to Fa Mu Lan and past the point where the myth ends at the family’s door. Brave Orchid's life 

shows us the warrior as she ages and continues to battle for her family’s survival and success.  

She can never return to her silken robes and must pass them on because they no longer fit who 

she has become, in the physical or spiritual senses.  Brave Orchid functions as a new 
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manifestation of the Fa Mu Lan character, but one with a far more complex trajectory, whose life 

has more influence on those surrounding her than can we imagine for Fa Mu Lan after her return 

from war.  While Fa Mu Lan changes the lives of her people, once she returns to the arms of 

family, her voice and her story may disappear.  Through Brave Orchid, Kingston reveals another 

type of warrior, one intimately bound up with the wars around her, world wars (from her own 

escape, to playing refugee, to keeping her husband out of the service, to sending money to 

starving relatives), communal wars, and familial wars.  Brave Orchid becomes more than Fa Mu 

Lan, more powerful and more mortal, as we see her journey from young bride, to doctor, to 

mother warrior on the American home front, to elderly mother counseling her daughter.  Brave 

Orchid serves as Kingston’s complete revision of the Fa Mu Lan warrior figure.  She reveals 

what the woman warrior does in the home, her power and her capabilities.  The figure of Fa Mu 

Lan cannot represent these attributes because, whether her choice to rejoin her family is feminist 

or not, her story ends at the door, where Brave Orchid’s life simply begins a new chapter.   

The Structure of War and the Language of Peace 

Maxine Hong Kingston's approach toward representing war and fostering peace in her 

literary work and her involvement peace activism is similar to what Cynthia Cockburn describes 

as the Quaker model of pacifism:  "Quakers have usually instead put their pacifism into practice 

not by protesting against every war on principle but through an earnest search for alternative 

ways of resolving conflict, and personal engagement in humanitarian relief, mediation and 

reconciliation work.  They set store by those 'particulars', the contribution and witness each 

individual can make" (From Where We Stand 185).  While she also has an extensive background 

in protest, Kingston has developed in her own life several “particulars” of  her own peace 

activism:  in her quest to create a language of peace through her literary works and in facilitating 
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writing workshops for veterans to help them express their experiences and responses to war.  In 

recent years, she continues to feel an extreme level of responsibility for the state of the world, 

particularly in its nearly ubiquitous state of war across the globe.   The goals she has set for her 

writing are quite high and the changes she wishes to affect are monumental: 

I want to make the world a more peaceful place.  I want to help prevent wars.  I feel very 

much a failure at this Persian Gulf war because if I had been more effective ten years ago, 

twenty years ago, then this may not have happened in February (1991, four months 

earlier). Many people will say, “Well, where was the peace movement in January?” But 

that’s too late already.  We had to have been working a decade ago.  So now we have to 

create a climate to prevent war ten years from now, or seven generations from now. 

(Perry 168) 

Kingston has embarked on several paths toward this goal of world peace:  first, through creating 

a language of peace through her writing and second, through her engagement with Vietnam 

veterans and the veterans of subsequent wars.  In 1992, after winning the Lila Wallace Reader’s 

Digest Writing Award Fellowship, Kingston began creating and funding writing workshops for 

Vietnam veterans (Skenazy and Martin xxii).  Kingston has always identified as a political writer 

and has since the late 1980s linked this with her desire to create a language of peace:  “I am a 

very political writer in that I want to affect politics and I want to have power through the means 

of art. I feel that I am playing for political stakes and I want to change the world through artistic 

pacifist means” (Perry 168).  She wishes to be “an artist [who] changes the world by changing 

consciousness and changing the atmosphere by means of language.  So I have to use and invent a 

beautiful, human, artistic language of peace.  This has rarely been done” (Perry 168-169). This is 

one of many direct statements from Kingston on her work toward a language of peace and on her 
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engagement with war as a central subject of her writing. This engagement extends throughout the 

entirety of her literary work, culminating in The Fifth Book of Peace (2003).  While this 

discussion focuses on Kingston’s first two works, The Woman Warrior and China Men, The 

Fifth Book of Peace is relevant even to this discussion as it more formally describes her work 

toward peace and reconciliation, in literature and activism.  Additionally, Kingston herself 

believes it is the best articulation of her thoughts on war, peace, reconciliation, and activism:  “it 

gives the foundation to much of my thinking” (Kingston, Email 2015).   

In her writing and in her activism, Kingston performs the kind of feminist-pacifist 

intervention Cynthia Cockburn describes in From Where We Stand:   

To intervene against war is different.  It involves a shift from fatalism to political 

analysis, and is analogous to the mighty effort women make to transform themselves 

from war victims to war survivors.  Most of the definitions of feminism I’ve read 

emphasize not just an analysis of subordination but also active resistance.  For example, 

feminism is ‘an awareness of women’s oppression on domestic, social, economic, and 

political levels, accompanied by a willingness to struggle against such oppression. 

(Cockburn 206; includes Wieringa 1995:3; Cockburn’s italics).   

This critique becomes part of Kingston’s life work, as it influences, or perhaps even creates her 

approach to pacifism.  For Kingston, even as we try to stop the proliferation of wars, we must 

heal the wounds of wars.  We must deal with the consequences and the aftermath.  In her own 

life, Kingston takes up this mantle in early 1990s with the creation of writing and meditation 

workshops for veterans of wars, inspired by the workshops of the Vietnamese Buddhist monk 

and teacher Thich Nhat Hanh. Kingston’s first two works, ‘biographies of creative people,’ delve 

into the complexities of people’s lives and journeys as they deal with the consequences of war of 
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multiple fronts, not just in the literal sense of warriors and refugees, but also in the emotional and 

cultural senses of people finding their places in the world when that world has not allowed space 

for their realities or even for their very existence.  

Part of the process of developing a language of peace involves a critique of the structure 

of violence and war.  Kingston’s critiques of the structures of violence and war are part of the 

development of her language of peace, a fundamental part.  From Kingston’s work and 

interviews, a definition of a language of peace begins to emerge.  This is not a language that 

ignores the consequences of war, but focuses on revealing the atrocities so we can know our own 

pain and on showing how people not only survive war, but thrive beyond it.  As William 

Cloonan articulates, writing “is an action, and as such it is in opposition both to passivity and to a 

cynical acceptance of a confusing and frightening situation” (168).  Kingston writes of war to 

oppose it and to explain, to herself and the world, how this “frightening situation” works and 

might be countered. 

In her first two works of fictive autobiography (or autobiographical fiction), Kingston 

develops a view and interrogation of the structure of violence and the structuring power of war.  

Violence and the violence of war, in particular, are revealed to be structuring agents for society 

as a whole.  The brother, of “The Brother in Vietnam,” goes into specific detail about the 

economic connections of the war to the daily lives of citizens, from Wonder Bread to electricity:  

“Everything was connected to everything else and to war.  The Peace Movement published 

names of board members of weapons factories; they were the same people who were bankers and 

university trustees and government officials.  Lines connected them in one interlocking system” 

(China Men 284).  Besides providing the brother a rationalization for his decision to exist as a 

“pacifist in the Navy,” “a gook fight[ing] in a gook war,” this description of how war is 
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embedded in American culture also reveals how violence structures people, economies, and 

cultures, and how it allows those with power to accumulate it, maintain it, and use it against 

those with less of it.  Kingston shows us not just that structural violence exists but unveils the 

sufferings of the people who are regulated, controlled, and punished by that structural violence.  

Through choices and experiences of “the brother,” Kingston reveals how American culture has 

become in a large measure militarized, to the point that even pacifists cannot imagine a way out 

at the moment of conflict.  It is one thing to consider strategies to avoid war when one is not 

about to be pressed into service.  It is another to be taxed with the conundrum when faced with a 

draft card.  As previously noted, Kingston believes that peace protest occurring at the outbreak of 

conflict happens too late to change the foundations of war already in place in a society as awash 

with pro-war patriotism as the U.S.   

This is one of the central elements of Maxine Hong Kingston’s approach toward 

confronting war’s dominance and developing an avenue toward peace:  the idea that the struggle 

against war must come first and be in constant development if it is ever to eliminate war.  

Cynthia Cockburn labels this type of action as “prefigurative struggle” and indicates that it is a 

main feature of women’s work toward peace:  “The insistence on prefigurative struggle we’ve 

seen to be widespread in women’s anti-war activism, the notion that our methods must not betray 

our purposes, implies a critique of the meanings and operations of power itself.  It is a call for 

power as domination to give way to power as capacity and capability, ‘power to’ instead of 

‘power over’” (228). The ideals, logic, and structure of war must be critiqued, dismantled, and 

replaced in order to achieve the atmosphere in which peace might flourish.  This is also part of 

the process of developing a language of peace. In order to create stories which convey both the 

ubiquity and futility of war, we must see how war functions and how we might counter it.  In her 
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interview with Donna Perry, Kingston notes that this cannot be accomplished by the work of a 

single author or artist:  “Art is so indirect that it’s hard to pin down exactly –now here’s the book 

and it prevented this action –because if we prevented the action we don’t know that we did it.  

Maybe no one book can create an atmosphere of peace because no one writer can ever be that 

powerful; but if there were many books and many readers we could do it” (169).  Kingston’s 

language of peace develops as two parts, of confrontation and reporting: confronting the system 

of war as it functions to structure our societies and reporting the atrocities of war as well as the 

triumphs of its survivors.  These elements are the same qualities Kingston ascribes to the woman 

warrior and herself at the end of “White Tigers”:  “The ideographs for revenge are “report a 

crime” and “report to five families.”  The reporting is the vengeance –not the beheading, not the 

gutting, but the words” (Woman Warrior 53).  Kingston reports the crime of war as she accounts 

for the survival of its victims to the entire world, to many more than five families.   

In her discussion of women’s anti-war activism, Cynthia Cockburn shares Johann 

Galtung’s concept of structural violence as  

all ‘unavoidable insults to basic human needs and, more generally to life, lowering the 

real level of needs satisfaction below what is potentially possible.’ The four basic human 

needs he defined as those of survival, well-being, identity-and-meaning, and freedom. In 

this view violence includes avoidable hunger and misery, lack of care, morbidity, 

destruction of life-sustaining environment, alienation and exclusion.  Our very systems of 

production and governance that deliver these ills must therefore be recognized as violent.  

Institutions that generate religion and ideology, science and art engage in cultural 

violence when they normalize and legitimize this mode of ruling.  (Galtung qtd. in 

Cockburn 191).   
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In The Woman Warrior and China Men, Maxine Hong Kingston shows how war helps create this 

type of ‘structural violence’ that allows those with power to maintain control.  In the “White 

Tigers” section of The Woman Warrior, it is not the sons of barons who are pressed into war 

service, but the poor peasants ostensibly under the ‘protection’ of the barons:  “The baron and his 

family –all of his family—were knocking their heads on the floor in front of their ancestors and 

thanking the gods out loud for protecting them from conscription” (Woman Warrior 32).  Those 

who are poor or outcast are kept at the bottom and sacrificed while those with means perpetuate 

the structures that keep them in power.  In “The Brother in Vietnam,” the brother hears a rumor 

of how the “draft board was channeling hippies and blacks into the infantry.  And “Orientals” 

belonged over there in Asia fighting among their own kind” (China Men 277).   

Cynthia Cockburn again proves useful to articulate the how war abroad is internally 

perpetuated on the outsiders within the country or society: 

 Wars Western countries wage overseas they also simultaneously wage at home.  There 

are always people of (or presumed to be of) the ‘enemy’ ethnic group or nation residing 

in the metropolis.  Some of them have been there for generations, others are the flotsam 

and jetsam of current or recent wars.  Some are economic migrants, some are political 

refugees with residence rights, others are seeking asylum” (200).   

This waging of war at home against those supposed internal enemies applies to the historical 

events Kingston describes in China Men, the forced concentration Japanese Americans during 

World War II as well as the Vietnam era funneling of ‘undesirables’ into the infantry where they 

might be killed more easily.  Kingston describes the empty houses left behind when the Japanese 

Americans of their neighborhood were forcibly taken to relocation camps, in which many stayed 

until the end of the war, unless they were willing to fight alongside their American oppressors 
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for the sake of American freedom.  Either they were enemy combatants who must be cordoned 

off from ‘regular’ American society or they were soldiers fighting for the cause.  In China Men, 

when the Japanese Americans came home and took up their lives again, MaMa and BaBa treated 

them well, for reasons beyond just neighborly kindness, but as insurance against the time when 

they too would be punished for their racial and national background: “My parents gave them 

vegetables; we would want them to be nice to us when the time came for us Chinese to be the 

ones in camp.  No matter how late we walked home from the laundry, as we passed their house, 

they switched on their porch light to light our way” (274).  Despite the fact that the Japanese, as 

a nation, killed 10 million Chinese (273), their Chinese-American neighbors treated their 

Japanese American neighbors with dignity, knowing that they might end up suffering the same 

fate as outsiders within the American culture.   There was a sense of solidarity against their new 

home country which could easily turn on them. 

In the instance of the Vietnam war, those considered less desirable at the time, “hippies 

and blacks” and Orientals, are those sacrificed to keep racial and social structure intact.  In the 

description of the war economy, the brother invokes this structural violence—those at the top of 

the socio-economic and racial heap, the bankers and university trustees, use those at the bottom, 

the hippies, the blacks, and the Orientals, to support their entire structure of violence and war.  

War, as Kingston describes, is both a tool of structural violence used to maintain gender, racial, 

and socio-economic hierarchy and a tool that helps create that structural violence in the first 

place.  War functions as part of this almost self-sustaining cycle that includes war inside the 

culture (against the internal outsiders:  minorities, immigrants, women) and war outside of the 

culture (against external outsiders).  As discussed earlier, the story of the “No-Name Aunt” 
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reveals how the violent suppression of women is linked to and intensified by the wars that rage 

world-wide.   

It is not just war that helps create this structural violence, but also the laws enacted by the 

populace in power to control the populace below them in the social, racial, economic, and gender 

hierarchy.  In “The Laws” section of China Men, Kingston attempts to remedy her audience’s 

likely ignorance of the historical, judicial, and legislative racism and violence enacted against 

Chinese immigrants, particularly Chinese men, from the middle of the 19th century to the middle 

of the 20th.  She describes the acts of the U.S. Congress that barred Chinese people entry and 

citizenship in the United States:  “1882:  Encouraged by fanatical lobbying from California, the 

U.S. Congress passed the first Chinese Exclusion Act.  It banned the entrance of Chinese 

laborers, both skilled and unskilled, for ten years.  Anyone unqualified for citizenship could not 

come in –and by the terms of the Nationality Act of 1870, Chinese were not qualified for 

citizenship” (154).  She offers examples of how their labor and bodies were used to develop the 

economy, particularly of California, even as their lives and livelihoods were curtailed by 

increasingly harsh and economically disadvantaging rules:   

Though the Chinese were filling and leveeing the San Joaquin Delta for thirteen cents a 

square yard, building the richest agricultural land in the world, they were prohibited from 

owning land or real estate.  They could not apply for business licenses.  Employers could 

be fined and jailed for hiring them.  No Chinese could be hired by state, country, or 

municipal governments for public works.  No “Chinese or Mongolian or Indian” could 

testify in court “either for or against a white man”” (153). 

These rules against Chinese immigration and basic Chinese life allowed for the almost unfettered 

violence against Chinese populations within American cities during this time period.  Kingston 
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reports that because of the various Exclusion Acts and “the Driving Out steadily reduced the 

number [of Chinese] to fewer than 70,000 in the 1920s” when the population had been a little 

over one hundred thousand in 1882 (157).  “The Driving Out” Kingston mentions here refers to 

the repeated violence against and literal shoving out of Chinese immigrants from communities 

all over the country, mostly in the West, that occurred from the late 19th century into the early 

20th century.  In “The Grandfather of the Sierra Mountains,” Kingston uses the character of Ah 

Goong to relate these events, through showing his ability to escape them:  “he was not working 

in a mine when forty thousand chinamen were Driven Out of mining . . . Ah Goong was running 

elsewhere during the Drivings Out of Tacoma, Settle, Oregon City, Albania, and Marysville” 

(148).  Not just laws, but also vigilante violence are repeatedly invoked to bar Chinese 

individuals from participation in the social structure they built and continue to maintain through 

their physical labors.   

 Throughout both of these autobiographical works, Maxine Hong Kingston articulates 

how human bodies are used in the maintenance of this hierarchy that places the poor, the 

immigrants, and women at the bottom and white Euro-American men at the top.  We repeatedly 

see violence (through laws, social norms, and war) used to maintain boundaries between those 

with power and those without it.  Kingston opens China Men with the mythological story of 

Tang Ao and the Land of Women.  This retelling of a Chinese legend may be read allegorically 

to represent violence, particularly against women or others without power, as a structuring force 

in societies.  We see the violence against Tang Ao’s body—the breaking and binding of his feet 

and the piercing of his ears.  This is violence traditionally done against female bodies, violence 

that turns him into a female image, subservient, powerless, and available to service the needs of 

the very structure that violates him.  Once he has been transformed, he “served a meal at the 
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queen’s court. His hips swayed and his shoulders swiveled because of his shaped feet.  “She’s 

pretty, don’t you agree?” the diners said, smacking their lips at his dainty feet as he bent to put 

dishes before them” (5).  The power of the social structure is exerted against the body, just as 

war as a structure, and an organized unit of actions and behaviors, exerts that same structural 

power over the lives and bodies of the people.  Sons are conscripted into roving armies, uncles 

are forced to kneel in glass and killed for catching pigeons to feed their families, and aunts’ 

thumbs are twisted off as torture.  Laws are enacted as part of this structure of violence and we 

can begin to see how violence is constructed along a continuum, as Cockburn notes: 

And one with several dimensions.  First, it’s a continuum in terms of the place it occurs –

home, street, community, country, continent (Moser 2001).  Second it is a continuum in 

terms of time. Violence is present in the militarization of societies where open war has 

yet to break out, in war itself, while peace is negotiated, and in the disorder of post-war 

conditions.  There’s a general understanding that, even where there’s no direct and overt 

violence, economic, social and political coercion may exist.  There is thus also a 

continuum of violence running from the physical to the cultural, administrative or 

juridical.  Gender-based and sexualized violence by men against women is a thread 

linking the points along these continua. (Cockburn 190-191) 

“The Laws” section and the example of Ah Goong show this continuum of violence running 

through the laws and actions of the communities as the story of Tang Ao and the No Name Aunt 

reveal the gendered origins of this structure of violence.  Tang Ao’s own reactions toward this 

violence against his body indicate how people who are the subjects of the system of violence and 

control come to behave within it and accept it as natural or at least unstoppable:   
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Every night they unbound his feet, but his veins had shrunk, and the blood pumping 

through them hurt so much, he begged to have his feet re-wrapped tight.  They forced 

him to wash his used bandages, which were embroidered with flowers and smelled of rot 

and cheese.  He hung up the bandages to dry, streamers that dropped and draped wall to 

wall.  He felt embarrassed; the wrappings were like underwear, and they were his. (4)   

Tang Ao comes to identify with those apparatuses that ensure his control within the system.  He 

is embarrassed when they are revealed, a reaction that indicates that he begins to see these 

devices as personal to him, as belonging to him.  They shape his body and his perception of the 

world to the point that he stops struggling and gives into the demands of the new position within 

the system that these accoutrements authorize him to hold.  Additionally, all of this happens in 

the land of women, ruled by a queen, and the actions taken against Tang Ao’s body are enacted 

by older women.  This may be Kingston’s way of further arguing how the system of violence co-

opts those upon whom its violence is enacted to be actors and perpetuators of violence within its 

system.   

 Kingston follows this line of thinking throughout China Men, showing how people are 

co-opted into the structure of war and violence and used by it to continue its perpetuation.  As 

Kingston explores in “The Brother in Vietnam,”  from childhood on the people within the social 

structure are prepared to support the structure of war and violence as not only inevitable but as 

natural.  As a child, the narrator kept and cherished an image of the atomic bomb blast over 

Hiroshima, even though she reacted negatively to the images of a war film, screaming and 

crying.  The sons in the family photo are decked out in war uniform type outfits, including the 

baby in the navy suit (273).  Kingston shows the brutality of war and the nature of childhood 

within a war time culture, where everything from the economy to entertainment works to 
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reinforce the militarization of society.  When the men do go off to war, they morph into 

Americanized, Anglicized warriors.  But when they return, they are relegated back into their 

original positions within the social structure:  “Then they put on their regular slacks and white 

shirts.  Their hair grew out and their wives trimmed it with home clippers.  Their noses rounded 

out, the bridges receding, and their tight jaws softened.  They did not walk from the shoulders 

like football players and boxers any more.  They started speaking Chinese loud again” (273).  As 

in Kingston’s version of Fa Mu Lan’s return from war, storytelling and language are key in the 

veterans’ homecoming.  Kingston, throughout both works, shows us how violence and war 

structure, mutilate, and mold societies and people into social hierarchies that support the 

perpetuation of violence and war.  From children to pacifists, from warriors like Tang Ao to 

victims like the No Name Aunt, they are all co-opted into a social structure that ensures their 

compliance not only with violence, but with a belief in the ubiquity, naturalness, and inevitability 

of war. 

Conclusion 

 As Kingston says, “The whole Question of war and peace begins in the Woman Warrior” 

(Madsen 105).  According to her own works, however, her responses to these issues of war and 

peace began to form in her own childhood attempts to control the events of war around her, 

namely through language.  When she was a child she would wish upon stars (China Men) and 

write prayers on lampshades (Woman Warrior) to guarantee her family’s survival of war and 

ensure her parents’ longevity.  She constructs her wishes for peace specifically with diligent 

attention to detail to ensure their efficacy:  “I saw many first stars, and wasted them wishing for 

peace.  I was careful to define peace so the tricky gods didn’t make the earth peaceful by killing 

everything on it” (China Men 267).    Even as a child, Kingston as represented through the 
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unnamed narrator of her works, used language to try to prevent war and its consequences.  As an 

adult, she realizes that one must do more than wish and pray (using language privately) and must 

intervene in reality (using language publicly) in order to make substantial change.  One must 

move from using language privately to using language publicly in order to confront the realities 

and false ideologies of war.    

Through her reinterpretations of the figure of Fa Mu Lan and her extensive explorations 

of war’s impact and influence upon human lives, Kingston diligently strives to create that art that 

will direct us toward peace and away from violence as a mechanism through which to control 

reality.  We see her struggle with the idea of using language properly, so that our “methods must 

not betray our purposes” (Cockburn 228).  Just as it was necessary to be careful of the tricky 

gods with her prayers, Kingston has found that one must be careful with their tricky readers in 

order to dismantle rather than reinforce notions of the warrior’s violence as redemptive and 

necessary.  Kingston does challenge this ideology of the warrior’s violent power, replacing the 

figure of the battle warrior with that of the home warrior, one who strives to protect the home, 

the community, and the world through care (the ying/feminine principle) rather than through 

violence, revenge, and war.  Through her exploration of the realities of war for men and women, 

Kingston creates a language of peace that deconstructs the strongly held notions of war as 

inevitable and as fitting for righting the wrongdoings of the world.  This language of peace also 

reveals how people survive war and return from it, even when that return is not as the person 

they were before.  Within her struggle to create a language of peace, Kingston shows us the 

difficulties of creating a world of peace instead of war.  Kingston, however, is not bowed by this 

challenge, but responds to it with optimism, hope, and a sense of diligence to her cause:  “if I 

could strongly write peace, I can cause an end to war” (Kingston qtd. in Madsen 106).         
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Helena Grice, in Maxine Hong Kingston, concludes that in Kingston's work we can find 

"the major redirection of her work has taken since 2002 towards an engagement with a politics of 

pacifism and ecofeminism" (128).  However, as the analysis in this chapter indicates, Kingston’s 

engagement with pacifism and anti-war activism reaches as far back as her engagement with 

feminism, to her first literary works.  They were not mere traces; her engagement with the myth 

of Fa Mu Lan establishes not only a feminist rendering of an ancient tale, but sets the stage for an 

entire career of re-imaginings of the role of the woman warrior, the role of war in people’s 

everyday lives, and the possibility of peace.  The story of Fa Mu Lan functions as a starting 

point, from which Kingston branches, first understanding it as a woman’s story of power, then 

coming to see it as a tale of homecoming from war, bringing the warrior back into the arms of 

family.  Her engagement with pacifism cannot be separated from her engagement with feminism.  

It is continuous and ever evolving.  While the Fa Mu Lan of The Woman Warrior successfully 

battles and returns home victorious, Kingston’s later works, The Fifth Book of Peace in 

particular, reflect Cynthia Cockburn’s conclusions about women peace activists from around the 

globe:  "Most of these women, however, seemed to arrive at a belief that violence is not (merely) 

unethical, it's seldom even useful.  It doesn't work as a methodology in the struggle for justice.  

Either it's defeated or it leads to the wrong kind of peace, one in which violence remains latent" 

(182).   While Kingston never declares that all wars are unnecessary or that they lead to an 

insufficient peace, she vividly portrays the violence and the horrifying aftermaths of all wars, 

even those we have come to venerate as not only necessary but as great, glorious, and 

triumphant, such as World War II.    

Kingston develops a critique of the structure of war and violence and develops an 

approach toward the representation of war that marks the path toward a language of peace 
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through literature, personal action, and accountability.  She outlines the parameters of her 

language of peace, which include a focus on the consequences of war as well as its victims and 

its survivors.  In her workshops for veterans, she has focused her peace activism on the next step, 

which is reconciliation, between warriors, combatants, enemies, the public, and the victims.  The 

step beyond that, into peace and the prevention of wars and violence, is unclear, even for 

Kingston.  Yet, her work, literary and activist tells us where we should begin – by opening our 

eyes to the ways in which gender divisions and violence of all kinds (physical, cultural, 

economic, institutional, and social) work together to create structure of war and its proliferation. 

As Kingston says at the end of The Fifth Book of Peace, “The images of peace are ephemeral.  

The language of peace is subtle.  The reasons for peace, the definitions of peace, the very idea of 

peace have to be invented, and invented again" (402).  Her work in The Woman Warrior and 

China Men build the solid foundation upon which her career of feminist and pacifist thought and 

real world application practices of peace rests.    
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Chapter 2: 

Where Philosophy Meets the Streets: 

The Creation of Peace in Maxine Hong Kingston’s Tripmaster Monkey 

 While Maxine Hong Kingston's first two books deeply explore the effects and 

ramifications of war on the lives of the individuals who experience it, her novel Tripmaster 

Monkey: His Fake Book (1989) and her mixed genre creative non-fiction work The Fifth Book of 

Peace (2003) deal more with the theories of war and peace that Kingston herself has developed 

through her lifetime of artistic creation and peace related activities.  The Woman Warrior and 

China Men give the people’s history of war, as one long journey of escape and survival.  

Tripmaster Monkey and The Fifth Book of Peace give us Kingston’s march into the theoretical, 

into a theory of peace, which ultimately has to include an understanding of all people in war 

(soldiers, deserters, survivors, and bystanders).  Kingston’s journey into the theoretical is one 

about application, how peace theories and strategies are developed by people (survivors and 

warriors alike) and applied to their lives in such a way as to create the situation for peace. In 

these two books, published fourteen years apart, Kingston develops her study of what peace is as 

well as theories about how peace might be brought about through individual and collective 

action.  This chapter focuses on the novel Tripmaster Monkey:  His Fake Book and its relation to 

the contemporary peace theories of the Norwegian social scientist, Johan Galtung.  The Fifth 

Book of Peace and the philosophy of engaged Buddhism will be discussed in the next chapter.  

In Tripmaster Monkey, Kingston examines issues of racism, misogyny, and the cultural 

underpinnings and structure of war through the 1960s Berkeley educated character of Wittman 

Ah Sing.  Wittman’s life is structured through cultural racism against Asian American men and a 

prevalent sexism dominant within the American culture of the time.  When that racism toward 
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and emasculation of the Asian American male figure is directed at him by culture at large and as 

he absorbs and participates in the sexism of the times, these negative cultural influences are 

projected upon his understandings of peace.  This affects not only his understanding of his ability 

to create peace within the world as an Asian American man, but also limits his ability to imagine 

non-sexist and positive roles for women within the peace process.  Tripmaster Monkey is set 

during the Vietnam War, with the draft dodging main character committed to disrupting the 

military-industrial complex and military-identified American culture of the 1960s through art 

(playwriting), direct cultural intervention (doing away with war toys), protest, and non-violent 

civil disobedience (draft-dodging).    

Johan Galtung’s structures for understanding war, peace, and the peace process, as 

articulated in his introduction to peace studies, Peace by Peaceful Means:  Peace and Conflict, 

Development and Civilization (1996), provide a useful framework for approaching Tripmaster 

Monkey:  His Fake Book.  While she is frequently accused of inappropriate flights of philosophy, 

Kingston approaches peace from socially grounded perspective than previously discussed.  Her 

novel and her approach to peace within it are best understood from a social science point of 

view.  Considering her focus on community building and community based change to culture 

and society, social science theories of peace research best highlight how she imagines peace and 

the process of its creation.  Johan Galtung is one of the leading theorists at work in the field of 

peace research.  A Norwegian social scientist, Galtung founded the Peace Research Institute in 

Oslo (PRIO) in 1959, and is considered the father of peace and conflict studies (Knutson, 

“Galtung”).  His work has become internationally influential in the study and development of 

peace theories, tactics, and strategies.  In Peace by Peaceful Means, Galtung outlines various 

concepts of peace, how they develop, and how such strategies may be implemented in a variety 
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of situations.  Additionally, he examines and outlines the structures that keep peace at bay and 

war at the forefront of ‘peace-making’ campaigns.  In particular, his concept of “cosmology,” 

which describes deep, unconscious cultural beliefs and structures (Galtung vii), is relevant to 

examining how Kingston attempts to interrupt the American cultural narratives about the 

ubiquity and inevitability of war.  In Tripmaster Monkey, Maxine Hong Kingston’s exercises in 

peace development implement multiple aspects of Johan Galtung’s social science based 

processes for developing peace theory, peace strategies, and communities of peacemakers.  This 

includes a sharp and focused understanding of American cultural ‘cosmology,’ an exploration of 

the role of art, namely drama, in considering war and peace, as well as the development of 

community and the necessity of collaborative peace effort.  The application of established peace 

theory concepts to Kingston’s work allows us to explicate part of Kingston’s overarching literary 

goal:  to shine a light on the everyday realities of war and to develop the possibilities for peace.  

Peace Studies and Theory:  A History 

Peace as a concept is slippery—what exactly does one mean by this term?  A simple 

cessation of war or an equitable society in which the health and well-being of the whole 

community is prized over the desire for the individual accumulation of wealth?  Or something 

else entirely?  In order to properly contextualize and understand Maxine Hong Kingston's 

exploration of peace concepts and how Johan Galtung's peace theories illuminate these ideas, we 

first need some history on how peace has been conceptualized philosophically, particularly in the 

Western intellectual tradition.  This is the tradition from which Galtung (a social scientist by 

training and approach) and his ideas arise-- including the belief that such concepts of peace must 

be re-thought.  
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Almost everyone declares “peace” as a new academic topic of inquiry and has been doing 

so repeatedly for the past few decades.  In Thomas Gregor’s 1996 “Acknowledgements” to The 

Natural History of Peace, the editor claims that “peace is a relatively new topic to academic 

studies” (vii).  Modern Western peace studies, however, date to Immanuel Kant’s 1795 essay 

“Toward Perpetual Peace.”  Well before Kant’s time, philosophers from around the world 

contemplated peace, including the Ancient Greeks, Romans, Hebrews, and Muslims (Galtung, 

“Social Cosmology” 1981).  Yet, a comprehensive compendium, much less a historical analysis 

of peace concepts, is hard to find, if a thorough one actually exists.  This difficultly in theorizing 

and historicizing the terms of peace may in fact be because “the images of peace are ephemeral” 

(The Fifth Book of Peace 402) as Maxine Hong Kingston puts it and that peace must continually 

be rethought to fit the situation, as Johan Galtung indicates.  Gordon Anderson, however, argues 

that there is a “widely perceived state of confusion over the philosophical basis of peace studies 

in the social sciences” (60).  In his article “The Philosophical Basis of Peace Studies:  

Theoretical Confusion and the Process of Integration,” Anderson explains that 

the roots of this confusion [are in] …the division which occurred between traditional 

philosophy and science at the time of the Renaissance and Reformation and has persisted 

to the present day. . . A postcritical view of human nature is necessary to develop an 

adequate political philosophy for our emerging global culture. This entails acceptance of 

nonrational modes of integration of empirical findings to develop more holistic 

worldviews that can be taught by educators and serve as the foundation of political 

parties that can steer nations toward peace. (60) 
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Anderson indicates the origins of such confusion are in the split of philosophy from science, the 

separation of the two into discrete modes of inquiry.  He suggests reintegration of these modes of 

thought, which would allow investigation into a way forward in considering and creating peace. 

 Despite all of the confusion and disagreement associated with concepts of peace, two 

trends appear to have emerged:  1) Many of those theorists familiar with philosophy trace their 

peace genealogy in some part back to Immanuel Kant and 2) as Gordon Anderson notes, there 

has been a decided shift in the domain of the subject, from philosophy to the social sciences 

within the twentieth century.  As Thomas Gregor says in the preface to his introduction, social 

scientists are those who observe, think on, and attempt to act on peace now (vii).  Yet, since they 

call it a new topic, there is a decided disconnect between the philosophical traditions of peace 

and the social science endeavors toward peace in the late 20th and early 21st centuries.  This, of 

course, excepts the frequent acknowledgment of Kant, whose peace theorizing takes up a fairly 

small percentage of his philosophical thought –only one treatise, “Toward Perpetual Peace” 

(1795). 

 Some argue that Kant’s philosophy of peace falls somewhere between his fellow 

philosophers, Thomas Hobbes and Jean-Jacques Rousseau (Kende 239).   Hobbes (1588-1679) 

believed that “in the absence of socially given rules and the means of enforcing them, the human 

condition would be that of the war of one against all” (Gregor xii).  Rousseau (1712-1778), on 

the other hand, believed that men were generally peaceable: “Men are not natural enemies . . 

nature made men happy and good” (Rousseau qtd. in Gregor xiv).  According to James Bohman 

and Matthias Lutz-Bachmann, in Perpetual Peace:  Essays on Kant’s Cosmopolitan Ideal, 

Kant’s “Toward Perpetual Peace” has “The pacifying effects of law {Recht} [as] its basic theme” 

(2).  In “Perpetual Peace,” Kant explains that peace is not an issue of human moral development, 
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but an issue of legal ramifications for acting outside of peaceful norms, which nature leans 

toward and laws can be used to reinforce (91).  Kant believes that law will be the mechanism by 

which human interactions will be curtailed, in this case, from violence:  “For it is not precisely 

how to use the moral development of the human being that we must know, but rather only how 

to use the mechanism of nature on human beings in order to direct the conflict between their 

hostile intentions in a people in such a way that they compel each other to submit themselves to 

coercive laws and thereby bring about the condition of peace in which laws are in full force” 

(91).  Kant appears to side with Rousseau that human beings have goodness at the heart of their 

nature, arguing that “nature wills irresistibly that right attains supreme authority,” but that law is 

required to help humans avoid violence and conflict (91).   As Bohman and Lutz-Bachmann 

explain, Kant believed “that a peaceful global order can be created only by a cosmopolitan law 

{Weltburgerrecht} that enshrines the rights of world citizens and replaces classical law 

{Volkerrecht}” (2).   Kant’s approach to peace therefore “stands in opposition to the 

predominant view of international relations since World War II:  the ‘realistic’ approach inspired 

by Thomas Hobbes. . . [that] violence is a necessary feature of all politics. . . [and] that peace can 

be secured only through a credible balance of threats and the power to carry them out” (4).  Kant 

does not agree with relying on threats and power imbalances to bring about peace as such a 

peace would not be a “true” and “just peace [which] can be achieved only if we leave this state 

of nature, since the continued threat of war promises to annihilate ‘civilization and all cultural 

progress though barbarous devastation’” (5).  Reason, Kant indicates, can use the “selfish 

inclinations of man” (91) as a way to create laws that enforce peaceful behaviors. 

This position, that violence cannot create sustainable peace, is reflected in the work of 

Norwegian social scientist and peace theorist Johan Galtung.  In Peace by Peaceful Means:  
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Peace and Conflict, Development and Civilization, he describes culture, political structures, 

structural violence (a concept he is credited with popularizing in peace studies and beyond) and 

definitions of peace and peace processes, as well arguing that “The ‘realist’ assumption that only 

military power counts is the least realistic of all” (2).  Since Kant’s ideas on the role of violence 

in the creation of peace are similar to contemporary views within peace studies and even to some 

of Kingston’s specific views, then why not apply his ideas to Kingston?  Johan Galtung is the 

appropriate peace theorist to apply to Maxine Hong Kingston’s work for several reasons.  First, 

Johan Galtung is a contemporary to Kingston and therefore shares some of the same world event 

related influences.  While Kingston was born during World War II and experienced related 

hardships through her mother’s ‘talk-story’ and her family’s own war preparations in the United 

States, Johan Galtung’s life and family were much more closely involved in the action of World 

War II, events which influenced Galtung’s life views and which were influential in the formation 

of his theoretical concepts.  Born in Oslo, Norway in 1930 to a family of doctors, the young 

Galtung witnessed both the 1940 German attempt to invade the Oslo Fjord and the 1944 round-

up of “prominent Norwegians to a Nazi concentration camp in Norway” (Fischer 3-4).  

Galtung’s own father, an ear, nose, and throat specialist was included in these arrests, though he 

returned unharmed before the end of the war.  After the 1940 invasion attempt, Galtung’s father 

worked to save the lives of the injured German sailors, telling his son that “the most essential 

duty of a physician is to save lives, anyone’s life, without distinction” (3). These two events 

created and “reinforced Johan’s determination to work for the prevention of war” (4).   

As with Kingston’s early life, the specter of war and the war experiences of parents, 

profoundly influenced Galtung’s world view and his belief in peace.  Galtung’s early individual 

experiences with war are even more direct than Kingston’s:  as a conscientious objector in the 
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1950s, he was jailed, after doing a year of civil service in lieu of military service, because he 

requested to do his last six months on peace research instead of as a cook or geographical 

surveyor (6).  The government chose to imprison his instead.  There, along with his mentor, 

Norwegian deep ecologist and philosopher Arne Naess, Johan Galtung co-authored his first 

major work, Gandhi’s Political Ethics (1955), from which he “extracted, among many other 

ideas, 68 norms for behaviour in conflict” (7).  Naess is considered a foundational figure in the 

ecological movements for the twentieth century.  But more importantly than even Naess, Galtung 

has named the Indian philosopher and peace activist Mahatma Gandhi as his primary influence.  

According to Thomas Weber, in “The Impact of Gandhi on the Development of Johan Galtung's 

Peace Research,” Galtung’s most famous concepts related to violence owe a debt to Gandhian 

ethics.  Weber goes as far as to say “As modern peace research is not understandable without 

Galtung’s contribution, so Galtung’s work is not fully understandable without a knowledge of 

Gandhi’s influence to his thought” (31). Like Kingston, some of Galtung’s critics have 

complained that his work is inappropriate to his field, in his case, that is not appropriately 

scientific because it is not “value-free” (12). As Dietrich Fischer explains in Johan Galtung:  

Pioneer of Peace Research, peace studies has a specific value-oriented basis: “to save and 

promote life for all, to meet the basic needs for security, well-being, freedom, identity and a 

liveable environment. . . there is a definite need for applied value-oriented sciences that seek to 

promote desirable goals.  Yet they must strictly follow scientific principles of seeking truth” 

(12).    

Beyond the fact that his name is synonymous with the beginnings of the field as an 

academic discipline, Galtung has extensive real world experience in peace negotiations amongst 

groups as well as nation states, including mediating civil rights conflicts in Virginia in the 1960s 
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(7-8). In 1964, Galtung founded both the Journal of Peace Research and co-founded the 

International Peace Research Association.  Johan Galtung is one of the largest figures in the 

discipline of peace studies; he is the one people either follow or argue against.  According to a 

1985 survey of peace researchers at the International Peace Research Association, nearly fifty 

percent believed Galtung to be the most influential thinker in peace research (Fischer 5). Without 

Galtung, contemporary peace theory would not exist as it is because he developed many of the 

foundational concepts.  Other critical theories would also be lacking without his development of 

certain concepts such as “structural violence” and “cultural violence.” 

While philosophical about peace and the metaphysics of it, Kingston, like Galtung, is far 

more concerned with the literal, working with the world as it is in order to create peace.  Her 

focus on creating a literal language of peace (ever-evolving or not) and her focus on creating 

change for war participants, namely Vietnam and other war veterans through writing workshops 

(as demonstrated in The Fifth Book of Peace), skews her concerns more toward day to day 

realities than philosophical treatises on the nature of Man.  Beyond echoing Kant’s admonition 

against enshrining war as a mechanism for the creation of peace, Kingston and Galtung both 

argue that the basis and concepts for peace must be created.  In Tripmaster Monkey, she 

emphasizes the artistic, creative, and collaborative aspects of peace through the artist and 

communal works brought about by her main character, Wittman Ah Sing. Therefore, in order to 

understand her peace process in the contemporary world, it behooves us to look to the social 

scientists who have been focusing on the real-world policies and cultural situations that create 

dissension or create peace in the contemporary world.  Maxine Hong Kingston’s later works on 

war and peace illustrate many of Johan Galtung’s concepts about culture and the roles of re-

creation, art, and community in the contemplation and creation of peace within the world.  And 
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while Kingston herself never offers one definition of peace, the novel Tripmaster Monkey 

illustrates several of Galtung’s definitions of peace and peace processes.  

Re-thinking Cosmology, Re-thinking Peace 

Kingston takes on the philosophical question of what peace is, pointing out how our 

thoughts on war and peace have stagnated, hinged as they are on the belief that war must come 

before peace: “What’s crazy is the idea that revolution is the same as war.  We keep losing our 

way on the short cut—killing for freedom and liberty and community and a better economy. . . 

Whatever there is when there isn’t war has to be invented.  What do people do in peace?  Peace 

has rarely been thought” (Tripmaster Monkey 305-306).  This idea that peace must be created is 

a central theme throughout Tripmaster Monkey, appearing as well in Kingston’s statements on 

the purpose of her art: “An artist changes the world by changing consciousness and changing the 

atmosphere by means of language.  So I have to use and invent a beautiful, human, artist 

language of peace.  This has rarely been done” (Perry 169).  Kingston discusses change to 

language, to thought, and to culture on a level deeper than that of peace treaties.  She discusses it 

on the level of what Johan Galtung calls “cosmology,” or deep cultural beliefs.  In order to create 

peace of any sustainable quality, culture must be examined for the ways in which its fundamental 

truths about reality and the way of the world impede the creation of peace: “the focus in culture 

theory is not on the visible and audible, on the artefacts, but on the deep culture sedimented in 

the collective subconscious, in the assumptions that define, for a given civilization, what is 

normal and natural. . . [There is a] poverty of instincts in the human organism, yet [we have] the 

need to act and the impossibility of deciding for each act as if it were for the first time” (viii).  

Here Galtung argues that humans cannot create and recreate new responses to every single 
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moment of their lives.  Some of our responses to the actions of the world around us must be more 

automatic.  Because of this, humans and human cultures require 

some programming, some automaticity bypassing individual consciousness.  For the 

single individual that program is known as ‘personality’, sedimented in the individual 

subconscious.  For the members of a civilization the collective program will be described 

here as the ‘cosmology’, the collectively shared and subconsciously held assumptions.  

Being subconscious, these assumptions are just enacted, they are not discussed.  And 

being collective, there is reinforcement in seeing all others doing just the same.  The 

steering comes not through the pull being exercised by ideas, but through the push from 

the cosmology, the code, the collective program.  That does not mean that ideologies, 

consciously held systems of belief, individual or collective, are not very important.  But 

they are far from alone in steering human action.  Make the subconscious conscious and 

we may be liberated from much protracted structural and repetitive, direct violence. (viii) 

Because this cosmology of ideas is automatic, subconscious, and steers human actions without 

resort to conscious decision making, Galtung believes that we need “a decoding of the deep 

assumptions of some type of Western civilization.  And some of the same holds true for 

mainstream conflict and security analysis:  much of it is a decoding of collectively and 

subconsciously held assumptions not subjected to serious inquiry” (viii). 

 We must, therefore, investigate the deep, subconscious beliefs of human cosmology as a 

global whole (including those assumptions which appear universal) and as cosmologies of 

specific cultures.  Kingston does this in her attention to American cosmology and the deep 

subconscious belief in the ubiquity and inevitability of war in Tripmaster Monkey.  Yet, even our 

means for examining culture and for examining peace must approach the subject from a fresh 
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perspective, Galtung argues: “Being against war is a good moral position, but the questions of 

alternatives to war and the conditions for abolition of war will not appear.  They have to be 

addressed” (4).  And, we must create those ways of addressing war and the creation of peace via 

new means as the established modes of discourse fail to imagine what peace might look like.  

Galtung warns his readers that “it has not been my experience that mainstream security 

studies/international relations (IR), conflict studies, economics and culture theory can be used as 

they are for peace studies, in the sense that all that would be needed is simply to bring them 

together and then start an interdisciplinary dialogue.  To the contrary:  they have to be rethought 

from the beginning” (vii).  Galtung’s exploration of American cosmology and the need to invent 

a new language of peace go hand in hand in Kingston’s work.  One reason the two ideas of 

cosmology and a language of peace must be explored alongside one another is that in order to 

create the situation for peace, one must first confront the deep cultural cosmology preventing 

peace from being conceptualized and created in the contemporary atmosphere and cultural 

language.  Kingston works on this exploration of deeply held American cosmological beliefs in 

Tripmaster Monkey.  These American cosmological beliefs center on the ubiquity, inevitability, 

and rightness of war as a mechanism for the creation of peace.  Kingston simultaneously insists 

that this cosmological belief in war’s necessity is invalid and that in order to combat it, we must 

create new ways of imagining peace.  This includes the creation of a language of peace in which 

such new concepts of life and living may be imagined. 

Wittman:  The Unthinking Monkey 

 Maxine Hong Kingston insists on the importance of peace in her works, but scholarship 

on her novel does not tend to follow her lead.  While it often discussions some aspect of 

Wittman's and Kingston's views of war, peace, and pacifism, scholarship on Tripmaster Monkey 
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tends to focus the examination of the text on the locus of identity, particularly on how Wittman's 

identity as a Chinese American man develops and changes.  Sun Hee Teresa Lee, in her article 

""I Will Make of My Scaffold, a Stage":  Performing the Asian American Subject in Maxine 

Hong Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey:  His Fake Book," focuses on Wittman's identity 

development and how Kingston's use of drama, theatre, and performance  

 allows Kingston to articulate an empowered subject position, which for the most part   

 appears nearly impossible in the written form . . . This problem of writing parallels the   

 problem of identity formation:  Wittman wishes to write himself as a legitimate    

 American, but he has been and is constantly written by the culture at large in a     

 stereotypical and reductive fashion.  Although under the same kind of duress, the   

 theatrical context of staging and performance permits a more palpable presentation of   

 the voice, body, and agency of the subject, allowing Kingston to envision more     

 concretely, more subversive acts of identity formation. (127) 

This statement of identity formation analysis additionally happens to apply to how Kingston 

considers peace, as something that must be performed, acted out, and continually reevaluated and 

rewritten.  While Wittman's peace ideations are noted, Lee's focus is on his identity formation as 

a whole, of which she appears to consider his pacifist notions simply a part, not necessarily the 

dominant one.    

In "Wittman's Transitions:  Multivocality and the Play of Tripmaster Monkey," Lara 

Narcisi considers the development of voice in the novel as well as noting how that has changed 

by the time Wittman's character reappears in the "Water" section of The Fifth Book of Peace.  

She notes that "an all -inclusive peace-play" appears in both the novel and later book chapter, 

which helps to "theatrically resolv[e] Wittman's previously paralyzing conflicts between 
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unity/identity and Chinese heritage/American nationally" (95).  She focuses on how the closing 

theatrical production of Tripmaster Monkey serves as "the locus for Wittman's transition from the 

conflicted paranoiac of the earlier book to the contented husband and father of its sequel" (96).  

Narcissi does not consider the value of the play in terms of peace, as art or as practice. 

 Only one study, A. Noelle Williams' article, "Parody and Pacifist Transformations in 

Maxine Hong Kingston's Tripmaster Monkey: His Fake Book," addresses Kingston's pacifist 

leanings and peace development in this novel.  Williams zeroes in on the concept of parody, how 

"Kingston's use of parody in confronting the conflicting desires of individuality and community . 

. . as a tool for dismantling foundationalist notions of identity and community [as well] as a 

model for building an inclusive community that is made up of individual identities rather than in 

opposition to an individual's identity" (84).  Through her discussion of Kingston's parodies of 

two classics of Chinese literature, "Journey to the West" and "The War of the Three Kingdoms," 

Williams strives to show us how Kingston uses parody as a way to "purge us of our martial 

tendencies" and "as a model for reconciling individual identity with communal unity" (98).  

Williams does not, however, discuss Kingston's overall approach toward and theory of peace 

creation in detail.   Since no critical scholar has suggested a structure or framework for 

Kingston's peace analysis and theory, her first character to directly consider the issue of what 

peace means, Wittman, serves as an obvious starting point for such an exploration.  While the 

characters of her first two works, The Woman Warrior and China Men, experience war first-hand 

and via 'talk-story', Wittman is the first to directly consider, question, and eventually answer such 

queries into the nature of peace and ponder the possibilities for its creation.  An important aspect 

of this character is how his beliefs, though they do evolve throughout the course of the novel, 
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reflect the American cultural cosmology in which he was raised.  These cultural beliefs are 

reflected in Wittman’s struggles with racism, sexism, and pacifism itself.    

 In Tripmaster Monkey:  His Fake Book (1989), the character of Wittman Ah Sing is 

already partial to pacifism in the beginning, but his pacifist ideals come up against the deeply 

embedded belief in war as logical, inevitable, and morally upright, even at times in his own 

worldview.  He struggles with this bedrock American cosmological view of war, both personally 

and in the public sphere.  Before being fired, Wittman works in the toy department of a 

department store, where he tries to advise customers against buying toys that replicate the 

mechanics of killing and war.  When two grandmothers ask his opinion on a ‘basket ball 

shooter,’ he replies with concern for the influence of violent toys on children’s development: 

“For the good of the kid, your grandson,” said Wittman, “you should not buy him this thing that 

is really a gun” (46).  When they ask if it is physically dangerous, he attempts to explain the 

moral danger he see within such toys: “Well, kids can’t hurt one another with this basketball gun 

even if they aimed it point-blank at any part of the body.  The harm comes from their pretending 

to kill.  They learn to like the feel of weapons. They’re learning it’s fun to play war” (47).  When 

the ladies respond that they do not want an anti-war lecture, Wittman acknowledges his anti-war 

position:  “I’m against war toys.  I’m anti-war.  Look, I’m looking after your grandkid better than 

you are if you’re going to let him grow up to be a draftee” (47).  The ladies buy the toy, clearly 

to express their disagreement with Wittman’s anti-war stance and his implicit questioning of 

their values and morals:  “We don’t have to listen to this.”  “I’m buying whatever present I want 

to for my grandson” (47).  Wittman is coming up against the unconscious and, in this moment, 

not directly expressed cosmological belief in the correctness of war.   
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Wittman, himself, despite his awareness elsewhere, also unquestioningly believes that 

there are times when war and violence are the proper answer.  When he first has the idea of 

creating an anti-war play to star all of his friends, Wittman immediately begins casting everyone 

into the traditional roles of famous warriors and asks for their allegiance in battle: 

“Before I do battle, I’d like to hear you vow that we stand by one another no matter 

what.”  “You aren’t getting ready to kill people, are you?” asked Lance/Liu Pei, laying 

down his spatula.  “I’m going to feel very bad if I have to kill anybody.  I want to be a 

dove.”  He walked up the kitchen ladder, and sat on its top rung.  Oh, come on, Lance, 

co-operate.  These men were military heroes.  And the first rule of improv is:  Don’t say 

No.  “I’m warning you, I’d rather be killed than kill.”  Wittman was as tall as Lance on 

the stepladder, and spoke in his face.  “There’s a war on.  It comes this way, we have to 

take part.  You can’t stand aside and let your people be slaughtered.  You have to be 

realistic.” (quotation marks in original, 142)   

Lance refuses to be ‘realistic,’ believing that he should never be involved in killing. He claims to 

have stopped a gang fight at the county fair as part of his “experimenting on leading people out 

of back-to-back, hand-to-hand situations.”  He tried on a pot-helmet, took it off.  “You give me 

an army, I have additional creative ideas to try out” (142).  Unlike Wittman at this point, Lance 

is already committed to a totally pacifist lifestyle.  Lance’s position highlights how that, despite 

his anti-war sentiments, Wittman has been just as seduced by the deep cultural beliefs about 

war’s inevitability as the two grandmothers in the toy department.  This highlights how war is 

presented as the only possibility in the end: “You can’t stand aside and let your people be 

slaughtered.”  Through Lance’s response, Kingston reveals that violence is not the only option if 

one thinks beyond the Western cosmological dictate that war is inevitable and inescapable.  
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Lance and Kingston agree with Galtung that “the ‘realist’ assumption that only military power 

counts is the least realistic of all” (2).  Lance (who almost seems to stand in for Kingston in this 

scene) has some creative ideas of non-violence to share with Wittman, urging him to move away 

from all representations of warfare as exciting in his plays: “No guns.  No bombs.  I’m using my 

deepest brains to ban bombs” (143).   

As A. Noelle Williams notes, in his refusal to ever take up arms against another, Lance 

shows how          

a refusal to act martially is not a failure to act and certainly not a failure to be masculine.  

 In his references to Ghandi, Lance proposes alternative forms of revolution. . . and in 

 doing so, he proposes alternative forms of masculine action.  The admirable attributes of 

 warriors are preserved, yet the notion of these attributes as authentically or originally 

 connected to warfare are subverted.  The possibility for valorous action is not denied to 

 pacifist males but rather extricated from traditional associations with warfare.  Values 

 such as courage and comradeship are resurrected in a pacifist frame (94).   

Unlike Lance, Wittman has yet to think past what appears ‘realistic’.  Though at this juncture, he 

can point out how people are indoctrinated into liking war (through war toys), he has yet to move 

beyond the ‘realist’ belief in the inevitability of war.  He additionally cannot imagine a strong 

masculine pacifist position while Lance already sees the traditional attributes of the warrior as 

translatable to the pacifist man’s life.  Additionally, these interactions further articulate the 

difference between ideology and cosmology that Galtung outlines:  cosmological beliefs are 

unconscious, underlying our conscious ideologies about life.  If asked, Wittman would identify 

as pacifist; yet, still a belief in the inevitability of the need for war lurks beneath his pacifist 
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ideals.  This discussion with Lance pushes this contradiction between what Wittman thinks he 

believes and his previously unconscious beliefs about war into the open.   

Pitfalls in Re-Creating Peace:  Fighting Patriarchy & Creating the Woman Warrior  

Re-thinking peace is necessarily bound up with re-thinking and re-creating American 

cosmology and cultural ‘truths.’  In Tripmaster Monkey, one of the major cultural truths in need 

of redefining is sexism.  While Wittman curses Jack Kerouac for defining him as a “twinkling 

little Chinese” (69), a description he finds both racist and emasculating, he repeatedly views 

women, including the women he dates, from a far from flattering perspective.  His journey 

toward pacifism does involve some shifting of his sexist views of women, though even by the 

end, his ideas on the roles of women, particularly his own wife, have not matured that much.  In 

order to understand how Wittman moves from a sexist, partial pacifist to a still partially sexist, 

but completely pacifist individual, we must first look at how Wittman develops as a character.  

He does not begin the novel as a person who practices aspects of Johan Galtung’s peace theory, 

but as a young man struggling with his understandings of himself and how he fits into the world.  

This novel focuses on his journey and to understand his peace actions later in the novel, we need 

to see who he is leading up to those actions.  And leading up to his pacifist peace actions in the 

last chapters of his story, Wittman displays sexist views and understandings of women, their 

lives, and their possible roles within his life.  While attending a party at the home of his friend, 

Lance, Wittman tries to avoid being pulled into a conversation with the married women, who 

have been sequestered off from the rest of the party, away from their husbands and the single 

ladies:   

They were newlyweds, young matrons, who last year were dates, but now they were 

wives.  The adventurous girls had left for New York.  The husbands were getting loaded 
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with the boys, or dancing with the Pan Am stews.  He’d gotten stuck with the wives 

before –stopped to say howdy-do and couldn’t get away.  Not a one was Anna Karenina 

or Constance Bonacieux or Lady Connie Chatterley.  Nobody bursting with sexy 

dissatisfaction. They were unappealing and blobby—well, two were pregnant.  It was true 

about ‘letting herself go.’  They might as well have blackened their teeth. . . Why hasn’t 

his generation come up with what to do with wives at parties? (91)   

Wittman repeatedly shows that he views women from a very narrow perspective, most often 

from the perspective of what they can do for him:   whether that is to play his audience for his 

poetry or drama, provide him with a sexual object upon which he can gaze and fantasize, or be 

the woman who wants him as the center of her universe.  At the party, he finds the wives are 

unsatisfactory for all roles:  audience, sexual object, and worshipper.  They are not full 

participants in the party or in the life Wittman images for himself; therefore, someone needs to 

figure out “what to do” with the women who do not fulfill any of his needs.  He does not 

comprehend women as fellow humans with needs of their own or that those needs could have 

any bearing on his life.  

At this same party, Wittman begins to imagine and sketch out the anti-war play that will 

conclude the novel.  While he immediately casts himself and his male friends in heroic warrior 

roles, Wittman’s first idea for the women is that “they will be audience for the time being” (141).   

Despite the fact that his play is based on “The War of the Three Kingdoms” which features 

female warriors, Wittman shoves those characters and the women in his circle of friends aside to 

focus on the men’s roles.  His preference that the women will be the audience ‘for now’ mirrors 

his disdainful reaction to the group of young wives at the party—they have nothing to offer him 

in the way of stimulating conversation and have nothing to offer the play he images – unless that 
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be as a passive audience.  His second thought on the role of women in his play is equally 

objectionable to the women at hand:  that of a sex object in the form of a naked, fat dancing 

woman.  While the women object to the image of a large woman with “tootsie rolls of fat” (146) 

dancing to distract the armies on the battlefield from war, Wittman claims “the fat dancer has 

unbound feet and unbound tits and unbound hair.  She busts through stereotypes” (147).  Yet, he 

has already stated that her purpose is as visual distraction to draw the male armies from battle, so 

the claim to representing anything other than a sexualized object is dismissed by his group of 

female friends.  While the naked fat lady is “unbound” from certain historical Chinese gender 

strictures, she still functions as an object onto which the men’s attention may be placed.  

Wittman thus moves his single female role, at this point, from one stereotype (the bound Chinese 

woman) to another, sexualized object.  His female friends all agree this is unsatisfactory. 

These women are not mere friends, but each one holds a specific role in Wittman’s life:  

Nanci is the beautiful Chinese American classmate whom he wanted to date, but who showed no 

interest in him; Taña is the one he has flirted with all night and whom he will marry later in the 

evening despite the fact that they just met; Sunny is the wife of his best friend Lance, their 

relationship one of much more equality and togetherness than Wittman seems to expect or want 

from a relationship; and, Judy is a more recent Chinese immigrant, whose mannerisms embarrass 

Wittman as he believes she reinforces the negative stereotypes of Chinese people.  Nanci and 

Taña are his love interests, though neither behaves in the fawning way toward him that he 

imagines his love will; Sunny represents a complementary and equal partner in her relationship 

with his friend, an equality he appears annoyed by at times.  Judi represents everything he does 

not want people to believe he is:  frugal, concerned with family, and deeply tied to Chinese 

American roots.  None of these women fit the image of the ideal woman Wittman has imagined 
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for himself: “O Someday Girl, find him and admire him for his interests.  And dig him for his 

allusions.  And laugh sincerely at his jokes.  And were he to take up dandy ways, for example, 

why remark on his comeliness in a cravat.  Say “He’s a beau,” without his having to point out the 

cravat” (13-14).  Wittman wants a ‘girl’ who will notice and adore everything about him, though 

he never imagines caring about her in the same way, only that she fawn over him.  

Since he cannot convince these women to be either passive observers or sexualized 

objects, he offers them the roles of woman warriors: “Here’s a part you will live and die for . . . a 

noblewoman named Hoong Ngoak a.k.a. Red Jade.  She led a navy to the rescue at the height of 

the war” (147).  The ladies appreciate this opportunity to play battle with the men, but the 

narrator laments their choice of heroine to emulate: “Unfortunately for peace on Earth, the 

listening ladies were appeased, and Lance had run out of plowshare ideas.  Nanci and Taña and 

Sunny and Judy thought that if they were allowed to play war women, they were liberated. The 

time of peace women, who will not roll bandages or serve coffee and doughnuts or rivet 

airplanes or man battle ships or shoot guns at strangers, does not begin tonight” (148).  His 

inclusion of the women in the roles of warriors is meant to pacify their objections, as he says he 

will find someone else to play the naked woman.  He does not change his gaze toward them, just 

shifts them into another possible role:  that of woman warrior.  The narrator’s negative view of 

this turn of events reflects Kingston’s much noted unhappiness that her version of Fa Mu Lan in 

The Woman Warrior has been used to encourage women in military endeavors.  Kingston has, at 

length in The Fifth Book of Peace and multiple interviews, expressed her regret over both her 

original use of Fa Mu Lan as a warrior and how her book has been subsequently used to prop up 

women’s warrior egos and identities in the American military academy. Here her female 
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characters disappoint her again by confusing the sword of the woman warrior with liberation 

from cultural patriarchy.    

Johan Galtung lists this engagement of women in war and formerly male dominated 

occupations of violence as one of the risks in dismantling the patriarchy that supports the waging 

of wars.  He names patriarchy as one of the main factors upholding war of a global model of 

social functioning.  And, he says, “to fight patriarchy means fighting patriarchal cultures and 

structures and arriving at a more equitable power-sharing between the genders.  The danger is 

that, in the process of the struggle, women may take on some of the male values they are 

fighting” (5).  Galtung’s concern, much the same as Kingston’s is that “those who possess arms 

tend to think and act according to the old adage that to the person with a hammer the world looks 

like a nail” (5).  In Tripmaster Monkey, Kingston’s narrator expresses the author’s 

disappointment that the characters of Nanci, Taña, Sunny, and Judy do not bypass the woman 

warrior role in favor of a more peaceful one.  Additionally, Kingston’s male protagonist cannot 

imagine pacifist roles for women or himself at this juncture.  Everyone but Lance appears at least 

partially indoctrinated in the cosmological view of war as glamorous and as the appropriate 

response when the community is threatened.   

Wittman and the Monkey King  

As Maxine Hong Kingston and a number of her critics have noted, she drew inspiration 

for the character of Wittman Ah Sing from the Chinese trickster figure the Monkey King, whose 

exploits are most fully developed in voluminous 16th century Chinese classic “Journey to the 

West,” by Wu Cheng-en.  This novel falls into two halves:  first, Monkey’s creation story and 

mischievous exploits, and second, his conversion to Buddhism and journey to discover important 

Buddhist scrolls with his master, Tripitaka.  In the first half of his stories, we discover that the 
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Monkey King is good at fighting and very mischievous.  He distrusts hierarchy, mostly because 

he does not feel he has his own place within it, and does not believe that the gods in heaven 

should have what he does not.  He attempts to gain entry into heaven and challenges the Jade 

Emperor’s rules and political system.  This is a political system which seems to rely on war to 

settle disputes.  When the Monkey King does something naughty, that challenges the power of 

heaven, the Jade Emperor’s first inclination is to send out an army.  But one advisor suggests 

bringing the Monkey King into the system instead.  They try this repeatedly, but since they never 

offer him a position with actual power, just titles that are more symbolic than real, the Monkey 

King reacts badly, messing up the place either by fighting everyone or stealing sacred items such 

as the peaches of immortality or Lao Tzu’s divine elixir.  Power and rights within the system are 

what the Monkey King wants, for himself and his people.  This situation mirrors Wittman Ah 

Sing’s life and his desire to reconcile larger American culture with his Chinese American 

community.  Like the Monkey King, Wittman wants America (like heaven) to come to know and 

understand him, his community, and their worth.  Above all what the Monkey King and Wittman 

want is recognition of their humanity.  

The Monkey King mostly uses mischief to game the system for the things he desires, but 

the system responds with violence and then so does he.  This situation is very similar to 

Wittman’s experiences within the toy store and within American culture at large.  At first, the 

company wants Wittman in their manager training program because he seems bright and 

ambitious, but he asks too many questions, too bluntly and too directly, and is subsequently 

booted from the program for being too disruptive to the structure and hierarchy.  The two 

systems do not recognize or validate the protests of either figure.  When the Monkey King 

responds to heaven’s violence with violence, he is tricked and imprisoned under a mountain for 
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500 years.  Wittman’s protest (discussed below) will earn him a pink slip, canned from his job; 

and, yet, it turns out that this was the best outcome the trickster Wittman could have hoped for as 

it connects him with the opportunity to explore his creative capacities.  This is where the 

Monkey King and Wittman may be seen as parting ways:  Wittman will always attempt to work 

within the structure to destroy it and bring about positive change.  Monkey King helps Tripitaka 

on his journey, as his protector and monster fighter, but this suggests inner reform, of the soul 

rather than a reform of the structural system in which he functions.  Wittman, on the other hand,   

is trying to reform the community and culture in America, hence he is trying to become what he 

calls himself, an American Monkey, with the power to transform the system from the inside out, 

not to become a loyal subject within it. 

Wittman’s antics throughout Tripmaster Monkey reveal that while he becomes stanchly 

pacifist through the course of Tripmaster Monkey’s narrative, he fails to understand how the 

structure that condones and creates racism toward him, also creates sexism.  He is unable to see 

how he himself participates in the structure of patriarchy and benefits from those same 

structures.  This is shown through his expectations of women and their gender roles, as well as 

their initial lack of roles in the pacifist rebellion play that he imagines.  He finds roles for the 

women completely as an afterthought –only giving them active parts once they complain about 

his replication of the male gaze on the body of a dancing, nude female object of distraction. 

Galtung indicates that “one condition for peace is probably an equitable relation; but there may 

also be violence in a non-exploitative system if something goes wrong within a single actor” (1).  

In Tripmaster Monkey, Wittman is one actor who wants to bring about peace – but he cannot see 

how he is part of the structure that supports war as logical and beneficial.  He does see that his 

work at the department store encourages both consumerism and war enthusiasm; however, he 
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cannot see how his gender benefits him in this system or how the privileges of his sex color his 

responses to war and the cultural structures that support it.  For example, Wittman is not 

technically fired from his post within the toy department; rather, he creates an abhorrent display 

with the toys then leaves, knowing if he were to return, he would be ‘canned’, as he calls it.   

 This toy display is one of his attempts to protest both the war and consumerism, but his 

sexism toward women mars the gesture.  Instead of illustrating an anti-war message, the display 

illustrates how he views female bodies as objects to be posed, manipulated, and used: 

Out of the box, he took an organ-grinder’s monkey with cymbals attached to its hands.  It 

had a red fez on its head.  He took off its little vest, and inserted batteries in its back.  It 

hopped about, clapping the cymbals and smiling.  Its tail stuck out of a hole in its green-

and-white striped pants.  “Look here, kiddos,” said Wittman, and unboxed a Barbie 

Bride.  He put her on her back with her arms and veil and legs and white dress raised, and 

the monkey on top of her. Her legs held it hopping in place and clapping her with its 

cymbals.  Her eyes opened and shut as the monkey bumped away at her.  (65) 

While his protest was, in his eyes, about protesting his job, the company, and culture at large, the 

resulting display is of the sexualized female body being violated by a monkey.  Also, this 

moment has another unsettling undercurrent as Wittman is the monkey/trickster figure in this 

tale, wreaking havoc and creating change, but in this display, one is also confronted with his 

desire to control and dominate the female body.   

 Wittman considers himself a new American version of the Chinese trickster figure of the 

Monkey King.  Early in the novel, he scares his love interest Nanci by jumping on the table in 

his apartment in a frantic, bordering-on-violent recitation of his poetry.  When Nanci becomes 

nervous at his behavior, Wittman declares “I am really:  the present-day U.S.A. incarnation of 
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the King of the Monkeys” (Tripmaster Monkey 33).  As Jeanne Smith explains in Writing 

Trickster:  Mythic Gambols in American Ethnic Literature, “tricksters shake things up, splinter 

the monologic, shatter the hierarchies. At this new crisis (or carnival) of American literature, 

tricksters proliferate, disrupting tradition and mediating meaning” (xii).  Such figures in 

“contemporary trickster novels depict chaotic, multilingual, many-layered world of colliding and 

overlapping cultures:  Kingston’s tricksters are railway workers and Berkley beatniks. . . though 

each author draws on a specific tradition, their tricksters revel in the hazardous complexity of life 

in modern American” (xii).  As A. Noelle Williams and Yun-Hua Hsaio note, in their respective 

articles, Wittman is Kingston’s version of the Chinese trickster Monkey King from the classical 

tale “Journey to the West,” in which the Monkey King develops from a violent trouble maker to 

a Buddhist transformed to peacefulness.   Because of this Williams notes, “the novel’s full title, 

Tripmaster Monkey: His Fake Book, signals the text’s mimetic connection to the classic tale” 

(89).  Additionally, as Kingston has indicated in several interviews, the title also is a reference to 

the music books of jazz musicians, from which they could imitate classics and create their own 

music from the generic musical structures recorded in their ‘fake books’ (Zagni 102).  Williams 

argues that Kingston is creating new meanings by overlaying a new story over the structure and 

features of the original sixteenth century tale by Wu Cheng-en (89).  Williams believes that 

Kingston does this in part to defend her often criticized use of Chinese myth and legend, while 

simultaneously creating a new monkey figure and monkey-tale which allows ““The Journey to 

the West’s” lesson of achievement through collaboration [to be] reinscribed through the 

twentieth century novel” (90).   

Yun-Hua Hsaio, in her article “From War to Peace:  Maxine Hong Kingston’s Tripmaster 

Monkey, The Fifth Book of Peace, and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life.”,” indicates that it is 
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not just through the title that Wittman is associated with the character of the Monkey King, but 

also through their multiple similarities, citing their self-created natures, their defiance and 

belligerence toward authority (84).  Wittman takes language as his weapon against “racism and 

the inhumanity of war” (84), which is what Kingston does throughout all of her writings.  While 

the Monkey King is fighting the gods and armies of heaven as well as “monsters and spirits to 

“protect his mentor Tripitaka” (84), Wittman fights the cultural narratives of war within 

American culture through his evolving thoughts, which he presents to the audience through his 

actions and his play at the end of the novel.  Hsaio further articulates the similarities between 

Kingston’s character and the classical Chinese trickster figure, noting the ability to transform and 

play multiple roles in their lives.  For Wittman, this includes his ability to imagine himself as 

both a warrior and a pacifist, as Gwan Goong, the warrior god, and as the other side of Gwan 

Goong, as the god of literature.  Wittman uses literature and language as the ultimate tools 

against America’s culture that celebrates war and division amongst the population (via racism 

and sexism).  He uses the literary and cultural form of the play to create and disseminate new 

images as a trickster figure who can understand and play across the dominant narrative of war as 

a mechanism of peace and his counter-narrative of pacifism and community building through art.   

This identification with a particular trickster figure gives some, if not complete, insight 

into Wittman’s sexual display of Barbie and the cymbal clanging monkey.  Lewis Hyde, in his 

work Trickster Makes This World:  Mischief, Myth, and Art, argues that the   

trickster is a boundary crosser . . . [attending to] the internal boundaries by which groups 

articulate their social life.  We constantly distinguish –right and wrong, sacred and 

profane, clean and dirty, male and female, young and old, living and dead – and in every 

case trickster will cross the line and confuse the distinction. . . Where someone’s sense of 
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honorable behavior has left him unable to act, trickster will appear to suggest an amoral 

action, something right/wrong that will get life going again.  Trickster is the mythic 

embodiment of ambiguity and ambivalence, doubleness and duplicity, contradiction and 

paradox” (7).   

Here Wittman is a trickster who attempts to bring peace to his community and culture, but he is 

also a figure deeply troubled in his views on women and sexuality.  Much of the novel is 

preoccupied with his search for sex and companionship. Wittman’s misogyny and patriarchal 

views on and treatment of women are part of the ambivalence and amorality of the monkey 

trickster to which Hyde refers.  Wittman’s vulgar display of a monkey toy violating a Barbie doll 

is one of these ‘right/wrong’ moments.  This is not a celebratory moment of “culture jamming” 

as Agnieska Monnet describes it (178).  Instead this is a scene that disrupts any easy reading of 

Wittman as a triumphant trickster, highlighting the possible flaws of the trickster figure as well 

as the flaws of the protagonist himself.  Few critics discuss this scene in depth or at all.  In her 

article, “Maxine Hong Kingston as Counter Culture Writer,” Monnet glosses over the scene and 

oddly uses it as a segue into discussing the joyful sexual relationship of Wittman and his wife 

Taña, despite the fact that the scene occurs days before the two meet. 

This display is presented directly in the text as Wittman’s attempt to be fired.  Wittman is 

purposely using the vulgarity of the scene to illicit the response he desires:  a pink slip in his 

mailbox.  Before speaking to anyone at his work, he claims to Lance that he lost his job for the 

display.  In this case, the scene displays ‘right/wrong’ trickster behavior quite clearly as Wittman 

set the whole thing up, knowing the reactions of the customers and the store would be negative.  

Interestingly, Hyde also notes how that in the Monkey King tales in “Journey to the West,” 

Monkey “seems much less troubled by appetite than other tricksters,” as the 16th century writer 
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seems to have differentiated the aspects of the trickster, with the character of Pig “carrying the 

problem of appetite, but he’s never far from Monkey, and Monkey himself still bears traces of an 

older lusty beast” (350).  The older version of Monkey King, pre-“Journey to the West,” was 

“governed by carnal lusts,” (350) which later are passed on to Pig, another helper to Tripitaka in 

“Journey to the West”.  Wittman, in this scene, embodies those older carnal desires, desires he 

would now share with the character of Pig.  The ‘right/wrong’ nature of this scene allows 

Kingston to show both the cleverness and immaturity (especially in relation to the sexes) of her 

trickster figure, Wittman. Wittman wants to be fired so he may collect unemployment.  He 

accomplishes this with a vulgar sexual display of children’s toys, but at the same time the scene 

also highlights his deep-seated resentment toward women – those women he feels he cannot 

attain, such as the beautiful actress, Nanci Lee.  So he acts the Monkey in order to accomplish 

his primary goal:  freedom from work along with government unemployment compensation.  He 

is the triumphant Monkey who also simultaneously reveals some of his most unnerving and 

problematic character flaws.  These flaws reflect the deficiencies of American cultural beliefs:  

for Wittman, that flaw is sexism.   

Wittman, like the young Monkey King, begins as violent and destructive – mostly feeling 

emotionally violent toward the world, though occasionally acting it out as he destroys his own 

poetry in a fit of rage and feelings of impotence.  This toy sex scene also occurs at a point in the 

novel in which Wittman is enamored with the ferocity and warlike attributes of the Monkey 

King.  These are the same attributes that he and the Monkey alike shed through the course of 

their journeys.  The scene of the monkey toy in sexual congress with the Barbie doll may also 

represent Wittman’s feelings of impotence about how the world sees him:  like the monkey toy, 

foreign and inscrutable.  The Barbie doll represents his desire for the beautiful woman and his 
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purposeful attempt to violate the sensibilities of the mostly white, middle-class female store 

patrons by a deviant display that casts him as the outsider and deviant.  But he is still the trickster 

who may just win from this gamble (gambol) and gain the sympathy of the audience in the end 

anyway. None of this reading, of Wittman as the Monkey King who uses the image of sexual 

vulgarity to best the economic system in his own favor, excuses the violence and misogyny 

lingering within his display, particularly in the way it reinforces several negative perceptions 

about women and non-white males in America.  Women appear as objects whose bodies are up 

for manipulation and display as a blank canvas upon which any male may create his view of life.  

This is a problematic view of women that Wittman displays again later as he calls for a naked, 

fat woman as a distraction against war within his play.  The monkey toy then represents all of 

white culture’s fears of darker skinned men – they are here to rape the women.  This scene is one 

of multiple complexities, featuring both a trickster figure with a specific agenda in mind as well 

as a main character full of anger toward society and women in particular.  The mixture, 

purposely on the part of Kingston, leaves us with a protagonist who is both sympathetic and 

unsympathetic.  When we encounter Wittman’s later, more pacifist self in The Fifth Book of 

Peace, this scene reminds us of where Wittman started and of the undercurrents of internalized 

racism and sexism that reside side by side with the celebration of the transforming Monkey and 

his exploits.  

In the character of Wittman Ah Singh, Maxine Hong Kingston has created a flawed 

young man who tries to imagine peace and harmony, but is bogged down by the social structures 

in which he has come of age.  He may be able to imagine change and develop strategies for it, 

but at the same time, he is not capable of seeing the full picture of his country’s and world’s 

cosmology of war buttressed by patriarchy.  His actions and beliefs reflect this ever present 
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patriarchy, especially his attitude towards the women he considers potential life partners.  It is at 

Lance’s party that Wittman meets his future wife, Taña.  While he is physically attracted to her, 

he mostly interested in what roles she can fulfill for him: “She can be my continuity and 

direction finder” (154).  When Taña gives him the ‘we aren’t tied to one another’ speech he 

wanted to give her, Wittman internally laments that no woman can meet the perfect, idealized 

image of the submissive lover that he harbors in his head: “No girl but the one in his head sat still 

for a read-out of rules” (154).  In Peace by Peaceful Means, Galtung frets that some possible 

solutions for undermining patriarchal human relations rely too heavily on the work of women in 

guiding men toward peace: “Drawback:  the burden falls on women” (46).  Interestingly enough, 

Wittman’s patriarchy influenced views on love also require a lot from the woman and very little 

from the man.   

The pacifist Kingston creates in Tripmaster Monkey is far from perfect, suffering as he 

does from patriarchal and sexist views of women that will ultimately undermine his efforts 

toward peace.  In this respect, however, Wittman reflects many aspects of reality:  patriarchy and 

sexism help support the cultural belief that war is inevitable or even beneficial.  Wittman’s 

attitudes toward women soften and change to a certain extent as he moves from nominally 

pacifist to completely pacifist by the end of the novel.  In the final scene of the play, Wittman 

addresses his wife, Taña, from the stage.  In his soliloquy, Wittman agrees to be an equal partner 

in their marriage even as he declares his lack of romantic attachment to his wife: “I’ll always 

love you unromantically.  I’ll clean up the place, I get the hint.  You don’t have to be the 

housewife.  I’ll do one-half of the housewife stuff. But you can’t call me your wife.  You don’t 

have to be the wife either.  See how much I love you?  Unromantically but” (339).  While he has 

not changed them all, Wittman has begun to change some of those deeply held, unconscious 
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cosmological beliefs about men and women, husband and wife.  He understands the role of 

‘wife’, subservient and fawning, is not one he wants for himself or Taña.  As he later realizes in 

“Water,” he can begin the change in the world by changing himself.  Here Kingston’s hero 

begins that movement forward, changing his attitudes about women, life, love, and even war.  As 

he, his friends, and Kingston hope, perhaps this one small change in beliefs will begin the 

process of change for the entire world.   

Yan Gao, in The Art of Parody: Maxine Hong Kingston’s Use of Chinese Sources, both 

summarizes how Kingston brings together her disparate sources used in the creation of Wittman 

Ah Sing and connects her use of these sources to Johan Galtung’s ideas on cosmology.  Gao 

explains in great detail how Kingston uses Chinese stories to create the character of Wittman and 

his world.  Gao argues that Kingston and Wittman use traditional Chinese literary classics to 

illustrate the conflicts both see within American culture.  Wittman uses his play to reveal “his 

anti-war stance by improvising on the original material and shifting the weight of emphasis to 

the results of war, and he articulates his anti-racist position by trimming identities of characters 

and pointedly juggling role assignments among his multicultural talent pool” (139).  Gao takes 

care to point out that Kingston and Wittman do this “without grossly subverting the sources” 

(139).  Gao explains Wittman’s pacifism as equal parts “Gandhi (spinning thread for India’s 

liberation) and Allen Ginsberg (struggling to levitate the Pentagon with sound)” (139).  It is a 

new spirit of pacifism within the monkey archetype that Kingston creates and  

this spirit, a non-traditional addition to the monkey power of ‘outrage and joke,’ not only 

appears to comport uneasily with the nature of the traditional Monkey King who on 

completing his pilgrimage wins the title The Buddha Victorious in Strife, but also finds 

an ambiguous expression in Wittman Ah Monkey, who, while aesthetically appropriating 
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military strategy for the sake of peace, also advocates the cultivation of fighting spirit to 

awaken the sense of self-celebration in his people, rousing them to fight (metaphorically) 

against racial injustice with the spear latent in the Chinese character I or with the Monkey 

King’s pole.  (139-140) 

Gao labels Kingston’s focus here “bicultural” as her version of the Monkey King clearly 

demonstrates American cultural features and influences within her recreation of a classical 

Chinese character.  This allows Kingston to “transcend conflict through tales of conflict, to press 

war narratives into the service of making an end of war, and to employ the language of violence 

to a peaceful end” (140).   

Kingston’s use of the Monkey tales allows for a deep inspection into the Eastern 

cosmology of war, through war sagas such as “The War of the Three Kingdoms,” which 

Kingston is deploying against the Western cosmology of war, as represented by the American 

culture in which Wittman Ah Sing finds himself.  As Johan Galtung described, cosmology 

includes those beliefs that are held subconsciously by the members of a particular culture and 

work to steer their actions; these assumptions about life and the world at not openly discussed 

and confronted, therefore they are acted upon as if they are natural and true.  The only way to 

combat them is to take the avenue Kingston and Wittman choose, which is to use language and 

art (in Wittman’s case, drama) to “make the subconscious conscious and [therefore] we may be 

liberated from much protracted structural and repetitive, direct violence” (Peace by Peaceful 

Means viii).  Kingston and Wittman first turn these stories, plays, and novels into a critique of 

their supposedly natural, ‘true’ readings, by “shifting the weight of to the results of war” (Gao 

139), which in turn shifts into a critique of American war culture (namely via Wittman’s play at 

the end of the novel, in its use of American history and cosmological beliefs).  Kingston employs 
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her Chinese sources to stage a world-wide critique of war cultures, from Ancient Chinese to 

Vietnam era American cosmologies.  By employing Wittman as her trickster, Kingston can take 

on the supposedly sacred nature of these stories and their heroes, revealing their tales and actions 

as profane, ambiguous, and paradoxical to their accepted readings as glorifications of war.  Then 

adds to those stories interjections from American history, namely the American Civil War and 

the ‘Siamese-twins,’ Chang and Eng.  This is her critique of and correction to the cosmologies of 

both Chinese and American cultures and it is accomplished through Kingston’s use of the 

Monkey Tales and other classics of Chinese literature.  By layering the two pro-war cultures 

sacred stories (“The War of the Three Kingdoms” and the American Civil War), Kingston is able 

to reveal the fractures within the pro-war cosmologies, showing that death, destruction, and 

defeat are the result for all involved.  Kingston and Wittman successfully use the trickster figure, 

Chinese classic tales, and American history to simultaneously assault the pro-war beliefs of two 

disparate cultures.   They disrupt both cosmologies and this can be seen in Wittman’s refiguring 

of and interpolation of American historical characters into his now anti-war version of “The War 

of the Three Kingdoms,” which is discussed below.    

Peace Theories, Practice, and Definitions 

Additionally, in the chapter “Peace Studies:  An Epistemological Basis,” Johan Galtung 

provides several strains of peace theory and peace studies, which when taken together, accurately 

encapsulate Maxine Hong Kingston’s approach to peace.  First, Galtung defines what he calls 

“two compatible definitions of peace:  Peace is the absence/reduction of violence of all kinds. 

Peace is nonviolent and creative conflict transformation.  For both definitions the following 

holds:  Peace work is work to reduce violence by peaceful means. Peace studies is the study of 

the conditions of peace work” (9).  His explanation of these definitions echo Kingston’s beliefs 
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as we see them play out in Tripmaster Monkey:  peace creation must be non-violent and the 

conditions of peace must be created by those seeking peace.  Galtung believes that to 

comprehend peace we must first understand violence and war:  “To know about peace we have 

to know about conflict and how conflicts can be transformed, both non-violently and creatively” 

(9).  Through not only the 1991 fire that destroyed her sequel to Tripmaster Monkey, but also 

through her life-long involvement in peace activism, her creation of veterans’ writing workshops, 

and her pacifist artist stance, Kingston understands the conflicts her work stands against.  The 

first definition of peace offered in Galtung’s chapter is  

violence-oriented; peace being its negation.  To know about peace we have to know  

about violence.  The second definition is conflict-oriented; peace is the context for 

conflicts to unfold nonviolently and creatively. . . Obviously this latter definition is more 

dynamic than the former.  Both definitions focus on human beings in a social setting.  

This makes peace studies a social science, and more particularly an applied social 

science, with an explicit value orientation” (9). 

One explicit value orientation for Maxine Hong Kingston is the value of community 

collaboration toward the goal of peace.  We see this in The Fifth Book of Peace as she creates 

workshops in which veterans of war can collaboratively re-imagine war and peace through the 

art of writing and in Tripmaster Monkey as Wittman’s entire community comes together to create 

an anti-war version of “The War of the Three Kingdoms.”  This is again visible in the “Water” 

sequel to Tripmaster Monkey, as Wittman and Taña actively participate in the Sanctuary 

movement in Hawaii, their involvement cumulating in a production of the anti-war play, “Viet 

Nam Rock” by Megan Terry.  Maxine Hong Kingston’s fictional and real life war efforts have 

taken place almost exclusively in the human social setting; and, like the second definition of 
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peace that Galtung offers, her efforts are much more dynamic and encompassing of human 

experiences than the simple negation of violence in the theatre of war.   

 The focus on creating communities qualifies Kingston’s method as a constructive 

approach to peace creation: “Constructive peace studies takes theories about what might work 

and brings them together with values about what ought to work . . . Constructivism transcends 

what empiricism reveals, and offers constructive proposals.  Criticism is an indispensable bridge 

between the two.  There has to be motivation, anchored in values” (11).  This constructivist 

approach to peace creation fits well with Kingston’s ideas about the creation of communities as 

sanghas.  Additionally, Kingston has always taken a constructive attitude toward the creation of 

the language:  the images of peace, communities of peace, and the languages of peace must be 

created continually.  As Wittman notes in Tripmaster Monkey, “Community is not built once-

and-for-all; people have to imagine, practice, and re-create it” (306).  Johan Galtung’s analysis 

shows how he agrees:  “Constructive peace studies adds to this a dimension of therapy or 

remedy, producing blue prints for the future – visions, images” (11).  Kingston, Wittman, and 

Galtung repeatedly stress the importance of renewing ideas and images of peace, for now and for 

the future.  

 Beyond just a constructive approach to peace theory and creation, Maxine Hong 

Kingston and her character of Wittman Ah Sing use three types of closely related definitions of 

peace:  direct positive, structural positive, and cultural positive peace concepts.  According to 

Johan Galtung, in his outline of the basic paradigms of peace, there are three interrelated strains 

of peace theory and application that fall under the category of “positive peace” definitions.  

Positive peace definitions are part of the paradigm of the ‘diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy’ 

model of peace interventions.  Therapies involve intervention into the situation of violence, war, 
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or harm with the purpose of either being preventative or curative of the ills that are leading to 

violence, trauma, and war (29).  Under the therapy wing of this type of peace theory, there are 

three types of peace actions and theories.  Maxine Hong Kingston develops and deploys all three 

types of peace strategies in her activities and writings.  Direct positive peace includes direct 

positive actions toward the person’s own self or others.  This includes “verbal and physical 

kindness, good to the body and spirit of Self and Other. . . Love is the epitome of this:  a union of 

bodies, minds and spirits” (32).  Structural positive peace works on the cultural and societal 

structures of the community “substitut[ing] freedom for repression and equity for exploitation, 

and then reinforce this with dialogue instead of penetration, integration instead of segmentation, 

solidarity instead of fragmentation, and participation instead of marginalization” (32).  This 

structural focused type of peace theory applies also to the inner self, including “outer and inner 

dialogue with oneself” (32).  Cultural positive peace focuses on “substitut[ing] legitimation of 

peace for the legitimation of violence” (32).  This cultural positive change may be focused on 

“religion, laws, and ideology; in language; in art and science; in schools, universities, and the 

media; building a positive peace culture.  In the inner space of the Self, this means to open for 

several human inclinations and capabilities, not repressing” them (32).  

 Direct positive actions permeate Kingston’s life and work.  Her work with veterans 

qualifies as direct positive peace interactions as she showed love and kindness to each individual 

and to the entire group, a group whose beliefs at times clash with her own as she has been 

involved in peace protests since the 1960s and was not involved in the military.  In the 1970s, 

she was involved with the Sanctuary movement in Hawaii, actions which fall under the 

categories of direct personal actions, actions against the structure of war, and actions toward the 

creation of positive cultural change.  Her writings, specifically Tripmaster Monkey and The Fifth 
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Book of Peace, attempt to provide those cultural positive interventions that will bring about 

positive changes to the American cultural holon—changes in beliefs about war, peace, and 

humanity itself.  In her belief in the power of communities and collaborative effort, Kingston 

shows how these direct and structural positive actions may bring about cultural positive changes 

in the larger American culture.  Kingston’s greatest achievements in positive peace theories and 

actions are in the area of cultural positive changes, specifically through language and writing.  

Throughout multiple interviews, Kingston has stated that her ultimate goal is the creation of a 

language of peace.  As Hsu Shounan highlights,  

Writing serves as a model [for Kingston] because it involves various perspectives and can 

lead to a shared perspective when agreement among them is reached. Writing is also 

useful because it facilitates self-understanding and inner peace, and because it helps 

writers grasp the ephemeral ideas of peace eclipsed by representation. Thus Kingston 

conducts writing workshops in which people practice writing, meditation, and silence. 

Her vision of a peaceful world is composed of peace-makers using peaceful methods to 

achieve inner peace and to produce peace in the world through a shared idea of peace. 

(105) 

Through Tripmaster Monkey, as well as her later work, The Fifth Book of Peace, Kingston 

moves closer toward that goal by creating not only a language of community and collaboration, 

but both fictive and real realms in which that language of community and collaboration makes 

strides toward the development of a more peaceful community, culture, and world.   

While some may label Kingston’s peace politics and belief in the possibility of peace as 

radical, unrealistic, or utopian, Johan Galtung’s breakdown of the paradigms of peace strategies 

show that Kingston’s actions, thoughts, and writings on peace are only radical and foreign to 
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those uninvolved in or uninformed about peace theory, actions, and work.  This includes those 

too steeped in the war positive cosmology and ideology of the United States to comprehend 

Kingston’s work toward the creation of peace.  As Galtung notes, “Peace studies, like any other 

applied science, is based on the conviction that the world is changeable, malleable, at least up to 

a certain point” (10).  Maxine Hong Kingston fully believes in this ability to change and 

challenge our conscious and unconsciously held beliefs about the necessity of war.  The study of 

peace theory, Galtung tells us, “demands an epistemology that sees the world as flexible, and that 

produces equally flexible images of the world” (22).  Through her actions and writing, Maxine 

Hong Kingston has shown us that she sees the world in the “flexible” manner required to bring 

about the language, frame of mind, and world required to make peace a reality.  E. San Juan, Jr., 

highlights the political nature of Maxine Hong Kingston’s insistence of a flexible view of the 

world and peace, in his article “Dialectics of Aesthetics and Politics in Maxine Hong Kingston’s 

The Fifth Book of Peace.”  Applicable to Tripmaster Monkey as well, San Juan argues that  

Kingston’s art conveys a radical politics of personal redemption through communal 

 change, with her narrative striving to encompass manifold layers of polarities and 

 contradictions endemic to a class-divided, commodified, militarist social order. Peace, for 

 Kingston, is not passive assent to the reigning consensus but a constructive intervention: 

 imagining an ecumenical “brave new world.” Peace for her means a vigilant and militant 

 concern for safeguarding people’s rights to liberty, equality, ethnic integrity, and 

 communal self-determination. (182-183) 

Kingston’s “radical politics” align well with Johan Galtung’s social science based best practices 

of positive peace actions, including direct, structural, and cultural peace actions.  This is reflected 

in Tripmaster Monkey, through the actions and evolution of the character of Wittman Ah Sing.  
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Kingston’s notions are not radical at all, but reflect an understanding of cultural cosmologies and 

the social structures of war.  Kingston’s understanding and exploration of cosmologies here is 

deep and focused on the value of the contributions of individuals.  This contrasts with the general 

American cultural inertia over the possibility of change.  Kingston and Galtung argue that the 

world is changeable and peace may be created beginning with the thoughts and actions of 

individuals.   

The Play Is the Thing:  Drama & Art as Peace Creation 

 While Kingston credits the 1991 destruction of her home and work by fire with her 

understanding that peace must be imagined and created within a community, she begins 

exploring ideas about the power of community to create positive cultural change in her earlier 

novel, Tripmaster Monkey (1989).  Through the character of Wittman Ah Singh, Kingston 

illustrates how art created within a community can add to pacifist understandings of the world.  

For Wittman Ah Singh, a would-be poet and playwright, ‘the play is the thing.’  In his case, 

Wittman uses the community of theatre and the art of drama to imagine and re-imagine a world 

capable of change and the creation of peace: “Our monkey, master of change, staged a fake war, 

which might very well be displacing some real war. Wittman was learning that one big bang up 

show has to be followed with a second show, a third show, shows until something takes hold.  

He was defining a community, which will meet every night for a season.  Community is not built 

once-and-for-all; people have to imagine, practice, and re-create it” (306).  Throughout The Fifth 

Book of Peace, particularly in the non-fiction sections, Kingston stresses the importance of 

collaborative art for the creation of community and new concepts of peace.  In Tripmaster 

Monkey and its sequel, the “Water” section of The Fifth Book of Peace, drama takes center stage 

as the avenue through which participants can reimagine war and how their community may 
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respond to it.  This echoes Johan Galtung’s suggestion that drama may serve as a means of 

creating new understandings of conflict and resolution (Peace by Peaceful Means 36).  The type 

of collaboration required in drama is key to creating new images of peace.  Kingston’s stress on 

community collaboration is clear in Tripmaster Monkey as well because without the help of his 

friends, the local Chinese American community center, and his family, Wittman would not have 

been able to mount his production in the first place.  Additionally, Wittman’s play allows 

Wittman and the audience to view the pro-war sentiments of two different cultures, Chinese and 

American, through the layering of their stories against one another, allowing Wittman and 

Kingston to show that the results of war are in fact loss, not triumph.  And, this layering also 

directly critiques the pro-war cosmologies of both cultures.  Drama, for Kingston and Wittman, 

becomes an artistic technique for the creation of the ideas and images of peace and the critique of 

the socially and cultural accepted images of war and violence.  As Galtung notes, drama has 

great potential as a creative resource of peace discussion and instruction (36).   

 While scholars do enthusiastically discuss how Kingston deploys drama as a technique 

and mechanism for change, most consider the role of Wittman's dramatic endeavors as related to 

identity formation—of individual and communal identity, not as a way in which to critique 

culture beliefs about war.  Sun Yee Teresa Lee and A. Noelle Williams both discuss the novel's 

plays from this perspective as does Lara Narcisi, in her article “Wittman's Transitions: 

Multivocality and the Play of Tripmaster Monkey.”  For Narcisi, drama allows Kingston to 

reimagine the world in a way only possible in writing, reimagining it in such a way that an 

equivalent experience could not be produced in an actual live performance of the play. She 

makes clear that, for her, what Wittman and his compatriots accomplish in the concluding play 

of the novel cannot be replicated outside of the bounds of the book, outside of the imagination, 
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and most certainly not in any staged production.  Narcisi describes first what Kingston's and her 

character's play accomplishes within the novel:  "Kingston and Wittman thus become the puppet 

masters who, by penning war into the safe zone of the novel/play, effectively neutralize it. . . 

Kingston suggests that the repercussions of this kind of art can be profound and even political" 

(101).  Yet, Narcisi strongly concludes that such artistic confrontations of war cannot occur 

outside of the covers of the book:   

 The significance of this transformation, however, is its specific location within the        

 realm of the textual.  While such utopian balance between assimilation and separatism   

 flourishes in art, the novel frequently implies that such a vision is not yet a part of our     

 social reality . . .In the face of such persistent racism, Kingston proposes art --in the      

 form of both novel and play --as one means of creating a temporary space that does     

 not censor "tres joli manners" or force categorizations of "friendly," or 'bad', or 'loose,'"     

 but instead enables multivocal expression.  Wittman's play is therefore a self-       

 consciously fabricated creation, deliberately fantastical and fundamentally unreal.      

 (102-103) 

Narcisi performs an unnecessary excision of art (in this case, of prose and drama) from the 

reality of the world in which Kingston created the text and into which Kingston thrusts her 

creation.  This instance in the "fantastical and fundamentally unreal" (102) cannot actually exist, 

according to Narcisi, for reasons she does not directly state, other than to label the moment as 

impossible to replicate outside of the novel.  The argument feels circular—with Narcisi 

repeatedly insisting on the created or artificial nature of a work that as an audience we already 

understand is fiction.  It is almost as if Narcisi is unconsciously attempting to reign in Kingston's 

ambitions -- declaring the concluding play scenes as too fictional to exist outside of the fictional 
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work in which they appear.   We already know from Kingston's extensive interviews that this is 

quite opposite of how she views her own work and its capacity to bring about change in the 

world. Such a dismissal of the role of fiction beyond its power in the imagination, not only 

dismisses readers' possible responses, but also provides no framework for discussing Kingston's 

oft stated intentions for her fiction, for this novel, and her later works in particular.  One cannot 

create a useable language of peace if that language is only ever and always bound to the pages of 

the book and not allowed recognizable influence beyond the mind of the reader.   Narcisi's 

viewpoint clashes with how Kingston, the character of Wittman, and even Johan Galtung, view 

the role and power of art to create change in the world.  Specifically, both author and protagonist 

hope for and believe in the possibility of cultural change through art, change beyond that of an 

individual reader’s mind, change in the individual, communities, and eventually the whole world.  

Galtung includes interactive art, specifically drama, as a mechanism for creating new 

understandings of the world and our communities within it.  As Kingston, Wittman, and Galtung 

argue, the mind and the fictive space of the novel (or the play) are simply the starting places for 

such change, not the final and only destinations for such explorations, understandings, and 

images of peace to exist.  In Tripmaster Monkey, this cultural change through art is aimed toward 

American culture's love of and fascination with war.     

 Writing and drama, for Kingston and Wittman respectively, are the avenues through 

which communities can reimagine war.  Johan Galtung imagines a similar role for art in the 

creation of peace, particularly for drama and theatre.  In his discussion of the basic paradigms of 

peace theory, Galtung proposes postgraduate studies, namely a degree program that would focus 

on peace strategies.  This “Master of Peace and Conflict Resolution” would focus on creativity 

because “there is no substitute for creative conflict resolution in the search for peace” (36).  
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Galtung once again stresses the importance of understanding culture to creating peace: “the 

significance of civilization (culture) as a context to be taken into account and as a major cause of 

both violence and peace” (36).  Galtung describes the predictable parts of such a degree:  

lectures, seminars, colloquia, as well as field training and practice (36).  Then he outlines how 

theatre should play a major role in understanding and intervening into cultural knowledge:   

theater, much more holistic than role-playing, should be used, mirroring situations from 

real or imagined life, with the participants both writing and enacting the drama.  A class 

divided into small groups writing and acting on the same theme, or being given ‘six 

characters in search of an author’ (to borrow from Pirandello) would yield ample basis 

for comparison and further development.  A team discussing how to write about a 

conflict is itself in some kind of conflict, which adds to the depth of the experience.  

Ideally, the play should cover a whole cycle of related events; and of course be the 

subject of extensive discussion afterward. (36)  

Galtung imagines that people trained in such a manner would be able to work in government (on 

stages from the international to the municipal) to churches, community organizations, 

educational institutions and the media (37).  While Galtung envisions playwriting as a peace 

theorist’s tool for creating understanding, Maxine Hong Kingston imagines the concepts of play 

and drama in the real world, illustrating how communities can come together to reimagine peace 

and the peace process.  Kingston and Wittman take what Galtung imagines in the academic and 

intellectual atmosphere of the graduate level classroom out to the people on the streets who deal 

with the paradigms of violence in their immediate, daily lives.  Kingston believes that average 

individuals, not just those educated in peace theories are capable participants in such an endeavor 
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and that these ordinary people are the ones who should be engaging with these peace oriented 

and artistic collaborations.     

 Wittman’s choice of play to reimagine is, in this instance, quite telling:  he picks a very 

challenging piece to present as an anti-war demonstration, “The War of the Three Kingdoms.”  

This is an adaptation of the 14th century Chinese epic novel by Luo Guangzho, more commonly 

known as “Romance of the Three Kingdoms.”  Considered one of the Four Great Classic novels 

of Chinese literature, it is set in the Three Kingdoms period (188-280 AD) and recounts the 

battles and heroic deeds of warriors fighting for family, home, and country.  At the moment of 

concept creation, Wittman goes with what he and his pack of friends know, which is a war 

drama.  But, under Wittman’s direction, it will not stay that way for long.  Just as Galtung 

suggested would be appropriate, Wittman’s revision of this play encompasses many historical 

episodes of conflict and strife.  Often these are reimagined from a Chinese American perspective 

and with a pacifist orientation in mind.  For example, Wittman represents the famous ‘Siamese’ 

twins Chang and Eng, not as side-show attractions, but as a metaphor for a country at war with 

itself.  In an episode set in the American Civil War, Eng is called to war and the twins lament 

what to do in response.  They ponder whether or not they are one man or two:   

 Eng:  We’ve been drafted into the Union Army.  They need men to tear up the North 

 Carolina and Piedmont Railroad.       

 Chang:  What you mean “we,” white man?  (As Tonto says to the Lone Ranger when 

 they are surrounded by Indians.)  As Confucius said, “You are you, and I am I.”  I’m not 

 going to tear up any railroads, and I’m not freeing any slaves.  I don’t want to war. (293) 
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Eng believes he must “think out a deep philosophy against war,” while Chang calls attention to 

their physical attachment:  “Point out you have an attachment to a dove of peace” (293).  But it is 

an emotional and spiritual connection to one another that keeps them from going to war: 

Eng:  I’m on your side.  And a good thing too.  If you were to join the Confederate Army, 

I don’t see that we have enough room to shoot long rifles at each other.  Does a 

conscience have to be pure of self-interest?  When I think of fighting against my own son 

and your own son, I get a limpness in my trigger finger, and an anchoring in of my heels. 

Chang:  Yes, I feel that too.  That’s our conscience all right, real and most concrete. (293) 

Their objections to war are concrete—war threatens their physical and emotional wellbeing and 

stability just as it threatens the wellbeing and stability of the nation.  In Wittman’s production, 

Chang and Eng are played by a white friend Wittman calls “Yale Younger,” for a poetry prize he 

won, and Lance, who is Japanese American.  Yale Younger and Lance are ‘Siamese twins’ 

joined for eternity in one body, just as all people of the nation are joined together as one, just as 

all nations should be joined together.  And, as Kingston believes, we are also part of the same 

world and what harms one harms us all.  

 As the thoughts for the play come to him, Wittman imagines himself and his friends, 

Lance and Charlie, as the three main characters of Gwan Goong (the god of war and literature), 

Liu Pei, and Chang Fe,ii when the heroes pledge allegiance to one another in a peach orchard.  

This is one of the moments Lance objects to considering any type of war as a viable avenue 

toward peace.  When Wittman says “in war, we will fight side by side,” Lance corrects him, 

steering Wittman toward peace protest tactics:  “Wherever we find a sit-in, we’ll sit.  A salt 

march along the coast?  We’ll march.  A spinning wheel, we’ll spin” (144).  Once again, Lance 

steers Wittman away from using war to chase after peace.  Wittman’s venture into dramatic anti-
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war propaganda begins with a war epic, but by the plays’ multi-event performance, it has 

transformed into a collaborative, chaotic, challenging, subversive performance of community.  

This community includes Wittman’s friends, family, former co-workers, school chums, martial 

arts groups, and the local Chinese American Association, which provided space for the play’s 

production.  Wittman makes his community, his sangha of like-minded individuals, from the 

community that surrounds him.  Wittman’s ultimate goal for this production is disruption—the 

disruption of multiple narratives that weave together to create a culture of racism, sexism, and 

homogeneity that enable the mounting of wars and the separation of peoples along race and 

gender lines.  The disruption he desires is of the deep subconscious beliefs of American 

cosmology.  And, perhaps most importantly, Wittman includes the audience in this discussion.  

Galtung stresses the importance of discussion in this theater of peace and Wittman’s production 

delivers just that.  At the end of the play, there is an extensive interactive sequence between the 

author/director Wittman and his audience, with Wittman responding to and sometimes even 

bowing to the ideas of the audience, at other times simply incorporating their opinions into his 

own monologue.   

 Wittman reads out to the audience some of the first night reviews of their play.  This 

move allows the audience to comment on them as well as interact with how the larger 

community of the nation thinks of this unique community within it: 

Let me discuss with you what the Chron and the Examiner said, and the Oakland 

Tribune, and The Daily Cal and the Berkeley Gazette, and the Shopping News and the 

Barb.  They’ve reviewed us already, thinking that opening night is no different from the 

second night and tonight.  You like the reviews?  I am sore and disappointed.  Come on, 

you can’t like these reviews.  Don’t be so easily made happy.  Look.  Look.  ‘East meets 
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West.’ ‘Exotic.’ ‘Sino-American theater.’ ‘Snaps, crackles, and pops like singing rice.’ 

‘Sweet and sour.’ Quit clapping.  Stop it.  What’s to cheer about?  You like being 

compared to Rice Krispies? Cut it out.  Let me show you, you’ve been insulted.  They 

sent food critics.  They wrote us up like they were tasting Chinese food.  Rice, get it? 

‘Savor beauteous Nanci Lee,’ it says here.  That’s like saying that LeRoi Jones is as good 

as a watermelon.  ‘Yum yum, authentic watermelon.’ (307) 

When the actors in his audience object to his understanding of the reviews and the way they are 

viewed by Hollywood and culture at large, saying they have played roles that have nothing to do 

with race or ethnicity, he points out how these are not leading roles, but supporting ones, “lab 

techs” and “court stenographers” (310).  Throughout the play, Wittman strives to convey that 

Chinese Americans are a knowable and valuable part of the American population, just as the 

enemies of the nation are also knowable:  “We’re not inscrutable at all.  We are not inherently 

unknowable.  That’s a trip they’re laying on us. . . They willfully do not learn us, and blame that 

on us, that we have an essential unknowableness” (310).  This leads to discussion with the 

audience about the various ways in which Chinese immigrants have been known and the ways in 

which Hollywood portrays them, ending with a declaration of their status as Americans.  

Wittman’s tactics here may appear off track or topic, but with his interactions with the audience 

and the history of how Chinese Americans have been viewed by American culture as a whole, 

Wittman demonstrates how collaborative art brings the community together and allows them the 

space to reimagine their lives, communities, country, and the world (as welcoming of all people 

and as peaceful).   

 Through the character of Wittman Ah Singh, in Tripmaster Monkey and “Water,” 

Kingston illustrates the power of community and theater to confront images of war and 
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community, remaking them into new ideas about peace.  In Tripmaster Monkey, Wittman’s 

desire is to invent a community theatre dedicated to the creation of peace and demolition of a 

war culture.  To that end, he uses Chinese history and culture as the history of war storytelling, 

mythmaking, and hero development, which is a cultural cosmology of war, from which this 

newly formed community must break, and from which they must simultaneously find inspiration 

for the creation and implementation of peace as a cultural value and desirable goal.  Wittman 

desires to deprive the American war culture of children to follow into their ancestors’ warring 

footsteps.  In “Water,” Wittman and his wife Taña’s anti-war goals are less theatrical and less 

theoretical—they are directly involved in the creation of a sanctuary and an anti-war culture in 

their home community.  They are also ultimately successful in their attempt to raise a child who 

does not wish to participate in war.  Mario becomes a young man who, like his parents, does not 

believe that war is profitable to the community in any way.  Wittman and Taña, like Kingston 

herself, move toward application while trying to theorize peace.  When Wittman first considered 

creating a plan to distract people from war, to make them turn away from war as the answer to 

the world’s problems, his solution is to produce “War of the Three Kingdoms,” which is a play 

about war heroes that does not, in the end, support his pacifist notions. As a war play, it is clearly 

reflective of the cultural cosmology from which it was created and has, throughout the centuries, 

influenced Chinese culture in return.  Through his and communities’ interventions (by actors, 

Lance, women, wives, girlfriends, audiences, grandmas and grandpas) the play turns toward a 

pacifist orientation.  And with this turn, so too does Wittman’s understanding of war change, 

from viewing it as undesirable, but inevitable, but to seeing it as completely incompatible with 

his life:   
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He had made up his mind:  he will not go to Viet Nam or to any war.  He had staged the 

War of the Three Kingdoms as heroically as he could, which made him start to 

understand:  The three brothers and Cho Cho were masters of war; they had worked out 

strategies and justifications for war so brilliantly that their policies and their tactics are 

used today, even by governments with nuclear-powered weapons.  And they lost.  The 

clanging and banging fooled us, but now we know – they lost.  Studying the mightiest 

war epic of all time, Wittman changed –been!—into a pacifist. (340)   

Yet, like many moments within the novel, Wittman’s conclusions here reveal his own lack of 

self-understanding.  The novel has tracked his journey to complete pacifism from a partially 

pacifist stance (one must fight when threatened, but should not be the aggressor).  This “been!” 

moment of transformation is less a transformation and more a moment of realization of the 

journey he has just completed.  Maxine Hong Kingston and her character of Wittman illustrate 

how Galtung’s suggestion of theatre as mechanism through which to understand war and peace is 

an artistically viable option.  This play also illustrates how one may use pro-war cultural artifacts 

to intervene and argue against that and another culture’s structural beliefs in war’s inevitability, 

heroism, and promise for future peace, i.e. a culture’s pro-war cosmology.  This theatre, 

however, does require a community willing to collaborate on imaging peace together.  Kingston 

finds this in her writing workshops and Wittman finds this in his community of friends and 

family.  

Conclusion 

Examining conflicting cosmologies, definitions of peace paradigms, and ideas on theater 

as peace development to Maxine Hong Kingston’s Tripmaster Monkey reveals the depth of 

Kingston’s explorations of peace concepts, theories, and actions in her creative work.  
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Collaboration and community are key elements in Kingston’s ideas on peace and its creation in 

the world.  Kingston calls upon all of us to create our own communities of people capable of 

imagining peace, places in which we can discuss our traumas and write or act our way toward a 

more peaceful world.  Her character, Wittman Ah Singh, desires to make the same transition of 

peace goals from the theoretical to practical application.  Wittman wants to create a practical 

application of peace actions for a culture’s internal world of ideas and cosmology.  Maxine Hong 

Kingston’s life choice and writings show us that art and community are as important to the 

development of peace in the world as peace treaties and government conflict resolution 

strategies.  Her work reveals how art can create her long sought after ‘language of peace,’ in one 

person, then in one community at a time.  Without intending to create a theoretical model for 

creating peace, in these works, Maxine Hong Kingston has done just that.  Her model echoes the 

understandings of war and peace acknowledged in peace studies.  It also replicates peace 

strategies deemed best practices by the father of peace studies, Johan Galtung.  Her work, 

particularly Tripmaster Monkey, stress the importance of community and collaboration as well as 

a willingness to question one’s most deeply held cultural beliefs. 
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Chapter 3: 

Engaging the World with a Buddha Heart:  Engaged Buddhism in Maxine Hong Kingston’s The 

Fifth Book of Peace and the Veterans Writing Workshops 

 Considering peace, as a concept and as a goal, in the works of Maxine Hong Kingston is 

not a straight-forward task with a single argumentative line.  The intentions and influences 

behind Kingston’s writings are as complex and multilayered as those artistic works themselves.  

As Kingston herself articulates, her first creative memoir, The Woman Warrior, is neither pacifist 

nor Buddhist: “The Woman Warrior is a book about war” (Whalen-Bridge 184).  China Men, 

while not having a warrior at the center, does not deeply explore pacifist intentions, with the 

important exception of “The Brother in Vietnam.” Yet her later works, including Tripmaster 

Monkey (1989) and The Fifth Book of Peace (2003), focus extensively on the idea of peace and 

the possibilities of and for peacemaking.  Obviously, the time period in which Kingston spent her 

childhood, with multiple world conflicts, and then her young adulthood during the anti-Vietnam 

war/peace movement, influenced Kingston’s ever evolving world-view, most especially on her 

concepts of peace and ideas on how she might bring it about in the world.  The result of these 

influences is a career long engagement with the issues of war and peace; and, this includes a 

second half of career refocus on the creation of peace and how she as an artist and activist may 

bring peace about in the world. The results of these endeavors are the successful Veterans 

Writing Workshops, which led to the publication of multiple creative works by U.S. veterans, 

including the anthology Veterans of War, Veterans of Peace, and Kingston’s own The Fifth Book 

of Peace.  The workshops and Kingston’s book reveal the influence of the engaged Buddhist 

philosophy and show how art, spiritual philosophy, and politics can meld to create change within 

the world. 
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For Maxine Hong Kingston, art has, in recent decades, increasingly become a 

collaborative endeavor.  After the 1991 fire destroy most of her earthly belongings and her work, 

Kingston finds herself unable to “re-enter fiction” (The Fifth Book of Peace 61).  She notes how 

fiction is traditionally a very individual endeavor, the writer alone in her garret, spinning out her 

own individual thoughts.  Previously, writing was a solitary personal endeavor for this artist:   

Writing had become a treat for my own personal self, as it was when I was a kid and it 

first came to me, for nobody to read but me.  Say any manner of thing.  For my own 

benefit.  Retreat into the Yin mother darkness.  Oh, the necessity and comfort of writing 

“I. . . I. . . I. . . I. . . I. . . ,” the selfish first person, author narrator, protagonist, one.  

Freedom –to write diarylike, okay to be formless, no art, no good English. . . The garret 

where I wrote, which was just my height, burned. A sign.  I do not want the aloneness of 

the writer’s life.  No more solitary.  I need a community of like minds.  The Book of 

Peace, to be reconstructed, needs community. (62) 

Kingston realizes that in order to properly conceptualize peace, and to emotionally recover from 

the loss of her home and work, she will need to create collaboratively.  To create this 

community, Kingston turns to the Buddhist spiritual concept of sangha.  But instead of joining an 

already established spiritual community, for comfort, healing, and spiritual growth, Kingston 

creates one of her own.  This community, focused on writing, mindfulness practices, and healing 

through artistic endeavor, is created out of her Veterans Writing Workshops, including 

participants from all American wars since World War II.  Through this community, Kingston and 

the veterans of American wars are able to explore war within their lives using art and Buddhist 

mindfulness practices as a guide.   
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 Kingston explicitly discusses her own spirituality and connection to Buddhism as well as 

the possible influence of this religion/spiritual philosophy on her work in her 2009 interview 

with John Whalen-Bridge.  Kingston considers herself “Buddhist, et cetera”, influenced in her 

young life both by books on Buddhism she read as a young adult and by the “Chinese religion,” 

which is what she calls the folk religion with elements of Daoism, Confucianism, Buddhism, and 

other influences, that her mother practiced and passed on to her (Whalen-Bridge 180-181).  

Kingston’s most notable Buddhist influence is the Vietnamese monk and teacher, Thich Nhat 

Hanh.  Having met the internationally famous and revered Buddhist leader in 1989, Kingston 

attended his first retreats for Vietnam veterans in the 1980s and 1990s and led writing workshops 

at several subsequent retreats (Shan 58).  As discussed in the previous chapter, Kingston’s work 

illustrates multiple aspects of peace theory as articulated by the Norwegian social scientist Johan 

Galtung.  Additionally, Kingston’s work also demonstrates elements of Thich Nhat Hanh’s 

teachings on engaged Buddhism, which in its simplest definition is “the application of the 

Dharma, or Buddhist teachings, to the resolution of social problems” (Queen 1).  Thich Nhat 

Hanh’s engaged Buddhism provides us with a philosophical approach to understanding Maxine 

Hong Kingston's art as peace work. That art includes her veterans' writing workshops as well as 

her exploration of the concepts of and paths toward peace in The Fifth Book of Peace. 

 The Fifth Book of Peace is an openly autobiographical work, beginning with Kingston's 

real life loss of the sequel to Tripmaster Monkey in a 1991 Northern California wildfire.  This 

book is a mixed genre work featuring sections of non-fiction which relate to her life and her 

beliefs about war and pacifism as well as a single fiction section, which completes the story of 

Wittman Ah Singh, the protagonist of her earlier novel. In this third section of The Fifth Book of 

Peace, entitled “Water,” Kingston recreates that lost sequel to Tripmaster Monkey, which she 
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had named The Fourth Book of Peace (hence the eventual title of her rewritten book).  The 

opening section, “Fire,” details the loss of her work and explores her emotional journey after the 

physical annihilation of the proof of her existence as well as the history of her family through the 

wildfire in her Oakland Hills neighborhood.  Not only was her written work lost, but also family 

documents and heirlooms, which were, of course, irreplaceable.  She likens this experience of 

witnessing her neighborhood burn to the experiences of survivors of war. This is the point at 

which Kingston begins to deeply reconsider how she as an artist might intervene in the 

production and reproduction of war culturally.  Additionally, this moment of loss through fire 

serves as an exercise in the Buddhist concept of non-attachment as Kingston must let go of not 

only the physical objects taken from her by the flames, but also her emotions surrounding her 

father’s death.  Kingston was on her way home from her father’s death celebration, which 

involved fire, when her home is destroyed.  The fire forces her to let the past and her previous 

understandings of herself go as she struggles to make sense of the world without these 

attachments to loved ones, objects, and her own self-image.  While Kingston had been staunchly 

and openly pacifist in her views before, the burning of her work-in-progress and of the artifacts 

of her family’s immigrant struggles serves as an awakening moment, pushing her to not only 

search for historical philosophies of peace (the mythical “Lost Books of Peace”), but to consider 

more deeply her own pacifist philosophy and actions.  Kingston begins her exploration into 

pacifism and peace with a search for the mythical "Lost Books of Peace," Ancient Chinese 

philosophies of peace which were supposed to have been burned by Ch'in Shih Huang, the leader 

who built the Great Wall of China (The Fifth Book of Peace 45).  She discovers there are many 

works that people look to for this history, from "Tai Ping Ching" and "I Ching" to "Classic of 

Highest Peace." She realizes through this exploration there are many "traces of peace works 
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[which] corroborates her belief in the existence of ideas of peace in the past and exposes the lack 

of a contemporary idea of peace" (Shounan 110).  The section “Paper” details Kingston’s search, 

which gives way to her own development of peace intervention through writing workshops for 

veterans of the Vietnam War, which are described in the final section “Earth.”    

 Thich Nhat Hanh’s philosophy of engaged Buddhism as that theory began to develop 

through his work with various refugee populations during the French and Vietnam War of the 

1930s, which preceded the Korean War as well as the American Vietnam War by decades.  

Engaged Buddhism as developed and taught by Thich Nhat Hanh gives us the philosophy behind 

Kingston's works. Hanh’s philosophy shows us the intentions of Kingston’s artistic and personal 

life choices and allows us to see how Kingston’s art functions as peacemaking. Engaged 

Buddhism provides the world philosophy and outlook.  Kingston names Hanh as a major 

influence and has worked with him in some of his North America retreats before beginning her 

own writing workshops for veterans. The Fifth Book of Peace considers the problem of peace, 

which is how does one create and sustain peace when so many us, such as veterans, are so 

wounded by war?  How do we find our way to a different path?  With engaged Buddhism, one 

may have anything from a simple intention to act peaceably in one’s life, to providing care and 

intervention in conflict situations as acts of peacemaking.  Additionally, there is a strong focus 

on intention and philosophy behind those acts intended to create peace, ameliorate pain, and end 

suffering in the world.  Engaged Buddhism (and Buddhism in general) considers suffering as 

spiritual and emotional conflicts, such as attachments and desires.  However, in the case of 

engaged rather than traditional Buddhism, this is not just the result of being human or karmic 

forces, but of life situations which can be changed through the active participation in peace 

making which engaged Buddhism encourages.  The desired outcome of engaged Buddhism, 
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directly stated by Hanh and other leaders of groups under the umbrella of engaged Buddhists, is 

the reduction of violence, war, inequality, and suffering.   

Placing Kingston’s work under the lens of engaged Buddhism allows us to take seriously 

Maxine Hong Kingston's repeatedly stated desire for her work, the creation of peace through art.  

In The Fifth Book of Peace, Kingston work reflect accepts of Thich Nhat Hanh’s teachings, 

particularly his concept of interbeing and his revisions of the Five Precepts.  And yet, as 

Christopher Queen notes in his introduction to Engaged Buddhism in the West, the desire to 

change the world and to make peace is often met with skepticism and cynicism: “those who 

speak of ‘saving the world’ can expect snide derision, if not social ostracism” (5).  This attitude 

of skepticism, and sometimes even pity, has certainly been the case for more than one review of 

The Fifth Book of Peace. Few academics have taken her approach toward peace seriously enough 

to research and discuss it. A handful of authors consider the influence of Buddhism on her work, 

but most frequently on the topic of sangha and community building (McDaniel (2011), Hsaio 

(2013), San Juan (2009), Sugiyama (2009)).  Currently, in such a climate of disbelief in the 

possibility of peace, literature academics do not appear to have a good grasp on how to interpret 

her work as peacemaking, namely because without theories or philosophies to interpret them, her 

movements toward peace seem to a skeptical audience as fantasy. There are many aspects of 

Buddhist philosophy which could be applied to Kingston’s work.   However, it is Hanh's 

teachings on engaged Buddhism, particularly his revision of the Five Precepts into the Five 

Mindfulness Trainings, that provide us with the clearest way to understand the intentions behind 

Kingston’s works, for both the philosophical and material/physical aspects of her art as peace 

work.  It also provides an explanation of her world view as a practicing and certainly engaged 

Buddhist.   
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Engaged Buddhism:  Origins, Definitions, and Thich Nhat Hanh 

 Thich Nhat Hanh is credited with coining the term “engaged Buddhism” with the 

publication of his book Engaged Buddhism in 1964 (Hanh, Creating True Peace 94).iii  Along 

with his Holiness the Dalai Lama, Thich Nhat Hanh is considered one of the important figures in 

Buddhism in the 20th and 21st centuries.   Hanh was born in Central Vietnam, in the Quang Tri 

province, in 1926 and received the birth name “Nguyen Xuan Bo” (Laity 2).  His early years as a 

Buddhist monk, starting when he was 16 years old, were influenced by the Buddhist renewal 

occurring in Vietnam in the early decades of the 20th century (Laity 2). He was directly involved 

in the development of engaged Buddhist teachings in Vietnam in the mid-twentieth century and 

his name is the one most associated with the movement.  This activity includes not only writings 

and teachings but also involvement in the creation of multiple institutions of Buddhist learning 

and practice that occurred in Vietnam during that time.  This includes the foundings of the 

School of Youth for Social Service and the Order of Interbeing in the 1960s. While Thich Nhat 

Hanh believes that all Buddhism is engaged Buddhism, he coined the term ‘engaged Buddhism’ 

to represent the developments in Buddhist philosophy that he and his contemporaries (and then 

his followers) encouraged first in Vietnamese Buddhism and then in Buddhism the world over. 

This movement departs from earlier monastic traditions and focuses on social, community, 

international, and inter-faith interaction and engagement with world issues (Queen 2000; King 

2009).        

Definitions of ‘engaged Buddhism’ vary, but all emphasize the importance of 

engagement with the world in a positive, healing, and constructive manner.  Christopher Queen, 

in Engaged Buddhism in the West, argues that many practitioners of engaged Buddhism  
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display a world view and a praxis that is arguably fresh and unprecedented in the history 

of Buddhism.  This Buddhism is endowed with many, if not all, of the themes and 

techniques from the past:  interdependence, mindfulness, compassion, skillful means, 

chanting and walking meditation, community practice, right livelihood, and many, many 

more.  But it is also endowed with a sensitivity to social justice, institutional evil, and 

political oppression as sources of human suffering, that has not been central to Buddhist 

analysis in the past. (25)        

Queen sees engaged Buddhism as a new school of this ancient religion, in which the focus of 

Buddhist teachings becomes “the resolution of social problems –[which] has emerged in the 

context of a global conversation on human rights, distributive justice, and social progress” (1).  

Queen argues that, because these concepts have no parallel in classical Buddhist thought, this 

movement represents a “new chapter in the history of the tradition.  As a style of ethical practice, 

engaged Buddhism may be seen as a new paradigm of Buddhism- liberation” (1-2).  Other 

scholars, including Queen’s colleague and frequent collaborator Sallie King, interpret the 

development of engaged Buddhism as stemming from both the situation of the world in the 20th 

century as well as from classical Buddhist teachings: “Engaged Buddhism is a contemporary 

form of Buddhism that engages actively yet nonviolently with the social, economic, political, and 

ecological problems of society. At its best, this engagement is not separate from Buddhist 

spirituality, but is very much an expression of it” (Socially Engaged Buddhism 1).  King stresses 

that while unique in respect to the levels and types of social engagement, this movement’s beliefs 

are grounded in the traditional teachings of Buddha.  Additionally, it is not a new sect or school 

of Buddhism as any follower of any type of Buddhism, or even from outside of the spiritual 

practice, may use its teachings toward social regeneration.  At its core, it is “defined and unified 
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by the intention of Buddhists of whatever sect to apply the values and teachings of Buddhism to 

the problems of society in a nonviolent way, motivated by concern for the welfare of others and 

as an expression of their own Buddhist practices” (1).  King points out that the activities of 

engaged Buddhists range from those involved in peace work to those who “conscientiously put 

loving-kindness at the center of their practice but avoid societal or institutional engagement” (2). 

King also notes that while Hanh’s particular brand of engaged Buddhism is the most well-known 

and perhaps the most influential world-wide, other people were developing similar concepts and 

movements during the same time period, including Sarvodaya Shramadana, a self-governance 

movement in Sri Lanka dating back to the 1950s (2).  King and Queen both stress that while 

arguably the face of the movement, Hanh, his disciples, and his teachings are but part of the 

whole of the engaged Buddhism movement.       

 Besides arguing that all Buddhism is engaged Buddhism, how does Thich Nhat Hanh’s 

approach to taking Buddhist practice into the world differ from traditional Buddhism?  In their 

article, “All Buddhism is Engaged:  Thich Nhat Hanh and the Order of Interbeing,” Patricia 

Hunt-Perry and Lyn Fine describe the tenets of Thich Nhat Hanh and the order he founded, the 

Order of Interbeing, indicating that for them, 

peacemaking and socially engaged Buddhism encompass all aspects of life, from family 

practice to public policy and culture.  Socially engaged Buddhism arises from 

mindfulness practice and touches every aspect of life. The basic tenets of engaged 

Buddhism in the tradition of Thich Nhat Hahn that we identified include:  (1) “Buddhism 

is already engaged Buddhism.  If it is not, it is not Buddhism.” (2) Insight into interbeing 

(nonseparated self, emptiness of a separate self) and impermanence is fundamental to 

engaged Buddhist practice and peacemaking.  (3) Socially engaged Buddhist practice 
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includes mindfulness practice, social service, and nonpartisan advocacy to reduce and 

stop injustice.  (4) Engaged Buddhism is the way we live our lives.  Peace is not only the 

absence of war; peace needs to be in each action of our daily life.  (5) Teachings and 

practices must be appropriate for the time and place.  (6) We continue to learn, and we 

can learn from everything. (35-36)       

Thich Nhat Hanh’s line of engaged Buddhism expands on traditional Buddhist concepts, 

especially the core teachings of the Four Noble Truths, the Five Precepts, and the Four 

Immeasurables (also called the Sublime States and the Divine Abidings) as well as assigning a 

central role to the practice of mindfulness.  Hanh’s additions to the Five Precepts reflect his 

engagement with the West and further explain these traditional Buddhist concepts within the 

circumstances of contemporary Western and global culture (including social, economic, and 

governmental structures).  In order to understand the changes Hanh made to the Five Precepts 

and how his teachings manifest in the works of Maxine Hong Kingston, we need to start with the 

most basic teachings of Buddhism, the Four Noble Truths.   

 In Creating True Peace:  Ending Violence in Yourself, Your Family, Your Community, 

and the World, Hanh defines the classic Buddhist teachings of the Four Noble Truths simply and 

succinctly as: “1. There is suffering; 2. There is an origin of suffering. 3. The end of suffering is 

possible. 4. There is a path to the end of suffering” (87).  In his commentary, we can see the 

emphasis he puts on mindfulness in his practice of engaged Buddhism: “With the practice of 

mindfulness we are already working with the Four Noble Truths.  When we practice 

mindfulness, we learn to stop -and calm ourselves; then we naturally recognize our suffering and 

the suffering of others.  When you can transform the war and violence in yourself, then you can 

truly begin to help others find peace” (87-88).  Two important follow up points Hanh makes, 
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which are central to his teachings, are:  1) “Deep listening and loving speech are wonderful 

instruments to help us arrive at the kind of understanding we all need as a basis for appropriate 

action” (88); 2) “All actions—all our personal, political, and humanitarian activities –must be 

based on a clear understanding of yourself, of your situation, of your own people, of your 

country” (88).   

 In The Heart of the Buddha’s Teaching: Transforming Suffering into Peace, Joy, and 

Liberation, Hanh explains The Four Noble Truths and the Eight-Fold Path in greater detail.  The 

Fourth Noble Truth is that there is a path to ending suffering.  This path is known as the Eight-

Fold Path because it offers eight strategies for living life, strategies to help us move beyond our 

previous understandings and limitations to ‘awaken’ to our true selves.   This path is also called 

the Middle Way and is intended to help practitioners limit suffering.  The path may be divided 

into three sections of instructions, instructions for moral conduct, mental discipline, and wisdom.  

The Eight-Fold Path includes:  1) Right View; 2) Right Thinking; 3) Right Mindfulness; 4) Right 

Speech; 5) Right Action; 6) Right Diligence; 7) Right Concentration; and 8) Right Livelihood.  

The sections of the path build upon one another.  Hanh defines Right Views in the following 

manner:  “The first practice of the Noble Eightfold Path is Right View (samyak drishti). Right 

View is, first of all, a deep understanding of the Four Noble Truths — our suffering, the making 

of our suffering, the fact that our suffering can be transformed, and the path of transformation. 

The Buddha said that Right View is to have faith and confidence that there are people who have 

been able to transform their suffering” (Hanh, Kindle Locations 803-806).  We can see how 

these parts of the path work together in Hanh’s definition of Right Thinking:   

When Right View is solid in us, we have Right Thinking (samyak samkalpa). We need 

Right View at the foundation of our thinking. And if we train ourselves in Right 
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Thinking, our Right View will improve. Thinking is the speech of our mind. Right 

Thinking makes our speech clear and beneficial. Because thinking often leads to action, 

Right Thinking is needed to take us down the path of Right Action. Right Thinking 

reflects the way things are” (Kindle Locations 916-920).   

As we can see from this definition for the second step of the path, all steps are interconnected 

and influence one another.  In this definition of the second part of the Eight-Fold Path, Hanh 

links together parts 1, 2, and 5.  Step 3, Right Mindfulness, encourages the development of 

mindfulness, to respond to the stimuli of life with the right amount of attention, not becoming 

obsessed, judgmental, or overly reactive (Kindle Locations 980-989). Right Speech, step 4, 

describes similar ideas to the Fourth Precept/Fourth Mindfulness Training:  practice right speech 

that is compassionate and caring and designed to facilitate communication rather than to prove 

an opinion (speak truthfully, not cruelly, and without exaggeration) (Kindle Locations 1295-

1314).  In his definition of step 5, Right Action, Hanh notes how the first five steps of the Eight-

Fold Path are related to the Five Precepts/Mindfulness Trainings.  Right Action is “(samyak 

karmanta) [which] means Right Action of the body. It is the practice of touching love and 

preventing harm, the practice of nonviolence toward ourselves and others. The basis of Right 

Action is to do everything in mindfulness” (Kindle Location 1440). 

 Right Diligence involves how one considers and goes about the actions and activities of 

their lives.  Are we doing things for the right reason and with the right intent?  Hanh describes 

four practices that help bring about Right Diligence:   

(1) preventing unwholesome seeds in our store consciousness that have not yet arisen 

from arising, (2) helping the unwholesome seeds that have already arisen to return to our 

store consciousness, (3) finding ways to water the wholesome seeds in our store 
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consciousness that have not yet arisen and asking our friends to do the same, and (4) 

nourishing the wholesome seeds that have already arisen so that they will stay present in 

our mind consciousness and grow stronger. This is called the Fourfold Right Diligence. 

(Kindle Locations 1529-1533). 

Right Concentration involves how we concentrate on life:  sometimes to hold something closely 

in our sight, sometimes to be calm and left distracting thoughts fall away.  The purpose of right 

concentration is to make ourselves properly present and can lead to Right Action and “living 

each moment deeply. . . [with] the higher our degree of concentration, the greater the quality of 

our life” (Kindle Locations 1623).  The last step on the Eight-Fold Path is Right Livelihood, the 

heart of which is earning our living without compromising our compassion, our ideals, or 

condoning the suffering of others (Kindle Location 1725).  It is important to note that some 

aspects of the Eightfold Path made their way into Hanh’s most recent revisions of the Five 

Precept.  This is most obvious in his inclusion of Right Livelihood into Precept 2, True 

Happiness.  This is discussed in relation to the character of Wittman below.   

 Several other traditional Buddhist concepts are important to understand when considering 

the engaged Buddhist influence on Maxine Hong Kingston’s writings, namely ‘nirvana’ and 

‘attachment/non-attachment.’  Kingston herself rarely uses the term ‘nirvana’ in either her works 

or her interviews.  This should not, however, be misconstrued to mean that she uninterested in 

the concept.  Rather, like Hanh, Kingston prefers contemporary language.  In his chapter, “The 

Three Dharma Seals,” Hanh explains the complex notion of nirvana: 

Nirvana means extinction, above all the extinction of ideas — the ideas of birth and 

death, existence and nonexistence, coming and going, self and other, one and many. All 

these ideas cause us to suffer. We are afraid of death because ignorance gives us an 
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illusory idea about what death is. We are disturbed by ideas of existence and 

nonexistence because we have not understood the true nature of impermanence and 

nonself. We worry about our own future, but we fail to worry about the future of the 

other because we think that our happiness has nothing to do with the happiness of the 

other. This idea of self and other gives rise to immeasurable suffering. In order to 

extinguish these ideas, we have to practice. Nirvana is a fan that helps us extinguish the 

fire of all our ideas, including ideas of permanence and self. That fan is our practice of 

looking deeply every day. (Kindle Locations 2079-2093) 

At its core, ‘nirvana’ is not about loss or “the absence of life. Drishtadharma nirvana means 

“nirvana in this very life”” (Kindle Location 2106).  Nirvana is similar to Kingston’s description 

of the language of peace:  it is “pacifying, silencing, or extinguishing the fire of suffering” 

(Kindle Location 2106).  The goal of this end of suffering is peace:  “Nirvana teaches that we 

already are what we want to become. We don’t have to run after anything anymore. We only 

need to return to ourselves ‘ourselves’ and touch our true nature. When we do, we have real 

peace and joy” (Kindle Location 2106).  The simplest understanding then would be that 

‘nirvana’ is the achievement of peace.  This achievement of peace is at the core of Kingston’s 

writings, particularly The Fifth Book of Peace and Tripmaster Monkey.  Without using the 

traditional terminology, these works by Kingston explore how peace (nirvana) may be brought 

about by Right Action, Right Speech, Right Thinking, Right Mindfulness, and the Five Precepts.  

The exploration of how Kingston incorporates the Eight-Fold Path into her work is not the 

discussion at hand.  The focus of this investigation is on Kingston’s engaged Buddhist beliefs, as 

explicated by Hanh’s revisions of the Five Precepts.    
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One additional Buddhist concept that is, however, relevant to the conversation at hand is 

that of ‘attachment/non-attachment.’  Buddhist teaching indicate that craving/attachment is the 

origin of suffering (dukkha): 

Craving is understood to crystallize as 'grasping' or 'attachment' (upadand): the various 

things we like evoke desires in us; these turn to cravings; as a result of our craving we 

grasp at things and try to take possession of them; in short, we try to call them our own. . 

. The ultimately significant thing in all this is craving and attachment rather than 

whatever is the object of that attachment and craving. Thus it is not the objects of sense 

desire that cause us suffering, but our attachment to those; it is not views, precepts and 

vows, and the doctrine of self that in themselves cause suffering but our attachment. 

(Gethin 71) 

The roots of non-attachment (letting go of attachment/craving) are in understanding that 

everything is impermanent.  The concept of impermanence is one of the three Dharma seals, 

along with nonself and nirvana.  If we accept that everything is impermanent, we will not suffer 

when something is lost, broken, or dies (Hanh, Kindle Location 1967).  Hanh explains that 

“understanding impermanence can give us confidence, peace, and joy. Impermanence does not 

necessarily lead to suffering. Without impermanence, life could not be. . . It is not impermanence 

that makes us suffer. What makes us suffer is wanting things to be permanent when they are not” 

(Kindle Locations 1986).  We move away from suffering by understanding the impermanence of 

everything.  As we development this understanding, we develop a sense of non-attachment, not 

desiring to keep everything as it is, knowing everything will and much change.  Through the 

character of Wittman Ah Sing, Kingston describes the value of ‘non-attachment,’ particularly to 

objects, in people’s lives (discussed below).   
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A significant aspect of Hanh’s explanation of these core Buddhist concepts is his step 

away from traditional terminology, preferring to use plain language rather than the terms 

practitioners of Buddhism would already know, such as dukkha for suffering.  This is important 

as Hanh’s target audience is not only practicing Buddhists, though they are included.  Hanh’s 

intended audience encompasses anyone interested in finding a way to practice peace, or as he 

puts it, “being peace.”  As Sallie King indicates in Socially Engaged Buddhism, “Thich Nhat 

Hanh has made probably the single greatest contribution to global thinking about peacemaking 

with his idea of “being peace.” To make peace, he argues, it is necessary to “be peace” (81). 

King explains that for Hanh “it is impossible to create a state of peace starting from a state of 

angry opposition to those with whom one disagrees. The means determine the ends; in order to 

make peace, one must do so in a peaceful way, building it step by step through peaceful actions 

emanating from a peaceful heart and mind” (81).  In order for his intended audience to 

understand what some may hear as a complicated notion, Hanh steps away from traditional 

terminologies in order to engage with and bring about full understanding for his diverse global 

audience.  We can also see this tendency toward more explanation and a lack of reliance on 

traditional terminologies in his restatement of the Five Precepts, which are central ethical and 

moral principles of Buddhist practice.  As multiple commentators on his work point out, Hanh’s 

representations of central Buddhist teachings show the influence of the West, primarily in his 

concern that people world-wide, and especially those in the privileged areas of the world, 

understand the value of the concepts to the contemporary world.  Hanh interchangeably calls 

these the Five Precepts and the Five Mindfulness Trainings.  The primary difference in Hanh’s 

version is the extra explanation and explication of each precept/training.  In Happiness:  

Essential Practices, Hanh explains his changes to the presentation of these key concepts: 
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The Five Mindfulness Trainings are based on the precepts developed during the time of 

the Buddha to be the foundation of practice for the entire lay practice community. I have 

translated these precepts for modern times, because mindfulness is at the foundation of 

each one of them. With mindfulness, we are aware of what is going on in our bodies, our 

feelings, our minds and the world, and we avoid doing harm to ourselves and others. 

Mindfulness protects us, our families and our society. When we are mindful, we can see 

that by refraining from doing one thing, we can prevent another thing from happening. 

We arrive at our own unique insight. It is not something imposed on us by an outside 

authority.  Practicing the mindfulness trainings, therefore, helps us be more calm and 

concentrated, and brings more insight and enlightenment. (35-36) 

The basic Five Precepts/Mindfulness Trainings are:  1) Reverence for Life; 2) Generosity; 3) 

Sexual Responsibility; 4) Deep Listening and Loving Speech; and 5) Mindful Consumption 

(Hanh, Creating True Peace 73-75).  Hanh expands each one with further instructions reflecting 

what he sees as hindrances to peace in contemporary life.  These additions include: admonition 

against environmental damage (precept 1), admonition against hoarding of material resources 

(precept 2), the promise to protect children from sexual violence (precept 3), emphasis on 

reconciliation and resolution of conflicts (precept 4), and direction to turn away from damaging 

media influences (precept 5).   

As Sallie King explains in “Transforming Nonviolence:  The Social Ethics of George Fox 

and Thich Nhat Hanh,” Hanh’s presentations are clearly crafted to address the social issues of the 

contemporary world, calling on his followers to do more than be aware of the world around 

them, but to actively attempt to change it.  For example, King describes how Hanh expanded the 

Five Precepts “in both form and content. . . declaredly the product of his encounter with Western, 
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especially American, culture. He expects them to continue to evolve through the ongoing 

encounter of Buddhism with the West” (13). Major changes include expanding the first precept 

to include preventing your country and culture from killing, not just yourself: “Thus the personal 

ethic of the original version of the precept is transformed into a social ethic in which each 

individual participates in responsibility for everything that human beings do or fail to do” (13).  

The second precept now encompasses an injunction against “injustice and oppression” in the 

hording and theft of resources (13). The third precept now goes beyond a focus on individual 

behavior, but encourages people to “cultivate a broad sense of responsibility; to protect the 

integrity of individuals, couples, family, and society; and to heal society” (13).  Hanh expands 

the admonition against ‘false speech’ to include an instruction to use speech and language to 

bring about reconciliation and healing:  “Hanh called this precept a bodhisattva precept and 

noted that it requires deep study to practice it in the family and then society and the world” (13-

14).  His expansion of the Fifth Precept involves being careful of not only the toxins of the body, 

but also the toxins of the mind that we may imbibe from our culture and our entertainments (14).  

This work needs to expand beyond the individual, to the family, community, and the world 

beyond.  Hanh expanded this particular precept as “he sees no other way to prevent wars than 

this, to remove the toxins in us as individuals and as a society. To prevent war, he said, we must 

change society at its roots, in the collective consciousness. War cannot be stopped with angry 

demonstrations. We need a healthy diet for society. Enlightenment, he said, should be collective. 

We must collectively stop unhealthy consumption. He sees no other way than the societal 

practice of this precept to bring peace” (14). 

A key concept for Hanh is “inter-being,” which is his interpretation of and terminology 

for the Buddhist concept of Dependent Origination/Dependent Co-arising.   Hanh’s poetic 
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description of “interbeing” is: “we combine the prefix “inter” with the verb “to be,” we have a 

new verb, inter-be. Without a cloud, we cannot have paper, so we can say that the cloud and the 

sheet of paper inter-are. . . “To be” is to inter-be. You cannot just be by yourself alone. You have 

to inter-be with every other thing. This sheet of paper is, because everything else is” (Essential 

Writings 55-56).  Theresa Der-lan Yeh, in her article “The Way to Peace:  A Buddhist 

Perspective,” gives an explanation of Dependent Origination/Dependent Co-arising that 

illustrates the interconnection Hanh means in his term “inter-being” and places it within 

Buddhist philosophy.  Yeh ties together the Buddhist understandings of no-self and the 

connections between all things to the Four Immeasurables, which are the major peace concepts 

within Buddhism: 

At the macro level, the universe is represented and seen from a Buddhist viewpoint as a 

network of jewels, an interconnected and interdependent web of nodes, each of which 

simultaneously reflects all other hundreds of thousands of nodes in the web. All other 

nodes would simultaneously reflect this specific node. This network is named “the 

Indra’s Net” in the Avatamsaka Sutra (Taisho 9: 278). Each node can contain another 

web-like universe within itself and so forth with an infinite number of webs, i.e. 

universes. In this vast, endless cosmos, everything is still interrelated even in the most 

remote sense. According to the Buddhist beliefs, many of us cannot see or be aware of 

this relatedness as we are confined by all sorts of limitations due to our past experiences 

and actions. Yet the connections are always there. (92) 

These connections extend to the “micro level” within each human person; within everyone is “a 

string of processes governed by the principle of dependent origination. Since everything within a 

human being (including physicality and thoughts) depends on other things to exist, nothing 
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within this human being is genuinely independent (autonomous)” (92).  This is the doctrine of 

no-self; but this understanding of the self does not “rule out the existence of temporary 

aggregates capable of responding to environmental stimuli, i.e., our body and mind” (92).    

Yeh continues that the Buddhist ideas about the connection of all things (dependent origination 

and Indra’s net) allow people to realize these connections and “develop a strong sense of 

responsibility for their own behaviors, as well as appreciation and empathy for others. It is from 

this realization of the true nature of existence that nonharming, compassionate, altruistic action 

would arise” (92).  Because Buddha is “awakened to the cosmic reality,” he develops several 

important attitudes toward the world: “four basic mental faculties (Brahmaviharas, “Divine 

Abidings”; also named appamanacetovimutti, “immeasurable deliverance of mind”): loving-

kindness (metta), compassion (karuna), sympathetic joy (mudita), and equanimity (upekkha))” 

(92-93).  These mental attributes are to be developed by everyone as they practice the Four 

Noble Truths and the Eightfold Path (93).  

Katharina Bitzker gives a concise and direct set of definitions for these concepts and their 

role in Buddhist thought in her article, “Ancient News from Buddha’s Research Lab:  The Role 

of Buddhism in Peace and Conflict Settings”:   

The Four Divine Abodes or The Four Immeasurables are: (1) Loving-kindness (Pāli: 

mettā/Sanskrit: maitri) towards all: the hope that all persons will be well and happy, (2) 

Compassion (Pāli/Sanskrit: karuṇā): the hope and wish that all persons sufferings will 

diminish, (3) Empathetic joy (Pāli/Sanskrit: mudita): joy in the accomplishments of a 

person—oneself or another; sympathetic joy, (4) Equanimity (Pāli: upekkhā/Sanskrit: 

upekṣā): learning to accept loss and gain, praise and blame, and success and failure, all 

with detachment, equally, for oneself and for others. Thich Nhat Hanh states that the Four 
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Brahmaviharas are the abodes of true love. . . The Four Brahmaviharas are called 

‘immeasurable,’ because if you practice them, they will grow in you every day until they 

embrace the whole world. (268-269) 

As we can see from these explanations, Hanh’s concept of interbeing is not as simple as it 

appears on its surface.  It is deeply rooted in core Buddhist concepts of no-self, the connections 

between all things, and the love and peace ideals of the Four Immeasurables.  The distinct 

difference between the historical teachings and those of Hanh is his belief that Buddhists should 

use these concepts to engage with the world and its problems in active and constructive ways.  

Hanh’s focus on mindfulness, interbeing, and the expanded Five Precepts influenced Maxine 

Hong Kingston’s life views and have influenced how she practices Buddhism, as a practitioner, 

author, artist, and peace activist.  Engaged Buddhism allows us to see the spirituality and 

understand the intentions and reasons why that Kingston feels the way that she does and 

considers her work and her life's goals in the ways that she does.   

“I am Buddhist, etc.”:  Maxine Hong Kingston meets Thich Nhat Hanh    

As Kingston explains in her 2009 interview with John Whalen-Bridge, she came to 

Buddhism as a young adult, influenced in part by the Beat poets and the influx of new ideas from 

Asian philosophies and religions that was occurring in America just past the mid-twentieth 

century.  In this interview, Kingston indicates that she was not yet a practicing Buddhist when 

she received the honor of Living Treasure of Hawaii from the Buddhist Honpa Hongwanji 

Mission of Hawaii in 1980 (180).  This is an honor ceremony in which the Buddhist church 

“recognizes and honors individuals who have demonstrated excellence and high achievement in 

their particular field of endeavor, and who, through continuous growth, learning, and sharing, 

have made significant contributions toward enriching our society” (hongwanjihawaii.com).  
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Kingston appears to have come to be a practicing Buddhist sometime in the 1980s.  According to 

her conversation with Te-hsing Shan in 2006, she met and began collaborating with Thich Nhat 

Hanh in 1989, (58) the same year that Tripmaster Monkey was published.  By the time of this 

novel, she is a practicing Buddhist and had noted in multiple interviews, before and after its 

publication, that the narrator of that novel is Kwan Yin, a Buddhist goddess of Mercy.  By 2009 

however, she finds it important to explain that Kwan Yin’s roots extend back to being an ancient 

sea goddess (Whalen-Bridge 181). She makes a point to note this history as it illustrates the 

syncretic nature of her mother’s religion and her mother’s influence on her own religious 

understandings:  her mother had idols of Kwan Yin all over the house (181).   “I am Buddhist, et 

cetera,” she declares (181), making clear that she considers the influence of her mother’s 

religious beliefs and actions as influential and vital to her worldview as those Buddhist concepts 

she came to as an adult.  

After meeting Thich Nhat Hanh in 1989, Maxine Hong Kingston became involved in his 

retreats for Vietnam Veterans before creating her own version:  

The start of it was Thich Nhat Hanh. I had gone to a couple of retreats that he had led and 

there came a time when he said he wanted to hold a retreat for veterans of the Vietnam 

war. He called for veterans of the war to meet Vietnamese people, and also other 

Americans. So he had a ceremony with all these old soldiers and himself as a veteran of 

that war, and they had all kinds of ceremonies including hugging meditation. There’s 

Vietnamese and Americans together, and Thich Nhat Hanh said when you hug one 

Vietnamese you hug them all. These soldiers who had been in the war were now 

embracing another person in their arms, and that leads to reconciliation. I was observing 

all of this and I thought, “They need one more thing; these veterans need to have artistic 
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expression — like, ah, a spiritual life is not enough!” They needed an artistic life. I 

continued to participate in these retreats, and I brought a writing workshop. Actually, the 

writing workshop became the centre of what veterans do in these retreats. Thich Nhat 

Hanh called it a retreat within the retreat. We did our own rituals and our own 

ceremonies, and the main practice was writing, to get their stories down. Once in a while 

we would break out into a larger group and listen to a dharma talk and we’d meditate 

with a larger group. But on the whole we would have our own room, our own separate 

table. (Carolan) 

But for Kingston, these retreats did not occur frequently enough as Hanh returned to the US only 

every other year, so she and her friends Therese Fitzgerald and Arnie Kotler began putting 

together similar workshops (Carolan).  When she won the Lila Wallace Award in 1992, she used 

the prize to support these writing workshops with Vietnam Veterans: “we met once a month for 

three years” (Carolan).  She began the Veterans Writing Workshops officially in 1993 (Shan 59).  

As these workshops are a key example of Kingston’s engaged Buddhism, they will be discussed 

at length below.   

 One can see from her history that Kingston has been engaged in anti-war and pacifist 

protest since before the publication of her first book.  She and her husband Earll moved to 

Hawaii during the Vietnam War and became involved in the Sanctuary movement for AWOL 

soldiers on the islands.  Yet, previous to her involvement with Thich Nhat Hanh, beginning in 

the late 1980s, Kingston’s attitude toward value of protest activity in any form is less favorable.  

Over time, Kingston’s attitude toward protest and its value versus writing has evolved.  In her 

earliest interviews, she expresses annoyance at how much such political work takes her from her 

writing, but that she felt compelled toward protest anyway: “It’s as if my writing spilled over 
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into real life, and I felt I had to act.  It’s not that I enjoy it.  Anti-draft work intrudes on my life, 

so I just put my resentment right back into the struggle.  I don’t like going to meetings or 

carrying signs, but I feel that it is my duty” (Pfaff 20).  At this point, she believes that it is her 

writing that will change the world; and, it is therefore the most important type of protest, or so 

she believes until after her interactions with Thich Nhat Hanh.  By the late 1980s and early 

1990s, even before the fire that destroyed her home and work in the California hills, Kingston 

begins expressing a somewhat different attitude, as if protest and her artistic work are part of the 

same whole.  Previously, her interviews indicated that Kingston separated the value of art and 

protest actions.  Once she begins interacting with and working with Thich Nhat Hanh in his 

North American retreats, she begins to see all of these actions (the creation of political and 

protest art, demonstrations/protests, and interventions such as her veterans’ workshops) as part of 

her whole project.  We can see this in her decision to dedicate the time to the Veterans Writing 

Workshops, re-creating them from Hanh’s template and shifting the focus to the artistic endeavor 

she feels has the most chance at changing the world.  When asked by Shan how she feels 

influenced by Hanh’s teachings, she connects them to other influences within American 

literature: “I met Thich Nhat Hanh in about 1989. I feel no sudden changes but an ever-evolving 

life. To me, mindfulness is what Thoreau called being awake. Interbeing is an exact description 

of reality; everything, everyone is connected to everything, everyone else. In the word 

“engaged,” I hear the influence of Existentialism’s “engagée.” Through my actions, I 

existentially become a Buddhist, an American, an artist, a humane being” (58).  This suggests a 

profound shift in her views on art and protest as peace actions since the 1970s.  Just after the 

publication of The Woman Warrior, Kingston expresses her understanding of art as political 

protest and physical protest activities as two separate entities, not necessarily closely joined:  “it 
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takes a whole life to organize and demonstrate and it takes another whole life to get the writing 

done” (Horton 9).  Earlier in her career, Kingston felt she must do one or the other:  write for 

peace or protest for peace, but that there is not enough time to do both as thoroughly as she 

believes they should be done (Pfaff 1980; Horton 1979).  At that point, she chooses to focus 

most on writing as her avenue toward creating peace.  While Kingston indicates that she already 

understood “interbeing” prior to learning the word from Hanh, her interviews suggest that she 

has come to understand the concept over time and throughout the course of her career.  She is no 

longer separating her art from her protest as forms of peace activity and she connects the concept 

of “interbeing” with concepts of European philosophy and ideas native to the American literary 

heritage, of which she is part.  

It is clear from her change in attitude toward the value of protest and peace actions after 

meeting Thich Nhat Hanh, that his philosophy of and teachings on engaged Buddhism inspired 

her development of the Veteran’s Writing Workshops.  This eventually led to the creation of her 

book of peace, The Fifth Book of Peace in 2003, and the publication of a collection of those 

veterans’ writings as the anthology Veterans of War, Veterans of Peace in 2006.  The writing 

workshops, The Fifth Book of Peace, and the compilation of veterans’ writings Veterans of War, 

Veterans of Peace become the jewel of Maxine Hong Kingston’s engaged Buddhism. This 

should be described as a representation Buddhist concept of Indra’s net. The lines of Kingston’s 

experiences (as a 2nd generation Chinese American, as the daughter of a war survivor, as the 

sibling of a war veteran, as an artist and writer, as a Buddhist, as a peace protester and advocate, 

as a student and colleague of Hanh) come together and the jewel in the node of the net represents 

Kingston’s contributions to world peace through her writing and the activity of the writing 

workshops.  While Kingston was artistically and politically committed to pacifism previously, 
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Thich Nhat Hanh’s entrance into her life in the late 1980s clearly marks a shift to ever-increasing 

engagement within her art and her peace-making activities as part of the same whole. While 

Kingston’s sanctuary work in Hawaii during the Vietnam War was important and valuable to 

her, her intentions and desired outcomes are more defined once she has met, worked with, and 

been inspired by Thich Nhat Hanh.  We can see this in her own thinking, as indicated in the 

change in attitude in her interviews over time, and in her work that results from the workshops, 

namely The Fifth Book of Peace and Veterans of War, Veterans of Peace.   

 Kingston’s second half of her career shows an artist struggling, in the most positive sense 

of the word, to create peace in the world and in the world of art. This includes the evolution of 

such important characters in the pantheon of her work as Wittman Ah Singh.  The aspects of 

Hanh’s teachings that appear to most influence Kingston are his revisions of the Five Precepts 

into the Five Mindfulness Trainings, his concept of interbeing, and his teachings on compassion 

(one of the Four Immeasurables, karuna) as well as deep listening, which Hanh puts together as 

Precept/Mindfulness Training Four.  Interestingly, several aspects of Kingston’s expression of 

engaged Buddhism also fit within the peace theories and teachings of the Norwegian peace 

researcher and social scientist, Johan Galtung.  As appropriate, the application of Galtung’s 

theories further illuminate the value of Kingston’s peace work, from her workshops and protest 

actions to her writings.  Kingston’s work not only fulfills important aspects of the 

religious/philosophical view of Buddhism (especially of the engaged variety), but also illustrates 

the views of the world and approaches toward peace that workers within the field of peace 

studies and theory advocate usage of in real world cases of conflict and war.  Kingston has 

always declared and understood herself as a political writer with very specific pacifist goals, but 
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the influence of Thich Nhat Hanh guides her work and life peace activities in the 1990s and 

beyond in very particular and Buddhist ways. 

Wittman Ah Singh:  The American Monkey Returns 

  When the California wildfire raged through Maxine Hong Kingston’s neighborhood in 

1991, it burned her sequel to Tripmaster Monkey, which was entitled The Fourth Book of Peace.  

That lost sequel is recreated in The Fifth Book of Peace as the section entitled “Water.” It is at 

this point in her life and writing career that Kingston decides she must create collaboratively if 

she wants to create peace through her writing.  A belief in the value of collaborative work has 

already established by Wittman with the play he produces at the end of Tripmaster Monkey.  As 

discussed in the last chapter, Wittman’s goals for and artist triumph of the play at the novel’s 

closing, illustrate specific aspects of Johan Galtung’s ideas about the role of art, particularly 

drama, in the development of peace ideas and a language of peace and as a way to gain multiple 

perspectives and encourage discussion.  While we cannot say that Hanh directly influenced 

Kingston’s writing of Tripmaster Monkey, as she met him in the same year as the novel was 

published, it is valuable to consider how Wittman Ah Singh evolved, in engaged Buddhist terms, 

from the novel to its sequel within The Fifth Book of Peace.  Kingston notes in many interviews 

that her narrator of the novel is Kwan Yin, a Buddhist goddess of Mercy.  As discussed in the 

previous chapter, her creation of Wittman drew inspiration from the Monkey King from 

“Journey to the West” a classic of Chinese literature which details the Monkey King’s exploits as 

he helps the monk Tripitaka on his journey to recover sacred Buddhist scrolls.  Wittman never 

declares himself Buddhist in either work, however, his behaviors and choices in both works align 

with several of Thich Nhat Hanh’s expanded Five Precepts in interesting ways.  Applying the 

concepts of Hanh’s engaged Buddhism to Wittman Ah Singh will not only reveal the evolution 
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of the character in Buddhist terms, but also shed light on how Kingston’s expression of 

Buddhism evolved during this period.  Looking at both versions of Wittman, from the novel and 

then its sequel, allows us to see not only the arch of Buddhist development in the character, but 

also in Kingston’s expression of it in fiction.   

 Tripmaster Monkey ends on a high note, with the success of Wittman’s play, with the 

announcement of his marriage to Taña, and with his realization that he now believes fully in a 

pacifist life perspective.  Throughout the novel, Wittman struggles to grow up and find a place 

for himself and his art in the world.  He does not embody many of Hanh’s precepts when we first 

meet him.  In fact, he violates a number of them.  While he does not believe in war as a means of 

peace, he does contend that people must defend themselves with violence when confronted with 

violence: “There’s a war on.  It comes this way, we have to take part.  You can’t stand aside and 

let your people be slaughtered” (Tripmaster Monkey 142).  This is, of course, a violation of 

Hanh’s Precept 1:  Reverence For Life: “Aware of the suffering caused by the destruction of life, 

I am committed to cultivating the insight of interbeing and compassion and learning ways to 

protect the lives of people, animals, plants, and minerals. I am determined not to kill, not to let 

others kill, and not to support any act of killing in the world, in my thinking, or in my way of life 

(“New Trainings for a New Generation” 14).  This also violates Hanh’s instructions to his 

followers at the Order of Interbeing during the Vietnam War:  prepare to die for the service you 

render and to do so “without hatred” (Hunt-Perry and Fine 30).  But Wittman does not maintain 

this attitude for long, eventually coming to the realization that no one wins in war, not even those 

who are considered masters, as were the protagonists for the “War of the Three Kingdoms,” the 

basis of his play.  While not adept at Precept 1 until the end of the novel, Wittman believes in 

Precept 2, True Happiness, from the very beginning.  Wittman believes that whatever he does for 
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a career should not include work that perpetuates violence or war, even something as seemingly 

insignificant as selling war related toys for children: “I am committed to practicing Right 

Livelihood so that I can help reduce the suffering of living beings on Earth” (“New Trainings” 

14).  Here Hanh has integrated the second part of the Eight-Fold Path, Right Livelihood, into this 

precept.  Wittman wants to find the Right Livelihood that will allow him to be pacifist in his 

ideals as well as deeds.  This concern over how cultural artifacts, such as toys that allow children 

to practice violence, like toy guns, also connects with Hanh’s thoughts in Precept 5.  Hanh 

expanded Precept 5 to include more than an instruction to be careful of what you put into your 

body as nourishment.  It now instructs people to consider the harm that may be incurred from 

entertainment and the consumption of cultural products that encourage violence and war.  

Wittman does not want to perpetuate war by preserving and spreading the idea that war is fun via 

toys that condone and encourage violence. 

 While Precept 2 focuses on the issues of violence and harm, Precept 3 describes how 

people should behave with love and without sexual inappropriateness toward anyone, including 

an injunction to protect children from sexual violence.  Wittman and Taña develop a sexual 

relationship, which leads to marriage, that is exclusive, loving, and kind.  But it is with Precept 4, 

Loving Speech and Deep Listening, that Wittman fails most spectacularly in Tripmaster Monkey.  

Wittman desires to be the center of attention, especially in romantic relationships.  Despite the 

fact that Wittman and Taña end up together and appear to love one another, Wittman fails 

repeatedly to listen to or attempt to understand women, even his new wife.  He makes unfair and 

derogatory assumptions about the Chinese immigrant, Judi, scares his early love interest Nanci 

Lee by performing his work in a manic and physically violent manner (toward the furniture, not 

Nanci herself), and simply does not consider how Taña may view their relationship needs and 
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goals until the very end of the book.  Wittman is, simply put, not a very good listener.  His first 

inclination is to respond to everyone with derision, because he feels this is the manner in which 

society treats him.  He is surprised and slightly annoyed by the harmony he witnesses in Lance 

and Sunny’s marriage.  Even though he promises Taña that they will be equal partners, nothing 

leading up to the end of the novel suggests that will be the case, even though he declares that he 

will “do one-half of the housewife stuff” (339).   We can see that over the course of the novel, 

Wittman is moving much closer to being a practitioner of peace in the vein of Thich Nhat Hanh.  

He is, however, not quite there yet.  

 At the beginning of “Water,” Wittman, his wife Taña, and their son Mario, are making a 

run for Hawaii.  Wittman believes this move will help him resist the draft, yet as the family soon 

discovers, Hawaii is an epicenter of war related activities.  Wittman and Taña become involved 

in the Sanctuary movement in Hawaii, even joining the AWOL soldiers at the church as part of 

the live-in community. This Sanctuary movement is very important to Wittman as well as to 

Kingston.  Kingston gives us some of the history of the Sanctuary church, the Church of the 

Crossroads, and how their members of the church “struggled over the spiritual basis and ethics 

and morality of Sanctuary, and ended up voting for it” (197).  This situation is based directly on 

Kingston’s own experiences with the First Unitarian Church of Honolulu, which along with the 

Quaker community, and the Wesley Foundation, started the Sanctuary movement in Hawaii 

(Shounan 113).  In “Water,” one minister defines the purpose and meaning of Sanctuary and why 

the church is participating: 

In its broadest contemporary meaning, Sanctuary refers to community solidarity with one 

of its members’ confrontation with the illegitimate authority of the state.  Sanctuary 

breaks down the tremendous feeling of isolation that young men in our society feel when 
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they contemplate alternatives to . . . submitting to dehumanization, and to committing 

murder in an illegal and immoral war.  Sanctuary gives meaning to their acts, offers the 

hope that by their stand, they might effect some change, and provides them the 

opportunity to raise the issue of conscience in their own words.  For the individual 

concerned, Sanctuary provides physical sustenance, but more importantly, moral support 

of a community of like-minded people.  Sanctuary for the first time provides a forum for 

GIs who oppose war to plead their cases before the public.  If they oppose the war, they 

no longer have to think distantly about Sweden (or Canada).  They look to their local 

church.  Moreover, the solidarity established between soldiers and draft resisters and the 

civilian public (i.e., church members) convincingly breaks down the popular image that 

the peace movement opposes individual GIs as well as the military system.  It is 

consistent with the theology of a church for others to stand with men who, because of 

conscience, find that they cannot obey the law. (The Fifth Book of Peace 197-198) 

This definition hits on several of Hanh’s teachings.  As Hunt-Perry and Fine indicate, these 

ideals were at the heart of Hanh’s work the School of Youth for Social Service in the 1960s:   

Despite the presence in Vietnamese history of earlier roots of engaged Buddhist practice, 

the approach of Thich Nhat Hahn and the UBC [Unified Buddhist Church of Vietnam] 

was a departure from the twentieth-century traditional monastic Vietnamese Buddhism.  

A Buddhist collective action emerged which was aimed at directly influencing public 

policy and establishing new institutional forms.  One form of collective action was 

noncooperation with government, such as strikes, mass resignations, the return of 

government licenses, and boycotts of classes by students. (39) 
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 This Sanctuary is a form of collective action, with a community fighting to change 

“public policy and establish[…] new institutional forms.”  Just as Hanh directed for his 

disciplines at the Order of Interbeing, the Sanctuary is not standing against the military, but 

giving a voice to those not being heard or allowed to speak:  “The Order of Interbeing would also 

seek to end war and work for social justice ‘without taking sides’” (Hunt-Perry and Fine 40).   

The concept of sangha, as a community of like-minded individuals, is also woven into the 

Sanctuary movement in which Wittman and Taña become involved.  In Creating True Peace, 

Hanh describes the Order of Interbeing in these terms of collective action, community, and 

solidarity that the Sanctuary movement, in real life and in Kingston’s reimagining, represents:  

“together with like-minded friends, [we] created a small community that combined the practice 

of mindfulness and dwelling peacefully in the moment with social work. In this way, we helped 

to initiate the movement of Engaged Buddhism, and our community offered support to the 

people and villages suffering from war and political oppression.” (9).  Kingston’s recreation of 

the Sanctuary movement in Hawaii resembles greatly the ideals Hanh held and still holds for the 

order of engaged Buddhists that he helped found.  In “Writing, Event, and Peace:  The Art of 

Peace in Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Fifth Book of Peace,” Hsu Shounan concludes that 

“Sanctuary meets Kingston’s requirement [for communal methods of peace] because it indicates 

the possibility for peace-lovers to work for peace peacefully and to produce a shared 

contemporary idea of peace” (113).   

 Additionally, Wittman leads a production of “Viet Nam Rock” by Megan Terry, with a 

cast of mostly young men who have fled American war surface and have sought sanctuary at a 

local church.  Kingston and her husband made the same move to Hawaii and “Water” 

fictionalizes those real-life events.  Kingston’s husband, an actor, led the people of the Sanctuary 
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in a production of an anti-war play.  In her reality based fiction and through the character of 

Wittman, Kingston imagines drama as the avenue through which AWOLs, draft-dodgers, and 

their sympathizers imagine peace on the literal edge of war – because Hawaii was so central to 

U.S. war efforts in Vietnam, serving as a missile and bomb testing ground for the U.S. and 

multiple allies (The Fifth Book of Peace 194).  Hawaii was also a way-station where soldiers 

waited to ship out, vacationed while on leave, and returned from active duty, alive or in the flag 

draped coffins. Kingston and her little family, then Wittman and his little family, accidentally see 

this somber sight at the airport: “soldiers killed in Viet Nam, and their bodies being routed to 

hometowns all over the U.S.” (81).  Through this fictionalization of her own experiences, 

Kingston reimagines moments of art, collaboration, community, and the colliding of war reality 

with war protest in such a way that it reveals how people can come together to theorize and 

imagine peace.  That new imagining of peace necessarily requires collaboration with like-minded 

individuals and a strong sense of the interconnectedness of event and people, which is Hanh’s 

concept of interbeing.  The play is also Wittman’s successful attempt to participate in the 

workings of the Sanctuary and to provide for the Sanctuary community something they 

previously did not have, an engagement with art as a way to express their experiences and 

thoughts on war.  Just as Kingston added writing to Hanh’s retreats, Wittman here adds the art of 

drama, the opportunity to act out one’s feelings and thoughts, to the structure of the Sanctuary.  

This not only allows Wittman to be active with the community, but provides for them the 

creative outlet that Kingston first finds lacking in Hanh’s retreats for Vietnam veterans.  

 Wittman also has a better handle on the Five Precepts this time around, fulfilling, and 

applying all of them throughout this section of his story.  He is running away from war and the 

draft and has reverence for life and does not want to kill, fulfilling precept 1, including not 
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participating in anything that could bring out death and destruction.  Wittman’s belief that access 

to weapons and playing with toy guns leads to violent tendency bears out when, after a party at 

their home, a gun is left by the door.  When the family hears noises from a standoff with police 

that is going on outside, Wittman unthinkingly grabs the gun to defend his family: 

He held it against his shoulder the way he had seen the man at Kaena Point hold the rifle, 

and stood in front of his wife and child, and pointed it at the door.  The doorknob shook 

and turned; the door swung open –it was only Bwana Boom come back for his rifle. 

“Don’t shoot.” “Britt, I might have killed you.”  “He might have shot you.” “Is it 

loaded?”  “Yeah, of course, she’s loaded.  I’m taking her down to the road to do a show 

of force. I’m walking through Kahalu’u along the highway.  Let everyone see that we’re 

armed.  Don’t fuck with us.” (185-186) 

Wittman and his family are shocked and frightened by this experience.  He realizes how that he 

automatically used the gun because it was there.  He explains to his son that he was wrong to 

take up the rifle even in defense of his family:  “I shouldn’t have done that. I did the wrong thing.  

Mistake. I got carried away. . . I’m glad I didn’t shoot.  I hope even if he were the enemy I 

wouldn’t shoot” (186).  Taña links this incident directly with their prohibition on war toys so that 

their young son will understand that the gun and its purpose to kill are contrary to the family’s 

pacifist beliefs:  “The reason we don’t give you war toys is so that you won’t use real weapons 

when you grow up.  You’re practicing nonviolence.  You have to experiment with ways of 

making friends.  In danger, take one deep breath. An idea will come to you what to say and what 

to do” (186).  This reminder to pause, breath, and think before you act, echoes Hanh’s argument 

that violence will never create peace:  “The spiritual teachings of all traditions help us cultivate 

the seeds of compassion, nonviolence, inclusiveness, reconciliation.  They show us the way out 
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of fear and conflict:  Hatred cannot be stopped by hatred.  Violence should not be responded to 

with violence” (Creating True Peace 6).  Violence and conflict can only be resolved when we 

“embrace the practice of peace, to think an act with compassion, love, and understanding” (6).  

This is difficult because many people no longer believe in ancient teachings, believing them 

“unrealistic and outdated” (6).  Humans look to money and consumerism for happiness, but often 

find this unfulfilling: “When we are honest with ourselves and look deeply into our hearts, 

however, we will see that even if we had unlimited wealth and power, we could still live in fear.  

The only way out of violence and conflict is for us to embrace the practice of peace, to think and 

act with compassion, love, and understanding” (6).  Wittman and Taña teach Mario that the 

symbols of power, such as a gun, lead us to have fear and respond unthinkingly out of that fear.  

Instead, they use this situation with the gun to teach him to respond to the world with love and 

creativity rather than weapons and violence.   

 In “Water,” we continue to see Wittman’s evolution as a practitioner of nonviolence and 

his development according to the five precepts.  As far as precept 4, loving speech and deep 

listening, goes, this time around Wittman is a much better listener.  Thich Nhat Hanh calls this 

the bodhisattva precept, meaning that it is the precept that most defines the ideal practice of 

Buddhist compassion (King, “Transforming Nonviolence” 13).  We can see this in how he and 

Taña try hard to understand the needs of the people within their community.  When Taña realizes 

that the teenaged native girls sometimes join the military to learn how to do their makeup, she 

attempts to teach them this skill as well as interesting them in the practice of art in order to 

dissuade them from joining the military.  Alas, she is not very successful and many still join the 

armed forces.  One of Taña’s and Wittman’s primary goals was to raise a son who was as pacifist 

and anti-war as themselves.  As the “Water” section closes, these parents discover they have 
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been successful in raising a pacifist son as Mario tells the recruiters, who happen to be the girls 

he grew up with, not to call him again (237).  Wittman and Taña weep and hug for joy.   This 

success is due in no small part to the fact that Wittman and Taña have practiced Precept 5 as they 

have raised Mario.  There were no war toys in their home and no glorification of war or violence 

in their household: “They were raising their son with no television and no war toys.  It is not true 

that kids naturally make up war games, play war, turn sticks, rocks, cooking utensils into 

weapons, and point their fingers like guns” (The Fifth Book of Peace 70).  Early in “Water,” as 

they arrive at the Hawaiian airport, the family sees the flag shrouded coffins which contain the 

bodies of dead soldiers. Mario is upset by this and Wittman comforts him, telling him: quote, 

there will be no more wars, you will not have to fight in one.  Taña and Wittman make at least 

part of that vow happen through raising Mario with a pacifist understanding of the world.  He 

will not become a solider and die or kill and maim other people.  Mario is the fruit of the 

couple’s successful application of Hanh’s expanded precepts, especially 1 and 5, the injunction 

against killing and violence and the care taken to avoid becoming war-like through the 

consumption of pro-war cultural productions and practices.  

Throughout this sequel, Wittman fulfills all of Hanh’s precepts, finally learning to listen, 

as he and Taña learn to do with their community and encourage their son to do as a means of 

nonviolence. Wittman and Taña also display another aspect of Buddhist teachings that is 

fundamental to the reduction of suffering/dukkha:  the concept of non-attachment to things.  

Before leaving for Hawaii, the couple throws a party during which they give away almost all of 

their earthly belongings, carrying only what they need with them to their new home.  In one of 

Kingston’s many flashes of humor, Wittman has trouble pawning his objects onto his friends, for 

which he blames the fact that “our crowd has no acquisitiveness.  His peculiar stuff not moving, 
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Wittman had to urge it on people” (66).  As they depart from their friends and family, Wittman 

feels he is also leaving behind the idea of America, leaving behind his attachment to the idea of 

America’s greatness:  “America is over.  He hadn’t had the nerve to break that news to the 

campesinos.  He hadn’t formulated his political thinking well enough to try to convince others to 

escape too” (67-68). As the couple settles into their new community in Hawaii, the culture they 

discover embraces ideals of sharing, of both food and property.  Taña and Wittman welcome the 

culture of sharing and communal helpfulness, easily and with few hiccups, as Taña learns to 

leave extra art supplies on the porch for all of the neighborhood children (so as to protect her 

own supplies from being swiped away).  Through the character of Wittman and his wife Taña, 

Maxine Hong Kingston has illustrated how individuals may employ Hanh’s expanded precepts, 

as well as other aspects of Buddhist philosophy, in order to create and sustain a pacifist life style 

and teach it to the next generation.   Wittman’s and Taña’s actions are examples of engaged 

Buddhist practices, whether or not the characters ever declare themselves as such.  Their actions 

match the meaning of Hanh’s brand of engaged Buddhism:  compassionate listening, care for the 

community and world, and actions that show that compassion and care.  Through her Veterans 

Writing Workshops and the creation of The Fifth Book of Peace as a whole, Kingston moves her 

expression of engaged Buddhism beyond what she accomplishes with Tripmaster Monkey, 

creating a sustained community, whose purpose is peaceful intervention into American war 

culture, beginning with those who participated most intimately within it, veterans of American 

wars.   

The Fifth Book of Peace:  Creating Peace, No Matter What the Critics Say 

Throughout The Fifth Book of Peace, we can hear echoes of Thich Nhat Hanh’s teachings 

on the Five Precepts, particularly precept 4, compassionate listening, and the value of 
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community.  Kingston melds these concepts with her own long standing peace concerns, namely 

the creation of a language of peace.  Such a language must help create peace first in the mind and 

then in the surrounding culture.  This is a core understanding within Thich Nhat Hanh’s 

teachings:  that the mind creates reality and therefore the mind must create a reality capable of 

peace.  It is Kingston’s firm, and frequently stated, belief that fiction is the mode in which new 

notions of peace will be developed.  In The Fifth Book of Peace, a mixed-genre work consisting 

of sections of fiction and non-fiction, Kingston articulates this in relation to the book she lost to 

fire: “I was making up characters who use peace tactics.  It had to be fiction, because Peace has 

to be supposed, imagined, divined, dreamed.  Peace’s language, its sounds and rhythms, when 

read aloud, when read silently, should pacify breath and tongue, make ears and brain more 

tranquil” (61).  Early in the engaged Buddhist movement, Hanh encouraged “the use of cultural 

forms such as fiction and nonfiction writing, and anti-war songs” as vehicles of change (King, 

Socially Engaged Buddhism 39).  In The Fifth Book of Peace, Kingston continues her tradition of 

creating new literary forms for peace.  It is within the non-fiction sections of this book that 

Kingston confronts most directly and forcefully these issues of deep cultural beliefs and 

struggles to change them.  In “Earth,” we see her engaged Buddhist ideas in action, most notably 

in her writing workshops with veterans of the Vietnam War.  And even she admits that “things 

that fiction can’t solve must be worked out in life” (241).  At the heart of Kingston’s peace 

philosophy is the idea that art and the act of its creation can formulate the proper atmosphere and 

situation for creating peace: “We’ll put that war into words, and through language make sense, 

meaning, art of it, make something beautiful, something good” (260). 

  In order to create that “something good,” Kingston believes that we have to ask 

ourselves the hard questions about war, those questions that touch upon our deepest beliefs about 
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life and the realities of war: “Does the species itself wage war with itself?  Where are wars 

fought? On earth?  In the mind?  In the consciousness of culture? In the collective soul?  In the 

theatre of the revolving soul?  How long does each war last?  Does war end when individuals 

heal?  When the cultures heal?” (295). For some, this type of thinking might appear too cerebral 

or philosophical, unmoored from the particulars of day to day life and warfare; but both Thich 

Nhat Hanh and the Norwegian peace theorist Johan Galtung agree with Kingston’s line of 

thinking.  Hanh insists that “the daily wars that occur within our thoughts and within our families 

have everything to do with the wars fought between people and nations throughout the world” 

(Creating True Peace 11).  This is an area of thought in which Hanh’s engaged Buddhist 

concepts align well with the concerns of Johan Galtung’s peace studies.  Galtung indicates that 

Kingston’s type of questioning is holistic in nature, “with parts that can be studied only as part of 

a whole” (Galtung 22).  It is not only valid to look to the mind as the source of images of peace 

and images of war, but should be required within studies of peace as it “is an approach to world 

studies in the sense of trying to take in the total world system.  And there is no point in studying 

that system only in terms of military, or political, or economic, or cultural variable:  everything 

must be taken into consideration.  Not only [is it] interdisplinary, but holistic: trying to 

understand the thick web of contradictions in that holon” (22, emphasis Galtung’s).  A holon is 

something that is simultaneously a whole and a part of the whole.  That holon in the case of 

Kingston’s work and Hanh’s philosophy is our mental orientation to the world. This links back to 

a key concept within Hanh’s teachings, the idea of interbeing.  Everything is connected, from the 

rain clouds to the piece of paper one writes on, no one part can stand alone (Essential Writings 

55-56).  Therefore, nothing and no one is too inconsequential to be included in the discussion of 

and creation of peace.  The mind and how it creates peace or war should be of central importance 
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in any investigation of or attempt to create peace.  Kingston’s questions about species, the earth, 

the mind, the soul, individuals, and culture reveal that this is also her perception of war --- that it 

is both the whole problem and also part of the whole situation of human existence.  Like Galtung 

and Hanh, Kingston does not see the creation of peace and the cessation of war as a simple 

matter, but as a process that will require attention to all manner of human activities, even those 

philosophical and artistic concerns which on the surface might seem unrelated to the day to day 

specifics of war.  Hanh’s thoughts, as always, direct us to the mind and its role in the creation of 

peace: “Peace is not simply the absence of violence; it is the cultivation of understanding, 

insight, and compassion, combined with action.  Peace is the practice of mindfulness, the 

practice of being aware of our thoughts, our actions, and the consequences of our actions” 

(Creating True Peace 5).  For Kingston, such concerns are paramount and her approach to peace 

tactics, in fiction, non-fiction, and in life, therefore always has an artistic inclination as it is 

through art that Kingston believes change to our fundamental beliefs may be made.  

The monumentality of the task Kingston has taken upon herself is clearly illustrated by 

the cynicism, incredulity, and sheer misunderstandings of The Fifth Book of Peace that can be 

found in no small number of reviews of it.  For example, Polly Shulman in her 2003 review for 

the New York Times never takes Kingston’s approach to peace seriously, failing to understand 

that Kingston’s eye is on changing how America thinks about peace rather than offering 

concrete, time-tested, practical strategies for its implementation: “[Kingston] lets ideals and 

abstractions blur the stories, so that for the most part characters seem like wishes rather than 

people, and the stories groan under the burden of their morals” (6).  Shulman sees Kingston’s 

artistic methods as utopianism of “an unreal quality, as if Kingston needed to balance the 

incredible horror of war with an equally incredible paradise of peace” (6).  Shulman takes issue 
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in particular with Wittman’s thoughts on how peace might be created in the world, starting on 

the individual level: “The way of seeing the world – even one’s person’s seeing of it – could 

cause it, could change it.  Seeing would be his important job. End the war by knowing it to be 

over.  Change yourself from your inside out, from your guts.  Only change oneself, and the world 

will change.  It’s all connected, all related to all.  Reality comes into being because of our being. 

. . Mind creates what is there.  See the world peaceful and the war will end” (The Fifth Book of 

Peace 143, qtd. in Shulman 6).  Wittman here echoes Thich Nhat Hanh’s belief that “If we 

transform our individual consciousness, we begin the process of changing the collective 

consciousness.  Transforming the world’s consciousness is not possible without personal change.  

The collective is made of the individual, and the individual is made of the collective, and each 

and every individual has a direct effect on the collective consciousness” (Creating True Peace 

56).  Furthermore, Wittman’s ideas suggest the importance of “interbeing,” as he stresses that 

everything and everyone is related.   

Additionally, this moment illustrates exactly Johan Galtung’s opening thoughts on the 

creation of peace in Peace by Peaceful Means: “Peace politics is soft politics; to a large extent 

dependent on very concrete decisions made by elites, but increasingly by people doing their own 

peace politics; at the micro-level of the inner person and the family (where there is always much 

to do); at the meso-level, that of society; and at the macro level of inter-societal, even inter-

regional conflict.  At all these levels, there is room for politics in the sense of peaceful steering 

toward peace” (vii, emphasis mine).  Like Wittman, Hanh and Galtung both argue that legitimate 

peace work often begins at the level of the individual person, in the individual mind, as one 

person considers peace and their own relation to it.  So rather than presenting an “unreal 

utopianism” (Shulman 6), Wittman’s inner thoughts on peace illustrate the beginning step toward 
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the creation of a reality capable of peace.  Since the ideas and methods of peace must be re-

thought and continually re-created (according to Kingston, Hanh, and Galtung), then Wittman 

here takes a step forward as he considers himself as both connected to the world and capable of 

change on the inner and global levels.  The ideas that Shulman and the like scoff at and toss aside 

as wish fulfillment are at the heart of engaged Buddhist ideals as well as influential ideas in 

peace theory. 

A primary link between Wittman’s thoughts here and Hanh’s philosophy is Hanh’s 

expanded version of the 5th precept, Nourishment and Healing: 

Aware of the suffering caused by unmindful consumption, I am committed to cultivating 

good health, both physical and mental, for myself, my family, and my society by 

practicing mindful eating, drinking, and consuming. I will practice looking deeply into 

how I consume the Four Kinds of Nutriments, namely edible foods, sense impressions, 

volition, and consciousness. I am determined not to gamble, or to use alcohol, drugs, or 

any other products which contain toxins, such as certain websites, electronic games, TV 

programs, films, magazines, books, and conversations. I will practice coming back to the 

present moment to be in touch with the refreshing, healing and nourishing elements in me 

and around me, not letting regrets and sorrow drag me back into the past nor letting 

anxieties, fear, or craving pull me out of the present moment. I am determined not to try 

to cover up loneliness, anxiety, or other suffering by losing myself in consumption. I will 

contemplate interbeing and consume in a way that preserves peace, joy, and well-being in 

my body and consciousness, and in the collective body and consciousness of my family, 

my society, and the Earth. (“New Trainings” 15) 
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In his engaged Buddhist version of the 5th precept, Hanh draws our attention to the ways in 

which our consumption of cultural products such as films and television, influence our minds, 

including the creations we make with those minds.  This may be either negative or positive. 

Wittman says that our minds create reality and Hanh cautions us that what we put into our minds 

influences what reality we are capable of creating.  If we see images of war as positive and 

exciting, then our minds will continue to create thoughts within the same vein.  It is only when 

we “see the world as peaceful [that] the war will end” (The Fifth Book of Peace 143).  In her 

1991 interview with Shelly Fisher Fishkin, Kingston foreshadows Wittman’s thoughts and 

echoes Hanh’s: 

What we need to do is to be able to imagine the possibility of a playful, peaceful, 

nurturing, mothering man, and we need to imagine the possibilities of a powerful, nonvi- 

olent woman and the possibilities of harmonious communities-and if we can just imagine 

them, that would be the first step toward building them and becoming them. . . the first 

step is to have that kind of consciousness that can create the world and save it. We have 

to change human consciousness and that's a step towards changing the material world. 

(Fishkin 783) 

Kingston, Wittman, and Hanh agree that if we change the diet we feed our minds, then we can 

create a world of peace.   

Non-scholarly reviews, from newspapers and magazines, almost universally found 

serious fault with The Fifth Book of Peace, with responses ranging from questioning Kingston’s 

emotional stability (Shulman) to extreme skepticism that “the very notion of a peace that is not a 

cover for displaced war seems increasingly farfetched” (Clausen 5).  Te-hsing Shan, in his 

article, “Life, Writing, and Peace: Reading Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Fifth Book of Peace,” 
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explains that “One reason there are few articles in academic and popular publications alike is 

because critics and reviewers do not know how to cope with this complicated, heterogeneous and 

‘weird’ text, which defies easy categorization” (Abstract).  The problem for academics and 

reviewers alike is that they do not “know how to respond to the ways the author urges her readers 

to squarely face collective American traumas and symptoms through writing (especially the 

Vietnam War)” (Abstract). These reviewers are coming up against deeply rooted American 

cosmological beliefs about the inevitability and ubiquity of war as Jan Clausen’s statement above 

illustrates.  It is not the idea that writing can bring about peace that is a sticking point in such 

reviews, but Kingston’s insistence that peace can exist at all.  This clash between these 

internalized beliefs and Kingston’s insistence that a peaceful way may and must be found result 

in reviewers dismissing the work as a result of Kingston’s emotional distress at the death of her 

father and loss of her house, dismissing it as “a strange, scarred thing, pieced together from 

fragments, smelling of smoke and anguish [whose] power lies in its pain” (Shulman 6) not in any 

insight into peace it might offer.   

However, a few academic critics found substance and artistry within this mixed genre 

work.  Yet, even in academic circles, analyses of this work number much fewer than those of any 

of her previous works and few attempt to explain what Kingston’s peace theory is beyond 

focusing on a singular aspect of it, such as “sangha” (McDaniel) and “writing” (Shounan, Shan).  

According to Hsu Shounan, “Writing, Event, and Peace:  The Art of Peace in Maxine Hong 

Kingston’s The Fifth Book of Peace,” this book by Kingston “has mostly been studied since its 

publication in 2003 for its resonations with the author’s two earlier works, The Woman Warrior 

and China Men… As a book on peace and about the way to find peace, The Fifth Book of Peace 

remains largely unexamined” (103).  Shounan’s solution, similarly to the investigations of Shan 
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and McDaniel, focus on some aspect of writing and community in this work, on the roles of 

collaboration and art in the creation of peace, at least on the small scale stage of the community.    

 One of the few academics to consider Kingston’s writing as peace work is Naoko 

Sugiyama, in her article “From Woman Warrior to Veterans of Peace:  Maxine Hong Kingston’s 

Pacifist Textual Strategies” (2009).  Sugiyama gives an overview of Kingston’s major works, 

focusing primarily on the roles warriors.  She concludes that Kingston changes the meanings of 

words, such as ‘veteran,’ ‘resister,’ and ‘warrior’ in order to shift the emphasis to how people 

survive war rather than “on the ability to defeat others” (395).  E. San Juan, Jr., in his article 

“Dialectics of Aesthetics and Politics in Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Fifth Book of Peace” 

(2009), is highly critical of the academic reception of and investigation into this work.  San Juan 

faults reviewers for misunderstanding Kingston’s work by misinterpreting it and flattening it out 

to fit their understanding of genre or her oeuvre.  He historicizes Kingston’s work as a Chinese 

American woman writer, highlighting the connections between the military-industrial complex 

and American culture that Kingston is articulating: 

Evading the task of analytically configuring the new generic pattern invented by this 

Chinese American author grappling with unprecedented historical predicaments, the 

critics fall lazily into the habit of following what’s in vogue. When a literary text 

challenges the standards of conventional literary typology, it is considered a mixed or 

indeterminate specimen. This ignores the fact that it is the historicity of the writer’s 

situation, together with Kingston’s response to the new geopolitical crisis (from the first 

Gulf War that climaxed the neoconservative upsurge of the Reagan period to the Iraq 

War that closed the Cold War era and inaugurated the “Global War on Terrorism”) that 

have posed doubts about the efficacy of the old canonical grids of articulating the 
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experience of inferiorized, excluded communities of color. In short, it is both a crisis of 

literary convention (aesthetic form) and the hermeneutic process of interpretation 

(audience reception) that we find crystallized in the phenomenal appearance of Woman 

Warrior (1977) or China Men (1980) and, again, in this politically astute, antiformalistic 

rendering of a Chinese American woman’s oblique critique of U.S. imperial power. This 

is what constitutes Kingston’s singular achievement here. (186-187) 

San Juan argues that the failure to understand The Fifth Book of Peace is the result of attempting 

to disconnect it from the very history that Kingston works so hard to highlight in her works 

going all the way back to The Woman Warrior.  He interprets the book as Kingston’s attempt to 

“historicize both aesthetics and politics. . . At best, FBP is a prophetic challenge to war-addicted 

finance capital and a weapon for a democratic cultural praxis appropriate for a new millennium 

in a time when the treachery of corporate power and the audacity of hope for peace and justice 

are locked in fierce combat for the hearts of humankind” (209, abbreviations in text).  While not 

an investigation of the philosophy undergirding Kingston’s work, San Juan most decisively 

articulates how The Fifth Book of Peace shows what is at stake in the American cultural battle 

between war and peace and how Kingston’s book contributes to that discussion. 

The Veterans Writing Workshops:  the Engaged Community 

While no one in the field of literature appears to be investigating Kingston’s 

philosophical influences such as Buddhism, researchers in the field of comparative religion have 

taken notice of her work.  In their article, “All Buddhism is Engaged:  Thich Nhat Hanh and the 

Order of Interbeing,” Patricia Hunt-Perry and Lyn Fine name Kingston’s work directly as a 

successful example of engaged Buddhism: “In the United States, the Community of Mindful 

Living founded by lay Dharma teachers Arnie Kotler and Therese Fitzgerald has, among other 
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projects, organized ongoing correspondence with prisoners and a Vietnam veterans writing 

project, guided by author Maxine Hong Kingston” (56).  We should remember that in her 2006 

interview with Trevor Carolan, Kingston lists Kotler and Fitzgerald as her friends who were 

involved in the creation of her Veterans Writing Workshops.  Kingston’s roots within the 

engaged Buddhism movement in America run deep and her main project of engaged Buddhism 

comes from within that community itself.   

By the time that Kingston met Thich Nhat Hanh in 1989, her work was already using 

Buddhist concepts and stories.  This is visible in Tripmaster Monkey and there is further 

influence of Hanh’s expanded precepts on the character of Wittman Ah Singh in “Water.” Yet 

her interactions with Hanh were significant in how they shifted her thinking on how peace may 

be created in the cultural cosmos, specifically through the engaged Buddhist actions of her 

Veterans Writing Workshops.  These workshops developed from her own work within the 

retreats that Hanh himself hosted.  She attended several of his early retreats, which were created 

in order to facilitate reconciliation between survivors of the Vietnam War from both the 

American and Vietnamese sides.  Kingston determines that Hanh’s structure is missing a crucial 

element, that of art.  Kingston’s epiphany changed not only the trajectory of her own writing and 

social peace engagement, but also Hanh’s veterans’ retreats.  She began to host a writing 

workshop within those events, and “the writing workshop became the centre of what 

veterans do in these retreats. Thich Nhat Hanh called it a retreat within the retreat. We 

did our own rituals and our own ceremonies, and the main practice was writing, to get 

their stories down (Carolan).  In an interview with Eric Schroeder in 1996, Kingston 

describes how she wanted to help veterans to move beyond their war experiences in a positive 

way beyond the confines of Hanh’s retreats, which happened once every two years: “A few years 
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later, the Lila Wallace Fund gave me a fellowship and asked if I would pick a community project 

to work on. I decided that what I wanted to do was to give more of those writing workshops—to 

do them on a regular basis and include veterans of all wars” (225).   

The heart of Maxine Hong Kingston’s engaged Buddhism is the Veterans Writing 

Workshops that she began in 1993.  This endeavor illustrates how practitioners may take 

Buddhist concepts, methods, teachings, and skills to the task of helping the world to understand 

war and hopefully show the world how other paths toward reconciliation and understanding 

besides violence exist.  It also shows how any individual person’s special abilities may be 

molded to the task of peace creation, which may be done independently, but usually works better 

in community.  While Hanh’s teachings weave throughout The Fifth Book of Peace, it is in the 

“Earth” section of the book that Kingston shares how the workshops were created and how they 

changed the lives of the people involved.  Throughout this work, Kingston stresses the 

importance of community in helping her create the next evolution of her artistic pursuit of peace.  

Within her workshops, we can see multiple elements of Hanh’s theories.  However, the two most 

important elements of engaged Buddhism appearing in the workshops are the value of 

community/sangha and the practice of precept 4, compassionate listening. 

 As noted in the opening section of this chapter, after the loss of her home, cherished 

family heirlooms, and her Fourth Book of Peace, Kingston realizes she cannot re-enter fiction or 

writing itself alone:  “I do not want the aloneness of the writer’s life.  No more solitary.  I need a 

community of life minds.  The Book of Peace, to be reconstructed, needs community” (The Fifth 

Book of Peace 62).  As Hunt-Perry and Fine argue, a community with which to practice peace 

and help support one another is central to Thich Nhat Hanh’s world view:  “it is essential that 

people practice collectively –as families, communities, and nations –as well as individually, for a 
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truly peaceful future to be possible” (51).  And the practice of peace in this context involves 

writing about and recovery from the ravages of war.  In 2006, Kingston explains further how the 

workshops empowered veterans to face the difficulties of their pasts and imagine better futures 

through writing:  

I think that I am interested now in how to empower other people. I'm confident that I 

have the power of the writer and I actually don't worry about keeping it or anything. But 

what I do think about is how to transmit it to other people, like my students, how to give 

them this power that can do so much. One way of course is that I teach at universities. 

But the other way is when I gather my workshops of veterans. I think of veterans or of 

people who have been through war as people who have chaotic power. They have used 

the power of bombs and guns, and they have also been wounded. All of them come back 

having lost the wars. Nobody goes out there and wins a war. They are wounded 

spiritually; they are weakened, they have been through such an experience... I have been 

wondering, "Can I give them the power of art, can I give them the power of writing and 

will this revive them?" They come back with the most amazing stories for which I envy 

them. All they have to do is put all this chaos into a form. (Zagni 101). 

For Kingston, it is not just about the invention of a community or sangha, but the creation of a 

community of artists, namely writers, that will create the situation for peace in that community, 

and by extent the world.  Kingston sets out to create that community of peace making writers 

with this specific group of war, veterans of the Vietnam War.  During one of the first meetings of 

her veterans group, Kingston reveals to those in attendance that she also had a personal motive in 

creating writing workshops with Vietnam veterans in mind:  “Two of my brothers were in the 

Viet Nam War, one of them in-country.  I admit that one motive for starting these workshops is, I 
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want to give my brothers some ways to get over Vietnam.  “I sent them invitations the same as 

you.”  Neither one answered, and they aren’t here.  “Thank you for being my brothers” (The 

Fifth Book of Peace 292).  Despite being unable to create community with her brothers, Kingston 

forges on with a new community of like-minded individuals, those concerned with the 

importance that war still exerts over the lives of its survivors. 

Kingston believes that in order to create peace, we must re-write war, until we understand 

all of its ramifications.  Out of the veteran’s writing workshops came a collection of writings 

entitled Veterans of War, Veterans of Peace, which was published in 2006.  In her preface to this 

volume, entitled “Introduction:  Tell the Truth and So Make Peace,” Kingston describes how she 

came to understand the value of storytelling both for healing and for the creation of the 

possibilities of peace.  From her early life, she has understood that storytelling in community 

allows individuals to process, understand, and share their experiences of trauma in a way that 

permits them to heal and to create a community of those who also understand their trauma: 

During World War II, my cousins in uniform stayed at our house on their way to and 

from military bases in California, the Pacific, and Europe.  I heard veterans –including 

my mother, a refugee, a medic –talk story about the war was killing and maiming right 

now as they spoke. Listening to people who had lived to tell the tale, I believed that it 

was the telling that kept them alive.  They had survived hell and come back to warn us a 

home. . . We tell stories and we listen to stories in order to live.  To stay conscious.  To 

rebuild civilization. (1) 

Kingston began her workshops with this goal of rebuilding civilization in mind.  And, according 

to her, this rebuilding must happen through language, fiction, and community.   
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Nicole McDaniel, in her article “‘Remaking the World’ One Story at a Time in The Fifth 

Book of Peace and Veterans of War, Veterans of Peace,” argues that the concept of community 

that Kingston develops in The Fifth Book of Peace and other works is one of “sangha”:  “These 

books are material manifestations of the potential for artistic creation from traumatic experience; 

both are narratives of trauma that, through a structure that foregrounds relationality and emphasis 

on writing in sangha (a Sanskrit word that loosely means community), illustrate and demonstrate 

how to transform witnessing into testimony in order to remake the world peacefully” (61).  

McDaniel uses this definition of sangha: “informal collectives or CBOs [community based-

organizations] within a geographically located community, which are based on relationships of 

kinship, friendship, or proximity” (Sangeetha Purushothaman qtd. in McDaniel Page 77). 

Kingston uses the words “communitas” and “sangha” throughout The Fifth Book of Peace, 

always in connection with the veterans’ writing workshops.  Kingston herself thus defines 

“sangha” in relation to her group of veteran writers and in relation to her idea that one must make 

a community if they intend to create change in the world:  

Sangha.  The Buddhist word for the community that lives in peace and harmony is 

“sangha.”  To live happily, wholly, truly, each of us has to create sangha.  The sangha is 

the place –the sangha is the people with whom you exchange feelings and thoughts.  The 

sangha inspires you, and keeps you thriving, and makes life worth living.  Build the 

community with resources at hand, whatever’s, whoever’s here, whoever show up, 

whoever happens by. Make community, communitas, sangha of those people in your 

apartment building, on your street, at your job, wherever you are. (The Fifth Book of 

Peace 364).   
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While Kingston herself has purposely created a unique sangha of “veterans of peace,” in 

Tripmaster Monkey Wittman follows her advice here exactly.  He creates a community of 

theatrical peace activists out of his groups of friends from childhood, friends from college, the 

community organizations, and even his family.  The peace actors in Wittman’s extravagant 

production are not much different than the war veterans writing and meditating with Kingston, 

each group focusing on creating a supportive community of peace, acting out and writing out 

peace across the stage and the page.  In fact, McDaniel argues that by publishing their workshop 

writings, the veterans demonstrated the power of the community Kingston worked to bring to 

life: “By leaving a written legacy of their experiential trauma, by testifying, the writers 

incorporated in “Earth” and presented in Veterans [of Peace, Veterans of War] may have access 

to some form of power, but that power is located in sangha. These texts present sangha as a 

space where these individuals are given the opportunity to come to terms with themselves—not 

to “heal,” but to create art together” (75-76). It is not just the creation of healing art that Kingston 

is after, however.  Her ultimate goal is the creation of peace producing and inducing art by those 

uniquely qualified to speak on the futility of violence and war, the veterans who have survived it. 

While Hanh always includes the idea that the community as sangha will be practitioners of 

Buddhism, his description of the purpose of sangha matches nicely with both McDaniel’s 

analysis and Kingston’s descriptions of the sangha community of veterans that formed out of the 

workshops:  “Alone we will lose our ability to help.  We must act together” (60).  It is together 

that the veterans are able to share their stories and shape them into messages about the realities 

of war and the need for peace.  
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In “Earth,” she turns to creating that community with Vietnam veterans as well as 

veterans of other wars. In her work with veterans, Kingston’s approach uses several of Hanh’s 

revised precepts, most importantly number 4, Loving Speech and Deep Listening: 

Aware of the suffering caused by unmindful speech and the inability to listen to others, I 

am committed to cultivating loving speech and compassionate listening in order to relieve 

suffering and to promote reconciliation and peace in myself and among other people, 

ethnic and religious groups, and nations. Knowing that words can create happiness or 

suffering, I am committed to speaking truthfully using words that inspire confidence, joy, 

and hope. When anger is manifesting in me, I am determined not to speak. I will practice 

mindful breathing and walking in order to recognize and to look deeply into my anger. I 

know that the roots of anger can be found in my wrong perceptions and lack of 

understanding of the suffering in myself and in the other person. I will speak and listen in 

a way that can help myself and the other person to transform suffering and see the way 

out of difficult situations. I am determined not to spread news that I do not know to be 

certain and not to utter words that can cause division or discord. I will practice Right 

Diligence to nourish my capacity for understanding, love, joy, and inclusiveness, and 

gradually transform anger, violence, and fear that lie deep in my consciousness. (“New 

Trainings” 14)   

An important moment in which Kingston and her group work on the practicing of precept 4 

involves the negative way in which some military veterans viewed the people who stayed at 

home to protest or refused to answer the draft call.  Everyone listens to each other as they tell 

stories of their experiences. At first there seems to be a confrontation, veterans angry at those 

who stayed behind, believing they did so to party “while servicemen and servicewomen were 
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risking their lives . . . I was against the war, and I went to Viet Nam.  Responsibility and 

patriotism moved me” (345).  One resister tells of his year shifting from military jail to military 

jail because he refused to answer the draft call and another explains to the veterans that she 

protested because “we weren’t against you.  We were trying to bring you home” (348).  Through 

this process of story-telling and listening, the participants come to understand the viewpoints of 

those they formerly felt were against them.  All of the members of the workshop come out of this 

moment with a greater understanding of each other and the larger situation of the war, a 

perspective larger than the one they held previously.  

Kingston realizes that while she can help the veterans come to terms with their past 

experiences, she cannot speak to those experiences as they are not hers to tell.  This even applies 

at least in part to an anti-war message – she has a veteran come to the workshops to discuss 

writing about war because he has done both, war and writing about war.  She realizes that he can 

tell that truth much better than her and that it is appropriate that he should be the one to tell 

young men that “Guys, no way is war good for you.  It’s harmful – to you.  It’s stupid.  We were 

a bunch of dumb kids.  The Vietnamese too, a bunch of dumb kids.  Don’t you be dumb kids.” 

Larry [Heinemann], a veteran of Viet Nam, can say such things, which I want to say but do not 

have the authority to say” (291).  Kingston can give the power and authority of writing, as she 

herself notes, but there are somethings that only those who have experienced them can say.   

Conclusion 

Kingston begins The Fifth Book of Peace with this line: “If a woman is going to write a 

Book of Peace, it’s given her to know devastation” (3).  This turns out to be a sentiment 

expressed to Kingston, after the burning of her home, by the Quaker poet Phyllis Hoge 

Thompson.  This statement, along with Kingston’s real life devastation at the loss of her home 
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and work serve as an entry point into understanding and writing about peace:  “She just gave me 

the first line of The Fifth Book of Peace.  (I’ve lost the Fourth; this will have to be the Fifth.) 

And the fire’s aftermath also gave me the method of how to write it –with others, in community” 

(40).  This situation itself illustrates several aspects of Buddhism, particularly the issues of 

suffering (dukkha) and attachment/non-attachment.  At the moment of the fire, Kingston was 

attending the one month ceremony for her father’s death and suffering over his loss.  Then her 

house, with her writings, family heirlooms and documents, and all of her other cherished 

belongings, goes up in smoke.  Through this trial, Kingston realizes that in order to pursue the 

ideals most dear to her, peace and art, she must give up her former understanding of herself (as 

the solitary writer using “I”) and become part of a communal voice, a voice with the goal of 

creating peace not in an abstract sense, but directly, through writing, in the lives of individuals 

she knows to be suffering, Vietnam veterans and other veterans of American wars.  The avenue 

she chooses to release herself from her own suffering is an engaged Buddhist one:  by helping 

those also suffering, she releases her own dukkha as she helps those in her workshops release 

theirs.  In a 2002 interview with Lori Tsang, Kingston expresses the immense responsibility she 

felt in the creation of The Fifth Book of Peace and why, in the end, she took on this task to create 

peace through her work: 

What is reality? Is the world a horrible mean place, or is it a place where I can just walk 

about being myself and beautiful things come to me? I come to the longbook, The Fifth 

Book of Peace, with heavy responsibility. I am coming to terms with history, asking why 

do we go to war? Why do we organize ourselves into nations and then try to annihilate 

other nations? Why do we torture one another? I feel that it's my responsibility as a 
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citizen, as a teacher, as a parent, to stop war, and I took on that responsibility as I wrote 

that book. (6) 

Yet, in none of her works and in none of her interviews, does Maxine Hong Kingston ever 

directly define what the peace she searches for will or should look like or how it should come 

about in the present world, even though she directly tells us that these peace concepts must be 

created within collaborative communities through imagination and artistic means.  In fact, to 

define what peace is, with a static, unchangeable definition, would violate some of her own 

beliefs about peace (that is must be repeatedly created and that it must never be static or stagnate 

or those ideas about peace will lose their power to create change).  As Hsu Shounan argues, “by 

claiming that the idea of peace is constantly changing, [Kingston] foregrounds her 

contemporaries’ lack of interest in peace and the need for a shared contemporary idea of peace. 

While she considers no universal ideas of peace and methods of peace as eternally valid, she 

proposes writing as a model for any kinds of answers to the problem of peace” (105).   

What Shounan misses is that writing is only part of the model.  The workshops created an 

atmosphere in which veterans felt they could share their stories, gain something from that 

sharing, and also give something positive back to the world.  This is because the workshops were 

based on engaged Buddhist principles, which are at their heart, designed to help bring people 

together in creative ways to solve the problems of the world.  In this instance, the problems being 

resolved were manifold.  The veterans required a community willing to listen, share, and accept 

their stories.  Shounan is quite correct that Kingston views writing as the vessel through which 

their war experiences may be transmuted from haunting, painful memories to stories that instruct 

and hopefully create peace through the examples of war.  However, what she misses in her 

interpretation is that community/sangha, one which can listen compassionately without 
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judgement (precept 4), is required for this evolution to happen.  Writing cannot do it alone.  One 

must have community to grow, to improve, to heal.   

In another sign of the importance of the Five Precepts to the structure and success of the 

workshops, Kingston relates how these Buddhist teachings were brought directly into one 

session of the workshop.  While praising them for the lifestyle they encourage, Kingston also 

points out their value for writing:  “You will never run out of things to write about.  Moral laws 

are as true as laws of physics.  Break them, you hurt” (336).  Kingston’s point here is not a 

religious one, but rather that the five precepts offer a guideline for life that shows up in many 

moral codes, religious or not: do not kill, take care of yourself and your community, do not speak 

ill of anyone, and listen to others with kindness and respect.  Near the end of The Fifth Book of 

Peace, Kingston relates how she, her husband, and a handful of workshop veterans take the Five 

Precepts while at a retreat held by Hanh and members of his community.  This is symbolically 

appropriate as Kingston’s workshops create a space in which people are practicing many of those 

precepts, even before they know them.  The experience was so powerful that Kingston and some 

of her veteran writers felt compelled to take the vows for their own lives.   

While Kingston may not have set out to create a workshop guided by the ideals of 

engaged Buddhism, specifically expressed through Thich Nhat Hanh’s revisions of the Five 

Precepts, this is exactly what she accomplished.  The results are the seeds that might bear the 

fruits of peace:  The Fifth Book of Peace and the collection of veterans’ writings, Veterans of 

War, Veterans of Peace.  In Creating True Peace, Thich Nhat Hanh explains that we have both 

the seeds of violence and the seeds of compassion inside of us, which type guides our life 

depends on which ones we water and cultivate (1-2).  In this activity of engaged Buddhism, 

Maxine Hong Kingston planted and watered a garden of peace.   
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Chapter 4: 

Poets Light But Lamps:  Politics and Poetics in Maxine Hong Kingston’s  

To Be the Poet and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life 

Maxine Hong Kingston begins To Be the Poet (2002), her first book of poetry, with the 

following declaration of intent for the words inside: “I have almost finished my longbook.  Let 

my life as Poet begin.  I want the life of the Poet.  I have labored for over twelve years, one 

thousand pages of prose.  Now, I want the easiness of poetry. The brevity of the poem.  Poets are 

always happy.  I want to be always happy” (3).  Written while Kingston finished her longbook, 

The Fifth Book of Peace, To Be the Poet describes Kingston’s thoughts on poetry, her process of 

creating poetry after years as a prose writer, and her attempts to break with the “workhorse day” 

of the prose composer: “The workhorse day is never over. . . . Think, think, think, plot, plot, 

write, write, write.  Faithfully go at it.  Apply yourself to the question, explain things, follow the 

characters wherever they go. Labor away, and there will be yield, the longbook” (4). One might 

believe that a switch to poetry, with such a dazzling and daring declaration of her break from 

prose, would provide the light, breezy writing experience Kingston appears to crave.  Alas, 

Kingston can no more leave behind the predominant concerns of her last twelve years of writing, 

namely war, the sufferings of its participants and victims, and the creation of a language of 

peace, than she can the issues of identity, community, ethnicity, and gender that are hallmarks of 

her prose work. Though Kingston’s stated ambition is to “be a skylark” (3) and leave her 

workhorse days behind, Kingston’s work throughout her career and her poetry contained within 

To Be the Poet and her second book of poems, I Love a Broad Margin to My Life (2011), show 

that she cannot abandon her mother’s instructions to her: “to teach the big family” (The Fifth 

Book of Peace 241).  Through her poetic endeavors in To Be the Poet and I Love a Broad Margin 
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to My Life, Maxine Hong Kingston claims a space for the political in her poetry, namely a 

political poetics that focuses frequently on war and its aftermath, for individuals as diverse (in 

their lives and in their relationship with war’s violence) as Iraqi civilians, new refugees to 

America, feminist anti-war protestors, and the author herself. Her poetics show the influence of 

her engaged Buddhist beliefs, her activist history and actions, as well as her work toward the 

development of a language of peace.  

To Be the Poet and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life perform a type of political poetic 

expression and intervention, that the Nuyrorican poet, Martίn Espada describes as the “poetics of 

advocacy.” Her poetic works reveal more than just her desire to rest from serious topics, her 

humorous and self-deprecating ruminations on aging, and her diary-like descriptions of spring 

mornings.  Rather, her two volumes of poetry continue her career long exploration of the twin 

topics of war and peace.  Kingston draws attention to the people intimately affected by war, be 

that the thousands of Iraqi civilian causalities of the Second Iraq War, which so often go 

unremarked upon by mainstream news outlets, or the lost refugee she meets on the train. She also 

allows her audience to observe her experiences, including her anguish and depression, as she 

bears witness to the atrocities precipitated by her own country’s government.     

In producing these clearly political poems (it does not get much more directly political 

than enumerating the numbers of Iraqi civilians killed during Operation Iraqi Freedom, as she 

does in both books), Kingston participates in a long tradition of political and dissident poetry, the 

roots of which for literature in English, flourish through Percy Bysshe Shelley, Walt Whitman, 

Adrienne Rich, and Martίn Espada, to name but a few.  Tracing her political poetry mainly 

through the work of the feminist poet Adrienne Rich, framed by the Nuyorican poet Martίn 

Espada’s concept of “the poetics of advocacy,” allows us to see how Kingston intervenes into the 
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mainstream images of war; instead of the heroic military warriors, we see the piles of dead 

bodies, the frightened refugee, and the writer despondent over her inability to affect the peaceful 

change she has long strived to accomplish.   

Adrienne Rich’s work, particularly her collection of essays What is Found There, 

elaborates the connections between the poetic and the political and why those connections must 

be nurtured, not ignored or shunned for ‘light topics.’  Rich also connects the political poetic 

impulse back to that long history of Shelley and Whitman, carving out a space for feminist 

political poetics within that tradition.  Kingston’s poetic work cannot be contained within a 

strictly feminist framework, with other influences such as engaged Buddhism, her activist 

history, and her own career long attempt to create a language of peace, appearing strongly within 

her poetry. Rich’s feminist and historical perspective on politics and poetics illuminates the 

literary traditions within which Maxine Hong Kingston is practicing and learning how to create 

poetry (as she directly states and shows she is doing in To Be the Poet).  Martίn Espada’s 

“poetics of advocacy” serves as a beginning point for understanding how Kingston’s work 

functions as political discourse.  Though Espada does not offer a long treatise on his concept of a 

“poetics of advocacy,” his statements and interviews on the topic provide a framework within 

which to understand Maxine Hong Kingston’s poetic goals and accomplishments. 

To Be the Poet (2002) was written and published during the last years of Kingston’s 

writing of The Fifth Book of Peace (2003).  As such, we are allowed to witness Kingston’s stress 

and anxiety over finishing the longbook, as she calls it, and her exhaustion from the entire 

process.  To Be the Poet is unique in that it is part instructional guide, part diary of a writer, and 

wholly a record of an artist openly stretching her wings and writing skills into an area she has not 

yet extensively explored throughout her career. Based on a set of lectures the author gave as part 
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of the 2000 William E. Massey Lecture series at Harvard University, this collection of poetry 

and ruminations on writing, show us an author still grappling with how to accomplish her career 

long goal, the creation of a language of peace, within a country and culture bent on war and 

retaliation following the events of September 11, 2001.  Made up of three lectures, each chapter 

contains multiple scraps and full length pieces of poetry, as well as commentary on the process 

of their composition and the influences and inspirations for the works.  Reviews of this book 

often miss Kingston’s political poetics, possibly willfully or out of ignorance of her oeuvre and 

career spanning ambitions.  Instead most take her opening description, of light hearted lyrics 

dropped from the Muse into the poet’s hands, as the guiding principle for reading the poems and 

prose ruminations on the writing process which are contained within its covers.  Others find fault 

with her poetic abilities; few, if any, consider this work within the larger context of Kingston’s 

frequently shared pacifist goals and ideals or her previous works.  

I Love a Broad Margin to My Life (2011) takes us on a poetic journey through Maxine 

Hong Kingston’s life as she approaches and passes her 65th birthday.  This work also continues 

the ongoing saga of the life of Wittman Ah-Sing, protagonist of Tripmaster Monkey and the 

“Water” section of The Fifth Book of Peace.  Wittman serves more as a framing device than as a 

main character for the poetry, popping in and out of stories of Kingston’s life and travels.  He 

occasionally leads the way, but despite her indications in interviews previous to the book’s 

publication, Wittman is less the central protagonist here than Kingston herself.  The path of his 

journey does not always coincide with either the main narrative of the poem or the most 

powerful political points or poetic lines of the lyrics Kingston creates.  Made up of eleven 

poems, which often flow narratively from one to the next, this work gives us an even more 

personal and private view into Maxine Hong Kingston’s perspective on her own life and the 
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world as a whole, particularly on the topics of peace and the cessation of war.  Kingston relates 

stories she has never before told, including the tale of her arrest at a Code Pink peace protest 

outside the White House, a protest against the invasion of Iraq in 2003. This collection of poetry 

is marked by sadness and anguish, as well as moments of joy and peace.  When the artistic peace 

endeavor fails, she laments: “We had used all our arts . . .and did not/ stop our country from war.  

I wanted to lie down/ and die but did not” (Broad Margin 151: lines 2, 7-9) This is a sentiment 

Kingston expresses several times throughout the collection, always in relation to war and its 

devastating consequences.  The experience of war, as a peace protestor and as the descendant of 

a World War II survivor, permeates all of her writing to the point that the issues of war (as an 

experience and as a social and economic endeavor of dominant, colonizing societies) and peace 

(as a concept and as a creative, artistic process) are as foundational to an understanding of her 

work as the mainstream interpretation inquiries on identity, culture, race, immigration, and the 

mother-daughter dyad.   

In To Be the Poet and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life (hereafter abbreviated as Broad 

Margin), Maxine Hong Kingston creates her own ‘poetics of advocacy’ for which we can find 

basis in the analyses of political poetics by Adrienne Rich and Martίn Espada.  Kingston’s 

‘poetics of advocacy’ reflect her own influences and experiences:  engaged Buddhism, political 

activism, and her endeavor to create a language of peace.  Her dissident poetry of advocacy has 

deep roots within the American Literary canon, with her noted inspirations of Walt Whitman and 

William Carlos Williams. However, as arguably the most important feminist poet of the 

twentieth century, Adrienne Rich’s work explains Maxine Hong Kingston’s poetics well, 

allowing us to understand Kingston’s work within the American literary tradition of political and 

dissident poetry.  Additionally, Rich’s essays bring together many important elements about the 
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history of the concept of poetical politics, including Shelley’s famous declaration, elements to 

which Kingston is heir as a late twentieth and early twenty-first century poet.  Kingston has 

always felt driven in her writings to be a teacher, to be an advocate, to “teach the big family” 

(The Fifth Book of Peace 241).  Some reviewers have found fault in her poetic abilities and 

dismiss her poetry as lacking aesthetic appeal, therefore unworthy of further investigation and 

analysis.  What they miss is how the poetics of advocacy Maxine Hong Kingston creates within 

her poetry reflects those influences of engaged Buddhism, political protest and engagement, and 

her endeavor toward an artistic language of peace.   

Politics and Poetry:  Dissidence and Advocacy  

 A History of the Question at Hand 

 Perhaps the most famous declaration of the poet’s role in society and culture is that of the 

British Romantic poet, Percy Bysshe Shelly, who, in his 1821 “Defence of Poetry,” announced 

that “poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world” (qtd. in Rich, “Legislators”).  While 

the history of debates over the role of poetry as an art and as an art that may affect an audience’s 

understandings of the world go back to Aristotle’s Poetics, the contemporary debate (the history 

of which spans back at least to Shelley) hinges on the question of politics in art, whether or not it 

belongs in the realm of poetry.  And, if one acknowledges that poetry may have an impact and 

create change, the question of “how” arises.  In her 2006 Guardian article, “Legislators of the 

World,” Adrienne Rich traces some of the highlights of this discussion of the political intent 

within poetry and the role of poetry in the political aspects of our lives.  Starting with Shelley, 

Rich declares that for him, “there was no contradiction between poetry, political philosophy, and 

active confrontation with illegitimate authority.  For him, art bore an integral relationship to the 

‘struggle between Revolution and Oppression’” (“Legislators”).   Shelley’s declaration was no 
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“vague unthreatening” stance, not a suggestion that “simply by virtue of composing verse, poets 

exert some exemplary moral power” (“Legislators”).  Shelley was quite serious in his belief in 

the political power of the poem, a belief shared by the International Ladies Garment Workers 

Union, who used Shelley’s “Mask of Anarchy” “as a rallying cry during strikes in New York at 

the beginning of the twentieth century” (Dowdy 7-8).  Since we have this history of poets and 

garment workers taking poetry seriously as political protest and instigator to agitation, why then 

must so many American poets rehearse this argument in their own compositions on poetics?   

One of the problems in considering the political function of poetry, is just how 

thoroughly American culture, in particular, has taught us that “poetry is either inadequate, even 

immoral, in the face of human suffering, or it’s unprofitable, hence useless.  Either way, poets 

are advised to hang our heads or fold our tents.  Yet, in fact, throughout the world, transfusions 

of poetic language can and do quite literally keep bodies and souls together—and more” (Rich, 

“Legislators”).  Rich describes the supposed unprofitable nature of poetry as the “free-market 

critique of poetry”: “it’s not a mass-market ‘product’, it doesn’t get sold on airport newsstands or 

in supermarket aisles; it’s too difficult, redundant” (“Legislators”).  As we look more closely into 

the reasons why American culture claims there is no room for the political in the poetic, a 

disturbing pattern emerges, of a reoccurring admonition to silence.  The American poet James 

Scully, in his book Line Break: Poetry as Social Practice, argues that the American dismissal of 

the political in poetry is an attempt to silence criticism and the possible real life results of people 

hearing those criticisms:  “There’s a tendency to separate aesthetic quality and political poetry 

into mutually exclusive categories. . . Assertions that poetry and politics don’t mix are not 

disinterested statements but political interventions in their own right. They presume not only that 
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‘poetry’ and ‘politics’ are autonomous categories, but also that there is such a thing as 

disinterested observation” (3-4). 

Scully further connects the denigration of poetry as a form unfitting for political analysis 

with the ongoing battle over who is allowed to speak on political issues at all: “In fact, the 

attempt to dismiss, denigrate or suppress poetry that deals openly with political matters, or that 

has discomforting political implications, is just another version of the ongoing campaign—

essentially a socio-political one –to determine what is or is not permissible in poetry” (4).  This is 

the attempted suppressed of multiple creative avenues of critique:  “Not in poetry only, but in all 

expressive modes, from journalism through academic scholarship to cinema and pop music . . . 

Think what’s at stake” (4).  Scully explains how politics influences multiple levels of our lives, 

many we do not regularly consider as ‘political’:   

Politics is not simply one more field or subject. The political dimension is not just 

another facet of life.  It saturates and ramifies back into the most intimate areas of our 

lives, including whether we have jobs or don’t have jobs, where we live or don’t live, 

whether we have babies or don’t have babies, and so on.  We breathe it, we live it.  It is 

more species-specific, more significantly human, than eating or sleeping or even 

procreation.  How pretend that it doesn’t exist or matter, or that it’s off limits? (4). 

What is the result for politics and poetry of this insistence that these two entities do not mix, that 

never the twain of politics and poetry shall meet? Scully believes that “the propaganda that 

poetry and politics don’t mix has served to trivialize both poetic and critical production.  Not 

surprisingly it also tends to trivialize poetry that would break through the bubble of conventional 

ideology (ideology that justifies or abets the ongoing relations of power)” (6).  The American 

cultural injunction to poetic silence on politics, as Scully points out, would silence all poets on 
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all manner of subjects, from our personal experiences to our various involvements with the world 

around us.   

  Michael Parenti, in Democracy for the Few, provides a definition of politics that is direct 

and broad, allowing us to better understand the ways in which poets can and do consider, in their 

poetry and in their poetic theory, the concept of politics: 

Politics is more than just something politicians do.  It is the process of struggle over 

conflicting interests carried into the public arena.  It also involves muting and suppressing 

conflicting interests.  Politics involves not only the competition among groups within the 

system but the struggle to change the system itself, not only the desire to achieve 

predefined ends but the struggle to redefine ends and pose alternatives to the existing 

politico-economic structure. (3) 

Parenti’s description here furthers Scully’s conclusion above that politics shape all aspects of our 

lives, whether or not anyone else wishes to realize this.  Throughout her prose career, from “The 

Brother in Vietnam,” to Wittman’s choice to avoid work for corporations, Kingston has strived 

to show us this “struggle over conflicting interests.”  It is not just that politics spill beyond the 

confines of government into all areas of the public domain, but as Scully notes and Kingston 

repeatedly shows, politics are embedded in the fabric of our lives, from our food to our housing, 

and to how our death might come about (i.e. as fodder for war).  Her poetry also reflects this 

understanding of life as affected by the political.  As second wave feminists of the 1960s and 

1970s put it, “The personal is political.” Adrienne Rich points out in her 1994 interview with 

Matthew Rothschild of The Progressive that this cultural injunction of poetic silence is not a 

world-wide phenomenon, but rather a uniquely American interpretation of the power of art; in 

fact, it is a very direct attempt to drain art of its potential for political influence.  Rich connects 
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this distrust of the values of the poetic as political voice (or as anything valuable at all) to an 

American misunderstanding of both poetics and politics, a misapprehension few average citizens 

are willing to confront, a situation that benefits those in power by turning their constituents into 

passive bystanders in their own cultural and political landscape.  In other countries, “it’s been 

taken for granted that poets would take part in the government, that they would be sent here and 

there as ambassadors by the state proudly, that their being poets was part of why they were 

considered valuable citizens--Yeats in Ireland, Neruda in Chile, St.-John Perse in France” 

(Rothschild).  Yet, Rich articulates this also means that governments know that poets and other 

writers may be dangerous to those in power:   

At the same time, poets like Hikmet in Turkey, Mandelstam in the Soviet Union, Ritsos 

in Greece, and hundreds of others have been severely penalized for their writings, 

severely penalized for a single poem. But here it’s the censorship of “who wants to listen 

to you, anyway?”--of carrying on this art in a country where it is perceived as so elite or 

effete or marginal that it has nothing to do with the hard core of things. That goes hand in 

hand with an attitude about politics, which is that the average citizen, the regular 

American, can’t understand poetry and also can’t understand politics, that both are 

somehow the realms of experts, that we are spectators of politics, rather than active 

subjects. I don’t believe either is true. (Rothschild) 

Rather, Rich and Maxine Hong Kingston would agree with Richard Jackson’s and Jacques 

Derrida’s conclusions about the political potential of poetry:  “The poem is a unique form of 

discourse, at its best subverting the accepted view of things, always proposing new and unique 

perceptions and visions, based on desires, hopes.  A poem, as Jacques Derrida has said, 

deconstructs the generally accepted reality, and this is politically dangerous” (Jackson 59).  
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Kingston’s entire career has focused on revealing the flaws of the ‘generally accepted reality,’ 

particularly of the cultural images of war and this critique continues in her poetry.  From these 

few examples, we can see that many American poets, as well as their academic commentators, 

do still understand the poet’s role as artist as a culturally active one, a role which may or may not 

touch on politics.  But, if their work does touch on politics, it must do so carefully and without 

the expectation of immediate or possibly even eventual change.  Jay Parini, in Why Poetry 

Matters, explains that poets must handle politics, just as any fraught subject, with delicacy; but 

turning away from the wounds of the world is not a viable option as those “who willfully ignore 

the world around them risk marginality” (xii).  The poet’s job is to “‘read’ the world, to respond 

to it viscerally, and to summon images of that world for readers. Poetry is not sloganeering, and 

when poets directly confront a particular political crisis they need to do so carefully, even 

warily” (xii). Poets are not in the business of “direct solutions to problems. Instead, they offer a 

kind of understanding that is distinct, as well as useful, by creating a language adequate to the 

experience of their readers. In this sense, poetry matters because it can waken us to realities that 

fall into the realm of the political” (xii-xiii).  Parini, therefore, brings us around to the solution 

that many poets agree on: that the language of their art must be the focus of their response to the 

problems of the world.  

Language, Metaphor, and Image:  The Political Response 

In the face of this clear cultural resistance to the value of poetry as political commentary 

and/or force behind possible political change, what do poets do?  How do they handle the 

political in their poetry despite the cultural injunction against it? Language! The medium of their 

art is the poets’ answer. Poets battle the accepted belief in the inscrutability of poetry because the 

power of language and the image are at the heart of the best poetry, not the theme or subject.  
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Even as poets from Adrienne Rich to James Scully to Martίn Espada insist on a political function 

for poetry, each poet creates their own understanding and caveat to the idea that poetics can be 

effectively political, but most all agree that the answer to how to be political and poetic is 

‘language’:  “To look in a poem for immediate political function is as mistaken as to try to 

declare immediately what a particular protest demonstration or a picket line has ‘accomplished.’ 

Perhaps policies will change, or a better union contract will be achieved. But suppose the 

particular demonstration does not stop the war, or the picket line only ends in firings and a 

nonunion shop. Does this render such actions useless?” (xvi).  Kingston attempts to address this 

question as to whether or not actions and art are useless when they fail to bring about the 

intended change.  In poems from both To Be the Poet and Broad Margin, Kingston struggles 

with this question and ultimately determines, as she has believed and stated repeated throughout 

her work, that actions now lay the groundwork for change later.  As she remarked in an interview 

just after the Persian Gulf War began in 1991, we have to lay the groundwork for peace 20 years 

in the future.  The situation now may not change, likely will not change, but the goal is the 

change in the future (cite interview).  Rich agrees that protest and poetry do lay the groundwork, 

even as that change may be slow in manifesting:  

The process of social transformation doesn’t fold up into the package of a discrete event.  

Participation in a demonstration or a picket line can be a form of education.  People 

experience in their own minds and bodies the forms of power, both grass-roots and 

official.  They find and confirm each other out there.  The reading or hearing of a poem 

can transform consciousness, not according to some pre-ordered program but in the 

disorderly welter of subjectivity and imagination, the seeing and touching of another, of 

others, through language. (Rich, “Jacob and the Angel” xvi, italics in original ) 
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This, of course, echoes Kingston’s career long belief that the language of peace must be created 

and recreated; and, that it must influence the mind first.  This leads to influence in people’s lives 

and communities, hopefully the world.   

A focus on language, the image, and metaphor is the answer many poets offer for how 

poetry deals with the political in productive and, hopefully, beautifully poetic terms.  Audre 

Lorde, in “Poetry is Not a Luxury,” articulates that this is the poet’s role, to create new meanings 

of expression through language and the ultimate goal of that language is to create the change 

within the world that the poet hopes will eventually come to pass.  She explains the importance 

of the connection between feelings and thought, as well as feelings and our understanding of the 

world.  Lorde contends that poetry allows for the creation of new language in which to express 

feelings and thoughts which have heretofore been inexpressible: 

As they become known to and accepted by us, our feelings and the honest exploration of 

them become sanctuaries and spawning grounds for the most radical and daring of ideas. 

They become a safe-house for that difference so necessary to change and the 

conceptualization of any meaningful action. Right now, I could name at least ten ideas I 

would have found intolerable or incomprehensible and frightening, except as they came 

after dreams and poems. This is not idle fantasy, but a disciplined attention to the true 

meaning of "it feels right to me." We can train ourselves to respect our feelings and to 

transpose them into a language so they can be shared. And where that language does not 

yet exist, it is our poetry which helps to fashion it. Poetry is not only dream and vision; it 

is the skeleton architecture of our lives. It lays the foundations for a future of change, a 

bridge across our fears of what has never been before. (37-38) 
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 Lorde makes this critical connection for us:  it is not enough that the language be beautiful, but it 

must be able to help the reader better understand the world, themselves, and their own feelings 

within the world.  Poetic language must pay “disciplined attention to the true meaning of ‘it feels 

right to me’” (38).  Poetry, specifically the language of poetry, provides the scaffolding on which 

people can build new images of the world.  Martίn Espada echoes this belief in his essay, “Poetry 

Like Bread,” in which he argues that “poetry of the political imagination is a matter of both 

vision and language.  Any progressive social change must be imagined first, and that vision must 

find its most eloquent possible expression to move from vision to reality.  Any oppressive social 

condition, before it can change, must be named and condemned in words that persuade by 

stirring the emotions, awakening the senses” (100).  And as Thich Nhat Hanh and Maxine Hong 

Kingston have both argued, one must first imagine the needed change within the world before 

they may act upon it.  Poetry allows the artist to speak the language that may change minds, 

awaken senses that may have been sleeping and this may, in turn, change the world. 

Martίn Espada, in an interview with Rico Cleffi, echoes Rich and Lorde in his belief that 

poetry can play a very important role in the imaging process of political change.  This is because  

 poetry can provide us with the language we need to make political ideas vivid.  We 

 cannot affect social change without the imagination. And we cannot engage the 

 imagination with the senses, without making it concrete and vivid.  Poetry is an ideal 

 medium for doing just that.  And we’ve seen that illustrated many, many times, in the 

 work of numerous great poets, from Walt Whitman to Pablo Neruda, to Adrienne  

 Rich. (60) 

Espada brings us back around to the history of the question:  what is the role of the political 

within the realm of poetry.  Answering as so many of his contemporaries and forbearers have, 
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Espada states it is the way in which the poet uses language that distinguishes effective political 

commentary from bad political propaganda.  The poetic bedrock of metaphor and image must be 

the ground on which any political intent must rest.  If the language lacks power, so shall the 

poetry.  The poetry must use the specifics of the political moment in such a manner as to create 

the images that will influence positively those who may read or hear those words in future.    

The Feminist Poetics of Adrienne Rich 

Born in Baltimore in 1929, Adrienne Rich was a Jewish American poet, one who was 

accepted within the academy and the American poetic establishment, for her early works, which 

were patterned on the recognized poetic conventions of the 1950s, when she began to publish.  

Later she would describe these works as lacking, written with the belief that “a poem was an 

arrangement of ideas and feelings, pre-determined, and it said what I had already decided to say  

. . . control technical mastery and intellectual clarity were the real goals” (“Poetry and 

Experience” 141).  Later she began to feel that these pieces were limited and by the mid-1960s, 

she could “no longer go to write a poem with a neat handful of materials and express those 

materials according to a prior plan: the poem itself engenders new sensations, new awareness in 

me as it progresses” (142). At this point, she decides she is “increasingly willing to let the 

unconscious offer its materials, to listen to more than one voice of a single idea.  Perhaps a 

simple way of putting it would be to say that instead of poems about experiences I am getting 

poems that are experiences” (142, italics in original).  These poems “contribute to my knowledge 

and my emotional life even while they reflect and assimilate it . . . in the more recent poems 

something is happening, something has happened to me and, if I have been a good parent to the 

poem, something will happen to you who read it” (142).  At this point, she was already 

beginning to stretch beyond the poetic barriers under which she had been formally educated.  By 
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1973, she writes her most famous and likely most influential collection of poems, both entitled 

Diving Into the Wreck, upsetting many established conventions, even those she formerly 

practiced.   

Adrienne Rich is acknowledged as one of the most important feminist poets and thinkers 

of the twentieth century.  Janet Gray, for the Encyclopedia of Feminist Literary Theory, explains 

that feminist poetics break with the long history of Western poetics by shifting the focus from a 

European male centered theory of poetry and poetry making to an approach foregrounding the 

contexts of culture and history, as well as the influence of gender, place, ethnicity, and literacy, 

as well as other concerns, on the production of all literature by women world-wide (“Feminist 

Poetics”).  Gray’s definition notes the central influences of feminist poets, including Gloria 

Anzaldua, June Jordan, Audre Lorde, Cherrie Moraga, and Adrienne Rich.  Feminist poetics 

insists that “poetics must be placed in the context of history, since ahistorical valuations give 

‘universal’ works the highest rank while obscuring differences among social groups’ life 

experiences, particularly access to literacy and learning” (“Feminist Poetics”). Gray further 

indicates that by the 1990s, feminist poetics and theory began to focus on “the fictiveness of 

social constructions such as gender.  Increasingly feminist poetics concerns strategies for 

managing complexity and inclusiveness rather than efforts to define a systematic theory of 

making” (“Feminist Poetics”).   

One part of Gray’s definition which is obvious within Rich’s poetic theory, found in 

What is Found There, is the idea that “the act of writing [must be situated] in relation to other 

aspects of daily life, examine how power relations fix and destabilize meaning . . . [and] position 

women as both cultural workers and works of culture, explore reading as an act of consumption, 

and analyze the erotics of reading” (“Feminist Poetics”).  From the very beginning essay of the 
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2003 edition of What is Found Theory, “Jacob and the Angel,” Adrienne Rich makes clear that 

the concerns for feminist poetics that Gray outlines are her concerns for poetry as well:  “I want a 

kind of poetry that doesn’t bother either to praise or curse at parties or leaders, even systems, but 

that reveals how we are –inwardly as well as outwardly –under conditions of great imbalance 

and abuse of material power” (xvi).   Poetry should explore “how are our private negotiations 

and sensibilities swayed and bruised, how do we make love –in the most intimate and in the 

largest sense – how (in every sense) do we feel? How do we try to make sense?” (xvi).  Rich 

wants a poetry that reveals “ourselves and others under the conditions of twenty-first century 

absolutism, making us dimensional in a time when the human concrete is continually erased by 

state and religious violence and by disingenuous jargon serving state power.  Without grappling 

with the messenger from the barricades, our poems atrophy, get swallowed up into that nexus of 

euphemism and obliquity obscuring violence” (xvi-xvii). 

Rich’s thoughts here put at the center of her poetics the issues of power, socio-economic 

and political imbalances, the private lives of people as they attempt to make their way in a world 

ill-suited to their success, insisting on the importance of historicity and place as well as the 

myriad other influences with which we are constantly bombarded as citizens of the early twenty-

first century world.  Maxine Hong Kingston’s poetry in To Be the Poet and Broad Margin reflect 

many of these issues:  state power and violence through war, the obscuring of such violence from 

the view of the country’s citizen’s, and the attempt to make sense and creating understanding. 

James Scully, a fellow poet Rich references several times in What is Found There, also stresses 

the importance of history and context to poetry and poetics:  “We cannot ask what we are . . . 

without asking  who, when, where, or how gendered, raced, nationed, in what mixes, how 

weighted or handicapped, and within what class. . . Nor can we presume that art may be 
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insulated from business, or livelihood dissociated from art.  We are implicated, situated, and we 

bear that fact.  Literatures are no less conditioned, situated, inscribed” (43).  In her poetry as well 

as her theory, Rich insists on the importance of this contextualization, asking and answering how 

are lives are “conditioned, situated, inscribed.”  Maxine Hong Kingston asks these same 

questions and explores the possibilities for answers in her two collections of poetry. 

Throughout her essays on poetics, Adrienne Rich also call for reinvention and discovery 

in the genre of poetry.  Focusing on how poets might fight the “free-market critique” she tasks 

American poetics with shaking this erroneous approach toward poetics.  Poetry should “remind 

us of something we are forbidden to see. A forgotten future: a still uncreated site whose moral 

architecture is founded not on ownership and dispossession, the subjection of women, outcast 

and tribe, but on the continuous redefining of freedom - that word now held under house arrest 

by the rhetoric of the "free" market. . . All over the world its paths are being rediscovered and 

reinvented” (“Legislators”).  Terrence Des Pres, in his chapter “Adrienne Rich, North America 

East” in Praises and Disparages: Poetry and Politics, The Twentieth Century, discusses how 

Rich transforms her emotions, particularly of anger to create powerful poetry, reinventing what it 

means to be a woman and a poet in 20th century America.  The reinvention of the images of 

women is intimately connected to the reinvention of language.  As Rich herself says of the poet, 

she or he must be “responsive . . . free to become artistically most complex, serious, and 

integrated when most aware of the great questions of her, of his, own time. . . the deep messages 

of crisis, hope, despair” (What is Found There 52).  Des Pres argues that Rich, aware of the 

questions of her time, namely those questions over the roles and lives of women, becomes 

political in her poetry “from the moment she confronts her own condition as a woman. . . there is 

no moment of day or night, in Rich’s view, when women are fully at liberty to define and live 
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their own destiny” (187).  And Rich, as Des Pres explains, is a female poet who worked through 

the establishment poetic modes, the “formal self-regarding mode devoid of politics” only to 

become “by virtue of attention to [her own gendered] experience, to establish a major voice in 

forms overtly political” (187).  While there are many emotions Rich explores throughout her 

poetry and prose writings on poetry, it is her anger, Des Pres argues, that lies behind her political 

and poetic revelations:  “the first outcome of political alterness is anger –anger as a generator of 

the will to change, as a prerequisite to the revival of hope” (189).  Anger becomes a source of 

power and revelation for Rich within her poetry:  “To be in a fury at the order of things is to be 

possessed of oneself through the last emotion still one’s own.  For poets, indignation is a further 

‘violence within’ to be directed against the ‘violence without.’ Anger, with its sustaining fearless 

energy, becomes the dark unspoken side of joy. . . Like fire, anger is destructive when left to 

itself; but contained in the service of creation it becomes a source of power” (189).  In an 

observation that is as relevant to Maxine Hong Kingston as it is to Adrienne Rich, Des Pres 

remarks” that  “Rich connects anger to victimization on the one hand, to creative transformation 

on the other.  Women reach political and poetic maturity when they resolve not to be victims 

merely. The value of anger in poetry is its push for survival.  Useful rage turns outward into the 

world; turned inward, it becomes a tide of destruction and in severe cases contributes to tragedies 

like those of Virginia Woolf and Sylvia Plath” (190-191).  Maxine Hong Kingston, like Adrienne 

Rich, attempts to translate her anger, usually at the perpetual state of war, into poetry which 

invites the reader to think more about why and how we war. 

Anger becomes valuable to poets because it offers them the capacity to push back, as well 

as offering them the mode within which to create and articulate that resistance to the dominant 

modes of life as set forth by culture and society.  This idea most obviously applies to Kingston’s 
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first book, The Woman Warrior, as she uses her anger and childhood misunderstandings and 

fashions a new identity and understanding of the world from her perspective as a Chinese 

American woman.  This concept applies to Kingston’s poetry as well, as she fashions her anger 

and despair at the ongoing war atrocities of her home country into poetry confronting the cultural 

norms that supports such warmongering.  Des Pres also notes how Rich’s feminist poetics 

“depends on capacities essential to women, including alterness to the pain of others, a fierce 

attention to relationships of all kinds, and, along with these, a sense of self with boundaries less 

rigid and guarded, more flexible and embracing, than most men’s” (212).  This awareness of the 

capacities of women and the desire to encourage these attributes (that have been labeled as 

feminine) in all peoples is a hallmark of Maxine Hong Kingston’s works.   In her poetry, 

Kingston’s “alterness to the pain of others” leads her into a new political realm of her art.  It is an 

even more direct confrontation of the powers of a war culture than The Fifth Book of Peace.  In 

To Be the Poet and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life, Kingston explores the capacities of 

herself as a woman and a writer.  Adrienne Rich’s poetics illuminates the way in which those 

explorations manifest poetically. 

Dissident Poetry and the Poetics of Advocacy 

James Scully insists on a distinction between political and dissident poetry that is relevant  

to Kingston and anyone else interested in how poetry may affect change in its audience.  Scully 

posits the term “dissident poetry” as a better phrase than “political poetry” to describe effective 

socially conscious poetry. Scully takes seriously the distinction between poetry that is 

“consciously political, and poetry that is unconsciously so; and either may be explicit or implicit 

in its politics. But the bottom line is that all poetry is political insofar as it bears a set of 

assumptions about the organization and priorities of life, and carries with it a whole network of 
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lives interpenetrating it, just as it interpenetrates life. Even its silences –sometimes especially the 

silences—have political content” (4)  Scully draws attention to the fact that what poetry is 

labeled as “political” depends entirely on the political climate of the poet’s time: “As used 

ordinarily, however, ‘political poetry’ is not applied to work that goes along with the ruling 

ideology of a given place or time. . .The term ‘political poetry’ is reserved for work that goes 

against the dominant ideological grain.  It refers only to poetry that exhibits a certain kind of 

politics.  Were we to use a more honest language, we might call this ‘dissident poetry,’ because 

that’s what it is: the poetry of political dissidence.” (4-5).  Scully explains how dissident and 

protest poetry are different from one another.  He echoes a similar comment from Adrienne Rich, 

as he claims that protest poetry is “shallow,” “reactive,” and “rarely the function of an engaged 

artistic life, but compensation for a politically marginalized one!” (5).  Just as Rich complains 

that most anti-Vietnam poetry failed to engage either politically or aesthetically, Scully 

condemns those protest poets, indicting their work as ineffectual not just from an aesthetic point 

of view, but because “The real subject is the poet’s tender sensibilities, not what is actually, 

systematically going on.” (5). 

 If dissident poetry is so hard to write, how does a poet concerned with the activities of the 

world, desiring to make an important statement on those situations (which are so often moments 

of war and violence), approach writing poetry that will draw attention to the problems without 

falling into the usual failure of protest poetry?  Scully argues that such dissident poetry must “not 

respect boundaries between private and public, self and other.  In breaking boundaries, it breaks 

silences: speaking for, or at best with, the silenced; opening poetry up, putting it in the middle of 

life rather than shunting it off into a corner” (5).  The dissident poet, unlike the protest poet, 

creates “poetry that talks back, that would act as part of the world, not simply a mirror of it.  
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Obviously, such a poetry rules nothing out.  Dissident poetry does therefore observe connections 

–say, between social empowerment and valorization and human definition –that the dominant 

ideology declares that ‘poetry’ must ignore or suppress” (5). 

Then, there are those poets like Martίn Espada, who do not appear to rehearse much of 

this argument over the political role of the poet –immediately declaring a role of advocate as a 

possible position that a poet may take in his/her poetry.  Espada confronts directly those 

connections that Scully reminds us “that the dominant ideology declares that ‘poetry’ must 

ignore or suppress” (5).  Throughout interviews, articles, and most directly in the essay “Poetry 

Like Bread:  Poets of the Imagination,” a version of which also introduces the poetry anthology 

Poetry Like Bread, Espada outlines for us how his concept of the poetics of advocacy works.  In 

his article “The Poetics of Advocacy:  Three Poems,” Martίn Espada explains what the role of 

the poet as advocate should be.  He bases part of this in his history as lawyer handling immigrant 

issues, including housing and immigration.  Espada believes that “Both as a lawyer and as a poet, 

I have performed the role of advocate. This is a natural act for me. Others may see such an act as 

presumptuous, but consider the alternative: silence. There is a poetic as well as a legal tradition 

of advocacy, established on the granite foundations of Whitman and Neruda” (“The Poetics of 

Advocacy”).  Espada links himself to the history of poets advocating for people in conditions of 

violence and war as well as arguing for the inclusion of his other life knowledges, in this case of 

the law, in his expression of the poetic. 

Raised in New York City by Puerto Rican parents, Espada grew up interested in both law 

and literature.  Before he began law school, Espada published a book of poetry entitled The 

Immigrant Iceboy’s Bolero (1982).  Born in 1957, Espada is alternately referred to as Puerto 

Rican American or Nuyorican, which is the term applied to the community of the Puerto Rican 
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diaspora in New York.  Espada became a tenant lawyer and immigrant legal rights advocate in 

Boston in the 1980s.  He eventually left the practice of the legal profession in the 1993 in order 

to teach and write (Salgado 204), but he continues to renew his legal license.  This is because 

Espada sees the roles of the poet and the lawyer as not only compatible, but as intertwined.  The 

role of the advocate lawyer is as much a part of his identity as his role as the advocate poet:  “I 

am a lawyer. . . I have kept my license to practice law, because a lawyer never really stops being 

a lawyer. Someone always needs advice about the quotidian disasters lawyers know so well: jail, 

eviction, divorce. But the lawyer is in the poems, too. (“The Poetics of Advocacy”) 

Espada believes that the poet should not just be a literary master, composing lines from 

an ivory tower room which he/she never leaves.  Rather the poet must take on multiple roles, as 

he articulated in a 1990 interview with Steven Ratiner: “First of all, I think that a poet can be a 

historian, just as a poet can be a sociologist or journalist or teacher or organizer. I see no 

contradiction there at all” (“Poetry and the Burden of History”).  Espada further explains that the  

tradition of advocacy through poetics is not a new trend, particularly within the poetry of the 

Western hemisphere: “I'm also very aware of a tradition that I come out of, which is the tradition 

of Latin American poets writing in historical terms. If you look at Ernesto Cardinal's "Zero 

Hour," for example, that is a history of Nicaragua under Somoza. If you look at many of the 

poems of Pablo Neruda, likewise you see him writing with his country's history as a focus” 

(“Poetry and the Burden of History”).  As in other interviews and articles, Espada repeatedly 

connects himself and his concept of a poetics of advocacy back to the American (as in the whole 

of the Americas) tradition of the poet advocate, which he links through Walt Whitman and Pablo 

Neruda, among others.  Cesar Salgado argues that because Espada’s work “stands at the 

crossroads many fields and concerns - law, ethnicity, colonialism, public memory, urban and 
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diaspora studies, language politics—is proof of how poetry can become more politically superior 

craft; the better its aesthetic and cognitive greater its potential social” (206). 

The essay “Poetry Like Bread:  The Poets of the Imagination” is included in his essay 

collection Zapata’s Disciple (1998), which was “banned in Tucson as part of the Mexican-

American Studies Program outlawed by the state of Arizona” (martinespada.net).  This attempted 

suppression of his work is not new to Espada as NPR, in 1997, refused to air his piece 

concerning the death penalty conviction of Mumia Abu-Jamal, which he discusses at length with 

Rico Cleffi of Radical America in 1999.  That Espada’s essays on the political power of 

language and poetry were erased from high school curriculum reinforces what both Espada and 

James Scully argue, that it is the poetics of inclusion and the insistence on telling the history of 

the United States’ colonialist impulses and behaviors that the establishment, in this case the state 

government of Arizona, finds threatening and must therefore attempt to purge.   In this essay, 

banned from Arizona classrooms, Espada argues the (as we know by now) heretical notion that 

poetry matters.  That it is heretical only to those of conservative politics who hold the reins of 

power should not go without saying.  In this essay, Espada gives more explanation and poetic 

background for his poetics of advocacy that he works so hard to practice within his own poetry 

and life.  At its heart, Martίn Espada’s poetics of advocacy appears incredibly simple:  using his 

writings for the purpose of revealing the struggles of peoples whose voices are generally silenced 

by American dominant culture.  But that advocacy relies centrally on language and the right 

kinds of poets, namely “poets of the imagination.”  In order to imagine and create a political 

language that is vivid, eloquent, and capable of catching the mind of the reader, a poet must have 

“political imagination,” which Espada describes as going “beyond protest to articulate an artistry 

of dissent.  The question is not whether poetry and politics can mix.  That question is a luxury for 
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those who can afford it.  The question is how best to combine poetry and politics, craft and 

commitment, how to find artist imagination equal to the intensity of the experience and the 

quality of ideas” (100).  With this statement, Espada calls out the position of privilege which 

allows poets, critics, and citizens of the United States to dismiss the political from the poetical.   

The issue of a poet’s privilege is an important one as the question may be applied from a 

different angle:  who should have the privilege of speaking on atrocities?  Espada notes that 

while “though some political works are solely works of the imagination, many if, not most, are 

drawn directly from lived experience, contradicting a certain critical notion that political poems 

are written after a morning reading the newspaper, as the poet searches for a headline which will 

be sufficiently infuriating to inspire a burst of rhetoric.  Many, if not most, political poets are 

personally familiar with the rhythms of oppression” (101).  Here Espada deflates one of the 

central arguments against the political value of poetry by demonstrating that image of the poet 

projected by such critiques is quite often a false one.  Espada does not argue that only poets who 

have experienced atrocities may write poetics of advocacy but that poets with these experiences 

do have an extra level of legitimacy.  Despite the fact that so many of Espada’s examples are of 

poets from Central and South American countries harmed by American imperialist interference 

and their own countries’ internal struggles:  “The same poets are committed advocates, speaking 

for the voices struck silent, living or dead. . . Indeed, these are poets who pay tribute to their 

dead, so many dead . . . who would dissolve into oblivion without the poets” (103).  The 

advocacy of the poets extends into memorialization of those lost to violence and war.  

Additionally, Espada explains how political poetry works on the mind of the reader and how this 

can be effective:   “A social horror is focused through the prism of the poet’s understanding, and 

the reader unfamiliar with the experience finds his or her own imagination engaged and 
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politicized.  Or the experience may prove surprisingly familiar” (“Poetry Like Bread” 101).  

Espada stresses the point that the most articulate and inspiring poets of advocacy are almost 

always advocates as well.  Most have also experienced violence within their home countries, be 

it because of revolutions, uprising, or punishment for their poetic words:  “More than mere 

victims, however, poets of the political imagination are activists, political participants” (102).  

He goes on to name nine such poets, including three Latin American poets who were killed for 

their political engagement:  Roque Dalton, Otto Rene Castillo, and Leonel Rugama” (102).  

Espada continues to articulate how “throughout the Americas, contemporary poets of the 

political imagination have been incarcerated, some for days, others for many years. . . Many 

more have been forced into political exile.  Some have suffered unique forms of political 

persecution, as with the U.S. governments’ attempts to deport Margaret Randall” (102).  Picking 

up on this thread, Adrienne Rich explains how poetic suppression in the U.S. is “qualitatively 

different” (What is Found There 19).  Poets were blacklist in the McCarthy era, censored by the 

government through denials of funding on the state and federal levels due to “obscenity” (19).  

She explains Espada’s oblique reference to Margaret Randall, who “based on her writings was 

vigorously pursued for five years by the INS” (19).  

 One aspect of language in Espada’s poetics of advocacy is the importance of breaking 

down the abstract and replacing it with vivid concrete images of painful goings-on of the world:  

“Not surprisingly, resistance is a major theme of the political imagination.  The poets are careful 

to insist upon a human face” (102).  That insistence on a “human face” is central to an effective 

poetics of advocacy, for without these concrete images and language the poem can blur into 

abstractions and lose not only its focus on the consequences of whatever atrocity it reports but 

also lose the attention of an audience that may already be inclined to dismiss political and 
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dissident poetry anyway.  The poems of advocacy and “of the political imagination document 

daily existence as well, finding the political in the everyday. . . They also document the presence 

of such social forces as racism and sexism, and in doing so make those abstract terms painfully 

concrete” (104). Espada draws one conclusion about such advocacy poetry that may be 

surprising to some audience:  “These poems not only condemn, but appreciate . . In fact, perhaps 

the most remarkable characteristic found in the poetry of the political imagination is the quality 

of hopefulness, testimony to the extraordinary resilience of that human quality.  The poetic voice 

resonates throughout the poetry; the poets sing of the possibility, the certainty of eventual 

justice” (105).  The search for justice may be long and arduous, but poets of advocacy will still 

find the beautiful to celebrate within the trials.  Such a circumstance seems obvious once pointed 

out:  that it is not just the death that must be commemorated in the poetics of advocacy, but also 

the life should be celebrated.  These are the types of poets whose poetry Carolyn Forsche labels 

as “witness” poetry, poetry that shares the moments of tragedy and death, often with the purpose 

of changing the reality of the world through their language and imagery.  These poets witnessed, 

they shared, and they paid the penalty of death.  The poetry of dissidence and advocacy is serious 

matter.  In the United States, a powerfully political poem might result in shunning of the poet 

from certain corners, but beyond the U.S., the consequences may be death. Even within the 

United States, as Espada and Rich note, not every poet has the proper privilege or positioning to 

avoid persecution, as in their mutual example of Margaret Randall.  The poetries of dissidence 

and advocacy, which two sides of the same coin, have real life dangers and consequences for the 

poets and for the lives of the people represented within the poetry.  

Kingston’s Poetics of Advocacy 

To Be the Poet:  Teaching the Big Family and Herself 
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As Adrienne Rich, Martίn Espada, and others have artfully explained, American culture 

wants poetry and the arts silenced.  Rich points out that this is not the case everywhere in the 

world.  This is the atmosphere and struggle within which Adrienne Rich, Martίn Espada, and 

Maxine Hong Kingston are all working as they write poetry.  All three fervently argue for the 

power of language and its role as the tool through which change may be suggested, fermented, 

and fomented.  Hopefully, then this new politically aware, politically challenging, and even 

politically dangerous language will become the basis from which action in the world may be 

imagined.  This, in the best-case scenario, leads to action on the ground. In Kingston’s case, this 

focus on language has been, throughout the course of her career, directed at the creation of a 

language of peace through her prose.  Her poetry continues her journey toward the creation of a 

language of peace, albeit in a manner different than her approach in prose.  Kingston’s goal for 

the language of peace is that it will “Peace’s language, its sounds and rhythms, when read aloud, 

when read silently, should pacify breath and tongue, make ears and brain more tranquil” (The 

Fifth Book of Peace 61).  But as she, Thich Nhat Hanh, and Johan Galtung remind us, this 

language must be created and reimagined continually:  “the reasons for peace, the definitions of 

peace have to be invented and invented again” (The Fifth Book of Peace 402).  This insistence on 

the continually recreation of language to express reality and inspire the reader is echoed within 

the poetics of both Adrienne Rich and Martίn Espada.  Yet, Kingston’s poetry does not attempt 

to pacify the mind by offering the ways through which one may create peace within their 

communities.  Her character of Wittman Ah Singh, most well known as the protagonist in 

Tripmaster Monkey, argues that ‘The play's the thing by which I'll catch the conscience of my 

audience’ (to paraphrase Wittman and Hamlet, as it were). But Kingston’s poetry instead offers 
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grim glimpses of war’s realities, realities so often ignored or repackaged to fit the image of 

‘mission accomplished’:   

Almost 2,000 killed in Iraq.  G.I.s. 

Not counting Afghanis, 

           Iraqis, 

           civilians, 

           mercenaries, 

           children, babies, 

           journalists. (Broad Margin 9, lines 2-8)  

Kingston brings us the concrete images of war’s reality, so that we may know, remember, and 

perhaps do some advocating of our own. 

Kingston may not risk death, as did the poets Espada names in “Poetry Like Bread,” but 

the political is powerful and dangerous.  Kingston does risk critical and audience rejection of her 

works, though that is unlikely to phase her much at this point in her life and literary career.  

While she has noted in interviews that she does care about reception, but still wishes to write the 

observations of her eyes and mind and the feelings of her heart.  Additionally, she acknowledges 

that she has the powerful position of a well-respected writer and she grabs that advantage 

(Cheung).  She uses her privileges as a well-respected writer to create poetry and art that are 

dissident, that do practice advocacy, and that make her readers confront the deeper realities of 

the world or put down her book.  Kingston, though a young poet in comparison with many of the 

artists referenced above, shows many of the same ideas about poetics in politics in her two books 

of poetry, To Be the Poet and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life. Kingston’s poetry is political in 

the same ways as her prose –on a central theme of her work, peace and its opposite, war. 
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Kingston's dissident poetry of advocacy focuses on victims of war, examples of which are to be 

found in both collections of her poetry.  Kingston’s poetics of advocacy is geared toward 

creating peace and is influenced by her engagement with engaged Buddhism. The concept of the 

poetics of advocacy, as Martίn Espada describes it, can be applied to different types of poets who 

are interested in different issues. The point would be that the poet is engaged in a particular type 

of advocacy within their poetry. As James Scully’s arguments indicate, not all political or 

dissident poetry would constitute a poetry advocacy. From Espada’s definitions, we can see that 

a poetry of advocacy must focus on individuals with a social problem, who then in the poetry 

become representative of people with that problem. This is what he describes as “putting a 

human face” on the problem.  This putting of a human face on a social situation is accomplished 

throughout Kingston’s poetry. 

Kingston develops a poetics of advocacy that is decidedly pacifist and anti-war, pro-

survivor, and feminist - we can see such poetics within her works that can be traced through 

Adrienne Rich's feminist poetics.  Rich’s feminist philosophy of poetry focuses our attention on 

arenas of gender, citizenship, equality, war, and violence in a manner similar to how Maxine 

Hong Kingston approaches these issues within both her poetry and her prose.  Advocacy, as 

suggested by the Nyorican poet Martίn Espada as at the heart of his poetics, is at the heart of 

Kingston's poetics - telling the stories, pointing out the problems and consequences of war as the 

victims (Iraqi civilians and American soldiers) cannot.  Her position as a feminist and Chinese-

American writer (gendered and ethnic minority) allows her to pierce the veil of ennui and 

acceptance of war as inevitable, necessary evil that is unavoidable and in some manner, the 

correct way of dealing with our global problems.   
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Espada posits the framework of a poetics of advocacy and Rich’s work helps explain how 

Kingston’s poetry function as dissident poetry and as a poetics of advocacy. Rich’s description 

of the transformation of her poetry, from structured and predetermined, to determined within the 

moment of composition, in “Poetry and Experience” describes much of Kingston’s work in To 

Be the Poet – a master of technique in another genre feeling her way about, allowing her thought 

and feelings to guide her, relying on intuition and the mundane experiences of the everyday to 

light her path toward both poetry and discovery.  In To Be the Poet and I Love a Broad Margin 

to My Life, Maxine Hong Kingston creates her own poetics of advocacy that reflects her long-

standing engagement with peace activism and her decades long endeavor to create both the 

language of peace and the cultural situation needed for peace through her own works.  This 

poetics showcases the influence of engaged Buddhism and illustrates that a poet’s intentions will 

always be best expressed through their commitment to language.   

To Be the Poet features Kingston’s steps out of prose into a poetics and aesthetics of her 

own: poetic aesthetics and poetic political advocacy.  Like so much of her work, it is a mixed 

genre piece consisting of three lectures that she gave as part of the 2000 William E. Massey 

Lecture series at Harvard University as well as scraps, snippets, and full length poems.  To Be the 

Poet begins in the place of thrown away cares and ends up, far from unsurprisingly, in a place of 

poetic advocacy.  Her concerns over a language of peace and her own role within the political 

process of creating peace surface throughout.  Kingston opens the first section, “I Choose the 

Poet’s Life,” with this declaration: “I want the easiness of poetry. . . I won’t be a workhorse 

anymore; I’ll be a skylark.  Free of obligations” (3).  Kingston may desire to be a skylark, but she 

retains her eagle eyes for injustice, war culture, and American indifference to the suffering of 

others, which she identifies as the fault of the American military industrial complex and 
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government.  Her poems and poetic analysis in this volume move from tentative diary poems that 

list out the errands she needs to run (“26 May,” 17-18) and the quiet dawn (“Think about 

3:15a.m.,” 19) to poems memorializing playwrights murdered for the content of their art (“Last 

night, a play,” 99).  While working within the same vein of career long concerns, now 

Kingston’s explorations of issues of peace and justice are couched in poetic terms and written in 

poetic lines.  Clearly, despite her own intentions, her poetic interests mirror her prose concerns 

and she writes pieces of poetry on war, such as a few stanzas on Rwanda (“April 16th Sunday,” 

74-75), and the pain of loss, such as over her mother’s death (“MaMa has been dead 3(?) years,” 

75-76).  Despite the break from the harsh realities of the world that Kingston clearly wants to 

take, she is simply unable to abandon those concerns no matter her declarations that she will:  

“I’m not going to take on those responsibilities, just for the springtime. I will take a rest and just 

let the beauty and grace of the world come to me” (Tsang 6).  No matter what she told Lori 

Tsang in her interview about To Be the Poet, this desire to ‘rest’ from her regular featured 

concerns of peace, war, and injustice, is not fulfilled in this volume.   

Instead, Kingston develops a sense of advocacy and compassion within her poetry which 

are best explained through the poetic theories of Rich and Espada.  Wendy Martin, in An 

American Triptych: Anne Bradstreet, Emily Dickinson, Adrienne Rich, explains that in her poetry 

and essays, Rich “evolved a sense that she [could not] only shape the circumstances of her own 

life, but that she [could] function as a spokeswoman for those people whose lives have not often 

been recorded in literature” (184-185).  These same lives, the lives of the abused and forgotten, 

are the lives Espada investigates through his poetry and through his notion of the poetics of 

advocacy.  These are also the same lives that Maxine Hong Kingston explores through her own 

unique poetics of advocacy in To Be the Poet and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life.  Espada 
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and Kingston both engage with what Rich calls the “property of poetic language”:  the ability to 

illustrate situations and lives that would otherwise “deprive us of language and reduce us to 

passive sufferers” (What is Found There, 10).  Despite her intentions to take a break from the 

serious concerns of her entire literary career, within her poetry, we find Maxine Hong Kingston 

still striving, with compassion, to reveal the harsh realities of the world around her, even as she 

herself most often is the person to bear witness, not to experience the trial at hand. 

To Be the Poet and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life do similar things as collections, 

exploring Kingston’s continuing concerns about the world and its future.  Both reveal a concern 

for advocacy and quite often do so from a perspective that is feminine and feminist inclined. 

However, the two books represent a poet at two different stages of literary life and at two 

incredibly different points in the new millennium’s first decade.  To Be the Poet (2002) was 

written in the first few years of the new century.  The manuscript was composed before the 

terrorist attack of September 11, 2001, with the last poems written in the summer of 2000.  Yet, 

Kingston was still writing about war and dead children (“Dreaming Awake,” 88-89).  I Love A 

Broad Margin to My Life (2011) was composed almost a decade later.  She is older, more of her 

friends have died, and death is a specter in these poems in a way much different than it is in To 

Be the Poet.  Life and death are even more personal in the latter work and her sentiments about it 

are more lingering.  September 11th, 2001 was used as an excuse for war and Kingston’s second 

poetic volume repeatedly addresses this situation.  Broad Margin records Kingston’s activities in 

protests against the war and the actions of the United States government as well as her trips to 

China, the further journeys of her character of Wittman Ah Singh, and the final resolution of her 

version of the story of Fa Mu/Mook Lan.   
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To Be the Poet lives up to its title in that it serves more as a poetic diary and would-be 

poetry writer’s manual.  Broad Margin features all poetry, no queries or lessons from other poets 

on how to ‘do’ poetry. One similarity, however, is how the worlds of 2000 (when To Be the Poet 

was written) and 2011 (when Broad Margin was published) are respectively not the future 

Maxine Hong Kingston has been diligently working toward throughout her literary career.  The 

first decade of the new millennium did not feature the cultural drive toward peace that Kingston 

has long desired and worked toward and we see that represented in the poetry of both volumes.  

Besides the title suggesting that it is a guide for a new poet (perhaps she had Rilke’s Letters to a 

Young Poet in mind), within To Be the Poet, Kingston is the teacher and the student.  She is 

finding her voice in poetry, though she claims it was her first genre.  She offers memories of 

childhood poems she sang to her relatives (“Hey, Third Grandfather,” 4-5) and memories of her 

grade school poetry scrapbook entitled Gems. With these examples, she opens this three-part 

meditation on and exercise in writing poetry with the very beginnings of her writing and poetics 

arts. 

In To Be the Poet, Kingston is finding herself as a poet, which includes how to be artistic 

while advocating and how to avoid creating propaganda (Scully) and political sloganeering 

(Parini).  She starts out questioning who she will be as a poet, even asking her poet friends for 

advice (such as Alice Fulton) and following the directions of established poetic artists (such as 

Ted Sexauer).  Eulalia Piñero Gil, in her article ““I’ll Be a Skylark”:  Maxine Hong Kingston’s 

Confessional Poetics in To Be the Poet,” argues that it is the second section of the volume, 

entitled “I Call on the Muse of Poetry and Here’s What I Get,” that shows Kingston’s inability to 

leave behind the concerns that she has explored throughout her career.  Gil determines that 

“Kingston’s confessional and autobiographical poetic voice emerges again stronger in her beliefs 
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as an antiwar activist, in her defense of the oral tradition, her quest for peace, her reflections on 

poetic subjectivity, in the difficulties of translating culture and in the importance of dreams and 

myths” (166).  Gil argues that Kingston’s poetic voice develops in this section as she attempts to 

connect herself and her work to a history of activism within American poetry:   

Kingston’s voice reaffirms the American poetic tradition of the poet as public voice with 

a social dimension and a compromise with a society which is multicultural.  Therefore, 

she embraces William Carlos Williams’ law of poetry and makes it part of her own 

dictum:  ‘The American poet must stay put on the ground of the Americas, and hear and 

be her voice’ (52).  This canonical reference connects Kingston’s poetics with the 

genealogy of American poetry.  But what is more important, it explains her commitment 

to society. (166) 

Here Gil hints at Kingston’s inclusion and work within the poetic tradition of political 

commentary and advocacy, of which Adrienne Rich and Martίn Espada are part.  Kingston 

practices within her poetry a poetics of advocacy that is part of the much larger tradition within 

poetry (in English and as Martίn Espada so often argues, in other languages as well) of the 

intervention of the poetic imagination into the political realm.   

 In his article, “The Poetics of Advocacy:  Three Poems,” Espada describes what he 

means by a poetics of advocacy:  revealing the realities of marginalized people, for Espada 

specifically those caught up within the American justice system.  The only alternative to this 

advocacy, to this telling of the convict’s story, is silence (“The Poetics of Advocacy”).  Kingston 

faces this silence and responds with a poem that focuses not only on the moment of the inmate’s 

death, but on the sounds of the traditional drums which were played for him in the streets outside 

his last abode, the prison walls:   
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 I feel tears upwelling, and falling. 

 One of those grotesque serial killers is getting his injection. 

 Right now. Near here.  Outside San Quentin, Indians 

  from three tribes (none his) 

 are drumming for him.  Maybe he hears the drums. 

 Maybe his heart is affected. 

 Maybe he feels tears. 

 He’d been denied a sweat lodge –hot rocks dangerous – 

I have to take out that line about a sweat lodge.  It’s a flashback, and there’s a passive-

voice verb, and it doesn’t have a word that rhymes with “tears.”  Internal rhyme pulled 

that event to mind.  Can’t give him a sweat lodge, give him a poem.  Would it be too 

corny to write “may” instead of “maybe”? 

 May he hear the drums. 

 May the drumming reach his heart. 

 May he feel tears. 

 Strange, I hardly cry anymore except for political events, such as genocides, executions,  

 wars. (“I Feel Tears,” 36-37).  

In the middle of her poem, Kingston interrupts herself.  She wishes to give the death role inmate 

something he is denied in life and even in death:  recognition as a person, as a person with 

particular religious traditions and rights denied him at his moment of execution.  She concludes: 

“Can’t give him a sweat lodge, give him a poem” (37).  With this poem, Kingston provides the 

same kind of advocacy and for the same types of individuals as Espada does in the pieces he 

offers in “The Poetics of Advocacy:  Three Poems.”  Espada draws attention to the nameless and 
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forgotten people locked within our prison walls, people with no one who may even want to tell 

their stories and share their anguish.  Beyond advocating that we as the nation’s citizenry see the 

death row inmate’s humanity and connection to a community (even one that was not his 

originally), Kingston’s poem also illustrates Espada’s desire for poetry to challenge the silence 

surrounding the sufferings of such individuals.  In “Poetry like Bread:  Poets of the Imagination,” 

Espada explains that the desire to advocate is not necessarily related to a writer’s desire to create 

social change.  Rather, he argues, “The poet’s advocacy springs from compassion, and 

compassion is the poet’s pulse” (104).  This insistence on compassion is reflected throughout 

much of Kingston’s later work, particularly The Fifth Book of Peace.  This focus on compassion 

in this poem about a man facing death for his crimes reflects the Buddhist concept of karuna, 

compassion.  As previous noted in chapter 3, Maxine Hong Kingston’s later works are strongly 

marked by her association with Buddhism, particularly the engaged Buddhist teachings of Thich 

Nhat Hanh.  That influence of engaged Buddhism appears in several pieces within her 

collections of poetry.  In her article, “Ancient News from Buddha’s Research Lab,” Katharina 

Bitzker provides definitions for the concepts of The Four Immeasurables (one of which is 

compassion/karuna) and of their role in Buddhist thought.  The Four Immeasurables, also called 

the Divine Adobes, are the four concepts of peace and love. 

(1) Loving-kindness (Pāli: mettā/Sanskrit: maitri) towards all: the hope that all persons 

will be well and happy, (2) Compassion (Pāli/Sanskrit: karuṇā): the hope and wish that 

all persons sufferings will diminish, (3) Empathetic joy (Pāli/Sanskrit: mudita): joy in the 

accomplishments of a person—oneself or another; sympathetic joy, (4) Equanimity (Pāli: 

upekkhā/Sanskrit: upekṣā): learning to accept loss and gain, praise and blame, and 

success and failure, all with detachment, equally, for oneself and for others. (268-269) 
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Bitzker notes that Thich Nhat Hanh believes these four concepts are “the abodes of true love . . 

.[they] are called ‘immeasurable,’ because if you practice them, they will grow in you everyday 

until you embrace the whole world” (269).  In this poem about the final moments of a death row 

inmate’s life, Kingston practices both metta, loving-kindness (her desire that the prisoner will 

have heard the drums and have been comforted) and karuna, compassion (her hope that the 

prisoner’s sufferings will have ended now).  Other poems within To Be the Poet, also reflect 

aspects of the Four Immeasurables, most often metta/loving-kindness and karuna/compassion.  

Bitkzer’s remark that Hanh believes that the practice of these values allow one to “embrace the 

whole world” (369) echo Espada’s belief that compassion is “the poet’s pulse.” 

In her article, “Power and Danger:  Works of a Common Woman,” Rich explains what 

political poetry can and cannot do if the poet desires for the poetry to be both successful and true 

(as a reflection of reality and as a reflection of the poet’s feelings on that reality).  She describes 

how the heart of facing the political in a poem involves being “concerned with powerlessness 

and power.  No true political poetry can be written with propaganda as an aim, to persuade others 

“out there” of some atrocity or injustice. . .  As poetry, it can come only from the poet’s need to 

identify her relationship to atrocities and injustice, the sources of her pain, fear, and anger, the 

meaning of her resistance” (251).  With this statement, Rich outlines not only how a poet may 

approach a political or dissident poetry, but also what those concerns for that poetry should be:  

the poet’s relationship to the world and its atrocities, her feelings, and her gropings toward some 

understanding of the cruelties and imbalances of the world, as well as the joys and wonders of 

that same world.  In her poem, “I feel tears,” we are clued into Kingston’s feeling that an 

injustice has occurred by her own tears and her desire to give the death row inmate something; 

this is despite the fact that his death has already occurred.  In this sense, this poem also functions 
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as resistance, resistance to the death penalty, even for those from which Kingston herself recoils, 

“grotesque.”  Rich’s statement is applicable here, that ‘true political poetry’ must come from 

within the poet, from her reactions to the day-to-day realities of the world, realities she must be 

willing to face in order to present them with truth and bring light to those spaces.  Kingston 

expresses her relationship to the subject of the poem, to the death row inmate, in terms of her 

emotions in both the opening and closing lines.  In this case, it is her sadness represented by her 

tears and then by her observation that she only cries now for “genocides, executions, wars.”  Her 

emotions reveal her internal resistance, through her tears and her words.  

Espada declares that “not surprisingly, resistance is a major theme of the political 

imagination.  The poets are careful to insist upon a human face” (“Poetry like Bread” 102).  The 

desire to put a ‘face’ on the realities of war and death are central to Kingston’s poem on the 

atrocities within the 1990s Rwandan genocide in her piece “April 16th Sunday—”: 

April 16th Sunday – 

  I saw a picture of a mass grave in Rwanda. 

  Like bones had been sorted with like. 

  All the skulls together, the heads right side up. 

  The same length arm bones in a pile, 

  the leg bones in another pile. 

  All is neat and orderly. 

  The people who did this stacking 

  show care for those who died. (“April 16th – Sunday,” 74-75) 

Unlike the previous poem, this one is not overflowing with the emotions of the poetic/narrative 

voice.  This piece describes the scene with almost photographic crispness:  “The same length arm 
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bones in a pile,/ the leg bones in another pile” (lines 5-6).  Then the last three lines turn toward 

the emotions lying beneath these carefully placed bones and the poet’s carefully placed words: 

“All is neat and orderly./The people who did this stacking/show care for those who died” (lines 

7-9).  The bones now function as grave markers for the tens of thousands of the dead, just as the 

photograph serves as evidence that such atrocities occurred.  Kingston’s poem serves as 

advocacy, explaining for an audience unaware of the Rwandan genocide that someone cared 

enough for the people to stack their bones politely, in an orderly fashion, so that the dead may be 

honored.  Kingston’s poem serves a similar function, to honor and remember, and to hopefully 

discourage such atrocities from happening again. Political poetry must be subtle and language 

focused, as so many of our poet theorists have told us.  “April 16th Sunday –” is perhaps one of 

Kingston’s finest examples of such poetic advocacy.  Her usually strong personal voice steps 

back, the language is direct, almost sparse, creating an image similar to a black and white 

photograph.  The images are stark, no hint of emotion peaks through until the end.  This is the 

poetics of advocacy Espada describes as showing the reader “a human face.” In this instance, 

Kingston shows us the remnants of the human body, stark, without embellishment, with only the 

invocation of the place of the massacre, Rwanda, to help us understand what this imagery means.  

It is effective and evocative, drawing the reader in so that she or he may ask or provide the 

answer to the question:  “Why?” 

The last section of To Be the Poet, entitled “Spring Harvest,” gives us more complete 

poems than the previous sections, which offered more on the process of composing poetry.  

“April 16th Sunday—” falls within this collection of poems, which is not surprising.  As the book 

moves along, Kingston’s focus and recurrent themes crystalize around her most often evoked 

themes.  Unlike her opening declaration of lyrics of ‘sweetness and light’, “Spring Harvest” 
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offers few views of nature and happiness, but comes back around to her life-long concerns, the 

tragedies of the world, particularly those tragedies related to war.  One such poem is “Last night, 

a play,” which ends with Kingston’s poetic voice asking herself why she returns to sad plays 

about war and strife instead of taking in a fun musical.  The poem itself is the answer to 

Kingston’s question: 

  Last night, a play in a series by playwrights who have been  

 Jailed, who have been executed. 

  I care about theatre in warehouses and basements and liv- 

ingrooms and lofts and storefronts and storebacks. 

  8 hours’ rehearsal, and the play goes on.  It gets heard. 

  Mother’s heart and Sister’s heart break as they identify and 

 gather up the body of the young, tortured, dead hero. 

  Such torture never occurred to me:  earphones plugged into 

 his ears make sounds that break his mind, and kill him. 

  Every week, another play about the underdogs in a war for  

 a cause that has gone on for centuries and continues to this 

 day. 

  I wish I were at a cheesy/cheery musical. 

  But I return for the next act, the next play.  What to make 

 of it? (“Last night, a play,” mid-word line break from line 3 to 4 in original, 99). 

A succinct answer to Kingston’s final question would be that she returns night after night 

because the voices need to be heard and far too few are listening.  In “Jacob and the Angel,” 

Adrienne Rich explains the purpose of poems such as “Last night, a play.”  Such pieces help 
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“reveal how we are –inwardly as well as outwardly –under conditions of great imbalance and 

abuse of power” (xvi).  The plays Kingston watches, instead of happier fare, reveal that abuse of 

power:  “the young, tortured, dead hero./Such torture never occurred to me:  earphones plugged 

into/ his ears make sounds that break his mind, and kill him” (lines 6-8).  They reveal these 

abuses not just through their scenes, barely rehearsed and thrown on stage quickly, but by the 

nature of their authors’ lives:  “Last night, a play in a series by playwrights who have been/ 

Jailed, who have been executed” (lines 1-2).  Kingston poetry here appears to be doing a double 

duty of advocacy or perhaps the second leg of the journey of advocacy.  Some playwright 

attempted to bring these scenes of atrocity and war to the stage and thereby the world.  But his or 

her attempt was blocked through prison or assassination, through persecution by the state.  

Kingston by watching these plays and relating them in her poetry performs another act of 

advocacy.  This leads us to wonder how many acts of advocacy must occur before we hear of a 

single atrocity.  This poem drives home the idea that the creation of the poem/play/art is just one 

piece of the whole project of advocating for a better world.  These lost playwrights attempted, 

but were cut down for the attempt.  Kingston takes their advocacy the next step, revealing it 

existed, and witnessing to us the readers that it did and does exist.  Kingston here fulfills Rich’s 

desire for a poetry that reveals “ourselves and others under the conditions of twenty-first century 

absolutism, making us dimensional in a time when the human concrete is continually erased by 

state and religious violence and by disingenuous jargon serving state power” (xviii).  Kingston’s 

poetry pulls the veil back on the violence, which is the structured violence of those in power:  the 

citizen is tortured, then the artist is tortured for reporting.  Kingston returns night after night 

because the plays must be heard and victims’ as well as the playwrights’ lives must be 

acknowledged. 
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   Within this final section of To Be the Poet, Kingston offers a poem, entitled “Dreaming 

Awake,” that seems to anticipate Adrienne Rich’s highly acclaimed post-9/11 poem, “The 

School Among the Ruins.”  That both women have served as teachers, been anti-war activists, 

and have explored what it means to be a feminist in two different, but still patriarchal cultural 

landscapes, provides some explanation as to how the two poets (one far more accomplished than 

the other) may have written such similar works.  Adrienne Rich’s poem is more direct in its 

political point.  With a title like “The School Among the Ruins,” published so soon after 

September 11th, it might occur to some readers that it is about that event; and it is about that 

event but indirectly, from the perspective of those who would be or already have been punished 

for 9/11 or other events by the U.S. government via military intervention.  Rich makes clear in 

her first line that this is not a poem commemorating those lost on 9/11, but commemorating 

those who have been lost before and those who will be lost in the American retaliation for an 

attack on its soil: “Beirut. Baghdad. Sarajevo. Bethlehem. Kabul. Not of course/here” (lines 1-2).  

Her naming of these cities reaches back into our military history to at least the 1990s, when we 

intervened in the wars of other countries.  Her first two lines make the connection between 9/11 

and our own history of violence against others, by stating that this would not be the United 

States, “Not of course/here.”  A teacher responds to a child’s query of the same question that was 

asked multiple times in the U.S. post-9/11, ‘why do they hate us’: 

Two: I don’t know 

why they are trying to hurt us 

Three: or the latitude and longitude 

of their hatred Four: I don’t know if we 

hate them as much. (Section 4, lines 2-6) 
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The child’s question of why the United States hates them echoes what we can only assume are 

the questions of all children of such situations:  why are people we do not know trying to hurt us. 

Kingston’s poem, though it names none of these places, could easily occur in any of them or in 

any war-torn country around the world: 

“Dreaming Awake”  

 I have imposed a quiet.  I have to impose it, 

 still myself, still the others. 

 Find the natural quite 

 Do I hear it yet?  Is there such a thing? 

 The air is filled with bird song – 

 and airplanes and cars –motors – 

 insect motors, tractor motors. 

 Does an underlying, permeating stillness 

 Contain the space-filling noises? 

 Time can.  Idea can. 

 The red-tailed hawk is circling smaller and smaller. 

 Flashback—Earthquake! Bomb! 

 Radioactive light rays laser and scissor every place. 

 The brick road is buckling.  Bricks entomb children. 

 I call for Earll –he’s all right. 

 I have an excuse –Earthquake! Bomb! – 

 to cancel classes and miss appointments. 

 No, I need to get to school, to teach the children. 
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 I walk over and through the rain of bricks ~ 

 and wake up, and go again to school. (“Dreaming Awake,” 88-89). 

Kingston’s poem anticipates a time when she (as the poetic voice) would be the teacher, running 

through the ruins to take care of the children within her school house.  This could even be in 

America, but the description of the airplanes and engines echoes her mother’s descriptions of 

war planes, an image which appears in The Woman Warrior.  The image of military planes 

bearing down on unarmed victims appears multiple times in Kingston’s prose.  In The Woman 

Warrior, it is her mother’s warning to run if she sees three planes flying in formation, which 

leads to the story of the people hiding in the mountains of China during the Japanese invasions of 

the early twenty-first century.  We also see military planes in Hawaii in both China Men and 

“Water” from The Fifth Book of Peace.   Kingston offers her own directly personal thoughts on 

the military planes over Hawaii in her 1980s article “War,” contained within the collection 

Hawaii, One Summer.  It is an image that has occurred in almost every single one of her works 

and its ominous meaning has never changed, death and destruction from above, most often 

rained down upon those who cannot defend themselves.  

While Rich’s poem is advocacy of the type both she and Espada describe, Kingston’s 

poem is different, anticipatory.  That is entitled “Dreaming Awake” is unsettling, suggesting a 

foreshadowing or warning for the future. Or perhaps, it is an echoing of the past within the 

possible future.  Another perspective would be that it is a nightmare that the voice of the poem 

anticipates will happen during her lifetime:  “No, I need to get to school, to teach the children./ I 

walk over and through the rain of bricks ~/ and wake up, and go again to school” (lines 18-20).  

The poem itself moves from self-imposed stillness and quiet, which could easily be read as 

mediation or read as silence those under attack maintain to avoid detection by the enemy.  Then 
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the sounds of nature, such as the sounds of birds and insects, morph into the sounds of war.  The 

speaker calls out for her husband, Earll, the author’s real life spouse, but the bombs were real, 

the earthquake was real.  Will the speaker use these horrifying events to stay home, safe with her 

family? No, she will journey through the destruction to teach the children and do it again the next 

day.  In this poem, Kingston imagines a future war-scape, one in which she chooses to continue 

as an educator, opting not to run and hide, to seek sanctuary with her family.  This poem 

illustrates the beliefs at the heart of all of Kingston’s writing, poetry and prose included:  we 

have a responsibility to the world and to our communities.  Even in her bombed out dream 

poems, Kingston rises to the occasion, to teach and to advocate. 

  Considering the manner in which so much of Maxine Hong Kingston’s concerns about 

world events and peace have been dismissed and derided in her prose writing, it is no surprise 

that the same so often occurs in reaction to her poetry.  Or rather, her first collection is not taken 

seriously at all as an extension of the major themes that have dominated her work to this point.  

In his book review for Women’s Studies, Lewis Klausner provides a middle-of-the-road review 

of To Be the Poet, arguing that “the book suggests that Kingston makes these choices not as a 

full-time poet, but as a prose writer on break from writing longer, more serious books” (353).  

This, as we know, matches exactly what Kingston says herself, so it is not a very in-depth 

analysis of the work.  Klausner takes Kingston’s light-hearted opening tone at her word and 

leaves it at that.  Even fewer academics consider To Be the Poet than they do any of her other 

works, including I Love a Broad Margin to My Life.  Those discussing the latter works of her 

career, such as Christine Lorre-Johnston, in Maxine Hong Kingston’s Peace Activism:  Taking 

Stock, completely skips over To Be the Poet in her discussion of Tripmaster Monkey, The Fifth 

Book of Peace, and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life.  David Orr, in his review of I Love a 
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Broad Margin to My Life, entitled “Maxine Hong Kingston’s Life in Verse,” references To Be 

the Poet, but dismisses it more strongly than he dismisses Broad Margin.  Orr determines that To 

Be the Poet consisted of Kingston’s “mostly gentle, kindly, confused” thoughts on what it means 

To Be the Poet (BR 16).  Orr argues that Kingston “affects a faux-naïf tone throughout that book, 

but the naiveté is unfortunately not quite as faux as it needs to be. Part of the problem is evident 

in the title. It’s generally not a good idea to concentrate on “being the Poet” rather than “writing 

some poems.”. . . Well, anyway, it’s not the best way to get actual poetry written” (BR 16). Yun-

Hua Hsaio also skips over To Be the Poet in her article on Kingston’s works since 1989, “From 

War to Peace:  Maxine Hong Kingston’s Tripmaster Monkey, The Fifth Book of Peace, and I 

Love a Broad Margin to My Life.”  Even as academics take stock of the second half of 

Kingston’s career they appear more than willing to drop To Be the Poet completely from the 

conversation, which is not only unfortunate, but quite short-sighted.  Helena Grice, an academic 

with a large and positive reputation within the field of Asian-American literature and who is also 

a scholar on Kingston’s work, offers the positive review of To Be the Poet.  She comes the 

closest of all reviewers to taking Kingston’s poetic work seriously, but as this is a review and not 

a critical analysis, Grice does not offer much of an argument about the poetics she claims 

Kingston creates within the book’s pages, but concludes that  

To Be the Poet reads like an interregnum : here Kingston allows herself the luxury of 

extensive reflection upon poetic and other creative practice, including the politics of 

form, the discipline required to write, the teaching and sharing of poetry, and theories of 

writing poetry. . .this book provides a neat collection of her philosophy, not just of 

poetry, but of life and living, including her pacifist and feminist politics, her attitude to 
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ageing (she recently turned sixty), and her enjoyment of mothering. What comes across is 

Kingston’s clear enjoyment of her life and her security of self. (490) 

Grice concludes that “taken as a whole, the book offers a fascinating glimpse into this eminent 

writer’s life, as well as offering what comes close to a manifesto of Kingston’s praxis as an 

artist” (491).  It appears that critics are simply not interested in taking To Be Poet seriously as an 

important work within Maxine Hong Kingston’s oeuvre.  Eulalia Piñero Gil, in her article ““I’ll 

Be a Skylark”:  Maxine Hong Kingston’s Confessional Poetics in To Be the Poet,” discussed 

above appears to be one of the few exceptions who considers Kingston’s poetry as seriously as 

everyone else considers her prose.  

I Love a Broad Margin to My Life:  Feminist, Activist, Advocate  

 One of the dominant emotions throughout I Love a Broad Margin to My Life is anguish.  

This anguish is in connection to the deaths of friends, the deaths of soldiers, the deaths of Iraqi 

and other citizens caught within the warfare rampage of the United States of America within the 

first decade of the first century of this millennium.  Kingston declares, more than once, that she 

wishes to die, but does not, cannot.  However, she also fears her own death and attempts to ward 

it off with literary production: “I have a superstition that as long as I/ any writer, have things to 

write, I keep living” (page 8, lines 2-3).  In her 2011 interview with Koa Beck for Smith 

Magazine, she elaborates on her meaning here:   

I guess it has to do, somewhat, with this poem about being afraid that there is not enough 

time to write everything that one is feeling and thinking–and I have thought that my 

whole writing life. That there is so much more to say and there isn’t enough time and so 

it helps me to have those superstitions. As long as I have stories to write, surely I won’t 

die. That’s a superstition that comforts me. But it doesn’t help to know that I do have 
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writer friends who have died without finishing their work so I have doubts about that 

superstition. . . . Yes. I’ve used it all my life and think, I do feel the writing coming and it 

is so alive that surely I will be alive and awake until that story is over. (Beck) 

Despite this frankness on the part of the poet, that she is running out of time, few reviewing this 

collection see past the humorous, self-deprecating façade Kingston creates within the first few 

pages of the book: 

 I am often looking in mirrors, and singling  

 out my face in group photographs. 

 Am I pretty at 65? 

 What does old look like? 

 Sometimes I am wrinkled, sometimes not. . . . 

   I am homely, I am old. 

 I look like a tortoise in a curly white wig. (page 4, lines 12-16, 20 & 21). 

Contrary to so much of Broad Margin’s lines, Kingston, her interviewers, and reviewers, 

represent this collection as an airy outing, not the serious meditation on life, death, war, and 

peace that it is.  Perhaps it is easier, for Kingston and readers alike, to appreciate her self-

deprecating humor at her own vanity as she considers how well, or not, her face has aged, than it 

is to deal with her horror and anguish at photographs of victims of the Second Iraq War:  

 A man’s bare feet stick out from a blanket 

 that has been taped around the ankles. 

 I see this picture, I don’t want to live. 

 I’ve seen the faces of beaten, cloaked women. 

 Their black wounds infected, their eyes 
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 swollen shut.  Their bodies beaten too, 

 But can’t be seen.  I want to die. (excerpt of “Home” 23, lines 1-7) 

It is quite easy to take Kingston at her lightest words rather than hear her say again in Broad 

Margin, as she did in To Be the Poet: “I don’t cry for the personal anymore, /only for the 

political” (“Home” 22, lines 17-18).  This repetition of a line through two books published nearly 

a decade apart calls to mind Adrienne Rich’s comment on how the terrorist attacks of 9/11/2001 

functioned for culture, poetry, and poets of dissidence in America:   

For an American poet, an unrepentant socialist and feminist, a critic of her government 

and its lamentable record of service to the country, it was not that “everything had 

changed” but that everything had been flung into sharper relief.  The nation had in fact 

been riven within and whirling in megalomaniac violence abroad and for a long time, 

fantasizing itself safe behind the electronic fences and stockpiled resources of a gated 

community. . . Dissent was collaboration with evil.  We were citizens of a body insulted 

and wounded, and endless war would be the nostrum of our pain. (What is Found There 

261). 

Rich speaks for herself here, but she also speaks for poets like Maxine Hong Kingston and 

Martίn Espada.  Espada and Kingston refuse the panacea, reject the patriotism represented in the 

endless war and an endlessly waving American flag (a symbol Kingston rejects vehemently in 

The Fifth Book of Peace).  To write the near identical line of her desire for death in two 

consecutive books of poetry suggests far more going on in both collections than just an older 

artist’s desire to play with a different genre.  What makes Kingston’s situation unique and makes 

it so difficult for readers to discern the dissident poetry before their eyes has a great deal to do 

with the image Kingston has cultivated throughout her career as both powerful and comforting, 
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non-confrontational, but sharp.  We see this inability in the interviewer Susana Rustin as she fails 

to pierce through this veil, which may be part charisma and personality, and part affectation, of 

the harmless Chinese American writer.  Rustin’s fears about interviewing Kingston, because she 

does not like Broad Margin, are easily put to rest: “Amazed by The Woman Warrior in my 20s, 

and disappointed by the new book, I was wary of our meeting, fearing silence and 

embarrassment. But Kingston's sincerity is apparent and disarming” (Rustin, “Maxine Hong 

Kingston”). Rustin is quickly put at ease by a little old lady who makes tea cozies in her spare 

time.  Rustin is not the first interviewer or critic to fall under Kingston’s spell of sweetness and 

then be unable to rigorously analyze the author’s work. It seems a common fault with most 

reviews of her poetry and reviews of most of her work past Tripmaster Monkey, as if the 

traumatic events of losing her home in a fire in 1991 have rendered the writer incapable of 

growing as an artist or of being more than a revered figure in the contemporary canon with little 

important to say about the present.  In I Love a Broad Margin to My Life, Maxine Hong Kingston 

more directly confronts issues of war, violence, death, and loss than she does in her previous 

volume of poetry, To Be the Poet. As noted, few analysists consider these works as major entries 

into Kingston’s oeuvre, but more like side-projects of a tired-out activist.  Throughout this work, 

Maxine Hong Kingston develops her poetics of advocacy, showing her readers the brutal realities 

of war, images so often ignored or even hidden from public view.  The feminist poetics of 

Adrienne Rich provides ways of seeing the poetry within Broad Margin as participating in the 

same questions and concerns of poetry in the early 21st century as such lauded poets as Rich 

herself:  particularly, how do feminist pacifist poets fight back against the narrative of war as 

“nostrum of our pain.” Kingston’s poetic response includes the images of the pain of others, the 

pain we have inflicted on others in the attempt to soothe our own.  Kingston shows us the 
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universal nature of this pain and how we are not separate from the pain we inflict on others, 

namely through war (as Kingston’s primary concern). 

 Two authors who do pay attention to Kingston’s written words and repeatedly stated 

intentions toward peace are Yun-Hua Hsaio and Christine Lorre-Johnston.  In her article, “From 

War to Peace:  Maxine Hong Kingston’s Tripmaster Monkey, The Fifth Book of Peace, and I 

Love a Broad Margin to My Life,” Yun-Hua Hsaio traces what she sees as Kingston’s literary 

journey from warrior to pacifist through these three works.  Hsaio argues that far from being a 

detour into light and airy self-ruminations, in Broad Margin, “she reflects on her life as Chinese 

American, writer and peace activist. . . Kingston’s works correspond to the historical events 

taking place around her; writing down her transformation from a warrior to a pacifist, she has 

also recorded changes in her view of the world” (82).  Hsaio notes that Kingston has indicated 

that Broad Margin is her last book; and, as such, it “closes the loop of Kingston’s discussion on 

war and peace, commencing in her very first book The Woman Warrior. The writer condemns 

the injustice of war from the beginning of Broad Margin. . . [and] the brutality of war constantly 

surfaces in this book” (88-89).  Christine Lorre-Johnston, in her article, “Maxine Hong 

Kingston’s Peace Activism: Taking Stock,” argues “ 

the tone of I Love a Broad Margin to My Life (2011), which takes the form of an epic 

poem, is largely meditative:  Kingston looks back at her ancestors, and her parents’ 

legacy and her links to China (where she travelled), and takes stock of her life and 

writing, facing her mortality.  Both of these later works [The Fifth Book of Peace and I 

Love a Broad Margin to My Life] can be read as books of maturity that celebrate and 

reflect on the author’s lifelong quest for speech, origins, and peace.  They signal a 

significant shift in perspective. (193) 
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Johnston focuses on Kingston’s work as a peace activist and how that work manifests in and 

influences these Kingston’s last two works.  She argues that the Iraq War was a catalyst for 

Kingston, who then used the literary influences of Thoreau and Whitman as she attempted 

through her writing to “bring America back together, through her work as a teacher and peace 

activist.  She keeps challenging what American founding values, which have universal reach, are 

about in a global context, condemning the consequences of war” (204-205).  Johnston concludes 

that Kingston succeeds in this literary quest because “although the actions of American peace 

demonstrators like herself failed to stop the Iraq war, she believes in the impact of the role of the 

artist in the long term” (205).  Johnston argues that, through her literary works as well as her 

decades of peace activism, Kingston is “inscribing herself as a writer in the American tradition of 

protest and peace activism, [and therefore] Kingston becomes part of that tradition and renews it, 

which is a way to invest in peacemaking for future generations” (205).  

Kingston’s poetics of advocacy within Broad Margin range from small statements about 

soldiers who, unlike her literary friend Wittman, will not return home:  “in describing Wittman 

leaving America, the author suddenly inserts the line ‘The troops will never come home’ (41). 

Locating this sentence between two blank lines, this message stands out and is thus highlighted” 

(Hsaio 89).  As Adrienne Rich notes, “The question for a North American poet is how to bear 

witness to a reality from which the public –and maybe part of the poet—wants, or is persuaded it 

wants, to turn away” (What Belongs There 115).  In order to bear witness to the realities of 

contemporary warfare, Kingston lists, in several instances, those who are dying in the Middle 

Eastern sands, while also trying to explain for future generations exactly what this means.  

Kingston joins her neighborhood in a candlelit march, the purpose of which is to remind “One 

and all that the 2,000th American/ solider has died in Iraq.  Not counting/mercenaries, contract 
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workers, Iraqis, Afghanis” (“Home,” 23, lines 13-15).  But that march leads to question from 

nearby children, questions their parents are unable to answer, even for themselves: 

The children are quiet.  How do their parents 

Explain war to them?  “War.”  A growl sound. 

And the good –capitalistic?—of standing in  

The street doing nothing?  “People are fighting . . .” 

But a “fight” connotes fairness, even-sidedness, 

Equal powers. “. . . And we’re being quiet, thinking 

Of them, and holding them in our hearts, safe. (“Home,” 23-24) 

These few lines concerning the children and their inability to understand war function as an 

example of what Espada calls “the poetry as communal grief,” which is a type of dissident 

poetry: 

The poems of communal grief we write today offer alternative ways of thinking and 

feeling. If they are not consolatory to this generation, they may be to the next. Yet these 

poems must not be measured by whether they can stop a war or produce some other 

specific result. Their impact on the world cannot be weighed or measured. Writing a 

poem of communal grief today, or any poem with social or political content, is 

paradoxically an act of faith. The poem flies into the air and becomes part of the 

atmosphere. (“Can Poetry Console”) 

The parents grieve, Kingston grieves, and no one is exactly able to explain to the children what is 

going on. Perhaps more accurate terminology for these lines would be a “poetry of communal 

confusion over grief and loss.”  Though not beautiful, with no dazzlingly images or turns of 

phrase, this section of lines expresses the grief and confusion of the crowd, a grief and confusion 
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shared with the children that they may be unable to console.  It is a poem that directly shares the 

grief of the crowd, plainly and without the suggestion that it will end.  This concept of writing a 

poetry that can console, a poetry that may lay the foundations for peace is a sentiment Kingston 

has echoed time and again.  The foundations for peace must be laid and re-laid, the concepts 

thought and rethought, and the results are cannot be expected to be reaped now, but are planted 

for future generations. 

Aspects of Maxine Hong Kingston’s engaged Buddhist beliefs pop up throughout her 

poetry, influencing her actions within life and her poetic expressions, as such poems are often 

representations of her life events.  In poem entitled “Home” begins with the artist considering her 

age, her own time left on earth, ruminating on death counts in Iraq, and contemplating the 

Buddhist purpose in marching for peace.  Then an Iranian refugee shows up at her house door 

looking for a B & B.  He has a reservation for a lodging house which appears to have gone out of 

business years ago and he has been cheated by the taxi driver.  His name is Fred and Kingston 

and her husband, Earll, attempt to find him new lodgings that are affordable and help him on his 

way to the Social Security office.  Educated, with a work history within the United States, the 

man is still a refugee within it:  not understanding the current costs (“In Iran, I live for a long 

time/on six hundred dollars” (14, lines 4-5)) or how to pursue the government aid to which he 

believes he is entitled.  The Kingstons send him to San Francisco in search of a youth hostel, but 

they worry he will not make it, either in terms of location or in life: 

We picture the little lost man, from Iran, 

getting his bags stuck in the turnstile, 

leaving 1 or 2 behind as the train  

doors shut.  Should’ve warned him, he has 
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to compete with the Katrina refugees’ $2000 

housing allowance.  Should’ve offered him water. 

In Fred’s reality:  Widows rent out rooms. 

A B&B on the computer, hit 

 Print –voila—room reserved, 

 room confirmed.  Taxi drivers know 

 The place for you, and will take you to it. 

 Everywhere wander people who have not 

 the ability to handle this world. (14, lines 9-21) 

Kingston puts this one refugee man’s crisis within the larger crises of the country—he is not the 

only one homeless and adrift, in need of help from the government and kind individuals like the 

Kingstons.  Kingston and her husband respond with metta/loving-kindness, with the hope and 

actions to help people be well, and with compassion/karuna, the hope that each person’s 

sufferings in life with decrease (Bitzker 268).  Kingston’s and her husband’s response to the 

refugee also reflects the values of the second precept/mindfulness training:  “Aware of the 

suffering caused by exploitation, social injustice, stealing, and oppression, I am committed to 

practicing generosity in my thinking, speaking, and acting. I am determined not to steal and not 

to possess anything that should belong to others; and I will share my time, energy, and material 

resources with those who are in need” (Hanh, “New Trainings” 14).   

By writing this poem, Kingston draws attention to a single refugee within the sea of 

refugee problems in the United States, both international and domestic.  The reference to the 

victims of Hurricane Katrina brings the readers around to some of the larger realities of the 

moment (mid 2000s, after the hurricane in 2005).  Besides the Second Iraqi War, natural 
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disasters devastate lives as do the economic conditions that lead to the immigration of refugees 

from the world over to the U.S.A, or as the old Chinese immigrants called it, the Gold Mountain.  

This is an important moment of advocacy in Broad Margin. Kingston performed advocacy for 

this lost Iranian man in real life, then reported it to us (‘the big family’) not in order to stroke her 

own ego, but to reveal to the readers the multiple levels of problems we are bombarded with 

every day – not in order to discourage us, but to encourage us responds just as she does, with 

compassion and love.  As Rich says, the poet must be “responsive . . . free to become artistically 

most complex, serious, and integrated when most aware of the great questions of her, of his, own 

time. . . the deep messages of crisis, hope, despair” (What is Found There 52).  Kingston is 

responsive in her life and in her poetry to these moments of ‘crisis, hope, despair.’  She does this 

from a place of compassion and love, as “the poet’s advocacy springs from compassion, and 

compassion is the poet’s pulse” (Espada 104).  This is why her poetry works as advocacy, she 

reports, in concrete and direct language, the difficult happenings within the world (the ones she 

witnesses and the ones she does not).  And this reporting to the world, is not just revenge (as it is 

at the end of “White Tigers,” in the Woman Warrior) but a piece through which people can see 

the realities of the world around them and decide their own responses toward it, whether that be 

to become active or to continue to ignore the situation.  That is in an important aspect of 

Kingston’s poetry as advocacy; she is not simply reporting ‘the crimes’ to the world, but, 

through her own actions and representations of the myriad difficult situations, invites us to act, 

too.   

Wittman as the Framing Monkey  

 In several interviews before the publication of Broad Margin, Maxine Hong Kingston 

suggested that her character from Tripmaster Monkey and “Water,” Wittman Ah Singh, would be 
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the major protagonist of the poetry of Broad Margin.  With the final published product, Kingston 

herself is more of the main character, the central voice of the collection than her erstwhile 

creation.  Wittman serves a different purpose in this collection:  as a framing device, a narrative 

tool which allows Kingston to dive in and out of the narrative, to step back at certain moments 

and to step forward at others, when her own story or her own desire to tell the story as herself 

overwhelms her need for Wittman as a stand-in and guide.  At the end of “Spirit Village,” 

Kingston taps Wittman on the shoulder and sends him along his way so that she may mourn the 

news of Fa Mu Lan’s death and figure out what it means for her as a writer and as a person:  

“Wittman has to find a way./ And I have to find my own way” (127, lines 21-22).  Wittman 

sometimes functions as an emotional protector, allowing Kingston to relate realities that are 

perhaps too much for her to share in her own personal voice, with the singular “I.”  It is from 

“over Wittman’s shoulder” (127, line 3) that she first reads Fa Mu/Mook Lan’s name off her 

grave and hers the monk relate Fa Mu/Mook Lan’s death by suicide.  Additionally, Kingston as 

narrator remarks that Wittman allows her into place and to see sights to which she would 

otherwise have no access:   

However, Wittman is not set alone to drift through the poems, a wanderer with no goals 

or specific journey except to rescue the author when the story takes too large of an emotional toll 

on her.  Rather, Kingston purposefully sets him on his unique journey in the first poem “Leaving 

Home,” follows him in “Rice Village” and “Art Village,” sends on his own way without her at 

the end of “Spirit Village,” and concludes his story in “Home Again.”  Wittman himself does not 

perform any acts of advocacy as he wanders through Chinese Villages alone, but he does 

imagine that his wife Taña would:  teaching the girls art. 
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Yet, despite his helpfulness to her, Kingston as author considers leaving her American 

Monkey dead in the Chinese countryside, only to decide that such a move would be unfair and 

that his companionship provides her with more than just company on the journey: 

Now, I, Maxine, could let Wittman die, 

let him die in the China of his dreams, 

 and proceed on this journey alone . . . 

 Why I need a companion, Monkey, along: 

 He’s unafraid and unembarrassed to butt  

 and nose into other people’s business.  

 He likes chatting with them and partying with them. 

 (I would rather hide, and spy, and overhear, 

 find out who people are when I’m not there. 

 Responsibility, sociably among them, I’m wont 

 to correct them, teach them, tell them Be happier). 

 And he’s able to enter the many places 

 in this world that a man is allowed and a lady 

 is not.  And Wittman, a fiction, is free to befriend 

 anyone, and tell about them; he has no relatives 

 to be held hostage. (103, lines 17-23 & 104, lines 7-19)  

Wittman allows her to image China and its people from new perspectives, to pretend he is with 

her on her journeys, so that she may be more bold, more direct, and less shy or concerned with 

hurt feelings.  Wittman seems like a real person to her and she seems to feel guilty for even 

considering allowing him to die alone on his Chinese vacation.  It is almost as if even in fiction, 
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at least for her beloved American Monkey Wittman, she cannot violate the First Precept, do no 

harm unto other beings.  So she sends her dearest Wittman home to his beloved Taña.   

In his first appearance in “Leaving Home,” Wittman speaks with his wife about leaving 

her to visit China alone – his reasoning, the red string, the desire to see China through his own 

eyes:   

I need  

To get to China, and I have to go 

without helpmeet.  I’ve been married to you 

so long, my world is you.  You  

see a thing, I see it.  The friends you 

like, I like.  The friends you can’t 

stand, I can’t stand.  My 

perception is wedded to your perception. 

You have artist’s eyes.  I’d wind up 

seeing the China you see.  I want 

to see for myself my own true China” (30, lines 20-21; 31, lines 1-9) 

He assures his wife and his son that he will return to them, particularly to his wife Taña, who 

was not initially thrilled by his suggestion.  Wittman soothes her by sharing they are and have 

always been tied to one another:     

The red string—I can feel it.  Can’t 

you feel it? –has tied us espoused ones, 

ankle to ankle since before we met, 

before we were born, and will connect 
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us always, and will help us not to miss  

each other too much.” (49, lines 9-14) 

So Kingston allows Wittman to escape his family for a while so that, at the age of 60, Wittman 

may experience the world on his on as he desires.   

In the final poem of the collection, “Home Again,” Kingston thanks him for his help and 

brings Wittman around again to the loving arms of his wife, Taña: 

 Thank you, Wittman.  Now go 

 continue on the Silk Road all the way  

to its other end, in Soglio, where Taña awaits you. 

It’s Taña! My own dear wife. 

Rush into each other’s arms.  Home. 

No rancor.  No ambivalence. 

“I saw you constantly.  I saw you everywhere.” 

True, blondes everywhere –Chinese 

with yellow hair, natural and chemical –each 

one startling –it’s Taña. My heart leapt. 

My heart fell –it wasn’t you.  “Welcome, Love. 

Welcome back.” The red string holds. 

. . .Then westward 

home, where Mario, one and only son, 

has met his one true love, Anh Lan. 

Please, no arguing, live happily ever after. (213, lines 1-12; 214, lines 5-8) 
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In the end, Wittman comes to realize that while he thought he desired a lifelong break from his 

wife, that she was an integral part of his life, a part with which he want to reunite forever.  Just as 

she does as the narrator of Tripmaster Monkey, here again Kingston advises the couple from her 

narrator position, be happy, which is ultimately the wish she has for everyone in the world.  

Wittman functions as a guide and framing device throughout Broad Margin, allowing Kingston 

to explore both her own emotions and her own imaginings of the world without a sense of self-

consciousness that she claims to feel otherwise.  As he has been since his debut in Tripmaster 

Monkey, Wittman Ah Sing allows Kingston to play the Monkey herself, creating new images 

with the help of old myths, history, and new tales.  In Broad Margin, he shakes up the canvas 

when needed and recedes to the background as Kingston does the heavy labor of creating images 

to inspire thought, and hopefully peace.   

Code Pink Protest in Poetry 

Martίn Espada argues that the poetics of advocacy do not require that the results be 

positive or that the outcome be successful.  Maxine Hong Kingston, amongst others, argues that 

whether a protest or an artistic political statement will be judged successful cannot usually be 

determined at the moment of protest or creation.  Adrienne Rich, in “Jacob and the Angel,” 

likewise argues that “The process of social transformation doesn’t fold up into the package of a 

discrete event” (xvi).  The success or supposed failure of an event or a work of art cannot be 

determined until later, sometimes many years later.  This is a belief about protest and change that 

Kingston articulated as far back as 1991.  The moment of the creation of art or of protest is too 

late to prevent the situation that is already happening; the purpose instead is to prevent it from 

continuing and from happening again in the future:  “We have to create a climate to prevent war 

ten years from now, or seven generations from now” (Perry 168).  Rich argues that participating 
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in protest can provide people with education about power and resistance, just as “the reading or 

hearing of a poem can transform consciousness, not according to some pre-ordered program but 

in the disorderly welter of subjectivity and imagination, the seeing and touching of another, of 

others, through language. (Rich, “Jacob and the Angel” xvi, italics in original).   

One protest event in Kingston’s life which the poet views as successful to a certain 

extend and with conditional caveats, is the Code Pink Protest on International Women’s Day in 

Washington, D.C., in March of 2003.  Before describing the situation and its aftermath at length 

in the poem “Vietnam Village,” Kingston has previously not discussed the event publicly or her 

role in it in much detail.  She mentions it briefly in the epilogue to The Fifth Book of Peace, 

noting the wonderful feeling of peace that pervaded this protest group made up entirely by 

women:  “The spirit of Yin—a feeling of peace and love –suffused everyone, including counter-

demonstrators and police officers.  Never before have I experienced such nonviolence.  

Thousands of women tried to send our good feelings and protection all the way to Iraqi children” 

(402).  This protest and her poem about it function in a manner similar to the above descriptions 

by Espada, Rich, and Kingston herself:  the Code Pink Protest of March 2003 cannot be deemed 

a direct success as the United States still declared war within ten days of the demonstration.  But 

their immediate small impact on the powers that be was felt:   

     Because 

the world protested, the tonnage of bombs was not as  

massive as planned.  And we hit fewer civilians. 

The peace we have made shall have consequences. 

All affects all. (151, lines 9-13) 
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The last line here echoes a sentiment frequently shared by Thich Nhat Hanh, that our small 

individual peace actions build upon one another to create a larger peace for our communities and 

our world.  As Kingston’s poem notes, while the bombing commenced not long after the protest, 

a small reduction of violence occurred and Kingston credits that to the Code Pink Protest.  The 

lasting, long term impact of Kingston’s poem over the events and aftermath of the protest has yet 

to be determined.  That said, however, the poem clearly demonstrates Kingston’s tendencies 

toward poetic advocacy, her belief in the unique peaceful capacities of women (echoed by 

Adrienne Rich), as well as elements of Kingston’s personal practice of engaged Buddhism.   

Kingston begins the poem “Vietnam Village” with her sense of loss upon learning the 

story of Fa Mu/Mook Lan’s death (discussed below).  This is followed by a description of her 

experience of running in a dragon parade in Vietnam:  “I could lift/ my feet, leave the ground, 

and the close-fitting/crowd would carry me” (134, lines 10-12).  Feeling uplifted by the crowd, 

the joy of the celebration, she makes the connection between this celebration and the protest in 

Washington, D.C.:  “our peace/dragoness was a mile long, winding our way/ to the White 

House” (135, line 24; 136, lines 1-2).  In the Code Pink protest section of the poem “Vietnam 

Village,” Kingston is able to dissect the gendered cultural structure that pits men as upholders 

and enforcers of law against women as agents of peace and change. She laments that this is so.  

She does not want the world to be men against women, masculine against feminine, but she has 

to tell the truth, of this underlying stratification of the sexes between the law and the lawless. iv    

Kingston describes in detail the moment at which the police department decides to arrest 

the twenty-five designated detainees.  Kingston indicates the reason for the number twenty-five 

was that the protestors had a permit allowing only 25 people into the area.  They were stopped 

from protesting at a location that had been, until George W. Bush’s presidency, an open walk 
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way in front of the White House.  This happens to be the same section of iron fence where 

suffragettes had chained themselves in protest a century before.  When the twenty-minute 

warning period is up, the police advance upon the women:    

  The Metropolitan Police, the men, stood 

in one-line formation.  The women, we, 

the demonstrators, drew one another close. 

We were a bouquet knot of pink roses. 

How can it be that all the cops are men, 

and all for Peace women?  I can't live 

in such a world. I don't want to keep 

living out the myth that men fight 

and women mother.  We regressed--the junior 

high dance.  One boy crossed 

the wide floor, chose one girl, 

escorted her back to the other side, where 

he arrested her. "My wife  

is gonna kill me," said a black cop; 

"I'm arresting Alice Walker." "Don't hold  

hands with me," said a white cop, 

shaking off his partner, who was smiling up  

at him; "Don't take my arm either." 

They had each one of us stand by herself 

alongside the van, and took our pictures. 
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"Quite smiling. What are you smiling for? 

This is an arrest." This is your mug shot, 

not your prom photo. I was smiling from 

happiness; my government will not disappear me; 

the tarp was but backdrop for shooting pix! 

And the beautiful pink aura was still upon me. (“Vietnam Village,” 141, lines 7-27; 142, 

lines 1-7) 

The women disrupt the policemen and how they feel about doing their jobs of detaining 

and arresting them by being peaceful, happy, and friendly.  In another section of the poem, 

Kingston notes that the fact of the protestor’s sex appeared to bother a sniper as he repeatedly 

“aimed [his rifle], put it down,/ aimed it, put it down” (140, lines 18-19).   Kingston is invoking a 

feminist poetics here, one that like that of Adrienne Rich “depends on capacities essential to 

women, including alterness to the pain of others, a fierce attention to relationships of all kinds, 

and, along with these, a sense of self with boundaries less rigid and guarded, more flexible and 

embracing, than most men’s” (Des Pres 212).  It is clear from the descriptions of the police 

officer’s reactions that they are uncomfortable with arresting these peaceful women, particularly 

the famous ones (a moment Kingston uses to humorous affect). While Kingston has invoked the 

concept of Yin, the feminine principle, from time to time, in this poem she is clearly 

disappointed that such a division of the capacity for peace appears between the sexes.  She 

laments that men and women have been stratified as war makers and peace makers:  “I don't 

want to keep/ living out the myth that men fight/ and women mother.”  Even before this moment 

of her realization of the patriarchal separation of men into warriors and women into war 
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protestors, Kingston’s description of the protestors and the atmosphere of the moment stress the 

femininity and what she calls the Yin principle:  

Everywhere I looked was peace.  Each woman 

cared for the women around her, and love grew. 

Love, and love returning… 

I felt love palpable and saw love 

Manifest –it’s pink.  Air and light turned 

dawn-pink.  The color I imagine Yin. (138, lines 1-3, 5-7) 

The female protestors here, and women in general, are associated by Kingston with peace, 

harmony, love, and the sharing of love.  And these feminine protestors are the ones standing up 

to the Metropolitan Police Department, which in this instance is made up almost entirely of men.  

The men represent the power and control of the state, which must come up against the power of 

the people, in this moment represented entirely by women.  In her 1977 essay “Power and 

Danger:  Works of a Common Woman,” Rich tells us that in order to engage with the political 

within poetry that we must be “concerned with powerlessness and power” (251). Kingston is 

writing against the feeling of powerlessness (in the inability to affect her desired change) and 

powerfulness (in the capacities of women as peace makers). Additionally, this poem highlights 

the conflict between state power as represented by the police department, who are in this case 

almost all men, and the power of the people, represented by a group of all women.   

 Kingston fits quite well with multiple poets who state the in order to write affective 

political poetry that the work must be about the poet in the world and not didactic. Her mother’s 

goal for her has been to teach the big family, but besides the fact that poetry is not her first genre, 

but she understands and uses the ways of teaching that poetry allows, showing the situation, 
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allowing the audience to draw their own conclusions, but also giving her own feelings, 

sometimes of horror and sometimes of gladness, at the situations she describes.  Kingston in no 

way ever says “I have the solution,” a fact that has annoyed a number of her book reviewers.  

She acknowledges, in interviews and in the poem “Vietnam Village,” that her solutions of 

activism and creating a language of peace through artistic means have failed to bring about 

immediate change:  “we staged/a theater of peace, recited poems –and did not/ stop our country 

from war” (151, lines 6-8).  She shares with her readers that she feels like giving up and dying, 

but the next day she picks herself up and picks up the pen again.   Richard Jackson, in his article  

“Human Hearts are Small and Cages are Big:  Political Poetry from an American Perspective,”  

articulates that this is the poet’s role, to create new meanings of expression through language and 

the ultimate goal of that language is to create the change within the world that the poet hopes will 

eventually come to pass: “The poet’s role, finally, is to create a language that is beyond mere 

words, and cannot be described with them.  It is a language, a rhythm of thinking, that counters 

the static and official language of the state, of any oppressive power” (63-64).  This is what the 

Code Pink protest section of “Vietnam Village” accomplishes as it draws our attention not just to 

the heavy hand of the enforcement arm of the power of the state (the militarized police force 

carrying blast shields to confront a crowd of unarmed, peaceful protestors, all women, but to the 

peace protestors themselves.  It is important that in dissident poetry it is not just the negative 

powers of the state that are described, but that we also see the people fighting back.  As Espada 

says, a human face is necessary for political poetry to have an impact with its audience.  Maxine 

Hong Kingston puts not only her own famous face on the events of the protest and on the face of 

her protest poem, but also puts up the faces of the happy, peaceful female protestors facing down 

the guns of the snipers with smiles on their faces and flowers in their hands.   
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“Vietnam Village” is a doubly powerful peace act:  it artistically represents an actual 

peaceful peace protest action and then puts it into an artist form which can then influence anyone 

who may come into contact with it.  This expands the power of Kingston’s work and actions 

multiple fold.  This event was one single peace protest that ended and the influence of which 

appeared small as Bush bombed Iraq 10 days later, but the poem itself has been published and 

translated, and is available to be read by millions, if not billions.  This possible magnitude of 

impact is one of the reasons why it is so important, without skeptical and cynical mind sets, to 

consider seriously what Maxine Hong Kingston has and continues to do for peace.  This is a 

prime example of the poetics of advocacy and this is also an example of artistic political 

influence.  One of the reasons that the power of artistic protest is highlighted through this work is 

because of the people arrested at the protest.  Many were important, famous, and revered 

American women writers including Alice Walker and Terry Tempest Williams.  Their presence, 

their ‘celebrity,’ insured that the protest would be reported on at the moment.  Kingston’s poem 

guarantees that new people, unfamiliar with the circumstances of the time period and this 

particular protest, will read about the protest and make up their own minds as to its significance 

to them and the world.  This poem as a whole, particularly in the section on the Code Pink 

Protest and Kingston’s arrest, best illustrates the highest level of Kingston’s poetic abilities.  It 

all comes down to concrete language as Espada and Rich have both said that it will.  This 

concreteness of language helps reveal what Rich says about political and dissent poetry, that the 

language must reveal the power and powerlessness involved in the situation and reveal the 

importance of the author’s emotions and reactions toward the event.  The Code Pink section of 

the poem “Vietnam Village” provides concrete images and emotional evaluation of the event 

through the eyes of the artist Maxine Hong Kingston.  It advocates for a future without war and 
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one in which there is no gender divide in who believes in the power of violence and who believes 

in the power of cooperation and love.  Kingston advocates for a world in which we all believe in 

peace.  

The Continuing Saga of Fa Mu/Mook Lan 

 As discussed in Chapter 1, Maxine Hong Kingston regrets, with a considerable amount of 

anguish, how she employed the story of Fa Mu Lan in her first book, The Woman Warrior.   

As an attempt to “make up for that” as she puts it, she revises the story to include Fa Mu/Mook 

Lan’s work as a weaver and her return to her feminine, caregiving role in both To Be the Poet 

and The Fifth Book of Peace.  The Fa Mu/Mook Lan figure of these two books has no obvious 

trouble reintegrating into the life she left behind and she encourages her fellow soldiers to rejoin 

their families and communities as well.  But in I Love a Broad Margin to My Life, the story takes 

a turn that is both dramatic and reflects Kingston’s concerns for those called upon to make war 

and then somehow reintegrate into society, our military veterans. In this new version, Kingston 

takes a new conclusion that she hears on a visit to China and expands the story to take into 

account how we understand returning warriors in the current area, often as victims of PTSD, Post 

Traumatic Stress Disorder.  First, in order to understand the radical nature of the changes to the 

Fa Mu/Mook Lan figure through Kingston’s last three works, we must look at the poetic version 

of her story that Kingston recreates in To Be the Poet.  This Fa Mu/Mook Lan, far different from 

the version in The Woman Warrior, returns home to her feminine clothes and accessories, no 

words of war and revenge are carved upon her back.  Kingston shares from the beginning of this 

chant that this is how she imagines she will end The Fifth Book of Peace:   

 At the end of Spring 

 the ending of the longbook: 
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  Jik jik jik.  Jik jik jik. 

  Fa Mook Lan is weaving 

  the shuttle through the loom 

  when news of the draft comes. 

  Each family must provide one man 

  to be a soldier in the army. 

  Sparing her dear father 

  the wretched life of a soldier, 

  she disguises herself as a man, 

  and goes in his stead to war. 

  With a horse, heavy armor, and 

  her hand-fitting sword, 

  she fights wars. 

  She is away long years, 

  and many battles, so long a time 

  that her father and mother grow old and die. 

  At the head of her army, giving chase, 

  and being chased, 

  she suffers wounds; blood drips red 

  from the openings of her armor. 

  Her army, chasing and 

  being chased, passes 

  her home village six times, back 
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  and forth past her home, 

  but she cannot stop to place offerings 

  on the graves.  At last, the invaders  

  flee the country, the war is done. 

  Fa Mook Lan leads her army to her home village, 

  and orders them to wait for her in the square. 

  Indoors, she takes off man’s armor. 

  She bathes, dresses herself in pretty silks, 

  and reddens her cheeks and lips. 

  She upsweeps her long black hair, 

  and adorns it with flowers. 

  Presenting herself to the army, she says, 

  “I was the general who led you. 

  Now, go home.” By her voice, 

  the men recognize their general – 

  “You were our general?!”  “A woman.” 

  “Our general was a woman.” “A beautiful woman.” 

  “A woman has led us home.” 

  Fa Mook Lan disbands the army. 

  “Return home.  Farewell.” 

  Beholding—and becoming –Yin –the Feminine, 

  come home from war. 

  Jik jik jik.  Jik jik jik. (To Be the Poet, “Jik jik jik,” 108-110). 
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 Here Kingston imagines Fa Mu/Mook Lan would be an expression of the feminine 

principle of Yin.  She would go bring the soldiers home to their families.  This is interesting in 

the context of Terrence Des Pres’ discussion of Adrienne Rich’s feminist poetics: “The feminist 

poetics that Rich has worked to realize depends on capacities essential to women, including 

alterness to the pain of others, a fierce attention to relationships of all kinds, and, along with 

these, a sense of self with boundaries less rigid and guarded, more flexible and embracing, than 

most men’s” (212). At this point, Kingston believes she is performing a type of advocacy for 

soldiers by showing them that one of them can return home, to their former selves.  This 

advocacy, as Kingston makes sure to point out, is rooted in both Fa Mu/Mook Lan and her 

soldiers:  “Beholding—and becoming –Yin –the Feminine,/ come home from war.”  The choice 

to re-enter the feminine, as an expression of community and care more than an expression of 

gender markings such as clothes, is vital to this version of Kingston’s Fa Mu/Mook Lan.  At this 

point, it is enough, Kingston believes, that Fa Mu/Mook Lan shows the soldiers that they may 

take off their armor and return to their former lives.  Kingston believes that because of Fa 

Mu/Mook Lan’s ‘essential capacitates as a woman,’ that she will be able to return from war 

unscathed and that this will provide encouragement to the male warriors that they may too return 

to the family fold from war without consequences.     

But, within I Love A Broad Margin to My Life, Kingston begins to show us that there 

may be other consequences for the soldier, male or female, returning home.  She once again 

takes this opportunity to reinvent her most famous figure, integrating her new understandings of 

war and its effects on soldiers into the story of Fa Mu/Mook Lan.  She owes these new 

understandings to her work with veterans as part of the Veterans Writing Workshop, which led to 

the writing of The Fifth Book of Peace. The To Be the Poet and The Fifth Book of Peace versions 
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of Fa Mu/Mook Lan are not poetics of advocacy as Martίn Espada would describe.  At first and 

perhaps even second glance, this happy ending does seem like one that might encourage a soldier 

to carry on so he/she may return home.  But, it is more a story for those at home, a kind of wish-

fulfilment dream end to any soldier’s journey (back in the arms of his/her family).  Plus it also, 

unlike the version in The Woman Warrior, puts Fa Mu/Mook Lan back into a position some may 

not see as feminist at all, the beautiful wife with no other obviously active role in life.  Kingston, 

through the writings of To Be the Poet and The Fifth Book of Peace, preferred this ending for one 

specific reason: because Fa Mu/Mook Lan returns from war and be whole, someone who "could 

come back and was not brutalized," who "could still be a woman, a family person, a communal 

person, not dehumanized” (Kingston qtd. in Simmon 2).   

 Unlike in The Woman Warrior (where she is the protagonist of the entire chapter of 

“White Tigers”) or The Fifth Book of Peace and To Be the Poet in which she features in her own 

chants/poems and sections of discussions, in I Love a Broad Margin to My Life, Fa Mu/Mook 

Lan appears suddenly, in fragmentary pieces, not as the central subject of a single poem within 

Broad Margin.  Rather, we receive pieces of her continuing saga in parts of the three poems 

“Spirit Village,” “City,” and “Home Again.”  Kingston does this purposely as this last (at least 

for the present moment) representation of Fa Mu/Mook Lan is meant to be fragmentary as the 

character falls apart emotionally and spiritually.  “Spirit Village” partially relates Kingston’s 

travels in China, visiting her parents’ villages.  At a shrine, a monk tells her that Fa Mu/Mook 

Lan died of suicide and identifies her grave.  She uses this real-life moment, relating her own 

journey and integrating it into Wittman’s journey across China: 

 Now to the hillside with a willow stream 

 that’s a graveyard.  This stone like a door 
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 marks the grave of Fa Mook Lan, 

 Woman Warrior.  Over Wittman’s shoulder, 

 I can read each word of her name. 

 “She killed herself,” says the monk. 

 “She hung herself.” No.  No.   

 Why?  I can’t believe it. Why? 

 “The emperor heard:  The mighty general was a woman  

 in disguise, a brave and beautiful woman who’d gone 

 to war as a man.  He sent for her to be a wife. 

 She refused, and he placed her under house arrest. 

 She killed herself at home.”  No.  No. 

 She can’t be the Fa Mook Lan who’s 

 the woman warrior I told about, we all 

 tell about.  Many women named for her. 

 And the monk’s speech, a rare dialect issuing 

 from the habit of silence, hard to understand. 

 She couldn’t have killed herself.  She couldn’t 

 have found life after war, life 

 as a woman, useless to live.  How to go on 

 without her?  Wittman has to find a way. 

 And I have to find my own way. (excerpt “Spirit Village,” 126-127) 

Kingston is devastated at the discovery of Fa Mu/Mook Lan’s death.  She wonders how she will 

go on now without her most famous and important heroine.  
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 The second appearance of Fa Mu/Mook Lan occurs in the poem “City.”  While on a tour 

of a museum, in which she sees a reed pipe similar to the one she describes in the final chapter of 

The Woman Warrior, Kingston thinks of where she is in the world geographically, not that far 

from the battle fronts of the never ending wars.  Fa Mu/Mook Lan would join the army and help 

them win and bring the troops home victorious: 

                 Northwest, you’d end 

 up in Afghanistan, then Iran, then Uruk, 

 home of Gilgamesh –Iraq.  Peace groups 

 invite me to these places, but I turn them down, 

 I don’t want my heart to break. 

 Fa Mook Lan would go.  She’d join 

 the army of whichever side held her family 

 hostage.  She’d win battles, and receive 

 honorable discharge home, though the 1,000 

 years war is not done.  Now 

 I know:  She killed herself. 

 She had P.T.S.D.; her soldier’s heart broke, 

 and she fell upon her sword.  This month, 

 May 2009, more American soldiers died by 

 their own hand than killed by Iraqis and Al Qaeda. 

 So far this year, 62 suicides, 

 more than half of them National Guard; 

 138 in 2008.  I have no words of consolation. (excerpt from “City”, 210-211) 
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Kingston is once again confronted with the reality of Fa Mu/Mook Lan’s death.  It reminds her 

of the reality of P.T.S.D. and suicide rates among Americans in uniform.  In this instance, she 

lists the numbers for the National Guard, which is no coincidence of available statistics.  

Members of the National Guard are average civilians, who sign up to serve in case of need, when 

the numbers of regular enlisted military members run low.  These are men and women who 

practice for war on the weekends, not elite and extensively trained soldiers.  The numbers of 

their suicides are somehow harsher, more difficult to understand 

 Throughout her various versions of Fa Mu Lan in Broad Margin, Kingston works to 

advocate for those soldiers, National Guard, and all branches of military, who are serving and 

then return to inadequate resources and a public expecting them to smoothly transition back into 

civilian life.  That the most civilian of such soldiers, the National Guard, appear to have the most 

difficult time reveals the horrific nature of war as seen through the eyes of part-time civilian, 

rather than trained soldiers.   

 In the third and final installment of the Fa Mu/Mook Lan saga, Kingston expresses doubt 

about the validity of the reports of Fa Mu/Mook Lan’s death, but in the end determines that 

whether or not the grave in question holds the body of the heroine of “The Ballad of Fa Mu 

Lan,” is rather beside the point.  The story illustrates a truth about that we all wish we could 

ignore, that though some bodies come home alive, breathing, sometimes the soul does not return 

with them.   Kingston imagines a scenario in which Fa Mu/Mook Lan cannot reintegrate with the 

family she warred to protect: 

 I have broken the news that Fa Mu Lan  

 killed herself.  Everyone who hears denies 

 that it happened.  No.  How? Why? 
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 The woman soldier comes home after battle; 

 her child does not recognize his mother. 

 He cries at sight of her. 

 Why not give up on life? 

 I have found evidence, as scholars know evidence, 

 of how Fa Mook Lan died. (excerpt from “Home Again,” 217, lines 4-13) 

This version of the end of the heroine’s life originated from the National Tourism Administration 

in 1998 and contained the lurid detail that she “killed/ herself by hanging; she refused the 

emperor’s/ order that she become one of his wives” (217, lines 20-22).  However, Kingston reads 

the lack of connection with her family and the inability to reintegrate into her community as the 

reasons for the character’s suicide.  The continuing saga of Fa Mu/Mook Lan is a rather 

interesting piece of artistic advocacy in Maxine Hong Kingston’s work.  The character appears in 

her first book as a sword-wielding warrior, who comes home, but to have the crimes of the 

nation carved on her back so that she may remain a witness, may report the crimes, throughout 

her entire life.  The happier versions of To Be the Poet and The Fifth Book of Peace resolve the 

story as it is traditionally resolved, with Fa Mu/Mook Lan rejoining the family as a happy wife, 

sending the troops back to their families, hopefully health and whole.  But the versions of Broad 

Margin reveal the simplistic nature of such representations of Fa Mu/Mook Lan’s fate, showing 

how her fate could have been the fate of some many returning soldiers of all countries, death by 

their own hand.  This poetic advocacy is unique in that it spreads over the course of Kingston 

career, from her first book to her last.  With each successive version of Fa Mu/Mook Lan, 

Kingston followed her knowledge and beliefs at the time to create a heroine to carry forth the 

light of hope.  That her most recent and realistic version ends in suicide may seem an odd act of 
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advocacy, but it is not.  By allowing the character of Fa Mu/Mook Lan to die by the suicide 

reported by the tourism office of China, Kingston is not participating in some gruesome and 

patriarchal revisionist history.  Instead, she is using the power of her most famous and beloved 

character to reveal the reality of the fates of so many soldiers.    

Conclusion 

  After reading her two collections of poetry it should be clear that just as Martίn Espada 

brings all his legal knowledge and experience to his poetry in a political way, Kingston brings all 

of what she is to her nonfiction, fiction, and poetry in such a way as to confuse our established 

understandings and categories. The problem is that some scholars and reviewers are not 

listening.  We hear the first thing she says, that she desires a break from the serious, and run with 

it.  In doing so, we miss the richness, depth, and complexity of Maxine Hong Kingston’s 

explorations of life in the first decade of the 21st century.  That such explorations would focus on 

war, death, but also life and renewal sound not be surprising to any of her long-time readers.  

Like Adrienne Rich and Martίn Espada, Kingston believes that to be political is one of the 

responsibilities of the poet.  We must confront the crises of our time, trying to reimage the 

situations and the solutions both because, as Audre Lorde said, “Poetry is not only dream and 

vision; it is the skeleton architecture of our lives.  It lays the foundations for a future of change, a 

bridge across our fears of what has never been before” (38).  Kingston has been laying this 

foundation for peace and the reduction of war through her entire writing career, from memoir, to 

novel, to creative non-fiction, to poetry.  But, in case no one in her own time recognizes the work 

she has done and continues to do, the goals of peace she is trying to achieve, she has at least, the 

reader ten thousand years in the future:   

Oh, but the true poet crosses eternal 
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distances. Perfect reader, come through 1000 

years from now.  Poem can also reach 

reader 1,000 years before the poem, wish it into being.  (“Home,” 18 lines 12-16)   

For Maxine Hong Kingston believes that her work now, though it may miss the hearts of her 

contemporary audience, is 

An act 

of love I do this morning saves a life 

on a far future battlefield.  And the surprising 

love I feel that saves my life comes from 

a person whose soul somehow corresponding 

with my soul doing me a good deed 1,000 

years ago” (“Home,” 18:  lines 22-24, 19:  lines 1-4) 

All of Kingston’s works reflect this belief that though what she does now may not have the 

impact she desires, that acts of love and peace accumulate, and will in the future win the day 

over war, suffering, greed, and strife.  May her words be true.   
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Conclusion:   

The Way to Peace 

 Maxine Hong Kingston, with tenacity and dogged persistence, pursues the creation of 

peace through her writing and through her almost two decade-long direct engagement with 

veterans of American wars.  Kingston considers the question of what needs to be done to create 

peace in the world as an upper-most concern in her works.  These books chart her evolution 

creatively and as a peace activist.  In an early interview, Kingston indicates that protest detracts 

from her work, but that it is necessary.  By 2003, she happily faced arrest in front of the White 

House to protest the United States’ inauguration of the Second Iraq War.  Her understanding of 

protest evolves from as an onerous duty that distracts her from her most important work, to an 

activity that directly attempts to bring about change in the world by fighting the US cultural 

imperative to war.  This evolution of thought is reflected in her work as well, most clearly in her 

continuous reinterpretations of “The Ballad of Fa Mu Lan.”  While the first version from the 

“White Tigers” section of The Woman Warrior is the most well-known, Kingston reimagines this 

character three more times, in To Be the Poet, The Fifth Book of Peace, and I Love a Broad 

Margin to My Life.  By the time of Broad Margin, we are faced with the possibility that Fa 

Mu/Mook Lan’s return home was not successful at all, but that she faced the same issues so 

many contemporary veterans experience as they attempt to return home and to the communities, 

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder.    

As for scholarship on Kingston’s work, there is still much more to be said about the 

importance of engaged Buddhism to her writings.  Other fruitful investigations would involve 

how her works beyond Tripmaster Monkey are illuminated by peace theory and a consideration 

of how to value her artistic intentions in reading her works.  I argue throughout that one must 
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examine the value of Kingston’s artistic intentions to understanding her work.  Kingston is an 

artist who deeply considers her writing, its cultural position, and its possible ability to create 

positive cultural change, as well as the difficulty of gauging the role of art in cultural evolution.  

Without a consideration of her intentions, we lose the relevance of so many important themes, 

themes that culturally we prefer to ignore.  These include our own culpability in war as citizens 

of the United States, an issue Kingston broaches throughout her work.   China Men’s concluding 

story “The Brother and Vietnam” and Tripmaster Monkey provide Kingston’s most clear 

indictment of this culpability.  Yet, Kingston does not draw our attention to this in order to 

chastise, but rather to inform the citizens, to ‘report to five families’ our crimes and ‘teach the 

big family’ the realities of the world around us and our responsibilities within it.  These moments 

always suggest that resistance and change are possible, that the status quo of perpetual war can 

and must be challenged, every day, by every day individuals.      

The chapters here work to fill part of this gap in scholarship on Kingston’s work. It is a 

gap that this author hopes more academics will mind.  Throughout this research, it has become 

clear that Kingston not only wishes to create peace within language, but that she works hard to 

live and ‘be peace’ in her daily life.  The accomplishment of her Veterans Writing Workshops, 

including the publication of an anthology of works, entitled Veterans of War, Veterans of Peace, 

stands as a testament to her commitment to creating peace, especially for those as directly 

affected by war as veterans.  Viewing Kingston’s work under the lenses of peace and war allows 

us to see this writer from a different perspective, as a world citizen confronting the global issues 

of her time.  It is surprising that war’s representation in Kingston’s work is not investigated more 

rigorously given the author’s comments on its influence on her life and its sheer ubiquity in her 

work.  She was born in 1940 during World War II, to parents who had experienced war in their 
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homeland.  Her father barely avoided the draft for World War II; and, two of her brothers served 

in Vietnam.  Memories and lessons learned from these two wars, as well as the Korean war, 

appear in her work before the pacifist stance of Tripmaster Monkey.  Kingston considers peace, 

as concept and as a project in which each individual may participate.  This marks her work as 

breaking with and standing against the American cosmological belief in war’s necessity and 

inescapability.  Her work contributes a deep investigation into America’s and the world’s 

obsession with war as a positive force.  As such, it offers a unique contribution to Asian 

American literature, war literature, women’s literature, world-wide peace literature, and 

American literature as a whole.   

Kingston is an author deeply embedded in the American literary tradition.  While 

academics are correct that a consideration of her Chinese and Chinese American sources is valid 

scholarship, so too would be a consideration of Kingston within the larger American canon and 

well as cultural canon.  Would Disney have chosen to pursue the fable of Fa Mu Lan as one of 

their princess stories without Kingston’s introducing the character to American audiences in The 

Woman Warrior?  Kingston names many historical and contemporary authors as influences, 

including, but not limited to:  Walt Whitman, William Carlos Williams, Phyllis Hoge-Thomas, 

Alice Walker, Toni Morrison, Leslie Marmon Silko, Gary Snyder, the Beats, Nathaniel 

Hawthorne, Grace Paley, and Henry David Thoreau.  Kingston is not exotic, as so many of her 

earlier reviewers wished to see her; she is American.  As such, she is deeply embedded in 

American culture and the element of that culture that bears investigation and scrutiny in every 

single one of her works is the supposed dichotomy of war and peace.   

Peace is more than the absence of war, and this belief leads to an entire set of questions 

Kingston follows throughout her work:  how does war affect us all (non-combatants, civilians, 
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soldiers, fabled warriors, everyday citizens of the world) and how might we (as individuals and 

collectively) pursue the path of peace?  Kingston does not offer answers so much as she tries to 

steer her willing readers toward a better, more informed understanding of themselves and their 

actions within the world.  Interestingly, one of the major criticisms of The Fifth Book of Peace, 

usually lodged by book reviewers, is that Kingston does not offer any concrete ideas on how to 

combat war and war culture.  But she does, just not in the manner expected, not as policy points, 

but as interventions into the individual mind, via artistic creations, engaged Buddhism, and 

protest activity.  The Fifth Book of Peace is a work based on two ideas: 1) her belief that the 

concepts of peace must be created in art (she names fiction, at least for herself); and 2) the belief 

that one must do something in their lives to create the situations in which peace may be 

considered and enact those peace creating actions in their individual lives and communities.  

Kingston, Johan Galtung, and Thich Nhat Hanh believe such individual actions, even changes in 

individual thought and belief, will create the basis for peace throughout the world.  Kingston 

offers a two-pronged approach:  a) the evaluation of peace and war within our individuals lives, 

and b) the action of peace protest and other intervention activities such as the Veterans Writing 

Workshops.  But her reader must be willing to ask how the author is attempting to create peace; 

and, how may I do so also?  That right there is the rub:  the belief that peace is possible is 

shouted down, criticized, and generally considered within the realm of religious/spiritual thought 

or as within the realm of policy makers.  Peace, in the mind of the general American public, at 

least, is not in the hands of everyday individuals in their everyday lives.  But this idea is one with 

which Kingston has long begged to differ:  the individual contributes to the creation of peace 

through their thoughts, which influence their actions, which influence their families and 

communities, which can also influence their state, their country, and hopefully, eventually 
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influence the world.  But if an audience is unwilling to accept an idea as possible, no amount of 

an author’s work or explanation of their work will convince that skeptical audience otherwise.  

This is perhaps the single most powerful block to the consideration of Kingston’s peace work, as 

both an artist and an activist: the sheer disbelief that peace is possible.  It is a cultural belief (in 

America and beyond) that peace cannot exist without force, without the application of war as a 

peace keeping measure.  The operative word here is “keeping.”  If we do not have peace to begin 

with (in our minds, in our culture, in our world), then how does war “keep” peace for us?  As 

Maxine Hong Kingston diligently argues, in her artistic work, peace protest activities, and 

workshops promoting the creation of peace through writing, war cannot keep peace.  Only 

peaceful thoughts, behaviors, actions, communities, cultures, and countries can create peace.  

And those peaceful actions include art.  So says Maxine Hong Kingston through her work, her 

interviews, and her life activities.   

Some have used the fire that destroyed Kingston’s home and sequel to Tripmaster 

Monkey in 1991 to argue that something in Kingston’s artistic mind was destroyed as well.  

Several reviewers actively use this event as a way to explain away Kingston’s turn toward 

considering peace and war more centrally in her works post-Tripmaster Monkey (see Clausen 

and Shulman).  Such reviews show us how her work is presented to the world and viewed by 

those within American culture.  There is no doubt, for Kingston and several of her academic 

critics at least, that the fire was a turning point in her life, career, and approach to peace work.  

But a fuller turn toward peace and war thematically (because as Chapter 1 shows, these elements 

were present in her work from the beginning) should not be read as emotional or artistic decline.   

One explanation of this problem in reading is that a minority woman writer lodges this 

critique, a writer who has previously ruffled the feathers of male writers, particularly Asian-
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American ones, and whose rise to cultural and academic prominence was swift and has been 

sustained by the career that followed her first book.  Kingston therefore speaks from a position of 

prominence, power, and prestige, all elements not generally believed to be afforded to women or 

minority writers.  To accept the critique of fundamental aspects of American culture, elements of 

the cultural cosmology, which are so deeply lodged as to be considered by many as fundamental 

values and truths, then becomes harder for some (indoctrinated as we are by American war 

culture) to bear.  Therefore, an easy way to explain away Kingston’s audacity (to say that not 

only is peace possible but that the individual person both can create it and has a moral obligation 

to do so), is to blame a traumatic event and couch it as a negative defining moment for the 

author.  Woman writer plus traumatic event equals artistic decline and the concomitant decline in 

cultural power.  Then, some reviewers add insult to injury by musing that they wish Kingston 

would return to ‘what she is good at,’ generally defined as feminist writing about Chinese 

American minority identity and mother-daughter relationships.  This is an over-determined 

defining of Kingston as a writer – as over-determined as the early readings of her work as 

‘exotic.’  The author herself considers the fire that destroyed her home and unpublished work as 

an illuminating rather than defeating moment. As such, it marks a moment of change in 

Kingston’s works, from considering war and peace within the overall context of her character’s 

complex and heterogenous lives, to directly intervening in cultural understandings of war via her 

writing and the lives of Vietnam veterans via her workshops.   

Hopefully, the discussion within these chapters moves the needle away from these two 

tendencies in responses to Kingston’s considerations of peace; those two tendencies being either 

a dismissal of her concerns as futile wish-fulfillment or little consideration of her art as peace 

work at all.  In this dissertation, I have focused on how peace manifests as a concept and as an 
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action in the works of Maxine Hong Kingston.  Her early works, such as The Woman Warrior 

and China Men, reveal how war deeply affects people’s lives and how our considerations of war 

affect our choices within our lives.  Examples of this include “the brother” choosing to be a 

pacifist in the Navy and Brave Orchid teaching her children to be wary of planes flying in 

formation.  Beginning with Tripmaster Monkey, Kingston begins to shift her critique of 

American war culture into a head-on confrontation, this time via her reinvented America version 

of the Chinese Monkey King.  Her later works explore how people may help create peace:  in the 

mind and through direct intervention into the community as Kingston does with Vietnam 

veterans.  The Fifth Book of Peace offers us Kingston’s personal journey, as well as the journeys 

of her returning characters, Wittman and Taña, and those journeys of the veterans of her writing 

workshops.  To Be the Poet and I Love a Broad Margin to My Life offer Kingston’s observations 

on life and critiques of America’s obsession with war in poetic form.  The form may change, but 

Kingston’s primary concerns do not.  Maxine Hong Kingston’s work deeply explores peace and 

war in the lives of Chinese American immigrants, veterans, and artists.  Her writings provide a 

much-needed critique of American war culture and offers her readers the opportunity to consider 

how war is embedded in their lives and how they might approach creating peace for themselves 

and the world.  May we take Kingston’s example as an artist and activist seriously as we 

consider for ourselves the possibilities for peace within our lives and the world.              
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Notes 

i First appearing in the Ballad of Fa Mu Lan in the 6th century, this female character takes her father’s place in war, 

rises to the rank of general, and then returns home to the life of a wife and mother.  This story has been retold 

numerous times throughout the centuries, including Kingston’s continual re-visions of the character. 
ii Gwan Goong, Liu Pei, and Chang Fe are the main protagonists in the Chinese literary classic The Battle/Romance 

of the Three Kingdoms.  Gwan Goong is the dual god of war and literature; Gwan Goong, Liu Pei, and Chang Fe are 

characters based on historical figures from the Three Kingdoms period.  Gwan Goong was, like Chang Fe, a warrior 

for Liu Pei, a ruler during that era, though Gwan Goong was eventually deified as the god of war and literature 

(Pierce “Romance of the Three Kingdoms Novel and History”).   
iii Most researchers prefer to not capitalize ‘engaged’, including Hanh himself, so this writer is following suit.  This 

may be because engaged Buddhism is not considered a new form of Buddhism, so ‘engaged’ is not a proper name, 

like Mahayana, but an adjective which does not require capitalization.   
iv This connects back to the psychoanalytical concept of the law of the father and Lacan’s theories, with women 

outside of law and language.  Kingston is not necessarily intending to illustrate Lacan’s theories, but she ends up 

showing how we have culturally stratified men and women in just such a manner.   
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